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ABSTRACT 

Stratigraphic and structural relationships within, and 

adjacent to, the Delphine Creek area of southeastern British 

Columbia are consistent with the hypothesis that the 

Cordilleran divergent margin formed at the western edge of 

North America following rifting during the Late Proterozoic 

and continental separation at the approximate start of the 

Paleozoic (e.g. Stewart, 1972, 1976; Bond and Kominz, 1983). 

Within the study area, there is evidence for extensional 

faulting during deposition of the Middle Proterozoic Dutch 

Creek Formation <Purcell Supergroup), the Upper(?) 

Proterozoic Mount Nelson Formation, the Upper Proterozoic 

Toby Formation and Horsethief Creek Group (Windermere 

Supergroup), the Middle Devonian Mount Forster Formation, 

and . the Middle and Upper(?) Devonian Starbird(?) Formation. 

Extensional faulting during the Early Paleozoic is inferred 

from regional stratigraphic relationships. Syndepositional 

faulting has had a significant influence on lateral 

variations in the thicknesses of, and facies distributions 

within, Proterozoic and Paleozoic stratigraphic sequences. 

Angular unconformities below the Mount Forster Formation and 

Starbird(?) Formation record folding events. 

The Middle Proterozoic Purcell Supergroup is 

interpreted to have been deposited in a failed rift. The 

Mount Nelson Formation, which was in previous studies 
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considere d to be part of the Purcell Supergroup, is probably 

closely r elated in age to the ri f t stage deposits of the 

Upper Proterozoic Windermere Supergroup, and is interpreted 

as the pre-rift stage deposit o f the margin. Extension, and 

possible contraction and/or strike-slip tectonism, during 

the Middle (and Late? ) Devonian may have occurred within a 

back-arc setting. 

Uplifted arches present during the Proterozoic and 

Paleozoic are suggested to have been analogous to the 

uplifted basin margins that flank modern rifts. Texturally 

and mineralogically immature sediments of the Upper 

Proterozoic Horsethief Creek Group were derived from Lower 

Proterozoic basement rocks and pre-Windermere Supergroup 

strata that were exposed in uplifts that flanked the 

Horesethief Creek rift basin on the east, and at least 

locally, the west side. The northwest-trending Windermere 

High is considered to have been an arch that was related to 

lithospheric extension at the outer part of the margin 

during the Early Paleozoic. The West Alberta . Arch may have 

been an uplift that was related to mid-Devonian extension. 

Mesozoic structures in the study area comprise phase 

one thrust faults, phase two folds (and related faults) that 

deform the phase one thrusts, and phase three thrusts that 

cut phase one and phase two structures and may have a 

component of transcurrent displacement. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 

Hiogeoclinal sequences in orogenic belts are generally 

recognized as divergent margin successions that have been 

deformed into thrust and fold belts by cOlllpressional 

processes <Drake et al., 1959; DeMey and Bird, 1970; 

Dickinson, 1970; Coney, 1970). The sedimentary succession 

incorporated in the thrust and fold belt of the North 

American Cordillera is no exception; Douglas et al. (1970) 

and SteMart (1972> have suggested that these strata Mere 

deposited at a divergent margin located along the Mestern 

margin of the North Alllerican craton. 

1 

This thesis deals Mith aspects of the stratigraphic and 

structural developroent of the Cordilleran divergent margin 

and also deals Mith the contractional events that 

transformed the margin into the thrust and fold belt of the 

Cordillera. The study is based on fieldMork carried out in 

the Purcell anticlinoriWll of southeastern British ColWllbia. 

The stratigraphic section exposed in the study area 
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comprises a varied succession 0£ Middle Proterozoic to 

Devonian sedimentary rocks and minor volcanic rocks. 

Detailed analyses 0£ the depositional environments 0£ these 

strata, and examination 0£ syndepositional tectoniS111 

associated with several 0£ the sequences, provide the 

£oundation upon which the interpretations presented in this 

thesis regarding the develoP111ent 0£ the Cordilleran 

divergent margin are £ormed. Integration 0£ these 

investigations with published data £rom elsewhere in the 

Cordillera permits an understanding 0£ the structural and 

stratigraphic evolution 0£ the margin in terms 0£ the models 

developed £or modern margins. 

Hodern margins have been intensively studied during the 

last two decades by research institutions and by the 

petroleum industry to investigate their structural and 

stratigraphic evolution and to search £or hydrocarbons. 

Huch 0£ the geologic data aquired at modern margins are 

derived £rom seismic re£lection, seismic re£raction, 

gravity, magnetic, and other geophysical studies, and £rom 

wells drilled by the Deep Sea Drilling Project, the 

International Phase 0£ Oceanic Drilling Program, and the 

petroleum industry. Integrated studies 0£ these data have 

led to a general understanding 0£ the structural and 

depositional £ramework 0£ many margins <Falvey, 1974; 

Boillot, 1978; Curray, 1980; Schuepbach and Vail, 1980>; 

however, the types 0£ data available at modern margins 
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commonly do not permit investigation of detailed 

stratigraphic and structural relationships. In particular, 

strata deposited during the early stages of margin 

develoJ)111ent are cOIIUllonly deeply buried and are not often 

penetrated by closely spaced Mells. As a result, few 

detailed studies have been undertaken to investigate the 

interplay between sedimentation and syndepositional 

tectonism in sequences deposited during rifting episodes at 

modern margins. 

Because the sedimentary succession that was deposited 

at the Cordilleran divergent margin has been defonned and 

uplifted by the nesozoic and Cenozoic deformation that 

formed the Rocky nountain Belt, the stratigraphic sequences 

formed during various stages of margin develoJ)111ent are noM 

exposed. Study of the succession of Proterozoic and 

Paleozoic strata in the study area presents an invaluable 

opportunity to observe in detail the stratigraphic and 

structural evolution of a divergent margin. 

Another objective of the thesis is to investigate a 

paleohigh, termed the Windermere High <Reesor, 1973>, which 

was active within the Cordilleran divergent margin during 

the Early Paleozoic. Exposures of Devonian strata that 

overlie Upper Proterozoic strata near the headwaters of 

Delphine Creek within the eastern part of the study area 

constitute the most condensed sections on the Windermere 

High. These Devonian exposures were first recognized while 
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I was 0111ployed by Trigg, Woollett Consulting Ltd., and have 

been br i efly described by Root (1963, 1965). They Mere not 

recognized during reconnaissance mapping by Walker <1926) 

and Mere included with various Proterozoic stratigraphic 

units on his map; later reports by Reesor <1957a, 1973> 

incorporated Walker•s mapping in the vicinity of the 

Paleozoic strata with no modifications. 

The history and the georoetry of the Windermere High are 

investigated utilizing data frOlll the study area in addition 

to published data froro adjacent areas. A model is proposed 

to explain the significance of the High with respect to the 

geodynamic developroent of the Cordilleran divergent margin. 

Another aim of the thesis is to study the Hesozoic 

defonnation in the Purcell anticlinoriwn. An understanding 

of the structures that were fanned during folding and 

thrusting is essential for any sort of paleogeographic 

interpretation of the pre-Hesozoic configuration of the 

divergent margin. In addition, special e111phasis has been 

placed on ascertaining whether Proterozoic and Paleozoic 

normal faults have been reactivated as thrust faults during 

Mesozoic c0111pressional episodes. 

1.2 REGIONAL GEOLOGY 

A brief SWIUllary of the general setting of the Canadian 

Cordillera, and the stratigraphy and structure of the Rocky 

Mountain Belt, is necessary to place the study in a regional 



context. 

1 • 2. 1 GEOLOGICAL AND PHYSIOGRAPHIC SUBDIVISIONS OF THE 

CANADIAN CORDILLERA 

The Canadian Cordillera wa-s f"or111ed by the accretion of" 

two allochthonous composite masses of" S111aller terranes onto 

the western margin of" the North American continent CHonger, 

1977; Coney et al., 1980; Honger et al., 1982>. The 

Canadian Cordillera can be divided into f"ive physiographic 

terranes (Figure 1.1 ): the Intennontane Belt and Insular 

5 

Belt, which consist mainly of" the relatively unmetamorphosed 

composite terranes I and II respectively; the <hineca 

Crystalline Belt and the Coast Plutonic Complex, which are 

high-grade metamorphic and granitic belts that have been 

imposed on, and separate, the other three belts; and the 

Rocky Hountain Belt, which consists of" tectonically 

compressed strata of" the Cordilleran divergent margin that 

were, f"or the most part, detached f"rom their depositional 

basement and transported up to at least 200 Jan 

northeastward onto the North Alllerican craton (Price et al., 

1981 >. 

The Rocky Hountain Belt can be divided into a series of" 

subparallel structural subprovinces on the basis of" 

structural and physiographic changes that are controlled by 

variations in the character and thickness of" the sedimentary 

sequence, and changes in the structural level that is 



' ·'). 
~- '· ..,~~- '-

c,f}"' INS B : INSULAR BELT 
CPC : COAST PLUTONIC COMPLEX 
INT B : INTERMONTANE BELT 
OCB: OMINECA CRYSTALLINE BELT 
RMB : ROCKY MOUNTAIN BELT 

Figure 1.1 . Phyalographlc aubdlvlalona and compoalte terrain• (I and II) of the Canadian Cordillera. 

e 
Nalaon 

Altar Monger~-, 1982. 

50km 

e 
Calgary 

Figure 1.2 . Structural Subprovlncea of the Canadian Rocky Mountain Belt . 

The area covered In Figure 1.3 la outlined by rectangle. 
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exposed <North and Henderson, 1954; Price and 11ountjoy, 

1970; Pr i ce et al., 1981 ). At the latitude of this study 

the subprovinces are <Figure 1 .2): 

1 ) The Foothills 

2) The Front Ranges 

3) The Eastern 11ain Ranges 

4) The Western 11ain Ranges 

5) The Western Ranges 

6) The Purcell anticlinoriW11 

7) The .Kootenay Arc 

1.2.2 STRATIGRAPHY 

Strata exposed in the Rocky 11ountain Belt range in age 

from 11iddle Proterozoic to Tertiary. Strata deposited prior 

to orogenesis span the interval from 11iddle Proterozoic to 

11iddle Jurassic. Upper Jurassic to Tertiary strata consist 

of elastic detritus shed from the evolving Cordillera, 

mainly during the 11iddle Jurassic to mid-Cretaceous and Late 

Cretaceous to Paleocene periods of orogenic activity, and 

Tertiary strata deposited during post-orogenic extensional 

activity (Porter et al., 1982). 

Wherever the basement to the stratigraphic succession 

of the Rocky 11ountain Belt is encountered in outcrop or in 

deep drilling, it consists of LoNer Proterozoic or younger 

gneissic rocks <Burwash et al., 1962; Obradovich and 

Peterman, 1968; Evenchick et al., 1984>. No oceanic crust 



is known below strata deposited at the Canadian Cordilleran 

divergent margin. 

PURCELL SUPERGROUP 

8 

The oldest strata in the thrust and £old belt 0£ the 

North Alllerican Cordillera consist d0111inantly 0£ Fine-grained 

elastics and carbonates 0£ the Purcell Supergroup and its 

correlatives. These strata occur in isolated exposures 

throughout the length 0£ the Canadian and American thrust 

and £old belt (King, 1969; Stewart, 1972, 1976). The age 0£ 

this succession is uncertain; pale0111agnetic studies suggest 

deposition between approxi.Jllately 1500 Ha to 1250 Ha <Elston, 

1984>, while radi0111etric data indicate the age ranges £r0111 

at least 1430 Ha to about 900 Ha <Obradovich et al., 1984). 

Strata 0£ the Purcell Supergroup in southern Canada, 

and the contiguous Belt Supergroup in the United States, are 

up to about 14 km thick (Sears et al., 1984, in Winston et 

al., 1984 >. In the easter11111oat exposures in southern 

Canada, Purcell strata consist 0£ shallow-water deposits. 

Further west in the Purcell anticlinoriWll, the succession is 

thicker, and shallow-water £acies are restricted to younger 

Purcell Supergroup strata that have prograded over a 

sequence 0£ quartzite and argillite turbidite deposits (the 

Aldridge Formation> which are at least 4 Ian thick <Price, 

1964; HcHechan, 1981; Hoy, 1982). Host geologists working 

with the Purcell and equivalent sediments have interpreted 



them as marine deposits. Winston et al. (1984), however, 

present the view that they Mere deposited in an 

intracratonic basin that was either cut 0££ £r0111, or 

severely restricted £ran, the open ocean. 

WINDER11ERE SUPERGROUP 

9 

Strata 0£ the Upper Proterozoic Windennere Supergroup 

outcrop essentially continuously throughout the length 0£ 

the Cordilleran thrust and £old belt in Canada and the 

United States (Stewart, 1972, 1976; Gabrielse, 1972). Cobble 

and boulder congl0111erate horizons, located at the base and 

locally at higher stratigraphic levels within the 

succession, have been interpreted as glacial deposits 

<Aalto, 1971; Eisbacher, 1981; Crittenden et al., 1983) or 

as debris £loN and £luvial deposits associated with periods 

0£ tectonisro <Reesor, 1973; Schennerhorn, 1974; Lis and 

Price, 1976; Atkinson, 1977, Foo, 1979>. na£ic volcanics 

are locally intercalated with the conglOllleratic strata. 

In the southern Canadian Rocky nountain Belt, strata 

that overlie the basal conglomeratic horizon consist 0£ 

texturally and mineralogically i.nuaature pebble congl0111erate 

and sandstone, argillite, and carbonate. The bulk 0£ these 

strata have been interpreted as deep water deposits <Young 

et al., 1973; Poulton and Simony, 1980; Carey and Simony, 

1985). 

In the Purcell anticlinoriWll, south 0£ the Saint nary 
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fault <Figure 1.3>, Lower Cambrian strata overlie Purcell 

Supergroup rocks and Windennere strata are absent. In 

general, the Windennere Supergroup thickens to the north and 

to the west fran this area, and it attains thicknesses of up 

to about 9 Ian <Lis and Price, 1976>. 

The thickness of the Windermere succession varies 

considerably in the vicinity of the study area <Figure 1.3>. 

The Toby Fonnation, which canprises the basal congl0111eratic 

unit, ranges fran zero to about 500 m <Atkinson, 1975; this 

study). The overlying Horsethief Creek Group is about 

2000 m thick at nount Forster <Reesor, 1973; cross-section 

n-N>, approxiJl1ately 1430 m thick at the headwaters of Jumbo 

Creek, and ranges frOlll less than 100 m to about 400 mat 

Delphine Creek (Figure 1.4). 

LOWER PALEOZOIC STRATA 

The base of the Paleozoic succession consists of Lower 

Cambrian quartz sandstone of the Gog Group, Cranbrook 

Fonnation, and Hamill Group. The overlying Cambrian, 

Ordovician, and Silurian strata c0111prise mainly carbonate 

and fine-grained elastic strata. Lower Paleozoic strata 

exhibit profound variations in thickness and lithology in 

the western part of the Rocky nountain Belt. Figure 1.4 is 

a stratigraphic cross-section that illustrates these 

variations across the Rocky nountain Belt in the vicinity of 

the study area. In the Front Ranges the Lower Paleozoic 
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strata overlying the Gog Group consist of about 1 Ian of 

shallow-water carbonate with minor interbedded shale; these 

strata thicken westward to about 5 km adjacent to a zone of 

facies change that for111s the boundary between the Eastern 

Hain Ranges and the Western Hain Ranges. West of the zone 

of facies change all stratigraphic units above the Gog Group 

except the Upper Cambrian Lyell Formation limestone, the 

Hiddle or Upper Ordovician Hount Wilson Formation Quartzite, 

and the Upper Ordovician and Lower Silurian Beaverfoot 

Formation dol0111ite consist of light gray and light green 

calcareous mudstone and argillaceous li.Jllestone <Cook 1970, 

1975; Aitken 1971; Morford, 1969). Further west, in the 

Western Ranges and the eastern region of the Purcell 

anticlinorium, the Lower Paleozoic sequence bec0111es 

progressively thinned due to depositional condensation and 

erosional truncation. At Law Ridge <Figure 1.4> only the 

Upper<?> Cambrian Jubilee Formation <which correlates with 

the Lyell Formation> and the Upper Ordovician <and 

Silurian?> Beaverfoot Formation are present between the 

Upper Proterozoic Horsethief Creek Group and the Hiddle 

Devonian Hount Forster For111ation <Walker, 1926; Reesor, 

1973). 

In the study area, Devonian strata directly overlie the 

Horsethief Creek Group in the footwall of the Hount Forster 

fault <~oot, 1983, 1985). These exposures represent the 

culmination of a paleohigh termed the Windennere High 



<Reesor, 1973). 
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Only 12 Ian to the west, within the hanging 

wall of the nount Forster fault, the Horsethief Creek Group 

is overlain by approximately 1300 m of Lower Cambrian Ha111ill 

Group quartzite <Reesor, 1973) which is, in turn, overlain 

by the Lower Cambrian nohican Formation and Badshot 

Formation and the Paleozoic Lardeau Group. In the western 

region of the study area the Lardeau Group consists of dark 

phyllite and fine-grained, carbonate rich, sandstone. 

Further west in the Kootenay Arc coarse-grained feldspathic 

wacke sandstones and basic volcanic rocks are cOPUllon in the 

Lardeau Group <Read and Wheeler, 1976). 

UPPER PALEOZOIC TO nIDDLE JURASSIC STRATA 

Exposures of these strata are generally restricted to 

the eastern part of the Rocky nountain Thrust and Fold Belt 

and the Kootenay Arc. In the eastern exposures the 

succession COIQprises thin, locally developed deposits of 

niddle Devonian elastics <Aitken, 1966) that are overlain 

by Upper Devonian and younger carbonates and fine-grained 

elastics of d0111inantly shallow water origin <Porter et al., 

1982). These strata unconfonnably overlap Silurian, 

Ordovician, and Upper Caabrian formations toward the east 

<Price and nountjoy, 1970) across the flank of a broad 

paleohigh, the West Alberta Arch (Grayston et al., 1965; 

Douglas et al. 1970). The niddle Devonian and Upper<?> 

Devonian carbonates and elastics present in the study area 



are generally similar in lithology to units present to the 

east. 
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In the Kootenay Arc the Lardeau Group is overlain with 

angular unconformity by the Carboniferous Hilford Group, 

which c0111prises dark pelites, sandstones, li.mestones, 

congl0111erate, and basic volcanic rocks <Read and Wheeler, 

1976). Hiddle Devonian limestone and cobble conglOlllerate 

and Upper Devonian limestone are locally present in the 

Kootenay Arc in northNestern Washington <Gree11111an et al., 

1977>; hoNever, it is not knONn if the Lardeau Group in 

Canada includes Devonian strata. 

1.2.3 STRUCTURE 

The structure of the Foothills, Front Ranges and 

Eastern Hain Ranges subprovincea <Figure 1.2> is dominated 

by easterly verging thrust faults and related flexural-slip 

folds <Bally et al., 1966; Price and Hountjoy, 1970). To 

the Nest 0£ the LoNer Paleozoic facies change <Figure 1.3) 

the Lower Paleozoic argillaceous strata in the Western Hain 

Ranges are pervasively cleaved, plastically thickened (Cook 

1970, 1975), and de£onned into a doNnward converging 

cleavage fan, the Porcupine Creek £an structure <Price and 

Gardner, 1979). The southNest flank 0£ the Porcupine Creek 

£an structure coincides with the Western Ranges aubprovince 

and c0111prisea a series of southNesterly overturned fold• and 

thrust faults. 
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The Purcell anticlinoriUPI is a broad, north to 

north-northwest plunging structure which exposes 

Proterozoic, and to a lesser extent, Paleozoic strata. 

Several major sigrooidal-shaped faults - the noyie, Saint 

nary-Redwall~ Hall Lake, and Purcell-nount Forster-Redding 

Creek faults - segment the AnticlinorillPI (Figure 1.3). 

Contrasts in the thicknesses and the distribution of Upper 

Proterozoic and Lower Paleozoic strata, and changes in the 

character of niddle Proterozoic strata, across these faults 

have led to the interpretation that most or all of the 

faults are right-lateral reverse faults which had their 

northwest sides downdropped during the Proterozoic and early 

Paleozoic (Leech, 1958, 1962a; Lis and Price, 1976; 

Benvenuto and Price, 1979; Foo, 1979; ncnechan, 1981; 

ncnechan and Price, 1982a; Hoy, 1982). Figure 1.5 

illustrates the stratigraphic relationships across the Saint 

nary fault which led Lis and Price (1976) to suggest that 

the Saint nary fault follows the locus of a major northeast 

trending normal fault which was active during deposition of 

the Windermere Supergroup. Dra111atic differences in the Upper 

Proterozoic and Paleozoic stratigraphic successions across 

the nount Forster reverse fault (Figure 1.4) could be 

interpreted in a similar manner; the nount Forster fault 

could be a reactivated older normal fault that had formed 

the western boundary of the Windermere High. 

Dahlatran (1970), however, interpreted the sigmoidal 
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faults in the Purcell anticlinoriUPl as thrust faults, and 

suggested that the anticlinori\1111 is a huge culmination of 

stacked thrust sheets. It folloNs fran his interpretation 
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that the contrasts in stratigraphy across the faults can be 

ascribed to juxtaposition of originally distant parts of the 

Cordilleran divergent margin by fault movement. 

The Kootenay Arc is a narroN belt of COlllplexly 

deformed, Masterly facing, meta-sedimentary rock that 

forms the Nestern flank of the Purcell anticlinoriUPl. The 

Kootenay Arc coincides Mith the boundary betNeen the 

Proterozoic and Paleozoic strata that accumulated in the 

Cordilleran divergent margin and the tectonic collage of 

terranes that Mere accreted in mid-Jurassic time <Archibald 

et al., 1983). 

The Rocky Hountain Belt has undergone three main 

periods of deformation during the Hesozoic and Tertiary. The 

first period of deformation, Nhich produced the major 

structures present in the Kootenay Arc, the Purcell 

anticlinorium, and in at least part of the Hain Ranges, 

cOIIUllenced in Hiddle Jurassic time as the composite 

allochthonous terrane I <Figure 1.1 > Mas accreted to the 

western margin of Horth America <Archibald et al., 1983). 

Post - kinematic plutons were emplaced in mid-Cretaceous 

time <betNeen about 115 na and 90 na> in the Kootenay Arc 

and Purcell anticlinorium, and this establishes an upper 

time limit for this period of deformation <Archibald et al., 
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1984). 

The second period 0£ de£onnation was a Late Cretaceous 

to Paleocene contractional episode in which the previously 

de£onned southwesterly portion 0£ the thrust and £old belt 

was displaced to the northeast when the thrust £aults 0£ the 

Foothills, Front Ranges, and Eastern nain Ranges developed 

<Price, 1981 > as the composite allocthonous terrane II was 

accreted <Price et al., 1981 >. 

The last period 0£ de£onnation involved local 

post-orogenic extensional £aulting during the Tertiary. The 

two major structures that £onned during this period in the 

southwestern Cordillera are the Flathead £ault and the 

Southern Rocky nountain Trench normal £ault. 

1.2.4 THE CORDILLERAN DIVERGENT nARGIN 

Data £ran sei11111ic re£raction, geanagnetic depth 

sounding, gravity studies, and structural cross-sections 

suggest that the western edge 0£ the non-attenuated North 

American craton lies beneath the Kootenay Arc <Price, 1981 >. 

Palinspastic reconstructions 0£ the northeaatern part 0£ the 

Thrust and Fold Belt in the region 0£ the study area show 

that, prior to displacements 0£ thrust £aults during the 

Late Cretaceous to Paleocene period 0£ contractional 

de£ormation, strata in the Bourgeau thrust sheet <Figure 

1.3> Mere located near the present position 0£ the Kootenay 

Arc <Price, 1981 >. This i.Jllplies that, prior to the onset 0£ 



contractional orogenesis, all strata in, and to the 

southwest of, the Bourgeau thrust sheet were located 

outboard of the edge of the non-attenuated craton and were 

deposited on attenuated continental crust. A palin-
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spastically restored section through the Rocky nountain Belt 

has been canpared to the Atlantic margin of Canada by Price 

(1981, his Figure 7). 

The divergent margin that existed along the western 

flank of the North Alllerican craton prior to nesozoic and 

Tertiary de£onnation is referred to in this thesis as the 

Cordilleran divergent margin; although it is essential to 

stress that it is actually noM a wpaleo divergent margin~ 

that has been defonned and incorporated in a thrust and 

fold belt. 

Several hypotheses have been proposed to explain the 

develoJ)lllent of the Cordilleran divergent margin. Some 

geologists have suggested that the rifting event that led to 

continental separation was prior to, or during, deposition 

0£ the Purcell Supergroup <nonger et al., 1972; Gabrielse, 

1972; Burke and DeNey, 1973; Hcnechan, 1981 ). 

Stewart (1972, 1976>, however, pointed out that Purcell 

Supergroup and equivalent strata were deposited in isolated 

basins, and that the depositional trend 0£ Upper Proterozoic 

and younger strata cuts across the grain of these earlier 

basins. He concluded that a marked change in the tectonic 

setting occurred at the ti.Jlle at which Winderraere Supergroup 



and equivalent strata were first deposited, and attributed 

this change to continental separation at the beginning of 

Windermere time. 

Stewart and Suczek (1977> later revised this model 

slightly. They proposed that the basal conglomerate and 

volcanic sequence of the Windermere Supergroup may have 

accwnulated in rift-valley basins that formed prior to 

continental separation, and suggested that continental 

breakup took place at about 650 na. 
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Burchfiel and Davis (1975) have suggested that both the 

Purcell and Windermere . rifting events may have been real, 

and that the divergent margin of western North America may 

have been formed prior to, or during, Purcell sedimentation 

and was only reshaped during Windennere time. This view was 

elaborated on by Dickinson (1977> who proposed that the 

Canadian part of the margin was fanned during Purcell time 

and the American portion was formed during Windermere time. 

Backstripping studies <Sleep, 1971 >, which isolate the 

tectonic component of subsidence in sedimentary basins, have 

recently been applied to Paleozoic strata throughout the 

Rocky Hountain Belt <Annin and nayer, 1983; Bond et al., 

1983; Bond and K0111inz, 1984 >. The results of these studies 

indicate that the tectonic subsidence of the Paleozoic 

section of the margin is beat explained by thennal 

contraction of the lithosphere following a rifting event. 

The form of the tectonic subsidence curves generated in 
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these studies is consistant throughout the thrust and fold 

belt and i mplies that subsidence was controlled by cooling 

of the lithosphere following continental separation at about 

555 to 600 na. Bond et al. (1984> hypothesized that the 

Cordilleran Divergent nargin was formed during the latest 

Proterozoic or earliest Ca111brian when a Proterozoic 

supercontinent broke up. 

Strata deposited at the western margin of North America 

prior to nesozoic and Tertiary orogenesis range in age frOlll 

niddle Proterozoic to niddle Jurassic, a time span of 

1300 na or longer. The length of time represented by these 

strata is much greater than the age of modern margins which 

have developed as the Pangean supercontinent broke up in 

post-Triassic tinie, and accordingly, the strata have had a 

c omplex history and contain a record of several 

deformational events and periods of igneous intrusion and 

metamorphiSlll. The oldest event, tanned the East Kootenay 

orogeny in southern Canada <Leech, 1962b; ncnechan and 

Price, 1982b) and the Racklan orogeny in northern Canada 

<Young et al., 1979>, apparently involved local folding, 

metamorphism, and granitic intrusion at approximately 1300 

to 1350 na and may have coincided with the tennination of 

deposition of Purcell Supergroup and equivalent strata. 

A period of block faulting, differential subsidence and 

uplift, granitic intrusion, and metamorphism that occurred 

prior to, and during, deposition of the Windennere 
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Supergroup has been termed the Goat River orogeny cncnechan 

and Price , 1982b) and the Hayhook orogeny <Young et al., 

1979> in the southern and northern C•nadian Cordillera 

respectively. Gneissic granites dated at 728 na and 741 na 

are non-con£ormably overlain by strata 0£ the Windennere 

Supergroup in eastern and north-central British ColUP1bia 

<Evenchick et al., 1984). 

There is evidence in the Kootenay Arc that rocks 0£ the 

Lardeau Group were metamorphosed and de£onned prior to 

deposition 0£ the Upper nississippian and younger nil£ord 

Group: a £oliation present in the Lardeau Group is 

truncated by the pre-nil£ord uncon£ormity <Read, 1975), 

clasts 0£ Lardeau Group strata that are present in the basal 

conglomerate 0£ the nil£ord Group have £oliations which vary 

in orientation £rom pebble to pebble, and di££er £rom the 

£oliation 0£ the matrix <Read, 1976>, and polymetamorphic 

£abrics in the Kootenay Arc are restricted to pre-ni1£ord 

Group rocks (Read, 1971). The relationship betMeen this 

pre-nississippian episode 0£ de£onnation and Devonian and 

nississippian plutons which are present in scattered 

locations in the Cordillera <Okulitch et al., 1975; 

Gabrielse et al., 1982; Evenchick et al., 1984) is 

uncertain. 

The Cordilleran divergent margin Mas trans£onned into a 

convergent margin by niddle Jurassic tiJlle, and possibly much 

earlier. nonger and Price (1979) postulate that the 
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Paleozoic Lardeau Group may have been prograded into an 

intermittently tectonically active back-arc basin rather 

than a stable ocean basin, and that feldspathic Nacke 

sandstones in the Lardeau Group may have been derived fran a 

volcanic arc situated to the west. There is no direct 

evidence for this postulated arc, however, and the time of 

the initiation of subduction is very poorly constrained. 

Nonnal faults are ubiquitous in modern divergent 

margins. They fonn during the rift stage of basin 

develo1>111ent in response to crustal extension, and also fonn 

as a result of superficial soft-sediment defonnation during 

the drift stage. Very feN Proterozoic or Paleozoic nonnal 

faults have been recognized in the southern Canadian Rocky 

Mountain Belt, hoNever, and it is generally thought that the 

faults fonned during the develo1>111ent of the Cordilleran 

divergent margin have been reactivated as reverse faults 

during Mesozoic and Cenozoic phases of c0111pression (for 

e~ample, see the discussion of the siginoidal faults that 

seg111ent the Purcell anticlinoriWII in Section 1.2.3). This 

interpretation has led A.W. Bally to state "it is not at all 

easy to observe the traces of pre-existing nonnal faults in 

the Canadian overthrust belt. They are never exposed as 

nonnal faults in an outcrop" <A.W. Bally in a published 

discussion following Kerr, 1982). 

Detailed investigations of the structure and 

stratigraphy of the study area, hONever, daaonstrate that 
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normal faults which formed during deposition of niddle 

Proterozoic through Devonian strata can be identified in the 

Purcell anticlinorilllll, and also de111onstrate that many of 

these normal faults have not been reactivated as reverse 

faults during periods of c0111pressional tectonics. The 

recognition of these faults has proved to be very valuable 

in gaining an understanding of the evolution of the 

Cordilleran divergent margin. 

1.3 THE STUDY AREA 

The area in Nhich this study has been carried out 

comprises about 360 square kilometres in the Purcell 

nountains of southeastern British Coltllllbia <Figure 1.6). The 

northeastern boundary of the study area is located 

approximately 25 klll Nest of lnvermere, British ColUMbia, and 

the area can be reached from Invermere along gravel roads 

Nhich follow Toby Creek and Horsethief Creek. Dirt roads 

into the drainages of Delphine Creek, Jumbo Creek, Black 

Diamond Creek, ncDonald Creek and Farnham Creek alloN access 

to various regions of the study area, but road and bridge 

conditions vary frOlll year to year; as of 1984, only the 

Delphine Creek and ncDonald Creek roads, and the lower part 

of the JW11bo Creek road, Mere open to four-wheel-drive 

traffic. 

The study area cOlllprises rugged, glacially sculpted 

peaks and steep-aided creek valleys. The topographic relief 
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exceeds 2100 m. Exposure 0£ rock is generally excellent 

above timberline, which is located at about 7000 to 8000 £t 

(2134 to 2438 m>, and outcrops 0£ rock are £airly cOllllllon 

throughout the area on the lower tiJllbered slopes. 

The £ieldwork upon which this report is based was 

carried out in 1982, 1983, and 1984. Little detailed work 

can be undertaken in the study area prior to the beginning 

0£ July because 0£ extensive snow cover, but £avourable 

weather conditions permitted £ield work until mid-October in 

1982 and 1983. 

Several traverses were walked in parts 0£ the 

Purcell anticlinorium adjacent to the study area, as well as 

in the Western Ranges and Main Ranges, to exaMine aspects 0£ 

the stratigraphy and structure relevant to the study. In 

addition, the author has bene£itted £r0111 two seasons 0£ 

geologic £ieldwork in the Purcell anticlinorium while 

efllployed by Trigg, Woollett Consulting Ltd. in 1979 and 

1980. 

1.4 PREVIOUS WORK AND CURRENT WORK 

The earliest geological work in the study area was 

carried out during investigations 0£ the Windermere map-area 

by J.F. Walker between 1922 and 1924 <Walker, 1926). In 

this excellent study Walker de£ined and described the Dutch 

Creek Formation, the Mount Nelson Formation, the Toby 

Formation and the Horsethie£ Formation (nOM Horaethie£ Creek 
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Group) of the Windermere Series <now Windermere Supergroup>, 

and recognized the an0111alously thin section of LoNer 

Paleozoic strata capped by Devonian ~ocks at nount Forster 

and LaN Ridge. Walker also mapped the nount Forster fault 

and interpreted it as a major thrust fault that cut 

previously formed folds. 

In the 1950 •s J.E. Reesor mapped the area covered by 

the 1:250,000 Lardeau east-half map sheet <Reesor , 1957a , 

1973). Due to ti.Jlle and accessibility constraints Reesor•s 

maps incorporated a portion of Walker•s (1926> map of the 

area betMeen Toby Creek and Horsethief Creek, an area Mhich 

includes much of the area of the present study. Reesor 

noted several locations in the Lardeau east-half area Mhere 

it Nas possible to interpret syndepositional faulting during 

Toby Formation deposition, and suggested that faults and 

folds formed prior to, or during, Toby deposition had a 

northwest-southeast trend. Reesor did not agree with 

Walker•s (1926> interpretation of the nount Forster fault, 

and interpreted the fault (Nhich he called the nount Forster 

- Steamboat ttountain fault) as a steeply dipping reverse 

fault that did not extend south of the Horsethief Creek 

batholith <Figure 1.3). 

Geologic investigations that are relevant to the 

present study have been carried out to investigate econ0111ic 

mineral properties in, and adjacent to, the study area by 

Fyles (1960a>, ttcCammon (1965>, Atkinson (1975, 1976, 1977>, 
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and Freiholz (1983). Fyles (1960a) studied the area 

immediately south and southeast of Black Diamond Hountain in 

the southeast corner of the study area. Several of his 

interpretations of the stratigraphy and structure have been 

extensively modified in this thesis, but his map of the area 

to the south of Toby Creek, and in the vicinity of the 

eastern part of the ridge between JWQbo Creek and Toby 

Creek, has been used with only minor changes. 

During a geologic investigation of the Brisco magnesite 

area (Figure 1.6>, HcCammon (1965) studied the stratigraphy 

and structure of a region flanking a portion of the Hount 

Forster fault. He subdivided the upper part of the Hount 

Nelson Formation into informal me111bers that can also be 

recognized within the study area. 

Atkinson (1975) studied the stratigraphy of the Dutch 

Creek Formation, Hount Nelson Formation, Toby Formation, and 

Horsethief Creek Group, and the structure of the Hount 

Forster syncline, in the Paradise Hine area <Figure 1.6). 

Her study is especially noteworthy because she conclusively 

docUIQented a Toby-age syndepositional normal fault. 

Freiholz (1983> investigated the stratigraphic and 

structural setting of the Redmac mineral property 

immediately north of the study area. She established that 

the Nount Forster fault did continue to the south of the 

Horsethief Creek batholith essentially as Walker (1926) had 

mapped it, and de111onstrated that the fault was a late 
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structure that cut a previously folded and faulted sequence 

of strata. She mapped an enig111atic sequence of strata in 

the footMall of the nount Forster fault that I regard as the 

niddle Devonian nount Forster Formation. 

TMo geologic investigations have been undertaken 

recently in the vicinity of the study area. S. Bennett, a 

graduate student at GoldS111ith•s College, University of 

London, London, England, is studying the structure, the 

Proterozoic and Paleozoic stratigraphy, and the econanic 

mineral deposits, in the region between Horsethief Creek and 

Frances Creek near nount Forster, and in the vicinity of 

Steamboat Hountain. 

Figure 1.3. 

His mapping has been incorporated in 

A regional study of the LoMer Cambrian Hamill Group by 

W.J. Devlin, a graduate student at the Lamont-Doherty 

Geological Observatory of Columbia University, Palisades, 

New York, has recently been canpleted <Devlin, 1986). As 

part of his investigation, Devlin studied the superb 

exposures of Hamill Group strata near Blockhead nountain and 

at Jumbo Pass. 

1.5 OBJECTIVES AND nETHOD OF STUDY 

The study Mas initiated to investigate the stratigraphy 

and structure of the region at the headMaters of Delphine 

Creek Mhere the previously u11111apped succession of Paleozoic 

strata <noM knoMn to be Devonian> Mas recognized by the 
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author in 1980. During the first season of fieldwork many 

unanticipated complexities in the Proterozoic and Paleozoic 

stratigraphic successions, and in the structural geology, of 

the area were recognized. Detailed mapping of stratigraphic 

units has demonstrated that periods of syndepositional 

tectonism during deposition of Proterozoic and Devonian 

strata had exerted profound controls on the type of sed.iroent 

deposited, on the local thicknesses of stratigraphic units, 

and on the distribution of facies within the stratigraphic 

units. 

During the first season of fieldNork the Upper 

Proterozoic Horsethief Creek Group in the eastern part of 

the study area was recognized to be anomalously thin 

compared to exposures to the east and Nest <Figure 1.4). The 

spatial correspondence betNeen the thin section of Upper 

Proterozoic strata and the culJllination of the Windennere 

High suggests that either the High was a positive feature 

during deposition of the Horsethief Creek Group or that the 

Horsethief Creek Group was thinned by later erosion. 

The structures in the study area that Mere fanned 

during the Hesozoic are more complex than previous studies 

(Walker, 1926; Reesor, 1973) have indicated. The roegascopic 

structures in the study area are interpreted to have fanned 

during three phases of defonnation. 

The main objectives of the study are: 
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1) to investigate the conditions under which the 

Proterozoic and Paleozoic strata 0£ the study area were 

deposited, 

2) to investigate the tectonic and stratigraphic 

develoJ)lllent 0£ the Cordilleran divergent margin in 

tenns 0£ the models developed to explain the evolution 

0£ modern margins, 

3) to determine the times 0£ activity, and the ge0111etry, 

0£ the Windennere High, as well as the signi£icance 0£ 

the Windennere High with respect to the tectonic 

evolution 0£ the Cordilleran divergent margin, 

4) to determine the age and correlations 0£ the Paleozoic 

strata at Delphine Creek, 

5) to elucidate the structural geology 0£ the study area. 

The geanetry 0£ the Proterozoic and Paleozoic £aults 

are investigated, the nature 0£ the nesozoic 

de£onnation is studied, and the relationship between 

nesozoic structures and older structures is exmnined 

to ascertain whether any 0£ the older structures have 

been reactivated as reverse £aults. The regional 

geologic structure 0£ the Purcell anticlinori\1111 is 

investigated in order to construct palinspastically 

restored maps Nhich are used to exa111ine the geOllletry 0£ 

the margin at various geologic times. 

In order to achieve the objectives 0£ this study it has 



been necessary to integrate stratigraphic and structural 

data that pertain to the development of the Cordilleran 

Divergent Hargin with data that pertain to the subsequent 

deformational events that transformed the margin into a 

thrust and fold belt. 
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The study area has been mapped at a scale of 1:24,000 

to determine the distribution of stratigraphic units, and to 

examine the macroscopic geologic structure <Figure 1.7). 

Within this area, near the headwaters of Delphine Creek, 

Farnham Creek, and Black Diamond Creek, a 1:12,000 scale map 

<Figure 1.8) has been constructed that illustrates the 

distribution of relatively thin lithostratigraphic members 

that have been delineated within the Horsethief Creek Group, 

Hount Forster Formation, and Starbird(?) Formation. 

A total of 19 detailed stratigraphic sections - 2 

partial sections through the Hount Nelson Formation, 2 

sections through the Toby Formation, 2 partial sections and 

6 complete sections through the Horsethief Creek Group, 5 

sections through the Hount Forster Formation, and 2 sections 

through the Starbird(?) Formation - have been measured using 

a Jacob•s staff. 

Detailed stratigraphic cross-aections through the 

Horsethief Creek Group and the Hount Forster Formation have 

been constructed in the region covered by the 1:12,000 map; 

they utilize data from both measured sections and detailed 

lithostratigraphic mapping. These cross-sections danonstrate 



some of the c0111plexities in the Upper Proterozoic and 

Devonian successions that are associated Mith 

syndepositional tectonism. 

Laboratory Nork included: examination of thin 
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sections, x-ray diffraction studies, statistical analyses of 

tectonite fabric data, digestion of ten salllples frOlll the 

Starbird Formation for conodont separation purposes, and 

construction of structural cross-sections. 
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CHAPTER 2 

STRATIGRAPHY 

INTRODUCTION 

Nost of the conclusions developed in this thesis 

regarding the evolution of the Cordilleran divergent margin 

are based on detailed studies of the ttiddle Proterozoic to 

Devonian strata present in the study area <Table 1 ). Nine 

periods of deformation that occurred during, or prior to, 

deposition of the Devonian Starbird(?) Formation can be 

documented through investigation of thickness and facies 

variations of individual members delineated in each 

stratigraphic succession. Periods of tectonism occurred 

during deposition of the Pdc-2 member of the Dutch Creek 

Formation, locally during deposition of the Pllln-7 member of 

the ttount Nelson Formation, and during deposition of the 

Toby Formation, Horsethief Creek Group, ttount Forster 

Formation, and the lower part of the Starbird(?) Formation. 

In all cases, the tectoniSlll can be attributed to extensional 

faulting which can, in acne instances, be demonstrably 

linked to tilted fault blocks and the developroent of 

half-grabens. Angular unconformities below the Hount 

Forster Formation and the Starbird(?) Formation provide a 

record of folding events. Folds truncated by the 

unconformities may have formed by either extensional, 



TABLE 1. STRATIGRAPHY OF THE STUDY AREA 

HANGINGWALL OF THE MOUNT FORSTER FAULT FOOTWALL OF THE MOUNT FORSTER FAULT 

AGE 

PALEOZOIC 

LOWER 
CAMBRIAN 

LOWER 
CAMBRIAN 

LOWER 
CAMBRIAN 

-?----? 

GROUP OR 
ORMATION 

LARDEAU 
GROUP 

BADSHOT 
FORMATION 

MOHICAN 
FORMATION 

HAMILL 
GROUP 

LITHOLOGY 

ARGILLITE, CALCAREOUS 
SANDSTONEAND SILTSTONE 

LIMESTONE 

ARGIWTE, SIL TY AND SANDY 
ARGILLITE, SANDSTONE 

QUARTZITE , ARGILLITE 

?--?___,.?---? 

AGE GROUP OR 
FORMATION 

UPPER STARBIRD1 
DEVONIAN FORMATION 

LITHOLOGY 

DOLOMITE, DOLOMITIC SILTSTONE. 
SILTSTONE, ARGILLITE 

FOOTWALL AND HANGINGWALL OF THE MOUNT FORSTER FAULT 

AGE 

UPPER PROTEROZOIC 

post- 728 + 9/- 7Ma 
<Evenchick et al., 1984> I 

I 
UPPER PROTEROZOIC? 

< Efe
0
~h7c1

8~f ;T.~1J84> 

MIDDLE PROTEROZOIC 
pre-1250Ma <Elston, 1984) 
or pre-900Ma <Obradovich et al. , 

1984) 

SUPERGROUP GROUP OR 
FORMATION 

HORSETHIEF 
WINDERMERE 

CREEK 
GROUP 

SUPERGROUP 
TOBY 

FORMATION 

MOUN~ "-
NELSON 

FORMATION 
-

PURCELL DUTCH 
SUPERGROUP CREEK 

FORMATION 

CONFORMABLE CONT ACT 

INTERBEDDED CONTACT 
UNCONFORMITY 

ANGULAR UNCONFORMITY 

LITHOLOGY 

ARGIWTE, PEBBLE CONGLOMERATE, SANDSTONE, 
DOLOMITE, LIMESTONE 

BOULDER AND COBBLE CONGLOMERATE , ARGILLITE, 
DOLOMITE, VOLCANIC GREENSTONE , SANDSTONE 

I'---"-......"-
DOLOMITE, QUARTZITE, SILTSTONE, LOCALLY BOULDER 
AND COBBLE CONGLOMERATE 

I 

I 
ARGILLITE, SANDSTONE, DOLOMITE, SILTSTONE 
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contractional or strike-slip processes. Conclusions 

regarding the relevance of these deformational events with 

respect to the evolution of the Cordilleran divergent margin 

are discussed in Section 4.2. 

Prior to this study, the only one of these events 

documented in the southern Canadian portion of the Rocky 

Mountain Belt was syndepositional faulting during deposition 

of the Toby Formation <Atkinson, 1977; Foo, 1979; Freiholz, 

1983), although faulting during deposition of both the Toby 

Formation and the Horsethief Creek Group has been inferred 

from stratigraphic relationships to the west of Cranbrook, 

British Columbia <Lis and Price, 1976> <Figure 1.5>. 

Rocks within the study area are in the chlorite zone of 

greenschist metamorphism except where biotite is present in 

the southwestern portion of the area <Section 3.4). 

Carbonates and sandstones are recrystallized to varying 

degrees, and are increasingly recrystallized towards the 

southwest. Cleavage is present in all rocks except 

relatively pure carbonates and quartzite&. In spite of the 

Hesozoic metamorphism and deformation, sedimentary textures 

and structures can usually be recognized, and measured 

stratigraphic thicknesses are judged to be reliable. The 

term argillite is used to describe all metamorphosed 

mudrocks, although argillite, slate and, especially in the 

southwest region of the study area, phyllite are COllllllon. 

Several of the Hesozoic faults in the study area <most 
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notably the nount Forster, Parainount Peak, Redline, and 

Delphine Creek faults> are interpreted to be thrust faults 

that have significant displace111ents <Sections 3.5, 4.1 >. 

novement on these faults has juxtaposed previously distant 

parts of the Cordilleran divergent margin, and this must be 

considered when comparing stratigraphic sequences fran 

different exposures within the study area. 
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2.1 DUTCH CREEK FORnATION 

2.1.1 INTRODUCTION 

The Dutch Creek Formation was de£ined by Walker (1926) 

to include those strata present beloN the Haunt Nelson 

Formation in the Windermere map-area. 

a base to the Dutch Creek Formation. 

He did not recognize 

In the present study three members 0£ the Dutch Creek 

Formation have been mapped: a lower argillaceous me111ber 

(Pdc-1 >; a middle sandstone-argillite-dolomite merober 

<Pdc-2); and an upper argillaceous me111ber <Pdc-3). These 

subdivisions appear to be similar to the tripartate 

subdivisions utilized by Fyles (1960a) and Freiholz (1983). · 

No detailed stratigraphic sections have been measured 

through the Dutch Creek Formation in this study. The 

thicknesses listed beloN are taken £rem cross-sections, and 

should be regarded as approximate. 

2.1.2 LITHOLOGY 

Pdc-1 HEnBER 

The stratigraphically loNest me111ber 0£ the Dutch Creek 

Formation consists 0£ blue-gray, dark gray, and light green 

argillite, silty argillite, and argillaceous siltstone, with 

local interbeds 0£ sandstone, brown dolomitic argillite and 

argillaceous dolomite. The succession is regularily bedded 

on a scale 0£ about 5 mm to 5 cm, and S01all scale 



cross-lamination, wavy lamination, and lenticular bedding 

are cOC1U11on. A distinctive, 50 m thick unit of green 

argillite and silty argillite Mith interbeds of brown and 

light green quartz sandstone marks the top of the me111ber. 

Beds of sandstone are progressively more thickly bedded 

upMard toward the gradational contact with the overlying 

Pdc-2 me111ber. 
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In the hanging wall of the Haunt Forster fault, minor 

intercalations of plane laminated, fine- to mediwn-grained 

sandstone in 5 cm to 10 cm beds are present. In the footwall 

of the Paramount Peak fault, horizons, up to several tens of 

metres in thickness, of plane laminated and trough cross-

bedded, brown and green sandstone are interbedded with 

mudcracked argillite. 

Pdc-2 HE11BER 

The basal part of the Pdc-2 manber in the hanging wall 

of the Haunt Forster fault, and in the footwall of the Haunt 

Forster fault at Jumbo Creek, consists of pale green and 

light brown sandstone. Beds of sandstone are apparently 

structureless, plane laminated, or less cOCIUllonly, trough 

cross-bedded. Symmetrical ripples are cOIQlllon. In the 

hanging wall of the Haunt Forster fault, where the sandstone 

succession is about 250 m thick, sandstone beds are cOllllllonly 

15 cm to 60 cm thick. Interbeds of green argillite and silty 

argillite are abundant, expecially near the base of the 



member. In the immediate footwall of the Haunt Forster 

fault the sandstone succession is about 40 ro thick and 

comprises 1 cm to 15 cm thick beds of sandstone with minor 

interbeds of green argillite. 
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A varied succession of interbedded green and gray 

argillite and silty argillite, dolomitic sandstone, and 

argillaceous dolomite occurs gradationally above the basal 

sandstones. Hudcracks are c011U11on in the argillite horizons. 

This succession grades up into sandy, silty, and 

argillaceous dolomite, and green argillite which, in turn, 

grades up into well bedded <1 cm to 30 cro>, crea111y-gray to 

brown weathering dolomite. Huch of this dolomite is 

apparently structureless, but cryptalgalaminate dolomite is 

locally present. Green and dark gray argillite interbeds, 

which are cOllllllonly 1 cm to 10 cro thick but range up to 

several metres in thickness, are present near the top of the 

dolomite succession near the gradational contact with the 

overlying Pdc-3 roe111ber. The thickness of the uppermost 

dolomite succession at the top of the Pdc~2 roerober is about 

150 ro. 

A greenstone horizon is present near the top of the 

lowermost sandstone succession, as well as near the base of 

the uppermost dolomite succession, in exposures in the 

footwall of the Hount Forster fault to the south-southeast 

of the Cleaver. A greenstone horizon is also present near 

the base of the uppennost dolomite succession in the hanging 
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wall 0£ the Hount Forster £ault on the east slopes 0£ the 

Cleaver. The greenstone layers range £ran 1 m to 3 m in 

thickness, are concordant with bedding in the Pdc-2 me111ber, 

and have abrupt contacts with the surrounding strata. No 

amygdaloidal textures or pillows were observed; the 

greenstone horizons may be either volcanic flows or sills. 

The lithology 0£ the Pdc-2 me111ber exhibits considerable 

variation across the F32 normal fault within the footwall 

0£ the Paramount Peak £ault. On the west side 0£ the F32 

£ault the merober consists of 10 cm to 50 cm thick beds of 

green and brown quartz sandstone interbedded with 2 cm to 50 

cm thick horizons 0£ green and, to a lesser extent gray, 

argillite and silty argillite. The sandstone is plane 

laminated or massive, and _mudcracks are locally present in 

the sandstone and in the argillite. Horizons, up to several 

tens 0£ metres in thickness, 0£ green argillite with 

interbeds of brown silty and sandy dolanite are present at 

various stratigraphic levels in the me111ber. The uppel"'lllost 

part of the Pdc-2 me111ber at this exposure consists of about 

60 m of orange-brown weathering, silty and sandy dolanite 

and dolomite, and minor green argillite. 

The lower contact at this location is mapped at the 

contact between the sandstone succession and underlying 

exposures of green argillite. 

To the east of the F32 fault the Pdc-2 merober contains 

far less quartz sandstone than to the west of the fault, and 



c0111prises dol0111ite, sandy and silty dolomite, green 

argillite, and fine- to medium-grained quartz sandstone. 
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The lowest part of the succession mapped as the Pdc-2 member 

to the east of the fault consists of several hundred metres 

of green and gray argillite with interbedded horizons of 

green, plane laminated and trough cross-bedded, fine- to 

medium-grained quartz sandstone. nudcracks are c011U11on 

throughout this lower succession. Higher in the section, 

beds of sandstone are less c0111roon and the succession 

cOlllprises green argillite with interbedded horizons of 

dol0111ite, argillaceous dolomite, and fine-grained sandstone. 

Cream to orange-brown weathering dol0111ite forms an estimated 

40% of the uppermost several hundred metres of the member, 

and is interbedded with green argillite, silty and sandy 

dol0111ite, and minor fine-grained quartz sandstone. 

The variation in the lithology of the Pdc-2 manber 

across the F32 fault is not laterally gradational; instead, 

the lithology changes abruptly across the trace of the 

fault. Because the lithology of the me111ber varies so 

dramatically across the fault, it cannot be certain that the 

lower contact mapped on the west side of the fault is 

stratigraphically equivalent to the lower contact mapped on 

the east side. Furthennore, it is not certain whether these 

basal contacts are stratigraphically equivalent to the basal 

contact as defined in exposures to the west. 

The Pdc-2 m0111ber is about 700 m thick in the hanging 



wall of the nount Forster fault, approximately 400 m thick 

in the footwall of the nount Forster fault, and 

approximately 900 m thick in the footwall of the Paramount 

Peak fault. 

Pdc-3 HE11BER 
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The upper m0111ber of the Dutch Creek Formation canprises 

a monotonous sequence of dark gray, black, and dark green, 

argillite and argillaceous siltstone and minor fine-grained 

sandstone. Small scale ripple cross-stratification, 

mudcracks, and lenticular bedding are canroon in the 

lowermost few metres of the member above the gradational 

contact with the Pdc-2 m0111ber. The r0111ainder of the section 

consists of horizons of uniform, well bedded, finely 

laminated argillite, horizons of parallel bedded, graded 

siltstone-argillite couplets which are c0111111only a few 

millimetres to about 6 cm thick, and rare beds of massive or 

poorly graded siltstone and fine sandstone which range up to 

about 30 cm in thickness. The Pdc-3 m0111ber is uniform, in 

terms of lithology and sedi.Jllentary structures, throughout 

the study area. 

The member is about 1000 m thick in the footwall of the 

Hount Forster fault to the southeast of the Cleaver. In 

exposures on the east face of nount HcCoubrey, in the 

hanging wall of the nount Forster fault, low angle normal 

faults <F5, F6, and possibly other faults> are probably 
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present Nithin the Pdc-3 member and reduce its thickness to 

about 300 m. I.llllllediately north 0£ the study area in the 

HacDonald Creek area, the thickness in the hanging Mall of 

the Hount Forster fault is about 930 m (Freiholz, 1983). In 

westernmost exposures of the Pdc-3 m0111ber within the study 

area, pre-Toby Fonnation erosion has reduced its thickness 

to 100 to 250 m. 

2.1.3 LOWER CONTACT 

The base of the Dutch Creek Fonnation has not been 

recognized in the study area <see further discussion in 

section 2.1.4). 

2.1.4 AGE AND CORRELATION 

Although the Dutch Creek Fonnation was named by Walker 

(1926) for exposures in the general region in which this 

study has been undertaken, the basal contact, the lithologic 

succession of the entire sequence, and the thickness of the 

fonnation, have not previously been docwnented in this area. 

For example, Reesor (1973) had difficulty in distinguishing 

the contact between the Dutch Creek Fonnation and the 

underlying Kitchner-Siyeh Fonnations in the region 

immediately south of the study area, and mapped extensive 

exposures of strata as "undivided Dutch Creek and 

Kitchner-Siyeh Fonnations". 

In exposures to the south of the Fry Creek Batholith, 
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the succession mapped as the Dutch Creek Formation comprises 

mainly argillite and siltstone (Rice, 1941; Reesor, 1983). 

The distinctive Pdc-2 sandstone-argillite-dolomite member is 

not present in the succession. This i.Jllplies that either the 

stratigraphic correlations are incorrect, or that the Pdc-2 

merober pinches out, or "shales" out, betMeen the region of 

the present study and the area to the south of the Fry Creek 

batholith. 

The key to understanding the stratigraphic 

correlations, the contact relationships, and the vertical 

lithologic succession of the Dutch Creek Formation can be 

found by studying the distribution of the Pdc-2 member to 

the south of the study area in the hanging Mall of the Mount 

Forster and Redding Creek faults <Figures 1.3, 2.1 ). The 

Pdc-2 member can be traced Mith reasonable confidence on 

vertical air photos from the exposures near Jumbo Creek 

within the study area, southMard to exposures iJllPlediately 

south of Toby Creek. In this southern exposure the Pdc-2 

merober has not been mapped Mith the Dutch Creek Formation, 

however, but has been incorrectly mapped as the Hount Nelson 

Formation by Walker (1926>, and Reesor (1973). To the south 

of this exposure the Pdc-2 me111ber crops out continuously, 

except where it is intruded by the Fry Creek batholith, to 

about 49 degrees 35 minutes latitude, where it has been 

rerooved by pre-Toby erosion <Reesor, 1983). In these 

exposures as well, the Pdc-2 merober of the Dutch Creek 
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Formation has been mapped as the Nount Nelson Formation 

<Rice, 19 41; Reesor, 1983). The succession is also present 

to the south 0£ the Bayonne Batholith <Rice, 1941 > where it 

has been mapped as the Hount Nelson Formation. 

Although the Pdc-2 me111ber and the Nount Nelson 

Formation are super£icially similar, and both consist 0£ a 

basal quartz sandstone unit overlain by dol0111ite and 

argillaceous strata, the two sequences are quite di££erent 

in detail, and can easily be distinguished £r001 one another 

by a geologist £amiliar with th8111. It should be noted that 

in Reesor•s (1983) description 0£ the Pdc-2 me111ber (which he 

mapped as the Hount Nelson Formation> to the south 0£ the 

Fry Creek batholith he stated: "it may be, however, that 

rocks mapped here as Hount Nelson Fonnation may not be 

correlatives 0£ Hount Nelson strata 0£ Lardeau map-area to 

the north". 

The strata which have been mapped as the Dutch Creek 

Formation by Rice (1941) and Reesor (1983>, there£ore, 

embrace the stratigraphic interval between the Kitchner 

Formation and the Pdc-2 me111ber 0£ the Dutch Creek Fonnation, 

not the interval between the Kitchner Fonnation and the 

Nount Nelson Formation as was previously assUJ11ed. Once this 

relationship is realized, correlations 0£ the Dutch Creek 

Formation becOllle clear (Figure 2.1 >; the 1200 m thick 

succession 0£ dark argillite and siltstone originally mapped 

as the entire Dutch Creek Formation to the south 0£ the Fry 



Creek batholith actually corresponds to only the Pdc-1 

merober of this study. 

The GateNay, Phillips, and Roosville Formations are 

present at the top of the Purcell Supergroup in exposures 

near, and to the east of, the Rocky Hountain Trench to the 

southeast of the study area <Figure 2.1>. The sandstone 
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succession of the Phillips Fonnation pinches out to the west 

near Skookumchuck, British ColUP1bia <Leech, 1960>; in 

exposures further Nest the monotonous argillite successions 

of the GateNay and Roosville Formations cannot be 

differentiated and the entire succession is mapped as the 

Dutch Creek Formation <Walker, 1926; Price, 1964; HcHechan, 

1981 >. If, as seeros reasonable, this sequence of argillite 

is equivalent to the Dutch Creek Formation in the study 

area, the Pdc-2 sandstone-argillite-dolOlllite merober must 

pinch out to the east of the study area. This is 

noteNorthy, because it implies that the source area for the 

sand in the Pdc-2 mE:llllber may have been to the west of the 

depositional basin. 

2.1.5 CONDITIONS OF DEPOSITION 

The c0111111on occurrence of Navy and lenticular bedding in 

the d0111inantly argillaceous and silty Pdc-1 mE:llllber is 

suggestive of deposition Nhere hydrodyna111ic conditions 

alternate betNeen loN energy and moderate energy <Reineck 

and Singh, 1980>. These conditions are likely to be found 



in a relatively shalloM Mater setting that is subject to 

wave or tidal action. Interbedded successions 0£ planar 

laminated and trough cross-bedded sandstone and mudcracked 

argillite in the £ootwall 0£ the Paramount Peak fault may 

have been deposited in a periodically subaerially exposed 

deltaic floodplain or tidal £lat environment. 
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The gradational contact at the base 0£ the Pdc-2 m0111ber 

indicates that the basal sandstone succession 0£ the Pdc-2 

member was prograded over the daninantly fine-grained strata 

0£ the Pdc-1 member. Sy111111etrical ripples, plane lamination, 

and trough cross-strati£ication in the sandstone succession 

indicate deposition under the in£luence 0£ wave and current 

action. Although this m0111ber is 0£ variable thickness, its 

general sheetlike geanetry suggests that it may have formed 

in a wave or tidally in£luenced delta. 

The overlying mudcracked argillite, dolanitic 

sandstone, and argillaceous dolanite, that are present in 

the middle 0£ the Pdc-2 m0111ber in exposures in the 

hanging wall and i.JIIJllediate £ootwall 0£ the nount Forster 

£ault, represent deposition 0£ mixed siliciclastic -

carbonate aedilllents on a periodically 0111ergent platform, 

possibly in a tidal £lat or £loodplain enviro0111ent. The 

influx 0£ terrigenous sedilllents into the basin gradually 

decreased during deposition 0£ the middle part 0£ the 

member, and this led to deposition 0£ the well bedded 

dolanite succession at the top 0£ the member. 
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Cryptalgalaminate (Aitken, 1967) dol001ite can be recognized 

in soroe exposures, and is indicative of deposition in a 

shallow sublittoral to supratidal setting <Playford and 

Cockbain, 1976). 

The significant lithologic variation in the Pdc-2 

me111ber across the F32 fault suggests that the fault was 

active during deposition of the merober. The greater 

proportion of sandstone, and the lesser amount of doloroite, 

in the member to the west of the west-side-doNn F32 nor111al 

fault may be due to deposition in a topographically loNer 

depositional site as a result of periodic syndepositional 

fault moveroent. Busch (1975) has documented similar 

relationships in Tertiary sedi.Jllents within the Burgos basin 

of northeastern nexico Nhere significant accW11ulations of 

sandstone are localized on the doNn-dropped sides of growth 

faults iJ11111ediately adjacent to the faults. Further study is 

needed to deter111ine Nhether the Pdc-2 merober is thicker on 

the Nest side of the fault than to the east of the fault as 

a result of syndepositional displac0111ents. 

The presence of greenstone horizons that may be 

volcanic floNs in the Pdc-2 merober in exposures to the west 

may indicate that the F32 fault for111ed at a ti.Jlle of crustal 

extension. 

Ripple cross-stratification, mudcracks, and lenticular 

bedding within the l0Ner111ost few metres of the argillite and 

argillaceous siltstone of the Pdc-3 member suggest 
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deposition in a periodically subaerially exposed floodplain 

or tidal flat setting. Sedimentary structures associated 

with shallow water deposition are not found 

stratigraphically higher in the member; instead, the 

re111ainder of the succession c0111prises mainly graded 

siltstone-argillite couplets that are interpreted as 

thin-bedded turbidites, and horizons of h0111ogenous, finely 

laminated argillite that are interpreted as h0111ipelagic 

deposits. Rare beds of siltstone and fine sandstone present 

in the me111ber may have been deposited by turbidity currents. 

The lack of sedimentary structures formed by wave action 

indicates that the succession was deposited below storm wave 

base, and the uniform nature and widespread distribution of 

the me111ber t~roughout the study area, and in adjacent parts 

of the Purcell anticlinorium, suggest it was deposited in a 

laterally extensive basin. 

Correlations presented in Section 2.1.4 indicate that 

the Pdc-2 sandstone-argillite-dol0111ite mEJ111ber extends at 

least as far south as the Canada - United States border 

within the hanging wall of the Purcell - nount Forster -

Redding Creek fault, and furthermore, indicate that the 

member probably pinches out to the east. This may indicate 

that a land area existed to the west of the Purcell basin as 

well as to the east, which supplied the elastic detritus 

present in the Pdc-2 me111ber (and other members>. The 

presence of a continental landmass to the west of the 
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contiguous Belt basin in the United States has been inferred 

from a nUJ11ber of studies <e.g. Huebschman, 1973; Harrison 

et al., 1974; Cressman, 1984; Winston et al., 1984); 

however, the data presented in this study are the first that 

suggest the existence of a similar landmass adjacent to the 

Canadian portion of the depositional basin. 

Winston et al. (1984) conclude that the Belt-Purcell 

depositional basin was an intracratonic basin that was 

either cut off from, or severely restricted from, the open 

ocean. There are no sedimentological data gathered in this 

study that are necessarily indicative of a marine 

depositional environment for the Dutch Creek Formation, and 

it is possible that the succession was deposited in a 

lacustrine or marine environment. 
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2.2 nOUNT NELSON FORrlATION 

2.2.1 INTRODUCTION 

Walker (1926) de£ined and named the nount Nelson 

Formation £or exposures in the vicinity 0£ nount Nelson, 

which is located in the northeast corner 0£ the study area. 

He considered the Formation to be part 0£ the Purcell 

Supergroup. 

The Formation consists 0£ a c0111petent, cli££ £onning 

succession 0£ dolomite, quartzite, siltstone, argillaceous 

dol0111ite, argillite, and locally, cobble and boulder 

cong·lomerate. During the course 0£ this study the nount 

Nelson Formation has been divided into distinctive, in£onnal 

lithostratigraphic members that can be readily recognized 

throughout the study area as well as throughout much, or 

all, 0£ the region in which the nount Nelson Formation 

outcrops. Stratigraphic subdivisions recognized in the 

upper part 0£ the Formation to the east 0£ the study area 

near the Paradise nine by Atkinson (1977>, and Mithin the 

hanging wall 0£ the nount Forster £ault in the Brisco 

magnesite area <ncCammon, 1965) c0111pare closely to the 

stratigraphically highest manbers delineated within the 

Delphine Creek - JU111bo Creek area. Bennett (personal 

c011U11unication, 1983>, working on the Hount Nelson Fonnation 

within the hanging wall 0£ the nount Forster £ault to the 

w~st 0£ nount Forster, has recognized a stratigraphic 



succession similar to that in the study area. 

As a result of tectonic activity during deposition 0£ 

the Toby Formation, there was a variable amount of erosion 

at the top of the Nount Nelson Formation and the Toby 

Formation unconformably overlies various members of the 

Nount Nelson Formation or Dutch Creek Formation. 
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Previous studies (Walker, 1926; Reesor, 1973} have 

regarded this uncon£ormity as a major stratigraphic break 

which corresponds to the hiatus in sedimentation of at least 

two hundred . million years which occurred between deposition 

of the Purcell Supergroup and the Toby Formation of the 

Windennere Supergroup (NcNechan and Price, 1982}. There are 

relationships in and adjacent to the study area, however, 

that suggest that there was no significant hiatus between 

deposition of the Nount Nelson Formation and the Toby 

Formation <Section 2.2.5>. For this reason, the Nount 

Nelson Fonnation is probably more closely related in age to 

the Windennere Supergroup than to the Purcell Supergroup. 

Two stratigraphic sections of the Nount Nelson 

Formation have been measured. Section nN-1 (Figure 2.2> is 

a partial section measured through the well exposed Pllln-3, 

Pmn-4 , Pmn-5, and, in part, Pllln-6 members on the northeast 

flank of the Phoenix Anticline in Farnha111 Creek. Section 

nN-2 <Figure 2.3> has been measured fraq the top of the 

underlying Dutch Creek Fonnation to the lONer part of member 

Pmn-6 on the southwest slopes of Sultana nountain. Exposure 
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is excellent at this location; however, the succession, 

which dips at moderate angles towards the northeast, is cut 

by several nonnal faults which dip at low to moderate angles 

to the southwest. While measuring this section it was 

neccessary to cross fr0111 the southwestern, hanging wall 

sides of these nonnal faults to the northeastern, footwall 

sides with the result that there were apparent repetitions 

of the stratigraphy in the measured section. These 

repetitions have been eliminated in the final version of the 

section by matching stratigraphic marker units across the 

faults. Small faults may not have been detected, however, 

and stratigraphic thicknesses in this section should be 

regarded as approximate. 

2.2.2 LITHOLOGY 

A canposite stratigraphic section of the Hount Nelson 

Fonnation is shown in Figure 2.4. 

Pmn-1 HE11BER 

The lowest me111ber of the Hount Nelson Fonnation is a 

well bedded succession of quartzite and minor dolomitic 

sandstone, argillite, and argillaceous dolomite which is 

referred to as the basal quartzite. The contact of this 

unit with the underlying argillite of the Dutch Creek 

Fonnation is everYNhere very sharp and is c0111111only 

erosionally scoured. 
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The most c0111111on lithology in this roenaber is Nhite 

quartzare nite Mhich Meathers to pale shades of green, gray, 

broNn, and red. These strata are present in Nell defined 

beds which are COIIUllonly 1 cm to 20 cm thick, but range up to 

about 60 cro in thickness. SYPlllletrical Nave ripples are 

locally present on exposed bedding planes. 

The quartzarenite is c0111posed of Mell rounded, Mell 

sorted, monocrystalline quartz sand which c0111roonly varies 

frOlll 0.2 to 0.6 111111 in diameter. The grain size in one thin 

section cut frOlll a sample collected north of Jumbo Creek in 

the hanging wall of the Black Diamond thrust fault is 

strongly bi.modal; the sample consists of Mell rounded quartz 

sand grains ranging from 0.2 to 1.0 mm im diameter 

surrounded by subangular to subrounded quartz silt 0.02 to 

0.05 rom in diameter. Similar bimodal grain size 

distributions have also been noted in the basal quartzite by 

Fyles (1960). Celllent in the quartzarenite consists of 

silica and a few flakes of rouscovite. 

Green, and less c0111111only gray, argillite is rarely 

present as thin (0.5 to 10 cro) interbeds Mithin the quartz-

arenite succession and locally occurs in horizons up to 

several metres in thickness. Interbeds of dolomitic 

sandstone and argillaceous dol0111ite are abundant in the 

uppennost 10 to 20 roof the roe111ber. The contact with 

overlying dolomite, argillaceous dolanite, and dol0111itic 

argillite of roEJ111ber Pllln-2 is gradational and ia placed at 
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the stratigraphically highest beds of sandstone. 

The basal quartzite is about 60 m thick in the footMall 

of the Haunt Forster fault to the south of Farnham Glacier, 

is estimated to be 60 m to 70 m thick in the hanging wall of 

the Haunt Forster fault to the north of Shamrock Lake, and 

measures approximately 110 m thick in the structurally 

c0111plex area on the southMest slopes of Sultana Hountain. 

Pmn-2 HEl'1BER 

This member c0111prises mainly Mell bedded cream to light 

cream-gray weathering dol0111ite and light green, gray, or 

brown argillaceous dolcmite. For the purposes of discussion 

this unit can best be described by dividing it into three 

subdivisions. 

The lower 85 m of this mE!lllber consists of platy bedded, 

dolanitic argillite and argillaceous dolcmite, and well 

bedded, apparently structureless, dolOlllite. 

Overlying these strata is a 175 m succession cOlllprising 

horizons of dolOlllite, and horizons of dol0111ite Mith 

alternating interbeds of argillaceous dolOlllite and dolOlllitic 

argillite. The dolanite is present in very Mell defined 

beds which are, on average, 10 cm to 30 cm thick. Huch of 

the dolcmite is cryptalgalaminate dolcmite, although a few 

horizons of low amplitude danal str0111atolites are present, 

and apparently structureless dol0111ite is c0111Mon in the lower 

part of the middle succession. Argillaceous interbeda range 



from 1 cm to 25 cm in thickness and are faintly laroinated. 

They becoroe less cOllllllon toMards the top 0£ the middle 

succession. 
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The upper 75 m 0£ the Pllln-2 member consists entirely 0£ 

very evenly bedded dol0111ite. LoMennost strata in this 

succession consist 0£ cryptalgalaaninate dol0111ite and minor 

beds 0£ low aroplitude d0111al str0111atolites. In the uppermost 

part 0£ the member, horizons of intraclast breccia, 

c0111prising tabular chips 0£ cryptalgalaaninate dolOlllite up to 

4 cm in length in dol0111ite mudstone matrix, and local 

horizons of oolite packstone and wackestone, are c0111Monly 

interbedded with cryptalgalaroinate horizons. Crudely 

layered, irregular masses 0£ honey brown and dark blue chert 

are common in the upper part 0£ the Prnn-2 m0111ber. 

Prnn-3 Ne111ber 

This me111ber 0£ the nount Nelson Fonnation c0111prises a 

monotonous succession 0£ dol0111itic and argillaceous 

siltstone, silty dol0111ite, argillite, and fine sandstone. It 

is more recessive than most 0£ the me111bers 0£ the Mount 

Nelson Formation and generally crops out poorly in areas 

below ti.J1lberline. 

Reddish purple and green siltstone forms the bulk 0£ 

this mernber and is present in beds c0111111only ranging frOlll 

4 cm to 12 cm in thickness. The siltstone is c0111posed 0£ 

angular to poorly rounded, subspherical, quartz grains 
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ranging froro about 0.02 JllJll to 0.05 PUil in dia111eter. It 

contains 10~ to 25~ muscovite and chlorite, and generally 

contains more than 10~ dol0111ite as matrix. Beds of light 

brown, silty dolanite and purple-brown beds of fine 

sandstone are locally present. Green and purple argillite 

occur as thin partings between beds of siltstone, and in 

beds up to 4 cm in thickness. 

Beds in this unit are distinct, and tabular to slightly 

lenticular in cross-sectional shape. Siltstone and 

sandstone exhibit planar la111ination and less c011110only S111all 

scale ripple cross-bedding and wavy and lenticular bedding. 

nudcracks are abundant throughout the me111ber. 

The Pmn-3 meniber is about 100 m thick to the west of 

the Delphine Creek Thrust fault, and is about 68 m thick on 

the southwest slopes of Sultana Peak. 

The contact between this meniber and the underlying 

dolanite of Pmn-2 is gradational, and consists of 1 M to 2 M 

of interbedded dol0111ite, argillaceous dol0111ite, and silty 

dolanite. 

Pmn-4a n.EnBER 

The lowermost 1 M to 8 M of this ME1111ber consists of 

20 CM to 70 CM thick beds of orange and yelloM weathering, 

blue-gray silty and argillaceous dolOP1ite. This horizon 

constitutes a gradational zone between the Pmn-3 siltstone 

and argillite and the overlying Pmn-4a dolOP1ite. The 
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remainder 0£ this member c0111prises orange and yelloM-orange 

Meathering, blue-gray, cryptalgalaminate dol0111ite and a £eM 

interbedded horizons 0£ d0111al str0111atolites. 

The Pmn-4a me111ber grades up through several metres 0£ 

interbedded silty dolanite and dol0111itic siltstone into the 

overlying Pmn-4b me111ber. The Pmn-4a me111ber ranges £r0111 

about 25 m to 70 m in thickness. 

Pmn-4b HE11BER 

This member consists 0£ 10 m to 15 m 0£ purple and 

green siltstone and argillite and is indistinguishable, in 

tenns 0£ lithology and sedimentary structures, £r0111 the 

Pmn-3 member. The Pmn-4b member is recessive and is usually 

poorly exposed. It is retained as a map unit only on the 

detailed (1:12,000) map (Figure 1.8). On the 1:24,000 map 

<Figure 1.7> the Pmn-4a, Pmn-4b, and Pmn-4c m0111bers are 

c0111bined into one map unit <Pmn-4 mE1111ber). 

The contact Mith the overlying dol0111ite 0£ the Pmn-4c 

member is gradational and consists 0£ 1 m to 2 m 0£ 

dol0111itic siltstone and dol0111ite. Decimetre thick beds 0£ 

packstone and Mackestone that c0111prise tabular 

cryptalgalaminate clasts and spherical grains, 1 mro to 3 mro 

in diameter, in a dolOlllite matrix, are present in the 

transitional zone beloN the Pmn-4c manber in exposures at 

Farnham Creek. The spherical grains may be oolites, but 

they have been recrystallized and no internal structure is 
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preserved. 

Pmn-4c HEl1BER 

The Pmn-4c member consists of cryptalgalaminate and 

domal stromatolite dolomite and, at the location of 

stratigraphic section HN-2, minor argillaceous dolomite and 

a horizon comprising alternating centimetre thick beds of 

dolomite and green argillaceous dolomite. Cryptalgalaminate 

dolomite weathers to distinctive brownish and yellowish 

shades of orange, and is present in monotonous horizons in 

which parting planes are spaced at 4 cm to 1 m intervals. 

Horizons of domal str0111atolites occur at various 

stratigraphic levels within this member <Figures 2.2, 2.3). 

Chert is not cOllllllon within the Pmn-4c member, but 

irregular patches of brown chert are rarely present in 

domal stromatolite horizons. Unlike the Pmn-2 member, or 

the overlying Pmn-5 me111ber, the Pmn-4c succession contains 

very few rip-up breccia horizons. 

The Pmn-4c me111ber is lithologically similar to the 

Pmn-4a member and, unless stratigraphic relationships with 

the Pmn-3, Pmn-4b, or Pmn-5 members are known, small 

outcrops of Pmn-4c dolomite cannot be distinguished from 

Pmn-4a dolomite. 

The thickness of this me111ber is about 140 m throughout 

the study area. 



Pmn-5 ~El1BER 

This member consists of alternating horizons of 

dol0111ite and argillaceous dol001ite, and is the best marker 

unit in the ~ount Nelson Fonnation. The distinctive 

"banded" appearance pennits identification of well exposed 

outcrops of the Pllln-5 merober fr001 distances of several 

kil0111etres, and coromonly pennits recognition of the merober 

fr001 vertical air photos. 

Dol0111ite horizons in this member range fr001 30 CM to 

30 m in thickness, but are c0111Monly 4 m to 6 m thick. 

Individual beds within the horizons are poorly defined and 
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range fr001 10 CM to 1 Min thickness. The dol001ite weathers 

to light gray, white, or light cream-gray shades. 

Cryptalgalaminate dol0111ite, and intraclast breccia that 

contains subrounded to subangular, tabular chips of 

cryptalgalaminate dol0111ite, fonn the bulk of the dolOlllite 

horizons. Horizons of polygonal str0111atolites (desiccated 

algal mats>, beds of structureless dolomite mudstone, and 

beds of dolomite mudstone containing cubic salt crystal 

casts, are c0111Monly interbedded with cryptalgalaminate and 

intraclast breccia horizons. 

Chert is cOllllllon in the horizons of dol0111ite, and 

locally fonns up to 50X of the rock. The chert is brown, 

and less cOllllllonly, dark blue or white, and is present as 

oblate, bedding-parallel nodules, irregular latticework 

patterns, and irregular, bedding-parallel layers up to about 
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6 cm in thickness. 

Hor i zons 0£ orange-brown weathering argillaceous 

dolanite in the Pmn-5 me111ber range fran about 2 m ·to 8 m in 

thickness, and crop out more recessively than the light 

weathering horizons of clean dolanite. Individual beds of 

argillaceous dolanite are 10 cm to 40 cm thick. Cubic salt 

crystal casts are canroon, and are most abundant in the 

uppermost few decimetres of the argillaceous dolanite 

layers. Hudcracks are locally present, and millimetre 

thick interbeds and wispy laminae of purple argillite occur 

coounonly. 

Horizons 0£ argillaceous dolanite abruptly overlie 

dolomite horizons; however, the contacts between dolanite 

horizons and underlying beds of argillaceous dolanite are 

either abrupt or are gradational over several decimetres. 

The lower contact of the Pllln-5 me111ber is gradational; 

orange-brown weathering cryptalgalaminate dolanite of the 

Pllln-4c me111ber grades upward, over an interval 0£ 30 cm to 

2 m, into light coloured, cherty, cryptalgalaminate and 

intraclast breccia dolanite 0£ the Pllln-5 me111ber. The upper 

contact is defined as the top of the uppermost horizon of 

dolanite. 

The Pllln-5 me111ber is 92 m thick at the location of 

stratigraphic section HN-1, and is 81 m thick at the 

location 0£ section HN-2. 
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Pmn-6 HErlBER 

The Pmn-6 member c0111prises argillaceous dol0111ite, silty 

dol0111ite, argillite, and minor siltstone. In most exposures 

it consists mainly of pale purple and pale broMn 

argillaceous and silty dol0111ite. These strata are 

orange-brown and broMn on weathered surfaces, and are 

lithologically similar to the argillaceous dol0111ite 

interbeds present in the underlying Pmn-5 me111ber. The 

contact Mith the uppermost dol0111ite horizon of the Pmn-5 

me111ber is abrupt, but the contact relationship is considered 

to be gradational because of the similarities in the 

lithologies of the argillaceous interbeds in the Pmn-5 

member and the Pmn-6 member. 

Thin beds of purple argillite and purple siltstone are 

locally present in this me111ber, and Mispy laminae of purple 

argillite are c0111mon. The Pmn-6 me111ber at Sultana Peak 

consists entirely of purple argillite. 

Cubic salt crystal casts, and spherical reduction 

spots, are distinguishing features of the Pmn-6 me111ber. Salt 

crystal casts measuring 2 .1111'1 to 8 .1111'1 are most c0111mon in 

dol0111itic argillite, and fonn up to 70X of s0111e beds. Pale 

green reduction spots are associated Mith purple argillite 

horizons, and range fr0111 2 Jlllll to 2 cm in diameter. 

Hudcracks and small scale ripple cross-bedding are common 

throughout the member. 

The mapped thickness of the Pmn-6 member is about 
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200 m. 

Pmn-7 HEHBER 

The Pmn-7 member consists of pebble to boulder 

conglomerate, and minor argillite and argillaceous dolomite. 

This member is present in two locations in the study area: 

to the west of the F23 nonnal fault north of Delphine Creek, 

and in the vicinity of Puzzle Peak. The Pmn-7 member is not 

present to the east of the F23 nonnal fault where the Pmn-8 

member overlies the PJlln-6 me111ber, and is absent in exposures 

in the Jackpine area where the Pmn-5, Pmn-6, Pmn-8, and 

Pmn-9 members are well exposed. The member is also absent 

in the Paradise Hine area <Atkinson, 1977>, and in the area 

to the west of Brisco <HcCaPUUon, 1965). An extensive 

exposure of conglomeratic strata in the Haunt Nelson 

Fonnation at the same stratigraphic level as the PJlln-7 

member has been reported by Reesor (1973, P.19), and mapped 

by S. Bennett (personal and written communication, 1983) in 

the hanging wall of the Haunt Forster fault to the west and 

north of Haunt Forster. 

The conglomeratic strata of the Pmn-7 m0111ber are very 

similar to rocks present in the Toby Formation, and are 

appreciably different from the other members of the nount 

Nelson· Formation; however, the Pmn-7 member is considered to 

be part of the Haunt Nelson Formation because it is overlain 

by the Pmn-8 and Pmn-9 me111bers of the Haunt Nelson 
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Fonnation. 

The exposure of the Pmn-7 member to the west of the F23 

nonnal fault, north of Delphine Creek, consists of about 

20 m of pebble, cobble, and boulder congloroerate. Clasts in 

the congloroerate are brown and gray weathering doloroite, and 

white quartzite. The matrix consists of brown doloroite and 

sandy and argillaceous doloroite. The clasts are up to 85 cm 

in diameter, are subrounded to moderately rounded, and for111 

20X to 70X of the rock. Host of the congloroerate is matrix 

supported. Individual beds of congl0111erate are poorly 

defined and the congloroerates show no grading or preferred 

clast orientation. Near the top of the Pmn-7 congloroerate, 

clasts are S111aller and less abundant, and the Pmn-7 . 

apparently grades upward into the cryptalgal dolanite of 

the Pmn-8 member. The Pmn-8 member is, in turn, overlain by 

the Pmn-9 upper quartzite member. 

The Pmn-7 member in the exposure near Puzzle Peak 

consists of pebble, cobble, and boulder congl0111erate 

interstratified with horizons of argillite and doloroitic 

argillite. The conglanerate is canposed of poorly rounded 

to well rounded clasts of gray and brown weathering dolanite 

and white quartzite, up to about 1 m in diameter, in a 

matrix of gray-brown dolanite and argillaceous dolanite or, 

less c0111111only, black argillite or white quartz sandstone. 

In one locality llUllediately west of the col between 

Paramount Peak and Puzzle Peak, the matrix of the 
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conglOlllerate consists of volcanic greenstone. 

The Prnn-7 member in the vicinity of Puzzle Peak 

apparently grades upward into cryptalgal dolomite of the 

Pllln-8 member. At one location to the south-southwest of the 

summit of Puzzle Peak a lenticular pod of conglomerate, 

comprising quartzite cobbles in a sandy argillite matrix, is 

present at the top of the Pmn-8 member. The Pmn-8 member is 

overlain by the Pmn-9 upper quartzite me111ber. 

Fyles (1960a) mapped the Pmn-9 upper quartzite member 

as the basal quartzite of the nount Nelson Fonnation. He 

considered the contact at the base of the quartzite to be a 

fault (fault F5 of Fyles, 1960a), and interpreted the Pmn-7 

meaiber as a tectonic breccia of nount Nelson Fonnation 

rock. Fyles• interpretation is rejected and, instead, the 

conglomeratic strata, dolomite, argillaceous dolomite, 

and quartzite are considered to be a nonnal stratigraphic 

succession of the Pmn-7, Pmn-8, and Pmn-9 members for the 

following reasons. 

1 > The lower surface of the Pmn-9 quartzite is not a 

sheared, faulted contact, but is a sharp, 

erosionally scoured, stratigraphic contact. 

2) The conglomeratic strata are regarded as a 

sedimentary succession, rather than a tectonic 

breccia of Nount Nelson Fonnation strata, because 

there are no significant a111ounts of shearing or 
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brecciation apparent in the outcrops, because 

conglomerates are interstratified with well-bedded 

horizons of argillite and dolomitic argillite which 

are not typical of nount Nelson strata; and because 

the lithology of the clasts COllllllonly differs from 

that of the matrix (e.g. well rounded quartzite 

clasts in dolomite matrix). 

3) The same stratigraphic succession <Pmn-7 

overlain by Pllln-8 and Pmn-9 me111bers) is present to 

the west of the F23 normal fault to the north of 

Delphine Creek, and in the hanging wall of the 

nount Forster thrust fault to the north of Hount 

Forster (S. Bennett, personal communication, 1983). 

4) Interbeds of black argillite are cOllllllon in the 

quartzite; these interbeds are typical of the Pllln-9 

member, but are not cOllllllon in the Pllln-1 quartzite. 

On the slopes of Puzzle Peak the Pmn-9 upper quartzite 

member is overlain with angular unconformity by dolomite and 

conglomerate of the Toby Formation. To the north of Puzzle 

Peak the Pmn-9 and Pllln-8 me111bers pinch out as a result of 

erosion prior to deposition of the Toby Formation, and the 

Pmn-7 mERber is overlain by conglomeratic strata of the Toby 

Formation. Because the lithologies are similar, it is 

difficult to ascertain the position of the contact between 
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the Pmn-7 member and the Toby Formation to the north of the 

zero edges of the Pmn-6 and Pmn-9 members. It is not known 

how far the Pmn-7 member continues north of these exposures, 

and it is possible that sOllle of the strata mapped as Toby 

Formation may include sOllle of the Pmn-7 mE!Olber. 

The contact with the Pmn-6 me111ber in the exposures to 

the south of Delphine Creek is abrupt and may be 

unconformable. The lower contact of the Pmn-7 me111ber is a 

fault contact near Puzzle Peak; the underlying Hount Nelson 

strata are not carried by the Paramount Peak fault at this 

locality. 

thick. 

The Pmn-7 me111ber at Puzzle Peak is at least 100 m 

Pmn-8 HEl1BER 

This member consists of cream-gray weathering 

cryptalgalaminate dol0111ite and, at the top of the member in 

exposures near Puzzle Peak, an additional 10 m thick horizon 

of beige Neathering argillaceous dolOlllite which contains a 

lens of quartzite cobble congl0111erate. Laminations in the 

cryptalgal dol0111ite are cOllllllonly undulatory. Distinctive 

Nhite and orange-brown chert is cOlllfflon throughout the 

member in all exposures, and occurs as elongate nodules 

parallel to bedding, and, less c0111monly, as irregular 

masses. 

The Pmn-8 me111ber is about 13 m thick in exposures in 

the Jackpine area near Toby Creek. At this location 
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argillaceous dolomite of the Pmn-6 merober becomes gradually 

less argillaceous upward and apparently grades into the 

Pmn-8 merober. 

The Pmn-8 member is about 30 m thick near Puzzle Peak 

and is about 20 m thick to the west of the F23 fault. A 

stratigraphic section of the upper part of the Haunt Nelson 

Formation at the Paradise Hine area by Atkinson (1977) 

depicts the Pmn-8 member <merober •b• of Atkinson, 1977) as 

about 75 m thick. In a structural cross-section through the 

Brisco magnesite area to the Nest of Brisco, B.C. by 

ncCammon (1965), the Pmn-8 member <his member No. 3) is 

shown to be about 200 m thick. 

Pmn-9 HEHBER 

The Pmn-9 "upper quartzite" merober is the 

stratigraphically highest member of the nount Nelson 

Formation present within the study area, although 

stratigraphically higher members are present beloM the 

contact with .the Toby Formation at the Paradise Hine area 

<Atkinson, 1977>, to the Meat of Brisco, B.C. <HcCanunon, 

1965), and in the Canal Flats area (Foo, 1979). In most 

exposures within the study area the Toby Fonnation rests on 

stratigraphically lower me111bers of the nount Nelson 

Formation or Dutch Creek Formation; the Pmn-9 member is 

present beneath the Toby Formation only in fault blocks 

downdropped by normal faults of Proterozoic age. 
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The upper quartzite member consists largely of Mhite, 

light gray, and light broMn quartzarenite Mhich is c0111posed 

0£ moderately Mell sorted, Mell rounded quartz grains 

averaging 0.2 to 0.6 llllll in diameter. Sand grains are 

cemented Mith silica and minor chlorite and muscovite. 

Local beds of poorly sorted argillaceous sandstone are also 

present. In the loMerrnost 5 m to 10 m, bed thicknesses 

range £ram about 1 cm to 12 cm; stratigraphically higher in 

the member bed thicknesses range frOlll about 20 cm to 110 cm. 

Plane lamination and bi£urcating, SYfflllletrical ripples are 

c0111111on in the succession and trough cross-bedding is locally 

present. 

Thin laminae, and beds to about 5 m in thickness 0£ 

black argillite, are cOIIUllon in the Pllln-9 me111ber and are most 

abundant in exposures near Puzzle Peak, and near the top of 

the member in exposures to the east of Black Diamond Creek. 

In exposures near Puzzle Peak, and in the vicinity of the 

Honwnent Peak thrust fault systan, these beds 0£ argillite 

c0111111only contain laminae of siltstone and sandstone up to 

several milli.Jlletres in thickness, and display abundant 

mudcracks. 

The Pllln-9 upper quartzite member is generally 

lithologically si.Jllilar to the Pnin-1 basal quartzite manber. 

Fyles (1960a} mapped the Pllln-9 manber as the basal quartzite 

in exposures to the east of Black Diamond Creek, and near 

Puzzle Peak; hoMever, the tMo manbers can be distinguished 
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from one another by the presence of the distinctive black 

argillite interbeds in the Pmn-9 member, and more 

conclusively by stratigraphic relationships with underlying 

and overlying stratigraphic units. 

The lower contact of the Pllln-9 m811lber is well exposed 

west of the F23 fault to the north of Delphine Creek, near 

Puzzle Peak, south of Honument Peak, and at the Jackpine 

area. The lower contact is sharp, is locally erosionally 

scoured, and is interpreted to be an unconfonnity. The 

contact is apparently structurally concordant in outcrop, 

but it may be worthy of note that the thickness of the 

underlying Pmn-8 member is variable on a regional scale and 

is about 75 m thick at the Paradise Hine area <Atkinson, 

1977), about 200 m thick to the west of Brisco, B.C. 

(HcCammon, 1965), and only 20-30 m thick in the study area. 

This thickness variation may be the result of depositional 

processes, or pre-Pmn-9 erosional bevelling, or may be due 

to a combination of erosional and depositional processes. 

The Pmn-9 member near Puzzle Peak is overlain with 

angular unconfonnity by the Toby Fonnation. On the southern 

slopes of Puzzle Peak the Pmn-9 member is estimated to be 

150 m thick; to the north of the peak the member thins to a 

zero edge as a result of pre-Toby Fonnation erosion. 

To the west of Black Diamond Creek the Pmn-9 member is 

overlain by a 20 to 40 m thick succession of black 

argillite, quartzite, and conglomerate (hereafter tanned the 
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black argillite succession>. The black argillite succession 

was mapped by Fyles (1960a> as the "dark gray argillite and 

quartzite me111ber" of uncertain correlation. Interbeds of 

quartzite, 1 mm to 25 cm thick, are c0111J11on within the 

argillite horizon, and locally constitute up to 30X of the 

succession; rare beds of trough cross-bedded quartzite up to 

1 m thick are present. Hudcracked horizons of thinly 

laminated black argillite and sandstone are c011U11on and are 

identical to the mudcracked horizons of black argillite and 

sandstone that are locally present in the Pmn-9 member. 

DeciJlletre to metre thick congl0111erate horizons, canprising 

well rounded clasts of quartzite up to 20 cm in diameter in 

a black argillite matrix, are locally present within the 

black argillite succession, and are most abundant in 

exposures on the southNest slopes of HonU111ent Peak where 

they are interbedded with mudcracked horizons of interbedded 

argillite and sandstone. 

This succession is overlain by dol0111ite and 

conglanerate of the Toby Fol"lllation, which is in turn 

overlain by argillite and conglanerate of the Horsethief 

Creek Group. Congl0111erate in these exposures of the Toby 

Fol"lllation c0111prises dol0111ite clasts in a dol0111ite matrix, 

and, more cOllllllonly, quartzite clasts in a matrix of black 

argillite. The quartzite-argillite conglanerates of the 

Toby Fol"lllation are lithologically identical to congl0111erate 

horizons in the black argillite succession which overlies 



the Pmn-9 member, and on this basis, the black argillite 

horizon has been mapped with the Toby Formation. 

Immediately north of Jwnbo Creek, in the hanging wall 

of the Paramount Peak normal fault, the Pmn-9 upper 

quartzite member is absent, or is thin, as a result of 

erosion prior to deposition of the black argillite 

succession, and the contact between the black argillite 

succession and the underlying Pmn-9 or Pmn-6 members is 

sharp and unconfonnable. 
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To the northwest, west, and southwest of Honwnent Peak, 

the contact between the Pmn-9 member and the overlying black 

argillite succession of the Toby Formation is apparently 

gradational. In the upper 5 m to 10 m of the Pmn-9 member, 

beds of quartzite are gradually thinner upward, beds of 

black argillite are increasingly abundant, and the 

succession grades up into interbedded black argillite, 

quartzite, and congl0111erate of the overlying black argillite 

horizon. The occurrence of identical mudcracked horizons of 

interbedded black argillite and sandstone in the Plnln-9 

member and the overlying black argillite succession also 

suggest that the contact between the two successions is 

gradational and conformable. Clearly, these relationships 

are difficult to reconcile if the Hount Nelson Formation is 

considered to be part of the Purcell Supergroup <Walker, 

1926; Reesor, 1973) and the black argillite horizon is 

considered to be part of the Toby Formation of the 
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Windennere Supergroup. Ages detennined fr0111 pale0111agnetic 
( 

and radi0111etric dating indicate that Purcell Supergroup 

sedimentation tenninated prior to about 900 Ha (Obradovich 

et al.,1984> or about 1250 Ha <Elston, 1984) and indicate 

that the basal portion of the Windennere Supergroup was 

deposited subsequent to about 728 Ha <Evenchick et al., 

1984). 

There are several hypotheses that could account 

for the apparent lack of evidence for a major hiatus 

separating the Pllln-9 member and the argillite succession. 

1) The black argillite succession may be part of the 

Hount Nelson Fonnation. As discussed previously, 

congl0111eratic strata of the Pllln-7 m0111ber, Nhich are 

similar to those of the Toby Fonnation, are locally 

present in the Hount Nelson Fonnation. An 

unrecognized unconfonnity may exist above the black 

argillite succession betNeen congl0111eratic 

strata of the Toby Fonnation over conglOllleratic 

strata of the Hount Nelson Fonnation. This 

hypothesis is not favoured since congl0111erates in 

the black argillite succession are lithologically 

identical to those of the overlying Toby Fonnation. 

2) The contact between the Pllln-9 member and the black 

argillite succession may appear gradational, but 

may actually be an unconfonnity. For example, an 

unrecognized unconfonnity may exist at the base of 
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the transitional interval betMeen the two horizons, 

a nd the loMermost strata of the Toby Formation may 

consist of quartzite that is similar to the 

underlying Pllln-9 member. This hypothesis does not 

explain the observation that identical horizons of 

mudcracked argillite and sandstone are present in 

both the Pmn-9 mernber and the black argillite 

succession. 

3) The contact between the Hount Nelson Formation and 

the Toby Formation may, in s0111e localities, be 

gradational, and the Hount Nelson Formation may be 

the same approximate age as the Toby Formation. 

Assuming that the ages proposed for the Purcell 

Supergroup and Windermere Supergroup are correct, 

this hypothesis implies that the Hount Nelson 

Formation is not part of the Purcell Supergroup, 

but is younger. It is worthy of note that 

Atkinson (1975) reports an apparently gradational 

contact betMeen Hount Nelson dol0111ite Mhich lies 

stratigraphically above the Pllln-9 member, and 

conglomeratic strata of the Toby Formation, in a 

f ault block doMndropped by a Toby-age normal 

fault in the Paradise Hine area. 

If either the first or third hypothesis is correct and 

the contact between the Pmn-9 member and overlying black 
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argillite succession is, at SOllle locations, gradational and 

confonnable, the observation that the same contact is 

unconformable and erosional in exposures iJlllllediately north 

of Jumbo Creek must be accounted for. It is possible that 

deposition of the Pllln-9 member and the black argillite 

succession continued without interruption in sane 

localities, while, in other adjacent areas the Pron-9 member 

was uplifted and eroded. The quartz sand and the clasts of 

quartzite that are present in the black argillite succession 

may have been derived fran areas in which the Pmn-9 me111ber 

was uplifted. 

YOUNGER STRATA OF THE HOUNT NELSON FORMATION 

These strata do not occur within the study area, but 

are present in a downdropped fault block bounded by a 

Toby-age nonnal fault near the Paradise Hine <Atkinson, 

1977>, in the hanging wall of the Hount Forster fault in the 

Brisco magnesite area (HcCammon, 1965>, and in the Canal 

Flats, B.C. area (Foo, 1979). 

At the Paradise Nine area the upper part of the 150 m 

to 170 m thick <Atkinson, 1977> Pllln-9 upper quartzite me111ber 

contains interbedded horizons of green and brown argillite 

and argillaceous siltstone up to several metres in 

thickness. A 15 m thick horizon of green and brown 

argillite and siltstone <Pllln-10 me111ber> overlies the 

stratigraphically highest beds of quartzite and is, in turn, 
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overlain by a succession (Pllln-11 member) of very light gray 

cryptalgal aminate dol0111ite Mhich contains interbeds of 

intraclast breccia. Beds and lenses of dark blue and black 

chert are cOC11111on in the dolomite, and range fr0111 2 to 20 cm 

in thickness. About 40 m frOlll the top of the 120 m thick 

(Atkinson, 1977) dol0111ite succession, horizons of broMn 

Meathering, blue-gray and green silty argillite, ranging 

from several decimetres to about 2 m in thickness, are 

present. 

The dol0111ite succession is the stratigraphically 

highest member of the nount Nelson Fonnation present in 

exposures in the Brisco magnesite area <ncCallllllon, 1965) and 

near Canal Flats, B.C. <Foo, 1979), but in the Paradise nine 

area a succession of blue-gray and green silty argillite and 

siltstone <Pmn-12 me111ber> overlies the dolomite manber 

<Walker, 1926; Atkinson, 1977}. This succession is 

considered to be part of the nount Nelson Fonnation because 

it is similar to the argillaceous horizons present in the 

upper part of the underlying cryptalgalaminate dol0111ite 

member, but stratigraphic relationships are probleP1atic 

because the argillite sequence is also interbedded Mith 

conglomeratic strata of the overlying Toby Fonnation 

<Atkinson, 1977). 

2.2.3 LOWER CONTACT 

In all exposures that have been observed by the author, 
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the contact between the Pmn-1 basal quartzite merober and the 

underly ing Pdc-3 me111ber of the Dutch Creek Formation i• 

abrupt, and is COClllllonly erosionally scoured. The argillite 

and graded siltstone-argillite couplets in the Pdc-3 merober 

below the contact exhibit no change in sedimentary 

structures or in the proportion of silt or sand present, 

upward toward the contact with the Hount Nelson Formation. 

Previous studies <Walker, 1926; Fyles, 1960a; Reesor, 

1973) have reported the contact at the base of the Hount 

Nelson Formation to be conformable. Although the contact is 

structurally concordant on the scale of an outcrop and 

apparently on a regional scale, the relationships outlined 

above indicate that a period of erosion preceeded deposition 

of the Hount Nelson Formation, and indicate that the lower 

contact of the Hount Nelson Formation represents an 

unconformity. 

An anomalous 50 m thick succession of trough 

cross-bedded sandstone, argillite, and conglomeratic 

sandstone of preswned fluvial origin is located below, and 

grades upward into, the basal quartzite me111ber of the Hount 

Nelson Formation at one locality near Canal Flats, B.C. 

< Foo , 1 979 > • Although Foo does not mention the lower 

contact relations of this an0111alous sequence of strata, it 

is possible that it was deposited in a channel excavated in 

the pre-Hount Nelson unconfonnity surface. 
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2.2.4 AGE AND CORRELATIONS 

The youngest strata 0£ the <Belt) Purcell Supergroup 

have been dated at about 1250 na by paleOlllagnetic studies 

<Elston, 1984) or about 900 na by radi0111etric investigations 

(Obradovich, et al., 1984). As discussed in section 2.3.4, 

the oldest strata 0£ the Windennere Supergroup are younger 

than about 728 na <Evenchick et al., 1984). Although the 

nount Nelson Fonnation has been considered to be part of the 

Purcell Supergroup in all previous studies of the succession 

<Walker, 1926; Reesor, 1973; Atkinson, 1975, 1977; Freiholz, 

1983>, several relationships suggest that the fonnation is 

probably more closely related in age to the Toby Fonnation 

of the Windennere Supergroup than to the Purcell Supergroup. 

1) An apparently gradational contact between the 

nount Nelson Fonnation and the Toby Fonnation is 

present to the north of Jumbo Creek in the 

hanging wall of the nonwnent Peak fault. 

2> An apparently gradational contact between the nount 

Nelson Fonnation and the Toby Fonnation occurs near 

the Paradise nine <Atkinson, 1977). 

3) ConglOllleratic strata of the PMn-9 me111ber are 

present near the top of the nount Nelson Fonnation 

in several locations within, and adjacent to, the 

study area. The si.Jllilarity of these strata to 

those of the Toby Fonnation, and the interpretation 

that both successions were deposited during periods 



of extensional tectoniS111, suggests that the Pmn-7 

member may have been deposited during an initial 

brief pulse of extensional activity that was 

related to later normal faulting that occurred 

during deposition of the Windermere Supergroup 

<sections 2.2.5, 2.3.5). 
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4) As discussed later in this section, successions of 

strata that are lithologically similar to, and 

considered correlative Mith, the Hount Nelson 

Formation are present below the Windermere 

Supergroup in exposures frOlll California to the 

Hackenzie Hountains in northern Canada. In most 

exposures, these sequences are unconfonnably 

overlain by Windermere strata, but locally they 

grades upward into, and thus must be only slightly 

older than, the Windermere sequence. 

The unconformity that is interpreted at the base of the 

Hount Nelson Formation (section 2.2.3) indicates that a 

hiatus in deposition occurred prior to deposition of the 

Hount Nelson succession and it is possible that the Hount 

Nelson Formation is considerably younger than the underlying 

Dutch Creek Formation. 

The succession mapped as the Hount Nelson Formation in 

the hanging Mall of the Redding Creek fault by Rice <1941 > 

and Reesor (1983) has apparently been incorrectly correlated 

and is actually the Pdc-2 manber of the Dutch Creek 
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Formation (section 2.1.4}. Correlations by ncnechan (1981, 

her Figures 10,11) indicate that the Pdc-2 member in this 

exposure is equivalent to the stratigraphically highest 

rocks present below the Windennere Supergroup in 

souther11111ost Canada and the northern part 0£ the United 

States. The souther11111ost exposures 0£ strata that can be 

reasonably in£erred to belong to the Mount Nelson Formation 

have been mapped by Leech (1958) and Foo (1979) in the Canal 

Flats, British ColUIQbia area <Figure 1.6}. Mount Nelson 

Fonnation strata are apparently absent south 0£ 

approxi.Jllately latitude 51 degrees N, and appear to be 

con£ined to the general region around the study area <Figure 

1.3}. 

This observation is i.Jllportant because all 0£ the 

geochronological studies that have established the age 0£ 

the youngest pre-Windermere Supergroup strata as about 900 

Ma <Obradovich, et al., 1984} or about 1250 Ma <Elston, 

1984) have been undertaken in rocks that are 

stratigraphically lower than the Mount Nelson Formation. 

A recent pale0111agnetic study carried out in the Mount 

Nelson Formation near Toby Creek to the east 0£ the study 

area <Morris and McMechan, 1983) has detected two distinct 

directional groups. The MN-A direction corresponds to a 

pole position at 10 degrees N, 156 degrees E. ·It d0111inates 

the whole blocking temperature spectrU111 and is interpreted 

as an thermally induced overprint vector. This direction is 
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similar to partial overprint vectors present in Purcell and 

Belt strata in the Glacier National Park - Clark Range area 

to the southwest 0£ the study area near the Canada - United 

States border CVitorello and Van der Voo, 1977). Horris and 

ncHechan (1983> state that these vectors are similar to Late 

Proterozoic <around 850 Ha> and Cambrian poles £ram 

elsewhere in North Alllerica and suggest the vectors are 

related to therroal overprinting produced by a period 0£ high 

heat £low at about 850Ha. They relate the period 0£ high 

heat £low to the episode 0£ £aulting that accompanied 

deposition 0£ the Winderroere Supergroup. 

I£ this interpretation is accepted, the age 0£ the 

nount Nelson Forroation must by greater than 850 Ha. Recent 

data which suggest that the onset 0£ Windennere 

sedimentation may have been younger than about 728 Ha 

<Evenchick et al., 1964>, however, indicate that the 850 na 

age is probably too old to be related to Windennere 

deposition. An alternate interpretation is that the HN-A 

pole may have been acquired at the end 0£ Proterozoic or the 

beginning 0£ Cambrian time <W. Devlin, personal 

communication, 1984) at the time Nhen continental breakup 

apparently took place at the Cordilleran divergent margin. 

North American pole positions during latest Proterozoic and 

Early Cambrian time <Watts et al., 1980) are similar to the 

HN-A pole position. I£ the HN-A pole Mas acquired at this 

time, the only constraint on the age 0£ the Hount Nelson 
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Fonnation is that it must have been deposited prior to 

latest Proterozoic or earliest Cambrian time. 

The HN-B pole, which was detected only by acid leaching 

of Hount Nelson Formation specimens, corresponds to a pole 

position at 59 degrees N, 119 degrees E (Horris and 

HcHechan, 1983). This pole is markedly different frOlll 

Proterozoic poles frOlll elsewhere in North Alllerica (eg. 

Berger and York, 1980>, and Horris and HcHechan (1983} do 

not offer an interpretation of its significance. The HN-B 

pole is similar to North Alllerican Devonian poles <Kent and 

Opdyke, 1978; Van der Voo and Scotese, 1981; Elston, 1984} 

and, as discussed in section 2.7.4, this pole may be an 

overprint acquired during Devonian tectonism. 

Several correlations between the Hount Nelson Formation 

and stratigraphic successions exposed elsewhere in the 

Cordillera are suggested that reinforce the interpretation 

that the Haunt Nelson Formation is not part of the Purcell 

Supergroup, but is closely related in age to the Windennere 

Supergroup. In the Mackenzie Hountains, strata of the 

informal "copper cycle" <Aitken, 1961 > are unconformably, 

and locally confonnably <Eisbacher, 1961>, overlain by the 

Windennere Supergroup. The "copper cycle" consists of a 

basal sandstone ro0111ber and overlying siltstone, dol0111ite, 

limestone, sandstone, evaporite, and congl0111erate of the 

Redstone River and Coppercap Fonnations. The succession was 

originally included with the nackenzie Hountaina Supergroup 
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<which may be correlative with the upper part of the Purcell 

Supergroup, but is roore likely younger than the Purcell 

succession (Aitken and Pugh, 1984>>, but recent 

paleomagnetic data suggest that a significant hiatus is 

present at the lower unconfonnable contact of the basal 

sandstone roember <Horris and Park, 1981; Horris and Aitken, 

1982}. Pronounced £acies and thickness changes are present 

in the succession as the result of syndepositional faulting 

i.llllllediately preceeding Windennere Supergroup deposition 

(Eisbacher, 1981 }. Thus the "copper cycle" is generally 

lithologically similar to, and occupies the saroe 

stratigraphic interval below the Windennere Supergroup as, 

the Haunt Nelson Fonnation. Horeover, both successions 

record the first stages of the extensional Faulting that 

took place during deposition of the Windennere Supergroup. 

For these reasons, the two successions are considered 

probable correlatives. 

The Haunt Nelson Formation may also be correlative with 

the lower part of the nantling Zone which is exposed in the 

Thor-Odin and Frenchman Cap cul.Jllinations in the <hineca 

Crystalline Belt (Figure 2.5). The lower part of the 

Hantling Zone comprises a sequence of quartzite, paragneiss 

and calc-silicate gneiss. It overlies Lower Proterozoic 

orthogneiss and paragneiss of the Core Zone, and is overlain 

by psaroroitic and pelitic gneiss of the upper part of the 

Hantling Zone <Brown and Read, 1979; Read, 1980; Brown, 
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1980). These authors suggest that the lower part of the 

Hantling Zone is a metamorphosed shallow water shelf deposit 

which is correlative with the Belt-Purcell Supergroup, the 

upper part of the Hantling Zone is correlative with the 

Windermere Supergroup, and the Core Zone is North American 

basement rock. 

The Hount Nelson Formation is generally similar to the 

lower Hantling Zone in terms of its thickness, interpreted 

depositional setting, general sequence of lithology (Figure 

2.5), and stratigraphic position below the Windermere 

Supergroup. The lower Hantling Zone contains a greater 

proportion of (metamorphosed) pelitic strata than is present 

in the Hount Nelson Formation; however, this could be 

related to the occurrence of greater proportions of either 

lithofacies 2, "outer detrital", fine-grained, elastic 

strata or lithofacies 4, "inner detrital", fine-grained, 

elastic strata in the succession relative to the Hount 

Nelson Formation <see discussion on lithofacies in Section 

2.2.5). 

If the Haunt Nelson Formation is equivalent to the 

lower part of the Hantling Zone, Belt-Purcell Supergroup 

strata must be absent in the Thor-Odin and Frenchman Cap 

culminations. This is a reasonable interpretation because 

Belt-Purcell and equivalent strata were not deposited along 

the entire Cordilleran divergent margin, but were deposited 

in isolated basins <Stewart, 1972, 1976). 
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The stratigraphic section exposed above slices of North 

American basement rocks that are brought to surface by 

thrust faults in, and near, the nalton, Deserters, and 

Sifton Ranges (Figure 2.2.4), consists of a basal sequence 

of well-bedded quartzite which ranges fran Oto 250 m in 

thickness, and overlying psammitic, pelitic, and carbonate 

rocks of the Windennere Supergroup (Oke and Simony, 1981; 

Morrison, 1982; Evenchick et al., 1984). 

The quartzite sequence in these exposures is probably 

correlative with the lower quartzite of the nantling Zone 

and therefore probably correlative with the basal quartzite 

of the nount Nelson Fonnation. If this correlation is 

correct, it indicates that an unconformity exists between 

the quartzite and the overlying Windennere strata that has 

removed most of the Mantling Zone - nount Nelson Fonnation 

succession. A similar relationship exists in the study area 

where part, or all, of the nount Nelson Formation is 

commonly absent due to erosion prior to, and during, 

deposition of the Windennere Supergroup. 

If this correlation is correct, it indicates that the 

nount Nelson Formation is younger than about 728 na because 

the basal quartzite succession in the Deserters Range 

nonconformably overlies granite with a crystallization age 

of 728 +8/-7 na <Evenchick et al., 1984). 

In the Death Valley area of California, the 

congl0111eratic Kingston Peak Fonnation (basal Windermere 
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Supergroup) unconformably, and locally conformably, overlies 

a sequenc e cOlllprising the Crystal Spring Formation and Beck 

Spring Formation, which, in turn, overlies LoMer 

Proterozoic gneissic base111ent rocks <Labotka et al., 1980). 

The Crystal Spring and Beck Spring sequence consists of 

dol0111ite, siltstone, argillite, and arenite. Belt-Purcell 

strata are apparently absent in this region, and the Crystal 

Spring and Beck Spring sequence is considered to be a 

probable correlative of the nount Nelson Formation based on 

its stratigraphic position below the Windennere Supergroup 

and its lithology. 

2.2.5 CONDITIONS OF DEPOSITION 

The nount Nelson Formation consists of horizons that 

are monotonous in terms of their lithologies and sedimentary 

structures. On this basis, the strata of the nount Nelson 

Formation can be grouped into five general lithofacies. 

nany of the members of the nount Nelson Formation c0111prise 

one lithofacies type, hoMever, sOllle of the me111bers consist 

of tMo lithofacies types with gradational or interbedded 

contacts. 

1 > SANDSTONE LITHOFACIES 

This category includes the Pmn-1 basal quartzite m0111ber 

and the Pmn-9 upper quartzite me111ber. Unconfonnities are 

interpreted at the loMer contacts of both members, and both 
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consist of mediwn- to coarse-grained, texturally mature 

quartzarenite successions Mith minor interbeds of argillite. 

Sedimentary structures include planar lamination, 

symmetrical ripples, trough cross-beds, and in the Pmn-9 

member, mudcracks. 

The textural and mineralogical maturity, and the 

sedimentary structures, indicate deposition in a relatively 

high energy envirolllllent subject to Mave and current 

activity, and locally, an envirolllllent subject to periodic 

exposure and dessication. Bi.Jllodal grain size distributions 

ar~ locally present in the Pmn-1 member, and are typical of 

deflation lag deposits of deserts, and of desert lag 

sediments redeposited in marine, fluvial, or lacustrine 

enviroJllllents <Folk, 1968). The Pmn-1 and Pmn-9 members 

overlie unconfonnities and it is reasonable to interpret 

them as transgressive, shalloM Nater deposits Nhich are, in 

part at least, made up of reNorked eolian deposits. 

2) REGULARLY BEDDED ARGILLACEOUS LITHOFACIES 

This lithofacies c0111prises the thin-bedded argillite 

successions of the Pmn-10 and Pmn-12 members and the 

argillite, argillaceous dol0111ite, and apparently 

structureless dol0111ite present in the loNer part of the 

Pmn-2 member. These strata display parallel, even bedding, 

and contain no sedimentary structures such as dessication 

cracks or salt crystal casts that are c011U11only found in 
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strata described as lithofacies 4 (see below). 

The presence of regular, parallel bedding, and the 

absence of current-produced structures in these argillaceous 

strata indicates that deposition took place in low energy, 

sub-littoral environment. The absence, or paucity, of 

cryptalgal structures in the interbedded dol0111ite horizons 

in the lower part ·of the Pllln-2 member is consistent with 

this enviro11P1ental interpretation. 

3) CRYPTALGAL DOLOftITE LITHOFACIES 

The Pllln-4a, Pllln-4c, Pllln-8, and Pmn-9 members, as well 

as the upper part of the Pllln-2 member, and the carbonate 

horizons in the Pmn-5 member, are included in this 

lithofacies. The strata c0111prise mainly cryptalgalaroinate 

and d0111al str0111atolite dol0111ite; and include interbedded 

horizons of intraclast breccia, oolite packstone and 

wackestone, and minor argillaceous dolanite. Salt crystal 

casts, and horizons of polygonal str0111atolites are present 

in the Pmn-5 member. 

Although cryptalgal sediments can forro in diverse 

environments of deposition (Hoffman, 1976), they are most 
L 

COlllfflonly deposited in shallow sublittoral to supratidal 

environments <Aitken, 1967; Logan et al., 1974; Playford and 

Cockbain, 1976>. nost of the cryptalgal strata in the Hount 

Nelson Forroation are interbedded Mith horizons of intraclast 

breccia or oolites, and contain small scale disconforroities. 



This indicates that they Mere deposited in a littoral 

setting where they Mere exposed to current and Nave 

activity, and Mere periodically subaerially exposed and 

dessicated to produce the intraclasts in the breccias. 
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The COllllllon occurrence of salt crystal casts, polygonal 

stromatolites, and intraclast breccias in the dolOfllite 

horizons of the Pmn-5 manber suggests that it Mas deposited 

in a sabkha environment. 

4> HUDCRACKED ARGILLACEOUS AND SILTY LITHOFACIES 

This lithofacies includes the Pmn-3, Pmn-4b, and Pmn-6 

manbers, and the argillaceous dolomite horizons of the Pmn-5 

merober. The strata consist of argillaceous and silty 

dolomite, dolomitic and argillaceous siltstone, argillite, 

and minor fine-grained sandstone. Hudcracks and small scale 

ripple cross-stratification occur throughout the strata. 

Planar lamination is present in siltstone and sandstone 

beds; wavy and lenticular bedding are c0111111on in the Pmn-3 

and Pmn-4b members; and salt crystal casts are common in the 

Pmn-5 and Pmn-6 mE!lllbers. 

The ubiquitous distribution of mudcracked sedi.Jllents in 

this lithofacies indicates that these strata Mere deposited 

in a mudflat environment that Mas commonly subaerially 

exposed. The silty and argillaceous nature of the sediments 

suggests that they accU111ulated in a setting that Mas more 

proxi.Jllal to a elastic source area than the "cryptalgal 
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dolomite lithofacies". 

5> CONGLOHERATE LITHOFACIES 

This lithofacies is present only locally in the Pron-7 

member of the Nount Nelson Formation, and consists of 

conglomerate and minor argillite and argillaceous dolomite. 

Clasts in the conglomerates are composed of subangular 

to well-rounded dolomite and quartzite cobbles and boulders 

that range up to about 1 m in diameter. Host beds of 

conglomerate are matrix supported. 

The absence of grading, the lack of organized fabric, 

and the matrix supported nature of the conglomerates suggest 

that they were deposited by debris flows in which the matrix 

possessed enough strength to support the clasts. 

INTERPRETATION 

The Pmn-7 conglomeratic meP1ber (lithofacies 5) is 

present only locally in exposures of the Hount Nelson 

Formation, and the initial discussion of the conditions of 

deposition of the Hount Nelson Formation deals with the 

stratigraphic succession where this conglomeratic member is 

absent and the Pmn-8 m0111ber overlies the Pmn-6 me111ber. 

With the exception of the unconfonnities that are 

present beneath the Pmn-1 and Pmn-9 quartzite me111bers, there 

are no unconfonnities recognized in the succession, and 

deposition of the formation appears to have been essentially 
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continuous. Application of Walther•s Law <Hiddleton, 1973) 

suggests that the lithofacies now confonnably associated 

with each other in a vertical sequence were deposited in 

laterally adjacent facies belts. A change fran one 

lithofacies to another in a vertical section, therefore, can 

be related to a lateral shift in the location of the facies 

belts in which the strata were deposited in response to 

relative sea level changes. 

The facies belts in which the strata overlying the 

transgressive sand deposits (lithofacies 1 > were deposited 

can be described using the terminology of Palmer (1960) and 

Robinson (1960), as the nearshore "inner detrital belt" in 

which mudcracked silty and argillaceous strata of 

lithofacies 4 were deposited; the "middle carbonate belt" 

which is characterized by cryptalgal dolanite of lithofacies 

3; and the "outer detrital belt" in which regularly bedded 

argillite, argillaceous dolanite, and dol0111ite of 

lithofacies 2 accU111ulated. 

Deposition of the succession (Figure 2.4> began with a 

transgression that inundated the pre-Hount Nelson Fonnation 

erosional surface. Sand deposited during this period may 

have been derived, at least in part, frOlll eolian deposits 

which accU111ulated subsequent to deposition and subaerial 

exposure of the underlying Dutch Creek Fonnation, and may 

also have been transported by sandy fluvial systems such as 

the possible fluvial channel deposit below the Pmn-1 member 
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reported by Foo (1979) (Section 2.2.3). 

Deposition ot sand gradually gave way to deposition ot 

argillite and dol0111ite ot the lower part ot the Pllln-2 me111ber 

(lithotacies 2) in the outer detrital tacies belt. The 

gradual change upsection to the middle carbonate tacies belt 

strata (lithotacies 3) ot the upper part ot the Pllln-2 

member, Followed by the mudcracked, inner detrital tacies 

belt strata (lithotacies 4> ot the Pmn-3 merober constitutes 

a regressional sequence ot strata. 

Two si.Jllilar regressional cycles which tollow 

transgressions can be interpreted i.Jllmediately above the 

Pmn-3 member. The tirst cycle c0111prises the lithotacies 3 

strata ot the middle carbonate tacies belt (Pmn-4a> and the 

overlying lithotacies 4 strata ot the inner detrital tacies 

belt < Pmn-4b >. The second cycle is similar except that the 

vertical change trOlll lithotacies 3 strata <Pmn-4c merober) to 

lithotacies 4 strata (Pllln-6 merober> is represented by the 

alternating horizons ot lithotacies 3 carbonate and 

lithotacies 4 argillaceous and silty strata which make up 

the Pmn-5 member. 

It is reasonable to interpret these regressional 

"shallowing up" sequences as being tor111ed by progradational 

sedimentation Following relative sea-level rises. 

A transgression occurred attar deposition ot the Pllln-6 

member which led to deposition ot the Pmn-8 middle carbonate 

tacies belt strata. Following a period ot subaerial 



exposure and an unknown amount of erosion, the Pmn-9 upper 

quartzite member Mas deposited during a period of 

transgression. Sand incorporated in this member may have 
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been derived frOlll eolian or other continental deposits. The 

argillite of the Pmn-10 member gradationally overlies the 

quartzite, and Mas probably deposited in the outer detrital 

facies belt. The overlying middle carbonate facies belt 

strata of the Pmn-11 member Mere probably prograded over the 

argillite. Horizons of argillite are present towards the 

top of the Pmn-11 cryptalgal dol0111ite me111ber, and the 

succession is overlain by Prnn-12 outer detrital facies belt 

argillite, indicating that a gradual transgression took 

place. At Paradise Hine this argillite succession appears 

to be confonnably overlain by, and interbedded Mith, 

congl0111eratic strata of the Toby Formation <Atkinson, 1977). 

The individual lithofacies of the Haunt Nelson 

Fonnation are present in thick (ranging frOlll tens to 

hundreds of metres) deposits which are relatively monotonous 

in their lithologies and sedimentary structures. Individual 

horizons of a particular lithofacies are laterally 

extensive, and can be traced throughout the region in which 

the formation crops out. These relationships suggest 

deposition of the succession in a tectonically stable 

sedimentary basin Mith Mide, fairly unifonn facies belts. 

Lateral migration of the facies belts can be inferred frOlll 

the vertical sequence of lithofacies distributions (Figure 
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2.4), and were probably caused by relative sea-level 

changes , c aused by eustatic sea-level changes and/or changes 

in the rate of subsidence, and by progradational 

sedimentation. The observation that only a few lateral 

shifts in the facies belt distributions took place suggests 

that the rate of subsidence was approximately matched by the 

rate at Nhich sediment accU111ulated in the sedimentary basin. 

The rock types and sedimentary structures in the Hount 

Nelson Formation could have been formed by deposition in a 

shallow marine platform environment, in an enclosed, 

restricted marine environment, or in a lacustrine 

environment. 

The character of the Pmn-7 conglomeratic member 

(lithofacies 5} is very different from the character of the 

rest of the Hount Nelson Formation. In the exposure to the 

north of Delphine Creek, the Pmn-7 m0111ber is present on the 

western, down-dropped side of the F23 normal fault <Figure 

2.7). No conglomeratic strata are present to the east of 

the fault. This suggests that the F23 normal fault was 

active during deposition of the Pmn-7 m0111ber. As discussed 

in section 2.3.5 the F23 normal fault was apparently also 

active during deposition of the Toby Formation. 

The original tectonic setting of the Pmn-7 merober is 

not certain in the exposures near Puzzle Peak because of 

the complex nature of Hesozoic faults in the area. 

The coarse nature of the Pmn-7 m0111ber, the interpreted 
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mode of deposition by debris flows, and the occurrence of 

volcanic greenstone in the matrix of conglomerate near 

Puzzle Peak, are consistent with the interpretation that the 

strata Mere deposited in local fault-bounded troughs during 

a period of extensional tectoniS111. 

The apparently confonnable contact between the Pmn-6 

and Pmn-8 members in locations Mhere the Pmn-7 congl0111eratic 

strata are absent indicates that the Pmn-7 conglocneratic 

member was deposited at the same time that supratidal and 

littoral sediments were deposited in other parts of the 

depositional basin. This implies that the activity of 

extensional faults in scene localities Mithin the basin 

during deposion of the Pmn-7 m0111ber did not affect the 

overall pattern of Hount Nelson Formation sedimentation. 

The source of the clasts in the Pmn-7 member is not 

clear. The quartzite clasts are texturally and 

compositionally similar to strata of the Pmn-1 and Pmn-9 

me111bers, however, the Pron-9 member had not been deposited, 

and the Pmn-1 member Mas not, as far as is known, exposed 

and eroded during deposition of the Pmn-7 member. The 

clasts of dolomite cannot be matched with certainty to any 

of the dolomite horizons of the Hount Nelson Formation, and 

are dissimilar to strata of the underlying Pmn-6 member. The 

clasts, therefore, were not derived frOlll areas immediately 

adjacent to the sites of deposition of the Pmn-7 me111ber, and 

they must have been transported considerable distances. One 
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possible explanation is that the Pmn-7 strata were deposited 

by fluvial syste111s which were located in fault bounded 

structural depressions. This hypothesis is not supported by 

the sedimentary fabric of the conglOllleratic strata, however; 

as discussed earlier, the matrix supported fabric is 

suggestive of deposition by debris flows, not by fluvial 

processes. The source area of the clasts and the method by 

which they were transported to the areas in which they were 

deposited are problems that cannot be adequately addressed 

with data available in the study area. 
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2.3 TOBY FORl1ATION 

2.3.1 INTRODUCTION 

The basal part of the Windermere Supergroup Mas named 

the Toby Formation by Walker (1926) for extensive exposures 

near Toby Creek to the east of the study area. The Toby 

Formation consists 0£ pebble, cobble, and boulder 

conglomerate, sedimentary breccia, dolomite, argillite, 

sandstone, and volcanic greenstone. 

The distribution of rock types in the fonnation is 

extremely variable. S0111e exposures consist al.most entirely 

of congl0111eratic strata Mhereas, at other locations, the 

formation c0111prises pred0111inantly non-conglomeratic strata. 

Attempts by the author to divide the Toby Formation into 

mappable members Mere unsuccessful because of the marked 

horizontal and vertical variability in lithology Mithin the 

succession. The thickness of the formation is also 

extr0111ely variable, ranging from Oto about 300 m in the 

study area and up to 1864 m near the Canada - United States 

border <Aalto, 1971 ). 

The Pron-7 congl0111eratic m0111ber of the Hount Nelson 

Formation is virtually identical to much of the Toby 

succession. The Pron-7 succession can be differentiated from 

the Toby Formation only Mhere it is overlain by the Prnn-8 

and Pmn-9 members, and it may be possible that s0111e 

conglomeratic strata overlying the Pmn-6 m0111ber of the Hount 
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Nelson Formation that have been mapped as the Toby Formation 

are stratigraphically equivalent to the Pmn-7 m0111ber. 

2.3.2 LITHOLffiY 

CONGLOHERATIC STRATA 

Congl0111erate of the Toby Formation within the study 

area consists d0111inantly of pebbles, cobbles, and boulders 

of dol0111ite, quartzite, and congl0111erate in a matrix of 

dol0111ite, argillite, sandstone, or greenstone. 

Dol0111ite is the most c0111P1on matrix material in the 

conglomeratic strata within the study area. The dol0111ite is 

very fine-grained to coarsely-crystalline and is light gray, 

tan, brown, orange-brown, and black on weathered surfaces. 

Huch of the dol0111ite is relatively pure, but argillaceous 

dolomite and sandy dolanite are also locally present. Ooids 

and pisolites are locally present in the dolomite. They are 

most common at the location of stratigraphic section T-2 

(Figure 2.6>, on the southwest limb of the Phoenix 

anticline on and to the south of the ridge between Farnham 

Creek and Jumbo Creek, and in the fault-bounded block of 

Hount Nelson and Windennere strata between the Hount Forster 

fault and the F8 fault. They range fr0111 1 llllll to 5 llllll in 

dia111eter and constitute from less than 1~ to about 20~ of 

the matrix. 

The matrix of the Toby Congl0111erate in the type area, 
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and throughout much 0£ the region in which the Toby 

Fonnation and correlative strata crop out, consists 

dominantly 0£ argillite and silty or sandy argillite (Aalto, 

1971; Reesor, 1973; Atkinson, 1977). An argillaceous matrix 

is less common in conglomeratic strata within the study 

area, however, and is abundant only in exposures in the 

hanging wall 0£ the Hount Forster £ault near JUJllbo Creek, 

and in the immediate £ootwall 0£ the Black Diamond £ault. 

The argillite is dark gray, dark greenish gray, black, and, 

when signi£icant amounts 0£ dolomite are present in the 

argillite, brownish gray. Quartz silt and very £ine- to 

coarse- grained sand is common in the argillaceous matrix in 

the hanging wall 0£ the Haunt Forster £ault. 

Sandstone is locally present as the matrix 0£ Toby 

congl0111eratic strata throughout the study area; however, the 

only locality where a sandstone matrix is volUJlletrically 

signi£icant is in the exposures immediately above the Pmn-9 

upper quartzite merober near Puzzle Peak. The sandstone 

consists 0£ poorly to moderately sorted, £ine- to 

coarse-grained quartz sand with silica, dolanite, calcite, 

muscovite, and chlorite ce111ent. 

Volcanic greenstone £onns the matrix 0£ Toby Formation 

conglanerates to the west 0£ the F18a nonnal £ault, to the 

east 0£ Black Diamond Hountain, and to the west 0£ the F25 

nonnal £ault north 0£ Delphine Creek. The greenstone is 

highly altered, and consists 0£ a £ine-grained, £oliated 



mass of chlorite~ muscovite, albite, quartz, calcite, 

dolOlllite , pyrite, and epidote. 

locally present. 

Alllygdaloidal textures are 
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Dolomite fragments are the most cOIIUllon clasts in Toby 

Fonnation conglanerates Nithin the study area. Hany of 

these clasts have been derived frOlll the Hount Nelson 

Formation. Clasts of dolomite that are unlike strata of the 

Hount Nelson Formation, but are siJllilar to dolanite horizons 

in the Toby Formation are cOl'lllllon in exposures to the Nest of 

the Delphine Creek fault in the footNall of the Hount 

Forster fault. Particles of apparently structureless, dark 

gray or broNn dolOlllite of uncertain correlation are locally 

abundant throughout the study area. 

Clasts of Nhite, and pale green, red, or broNn 

quartzite are abundant in many exposures. The quartzite is 

similar to the Pmn-1 and Pmn-9 MEJlllbers of the Hount Nelson 

Fonnation. 

Clasts in the conglanerates can often be identified as 

fragments of the upper mEJ111bers of the Hount Nelson 

Fonnation. The clasts have apparently been derived locally. 

For example, in exposures to the Nest of Windennere Lake 

Nhere the Toby Formation overlies a thick succession of 

distinctive pisolitic packstone and Nackestone of the Hount 

Nelson Formation (correlation of this succession Mith the 

members delineated in the study area is uncertain>, the Toby 

Fonnation contains an abundance of pisolitic clasts derived 
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from the underlying strata. This pisolitic lithofacies is 

not present in the Hount Nelson Formation, nor are fragments 

of it present in the Toby Formation, within the study area. 

Fragments of conglomerate are not volUP1etrically 

significant, but are widely distributed throughout exposures 

to the west of the Delphine Creek fault in the footwall of 

the Hount Forster fault, and locally constitute up to about 

50X of the clasts within the Toby Formation. They are most 

abundant near the headwaters of Farnham Creek and in 

adjacent areas to the north of JUP1bo Creek, and to the east 

of Hount Duthie and south of Delphine Glacier. These clasts 

are lithologically variable, but largely c0111prise pebbles 

and cobbles of dolomite in a matrix of dol0111ite; they may 

have been derived frOlll the Prnn-7 member of the Hount Nelson 

Formation and frOlll the Toby Formation. Clasts of 

congl0111erate in the Toby Formation have also been reported 

by Atkinson (1977> to the east of the study area. 

Clasts of greenstone are rare, but are locally present 

within, or at approximately the same stratigraphic level as, 

greenstone horizons within the Toby Formation. Fragments of 

greenstone were also noted by Reesor (1973> to the north of 

the Horsethief Creek batholith. 

One rounded cobble of quartz pebble conglomerate 

si.Jllilar to pebble conglomerate of the Horsethief Creek Group 

was noted in a large talus block of Toby Conglomerate 

located to the east of Hount Duthie. The Toby Formation is 



interbedded with Horsethief Creek Group strata at this 

locality ( Section 2.4.3). 
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Clasts 0£ argillite are present, but are not COIIUllon, 

within the study area; however, fragments of argillite can 

be relatively abundant in other exposures of the Toby 

Formation (Aalto, 1971 ). Fragments of Dutch Creek Formation 

argillite are particularly carunon to the west and southwest 

of Windermere Lake. 

Clasts of granitic rock which have been dated at 1781 

+/-9Ha (Loveridge, et al., 1981) are present at scattered 

localities in the Toby Formation near the Rocky Hountain 

Trench <Leech, 1958; Reesor, 1973). These fragments 

presumably have been derived fran North Alllerican baseroent 

rocks <Reesor, 1957b}. No granitic clasts have been 

observed in the study area. 

The majority of the clasts in the Toby Conglanerate 

range fran about 1 cm to 30 cm in diameter, but boulders up 

to about 2.5 m in diameter, and sand-sized fragments, are 

locally present. Host of the largest boulders are dolanite 

or conglanerate; quartzite clasts only rarely attain 

diameters of 1 m. Greenstone clasts are usually less than 

about 15 cm in diameter, and argillite fragments rarely 

exceed 6 or 8 cm. 

In westernmost exposures Nithin the study area, where 

cleavage is well developed, clasts are cOIIUllonly oblate 

parallel to the plane of cleavage; however, in most 
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exposures in the eastern part of the study area, the 

original clast shape has not been significantly modified by 

ttesozoic tectonism. The shape of clasts is highly variable, 

and ranges from prolate to tabular with subangular corners, 

to well-rounded subspherical to spherical. In general, 

clasts of quartzite are better rounded and more spherical 

than clasts of other rock types. A few well-rounded clasts 

that have had pieces broken off were observed; these clasts 

were evidently fractured after they were rounded off, but 

before they were deposited in the Toby Fonnation. 

Bedding is discerned only with difficulty because, in 

any particular locality, the conglomerate is coromonly quite 

consistent in tenns of matrix and clast lithology over 

stratigraphic thicknesses of 10 m or more. Where individual 

beds can be resolved, their thicknesses coromonly range from 

about 0.5 m to 2 m, and s0111e beds may be at least 3 m or 4 m 

thick. Beds are usually quite lenticular, with the lenses 

no longer than several tens of metres. 

nost of the conglomerate in the Toby Formation is 

matrix supported, although clast supported fabric has been 

observed. Clasts usually constitute 30~ to 70~ of the rock, 

although strata in which clasts make up as much as 85X, or 

as little as 5X or less, of a bed have been seen. 

nost beds of congl0111erate lack ordered internal 

sedimentary fabric. SOllle beds, however, are crudely graded, 

or more c0111monly, inversely graded, and prolate clasts in 



SOllle horizons are oriented subparallel to layering. 

examples ot clast imbrication were noted. 
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No good 

Toby Formation congloroerates are quite variable because 

ot the wide range ot clast and matrix lithologies, clast 

abundances, and clast sizes and shapes; however, several 

general relationships have been observed in the study area. 

Host clasts in congloroerates Mith an argillaceous matrix 

consist ot quartzite; clasts Mithin a doloroite matrix are 

most cOllllllonly doloroite, although quartzite clasts are also 

common; and clasts within a sandstone or greenstone matrix 

consist ot quartzite or dol0111ite. Congl0111eratic strata 

typically contain a varied assortment ot clast lithologies, 

however, horizons ot congl0111erate that contain clasts ot 

doroinantly one lithology are also very common. 

Clasts within many beds ot congloroerate are crudely 

sorted in terms ot size or shape, although rare oversized or 

undersized clasts, or clasts ot anoroalous sphericity and 

roundness, are present. Clasts present in s0111e congloroerate 

beds, however, are not well sorted in terms ot size or 

shape. 

Congl0111erate beds associated Mith each other in a 

vertical sequence with thicknesses ot 10 m or more usually 

display little variation in matrix or clast lithology, in 

clast abundance, or in clast size or shape. S0111e ot these 

lithologically monotonous congloroeratic sequences such as 

those present in the western region ot the study area in the 
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hanging wall of the Hount Forster Fault, and in the footwall 

of the Black Dia111ond Fault, do not change significantly as 

they are traced laterally for distances of at least 4 km. 

Horizons of conglOlllerate in locations near the headwaters of 

Farnha111 Creek or Delphine Creek, however, are c0111111only not 

laterally persistant and change laterally to congloroerate of 

different character, or to non-conglomeratic strata within a 

few hundred metres (e.g. Figure 2.6). 

SEDIHENTARY BRECCIA 

On the flanks of the Phoenix anticline at the 

headwaters of Farnham Creek, horizons of well bedded gray 

dol0111ite with intercalated horizons of breccia are cOllllllon. 

Breccia horizons range frOlll about 0.5 to 1.5 m in thickness, 

and consist of angular, tabular frag111ents of dol0111ite in a 

dol0111ite matrix. Clast and matrix lithologies are identical 

to the underlying and overlying horizons of well bedded 

dol0111ite. Hany dolomite frag111ents are bent and folded, and 

the breccias probably were for111ed by slumping and 

brecciation of the bedded Toby Dolomite soon after 

deposition while it was still relatively plastic. 

DOLOHITE 

Dol0111ite and argillaceous doloroite are present in 

exposures of the Toby For111ation throughout the study area, 

and are especially cOllllllon to the west of the Delphine Creek 
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Fault in the hanging wall of the nount Forster Fault. nuch 

of the dol0111ite consists of poorly bedded to well bedded 

cream to gray dolomite roudstone that weathers to various 

shades of brown, gray, and black. 

Dark gray peloidal packstones and grainstones are 

common near the Phoenix anticline. Some of these peloidal 

rocks display faint, S111all scale cross-beds. Oolitic and 

pisolitic packstones occur locally in this location, and are 

also present on the eastern slopes of nount Duthie. 

"Floating" sand grains of quartz are cOffllllon in many 

exposures of Toby Formation dol0111ite. The sand is 

subangular to well rounded, c0111Monly ranges from 0.3 to 

1.0 roro in diameter, and usually constitutes 10X or less of 

the rock. 

· Cryptalgal dolomite <Aitken, 1967) is locally present 

in the Toby Formation. A 0.5 to 1.0 ro thick layer of 

cryptalgalaroinate dolomite is present near the base of the 

d0111inantly conglomeratic succession in the hanging wall of 

the nount Forster Fault to the south of Jumbo Creek. At the 

headwaters of Delphine Creek, the upperroost strata of the 

Toby Formation consists of up to about 50 roof light gray 

and light crearoy-gray cryptalgalaroinate dolocnite with rare 

horizons of domal strocnatolites and str0111atolites which are 

cylindrical in form. These cylindrical strocnatolites have 

their cylindrical axes oriented subparallel to bedding. The 

cryptalgal horizon thins to the east and gradually changes 
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to a well bedded succession of mainly non-cryptalgal 

dolomite. At the location of the T-1 stratigraphic section 

the horizon is about 15 m thick. The succession reaches its 

maximum thickness a few hundred metres to the east of the 

location of the HC-3 stratigraphic section, where it 

directly overlies cobble and boulder conglomerate, but thins 

rapidly to the west and is only a few metres thick 

immediately east of Black Diamond nountain. 

Lensoid horizons of massive to well-bedded creamy gray 

to tan dolomite which range up to about 10 m in thickness 

and up to several tens of metres in length are present 

within dominantly argillaceous strata at the top of the Toby 

Formation along the west flank of the Phoenix Anticline, and 

to the south of Jwnbo Creek in the hanging wall of the nount 

. Forster Fault. In some exposures the lenses pinch and swell 

at a single stratigraphic level; at the headwaters of 

Farnham Creek the lenses are distributed in an en echelon 

fashion. It is not certain whether the lenses are large 

olistrostromes, channel fills of dolomite, or whether they 

formed as the result of fragmentation of a formerly 

continuous layer of dol001ite by either Proterozoic 

extensional faulting or nesozoic tectonism. A thrust fault 

is known to be present on the west flank of the Phoenix 

Anticline, and the dol001ite lenses at this location may be 

related to this fault. 

Argillaceous dolomite is present in many exposures of 
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the Toby Formation, and is most abundant on the Mestern 

slopes of HonW11ent Peak in the footwall of the MonUJ11ent Peak 

Fault. These strata are characterized by thin, irregular 

bedding, and are usually buff coloured on weathered 

surfaces. 

ARGILLITE 

Argillite is cOllllllon in many exposures, and occurs in 

monotonous horizons several metres or more in thickness, as 

well as in thin beds (1 cm to 1 m} intercalated Mith 

dolomite and sandstone. The argillite is dark gray, dark 

brownish gray, and black, and is faintly laminated or 

apparently massive. Near the top of the T-2 stratigraphic 

section, wavy and lenticular bedding is common in silty and 

dolomitic argillite. In the hanging wall of the MonUP1ent 

Peak fault syst0111, thinly interbedded successions of 

argillite and sandstone which have been mapped with the Toby 

Formation are highly mudcracked (Section 2.2.2). 

SANDSTONE, PEBBLE CONGLOMERATE 

Sandstone is not cOIIUllon in the Toby Formation within 

the study area, but is present in horizons up to about 1 m 

in thickness in the hanging wall of the HonUJ11ent Peak fault 

syst0111, and to the east of the F25 fault to the north of 

Delphine Creek. The sandstone is composed of quartz sand, 

minor carbonate sand, and variable amounts of muscovite and 
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chlorite. These strata are fine-grained to coarse-grained 

and are poorly to moderately sorted. Low angle trough 

crossbeds in sandstone beds near Black Diamond Creek were 

formed by currents flowing west and southeast. 

Graded beds of pebble congl0111erate and sandstone are 

present in the Toby Formation on the eastern slopes of Haunt 

Duthie. These strata are identical to graded beds present in 

the Horsethief Creek Group, and they are considered to be 

part of the Horsethief Creek Group that is interbedded with 

the Toby Formation <Section 2.4.3>. 

VOLCANIC GREENSTONE 

Amygdaloidal flows are present in the Toby 

Formation locally to the west of the F18a fault, and to the 

east of Black Diamond Hountain. These flows are highly 

altered and strongly foliated, and consist of chlorite, 

muscovite, albite, quartz, dol0111ite, calcite, epidote, and 

pyrite. 

To the west of Honument Peak, the flow to the west of 

the F18a fault is apparently at least 80 m thick, although 

its thickness is difficult to estimate accurately because of 

possible small-scale folding. Rare clasts of quartzite and 

dol0111ite, and one lenticular bed of congl0111erate cOlllprising 

dol0111ite clasts in a dol0111ite matrix, are present in the 

greenstone at this location. On the slopes above Jumbo 

Creek, clasts are common in the volcanic horizon, and the 
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volcani c matrix. 
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The £low to the east 0£ Black Diamond Hountain is about 

5 m thick, and overlies congl0111erate with a greenstone 

matrix. The strata overlying the greenstone consist 0£ 

dolomite interbedded on a millimetre to centimetre scale 

with chlorite rich, dark green layers. These layers may have 

originally been volcanic ash. 

DISTRIBUTION OF ROCK TYPES 

There appears to be very little orderly vertical or 

lateral variation in the distribution 0£ rock types in the 

Toby Formation within the study area except that argillite 

and dol0111ite are the roost COffllllon strata near the top 0£ the 

succession. No vertical or horizontal trends in clast size 

variation have been detected. 

The thickness 0£ the Toby Formation is quite variable 

within the study area. It is about 300 m thick in the 

hanging wall 0£ the Hount Forster £ault, £ram 100 to 200+ ro 

thick in most exposures in the £ootwall 0£ the £ault, and is 

locally absent, or at most several tens 0£ metres thick, on 

the east £lank 0£ the Phoenix anticline at Farnham Creek and 

within the Delphine Creek thrust sheet at HacDonald Creek. 

2.3.3 LOWER CONTACT 

At most locations the contact between the Toby 
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Formation and the underlying Nount Nelson Formation or Dutch 

Creek Formation is a Mell detined, abrupt, uncontonnable 

contact (although, as discussed later in this section, the 

contact is probably locally contonnable). Where the 

lowermost strata ot the Toby Formation consist ot dolomite 

or argillaceous dolomite that is s.iJllilar to strata ot the 

underlying Nount Nelson Formation, the contact can be quite 

subtle, however, the uncontormity in these exposures can 

usually be discerned by caretul examination. On the east 

£lank ot the Phoenix anticline in the Farnha111 Creek valley, 

irregular cavities up to several dec.iJlletres across in the 

uppermost 3 m ot the Prnn-5 me111ber below the contact were 

tanned during a period ot karst develoJ)lllent related to the 

uncontonnity, and are tilled Mith Toby strata <Plate 2g). 

· Although the contact at the base ot the Toby Formation 

appears to be structurally concordant on the scale ot an 

outcrop in many exposures, the succession lies on ditterent 

members ot the ftount Nelson Formation and Dutch Creek 

Fonnation. At SOllle localities the strata beneath the 

uncontonnity have been tilted at angles up to about 35 

degrees prior to deposition ot the Toby Formation. Angular 

uncontorroities are best exposed on the tlanks ot the Phoenix 

anticline in Farnham Creek, and in the hanging wall ot the 
) 

Delphine Creek Fault i.Jlunediately north ot the study area in 

the ftcDonald Creek valley. 

Within the study area, the relationships at the 
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pre-Toby uncon£onnity can be related to tNo Late Proterozoic 

tectonic events. The earlier event involved Nest-side-doNn 

displacement on the north-northNest to north-northeast 

striking F23, and F24 £aults at Delphine Creek, and on the 

F16a and F16b £aults to the southNest a£ Black Diamond 

Hountain. The level a£ pre-Toby Forroation erosion changes 

abruptly across all 0£ these £aults, and in all cases 

stratigraphically higher rocks are present in the 

downdropped, hanging Nall blocks <Figures 2.7, 2.8). The 

F18a and F18b nonnal £aults may also have been active during 

deposition a£ the Toby Fonnation; although the base a£ the 

Toby Fonnation is not exposed to the illllllediate west a£ the 

F18a £ault, stratigraphically higher members 0£ the Haunt 

Nelson Fonnation are present beloN the uncon£onnity Nithin 

the Honument Peak thrust sheet than are present to the east 

a£ the F18 £ault systelll <Figure 2.7). 

Similar relationships Nhere higher stratigraphic 

members are present beloN the pre-Toby uncon£onnity on the 

Nestern, doNndropped sides 0£ normal £aults have been mapped 

near the Paradise mine by Walker (1926) and Atkinson <1977>, 

and across the continuation a£ the F27 £ault to the north a£ 

the study area by Walker (1926) and Freiholz (1983). 

Atkinson (1977> and Freiholz (1983) both interpret these 

nonnal £aults as Toby-age £aults. 

South a£ the region where the F16 £ault systan 

comprises tNo separate £aults <F16a and F16b>, the Toby 
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Forroation on the downdropped, western side of the fault, 

sits on stratigraphically lower strata of the Hount Nelson 

Formation than on the eastern side (Figure 2.8). This 

relationship implies that strata in the downdropped block 

were eroded before deposition of the Toby Formation, 

probably by stream action in the structurally controlled, 

topographic low to the west of the fault. It is not certain 

if the erosion took place before or after the second 

Toby-age tectonic event described later in this section. 

The level of pre-Toby Fonnation erosion changes 

dramatically across the F2 fault which is inferred to be 

present in the bottOlll of the Farnham Creek Valley <Figure 

2.7)(Walker, 1926; Reesor, 1973). A minim\llll of several 

hundred metres of Hount Nelson Formation strata are present 

to the east of this fault, whereas the Toby Formation 

overlies 100 to 200 m of the Pdc-3 member of the Dutch Creek 

Fonnation to the west of the fault. This is apparently an 

east-side-down, Late Proterozoic normal fault that has a 

stratigraphic displacement equal to at least the amount of 

strata missing frOlll the western block (i.e. a minim\llll of 

several hundred metres of Hount Nelson Fonnation plus 800 to 

900 m of the Pdc-3 merober). The west dipping F3_ normal 

fault may be a Toby age fault that is antithetic to the F2 

fault but this cannot be proved with available data. 

Evidence for the second Late Proterozoic tectonic event 

is confined to the area to the west of the Delphine Creek 
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fault within the footwall of the Nount Forster Fault. An 

angular unconformity is evident frOlll the truncation 

relationships at the unconfonnity <Figures 1.7, 1.8, 2.9, 

2.10). Where the angular unconformity is well exposed on 

the Phoenix anticline, the attitude of bedding in the Nount 

Nelson Formation below the unconformity has been restored to 

its pre-folding orientation by rotating bedding attitudes on 

a stereonet <Ragan, 1973) so that bedding in the Toby 

Fonnation is horizontal <Figure 2.9). These data indicate 

that the Nount Nelson Fonnation in the vicinity of the 

Phoenix anticline, and to the south of Delphine Glacier, had 

a southeast dip prior to pre-Toby Formation erosion. 

Where Nount Nelson rocks are exposed to the north of 

the Delphine Glacier, higher stratigraphic members are 

present beneath the Toby Fonnation than would be expected by 

extrapolation frOlll the south of the Delphine Glacier, and 

these strata have also been tilted to the southeast <Figure 

2.10). It is probable that a nonnal fault, with its 

northwest side downdropped, was present between these 

exposures; however, there is no way of proving or refuting 

this because no Nount Nelson strata are exposed within the 

hanging wall of the Delphine Creek Fault in the region where 

the fault is inferred (Figure 1.9) (the strata shown below 

the Delphine Creek fault in the stratigraphic reconstruction 

<Figure 2.10) are not exposed in the study area, but are 

presumed to be present in the footwall of the Delphine Creek 
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fault in the subsur£ace to the southwest of the exposed 

trace o f t he fault). The southeasterly paleo-dip at 

exposures to the south of Delphine Glacier and at Farnham 

Creek may be also be due to the rotation of fault blocks on 

northeasterly striking, northwest-side-doMn, listric normal 

faults, but no northeasterly striking faults of Late 

Proterozoic age have been observed Mithin the thesis area. 

The tectonic event that produced the southMesterly 

paleo-tilt of Hount Nelson strata beneath the Toby 

unconformity at the above mentioned localities is thought to 

be later than the NNW to NNE striking normal faults because: 

1 > The F16a and F16b faults are truncated by the 

unconformity that bevels the tilted Hount Nelson 

Formation strata. If these faults are the same age 

as the F23 and F24 faults at Delphine Creek, and 

the F18 fault syste111 Meet of Honument Peak, all of 

the north-northMesterly to north-northeasterly 

trending faults predate the unconformity and 

probably predate the southwesterly tilting event. 

2) Congl0111erates in the Toby Formation above the 

unconformity that truncates the southMesterly 

dipping Hount Nelson strata at the Phoenix 

Anticline, and to the east of Hount Duthie and to 

the south of Delphine Glacier, cOlllfflonly contain 

clasts derived frOlll the Toby Fonnation. Similar 

clasts are rare elseMhere in the Toby Fonnation. 
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Pebble conglomerate horizons 0£ the Horsethie£ 

Creek Group are interbedded with conglomerates and 

other strata 0£ the Toby Formation to the east 0£ 

Hount Duthie and to the south 0£ Delphine Glacier, 

but are not present in the Toby Formation in other 

locations within the study area. The Toby 

Formation in these locations, there£ore, may be 

somewhat younger than much 0£ the Toby Formation in 

other regions 0£ the study area. 

The contact between the Hount Nelson Formation and the 

Toby Formation is apparently gradational in exposures within 

the hanging wall 0£ Honuroent Peak Fault near Black Diamond 

Creek, and near the Paradise Hine (Section 2.2.2 [Pllln-9 

member]; Atkinson, 1977>. The exposures at Paradise Hine 

are located in a down-dropped block which is bounded by a 

Toby-age £ault <Atkinson, 1977} and, as discussed above, the 

exposures near Black Diamond Creek are located to the west 

0£ the west-side down F16 £ault syste111 (which was probably 

active during deposition 0£ the Toby Formation}. 

1£ the apparently gradational and interbedded contacts 

between the two successions do represent locally con£orrnable 

contacts, it is reasonable that the con£onnable contacts 

would have been developed on the topographically low, 

dow~-dropped sides 0£ Toby-age £aults. 

2.3.4 AGE AND CORRELATIONS 

The Toby Formation is correlative with conglomerate and 
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volcanic successions that are present at, or near, the base 

of the Windennere Supergroup in exposures throughout the 

Canadian and American Cordilleran thrust belt (Gabrielse, 

1972; Stewart and Suczek, 1977; Eisbacher, 1981 ). 

K-Ar whole rock ages obtained froro the correlative 

Huckleberry Volcanic& of northeastern Washington range froro 

827 to 918 Ha <Hiller et al., 1973); however, the validity 

of these dates has been questioned by Devlin et al., (1985). 

Recent SIil-Nd analyses of these rocks yield an age of 762 

+/-44 Ha <Devlin, 1986). 

A paleoroagnetic study of the Toby Formation was 

undertaken near Toby Creek, to the east of the study area, 

by Horris and HcHechan (1983). Unfortunately, samples of 

the Toby Formation did not yield coherent relllanence 

directions, and the age of the succession could not be 

determined froro that study. 

Diabase dikes and sills intruded into the MacKenzie 

Mountains Supergroup in northwestern Canada have yielded 

Rb-Sr isochron dates of 766 +/-24 and 769 +/-27 Ha 

{Armstrong et al., 1982). The relationship between the 

emplacement of the dikes and sills to volcanic events is 

uncertain; however, the intrusions may be related to the 

formation of a layered jasplite-helllatite iron succession 

beneath the Shezal Fonnation (equivalent to the Toby 

Formation <Eisbacher, 1981)) near the base of the Windermere 

Supergroup. The Shezal Fonnation contains clasts of the 



diabase <Horris and Aitken, 1982), and therefore must by 

younger than 0111plac0111ent of the diabase at about 770 Ha. 
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U-Pb analyses of zircons fran gneissic granites in the 

Deserters and Halton Ranges of British ColW11bia have yielded 

crystallization ages of 728 •9/-7 Ha and 741 •22/-20 Ha 

respectively <Evenchick et al., 1984>. These gneisses are 

overlain by a quartzite succession that probably correlates 

with the Hount Nelson Formation (Section 2.2.4), and the 

quartzites are, in turn, overlain by strata of the 

Windermere Supergroup. No conglaneratic strata similar to 

the Toby Formation are present above the Halton gneiss 

<Horrison, 1982), but intercalations of diamictite and 

amphibolite are present within the succession above the 

Deserters Range gneiss <Evenchick, 1982). These strata, 

which are probably correlative with the Toby Fonnation, must 

be younger than about 728 Ha. 

If the Toby Formation and correlative strata were 

deposited mainly in response to extensional tectonic 

processes rather than to glacial processes <Section 2.3.5), 

the succession may be diachronous both along and across the 

strike of the Windennere basin as the basin developed as a 

result of crustal extension <Evenchick et al., 1984). The 

ages discussed in this section that relate to the timing of 

the onset of Windennere sedimentation should, therefore, be 

viewed as only approximate constraints on the age of the 

Toby Fonnation in the study area. 
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The youngest strata of the overlying Horsethief Creek 

Group and equivalent successions are considered to be of 

latest Proterozoic age (Fritz and Crimes, 1985}. 

2.3.5 CONDITIONS OF DEPOSITION 

The COllllllon occurrence of coarse, congl0111eratic strata 

in the Toby Fonnation, and the extreroe variation in the 

lithology and the thickness of the succession, has led 

previous workers to suggest that the deposition of the 

formation was related to either a period of tectoniS111, or to 

glaciation. 

Walker (1926} and Reesor (1973} favoured a tectonic 

origin for the Toby Fonnation, and suggested that erosion of 

a landmass formed during a period of faulting and folding 

contributed clasts to the succession. Atkinson (1975}, Lis 

and Price (1976}, and Foo (1979} concluded that the Toby 

Fonnation consists of mass sedi.Jllent flow deposits that are 

related to syndepositional nonnal faulting. 

Aalto (1971} carried out a regional study of the Toby 

Formation and correlative strata in southern Canada and the 

northernmost United States, and concluded that the Toby 

was deposited by subaqueous mudflows and subroarine glacial 

wasting associated with a period of glaciation. Other 

authors (eg. Eisbacher, 1981; Crittenden et al., 1983} have 

also interpreted congl0111eratic horizons within the 

Windennere Supergroup in other regions of the Cordillera as 
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glacial deposits. These interpretations are in accord with 

the conc ept that one or more worldwide ice ages occurred 

during the Late Proterozoic <Schwarzbach, 1963; Harland, 

1964; Hambrey and Harland, 1981 ). 

Schennerhorn (1974) argued that the interpretation of 

worldwide glaciation during the Late Proterozoic is based on 

insufficient evidence. He concluded that, although 

glacioclastic debris is locally present in minor amounts 

within Late Proterozoic conglOC11eratic horizons in various 

parts of the world, the conglOC11eratic strata were developed 

in response to periods of tectonic activity. 

Stewart and Suczek (1977) suggested that conglOC11eratic 

and volcanic strata at the base of the Windennere sequence 

may have accumulated in rift-valley basins during a period 

of extensional tectonisro associated with the fonnation of 

the Cordilleran Divergent Hargin. They did not, however, 

rule out the possibility that the conglOC11erates had a 

glacial origin. Eisbacher (1981) has documented 

syn-sedimentary faulting associated with deposition of the 

stratigraphically highest pre-Windennere and basal 

Windennere units in northern Canada, and interprets the 

congloroeratic strata as glacial deposits. 

The criteria for deciding whether a succession is of 

glacial or non-glacial origin have been discussed by Harland 

et al. (1966), Spencer (1971), Schermerhorn (1974>, and 

Hambrey and Harland (1981 >. The presence of faceted and 



striated stones, dropstones, till pellets, polished 

pavements, and exotic or extrabasinal clasts are strongly 

suggestive 0£ a glacial origin. Many 0£ these are 

equivocal, however, and can be £or111ed by non-glacial 
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processes. For example, isolated boulders that occur within 

£ine-grained deposits 0£ Upper Jurassic strata that were 

deposited in £ault bounded basins in northeastern Scotland, 

depress and de£onn strati£ication in underlying beds, and 

.are draped over by overlying sediments <Pickering, 1964). 

These clasts are identical to dropstones that have been 

transported by icebergs, but they are not associated with a 

period 0£ glaciation and are interpreted to £arm as a result 

0£ suhlllarine rock£all £r0111 nearby £ault scarps, or by 

transport by relatively •dilute• debris £lows <Pickering, 

1984 >. Schermerhorn (1974) has pointed out that clasts 

which have been abraded by nonglacial sedimentary or 

tectonic processes can be mistaken £or glacially striated 

clasts. 

Congl0111eratic strata 0£ the Toby Fonnation are c0111roonly 

matrix supported and have a chaotic or, less cOllllllonly, a 

graded or inversely graded £abric. As previously suggested 

by Aalto (1971) and Atkinson (1975), these strata were 

likely deposited as debris £lows. Horizons 0£ mudcracked 

argillite and sandstone are locally intercalated with 

congl0111erate mapped as the Toby Formation to the east 0£ 

Black Diamond Creek <Section 2.2.2>, but evidence 0£ 
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subaerial exposure has not been noted elseNhere and the bulk 

of the congloroeratic strata Mere apparently deposited in a 

subaqueous envirorunent. The c0111111on presence of oolitic 

dol0111ite, and local horizons of cryptalgal carbonate, 

trough cross-bedded sandstone, and Navy- and 

lenticular-bedded silty_ argillite, indicate that the 

succession was, in part at least, deposited in relatively 

shalloN Nater. 

Deposition of the conglOlllerates by mass floN processes 

is consistent Mith deposition of the succession in either a 

glacioroarine setting, or during a period of active tectonisro 

that created fault scarps, significant local topographic 

relief, and steep paleoslopes. The extr0111e lithologic 

heterogeneity, and the rapid variations in the thickness of 

the Toby Formation, can also be explained by either model. 

The similarities betNeen glacial and non-glacial mass floN 

deposits can present difficulties in interpreting the 

envirorunental setting of deposits such as the Toby 

Formation, and these difficulties are coropounded in 

envirorunents in Nhich both glaciation and tectonisro may have 

been active <Schermerhorn, 1974; Eisbacher, 1981 ). 

Evidence that de111onstrates that there is a glacial 

coroponent Nithin the Toby Formation is not abundant, but is 

locally present. Striated stones have not been observed in 

Toby Formation conglomerates in the study area, and Mere not 

found by Aalto (1971) or Reesor (1973>; hoNever, Eisbacher 
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(1981) reports striated clasts in the Toby near Forster 

Creek to the north of the study area. Aalto (1971 > and 

Eisbacher (1981) both report dropstones within fine-grained 

strata of the Toby Forroation. As mentioned earlier, 

striated stones and dropstones can be fonned by non-glacial 

sedimentary and tectonic processes; however, the occurrence 

of striated clasts, striated pave111ents, dropstones, till 

pellets, and ice wedge pseud0111orphs in many Late Proterozoic 

conglomeratic successions throughout the world (e.g. Hambrey 

and Harland, 1981 > suggests that the dropstones and striated 

stones in the Toby Fonnation may be related to glaciation. 

Clasts of Lower Proterozoic base111ent gneiss are rare in 

the Toby Fonnation, but are present in scattered exposures 

adjacent to the Rocky nountain Trench <Leech, 1958; Reesor, 

1973). As suggested by Aalto (1971 >, these extrabasinal 

clasts may have been transported to the Toby depositional 

basin by glaciers. 

The observation that intrabasinally derived clasts 

(i.e. clasts of nount Nelson and Toby Fonnation strata) are 

far more abundant than these extrabasinal clasts must be 

considered when evaluating the relative importance of 

glacial versus non-glacial processes acting during 

deposition of the Toby Fonnation. Lower Proterozoic 

cratonal rocks roust have been exposed fairly near to the 

Toby basin during, at least, the late stages of Toby 

deposition. Coarse elastics of the Horsethief Creek Group, 
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which contain minor amounts of feldspar, muscovite, and 

biotite, and were apparently derived .frOfll a granitic, 

cratonal source area (Section 2.4.5), are interbedded with 

congl0111eratic strata of the Toby Formation to the east of 

Hount Duthie <section 2.4.2>. Similar interbedded contacts 

between the Toby and Horsethief Creek successions are cOP1J11on 

throughout the Purcell AnticlinoriUPl <Aalto, 1971; Reesor, 

1973). The paucity, and in many areas (including the study 

area) the apparent lack, of granitic boulders derived froro 

the craton indicates that the exposed craton was not a major 

source for clasts in the Toby Formation. If deposition of 

the Toby For111ation is envisioned to be associated with 

glaciation on a worldwide scale it is difficult to reconcile 

the scarcity of extrabasinal granitic . lasts within the 

formation. For this reason a period of continental 

glaciation associated with the Toby Formation is viewed as 

improbable. 

Upper Proterozoic conglomeratic strata that have often 

been interpreted as glacial deposits are coromonly intimately 

associated with carbonate rocks (Spencer, 1971; Williams, 

1979). This association is in marked contrast with the 

deposits of earlier and later periods of glaciation, and has 

been cited as evidence against a glacial climate during the 

Late Proterozoic <Schermerhorn, 1974). 

Cryptalgal carbonates which directly overlie Late 

Proterozoic strata interpreted as tillite in the Kimberly 
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region, and in the Adelaide Geosyncline, of Australia were 

deposited at relatively high (approximately 44 degrees C) 

paleotemperatures, based on stable-isotope geochemistry 

studies (Williams, 1979>. He infers that abrupt climactic 

changes took place during the Late Proterozoic. 

Fairchild (1983) also suggests that rapid climactic 

fluctuations occurred during deposition of the Vendian 

sequence of northeast Spitsbergen. Dolomite units which 

underlie and overlie deposits interpreted to have a glacial 

origin contain ooids, peloids, intraclasts, and anhydrite 

inclusions in quartz nodules. Dolomite present within 

glacial units is considered by Fairchild to be rockflour 

produced by cOflllllinution of dolomite rock by glacial 

processes. 

Dolomite is abundant in the Toby Formation, and is the 

most abundant matrix material in the congl0111eratic strata 

within the study area. Horizons of cryptalgal dol0111ite are 

located within, and directly over, horizons of conglomerate, 

and ooids are cOflllllon in nonconglomeratic and conglomeratic 

strata. It is, therefore, clear that at least some of the 

dolomite that is associated with the Toby congl0111erates was 

formed wi thin the Toby depositional basin, and was not 

transported to the basin as dolomite rockflour. Production 

of significant amounts of carbonate usually takes place in 

relatively warm water (e.g. Wilson, 1975). If, as suggested 

by Schermerhorn (1974), the formation of abundant carbonate 
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rock during the late Proterozoic necessitates a warm 

paleoclimate, it is unreasonable to infer that deposition of 

the Toby Formation coincided with a period of worldwide 

glaciation. Hambrey (1982} has argued, however, that much 

of the Upper Proterozoic carbonate may have been deposited 

in cold water. 

Several points indicate that tectoniSlll played a major 

role during deposition of the Toby Formation. Normal faults 

at which the level of erosion beneath the Toby Formation is 

deeper on the footwall sides than on the downdropped, 

hanging wall sides are present within the study area 

(Section 2.3.3}, and in adjacent areas (Atkinson, 1977; 

Freiholz, 1983}. These relationships indicate that the 

faults are of pre- or syn-Toby age. 

As discussed in Section 3.2, these normal faults are 

listric, and thus displaceroents on the faults would cause 

rotational moveroents (i.e. rollover} in the downdropped, 

hanging wall blocks. Local relief during deposition of the 

Toby Formation would have been created at fault scarps, and 

steep paleoslopes would have resulted frOlll hanging wall 

rollover. 

Host of the clasts in the Toby Formation have had an 

intrabasinal provenance, and many have apparently been 

derived from locally exposed outcrops of the Hount Nelson 

Formation. The Toby Formation unconformably overlies 

different stratigraphic merobers of the Hount Nelson 



Formation and Dutch Creek Formation, and it is clear that 

huge volwnes 0£ pre-Toby (and Toby-age) strata have been 

removed by erosion and redeposited as clasts in the 

congloroerates. This leads to the interpretation that 
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movements on the Toby-age £aults were diachronous. At time 

A <Figure 2.11) soroe regions 0£ the depositional basin would 

have been elevated and pre-Toby strata would be eroded and 

redeposited by mass £low processes into adjacent 

topographically low areas. At a later time (time B>, the 

previously elevated region would be subsiding as a result 0£ 

normal £aulting, and would be receiving detritus £roro 

adjacent elevated areas. As £aulting and subsidence 

progresses, deep water strata 0£ the Horsethie£ Creek Group 

would be deposited over the Toby Formation. This model 

suggests that both the Toby Formation and the contact 

between the Toby Formation and the- Horsethie£ Creek Group 

are diachronous. 

The late Proterozoic tilting event that imparted a 

southeasterly dip to Nount Nelson strata to the west 0£ the 

Delphine Creek £ault within the £ootwall 0£ the Hount 

Forster £ault, postdates the northerly-striking Toby age 

normal Faults, but predates deposition 0£ the Toby Formation 

near the Delphine Glacier and in Farnha111 Creek and in 

adjacent regions 0£ JW11bo Creek (Section 2.3.3). Toby 

Formation conglOlllerates above the uncon£ormity that bevels 

the southeasterly dipping Hount Nelson Formation strata 
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TIME B (later than Time A) 

Figure 2.11. Schematic cross-sections illustrating the inf e rre d 

diachronous nature of the southeast -s tr iking Toby-age faults . 

This model explains the re l ationships b e tween the s yndeposit ional 

Toby-age normal faults documented in the study area , the 

observ ation that huge volumes of pre-Tob y strata were eroded and 

r edeposited nearby as clasts in Toby Formation conglomerate, and 

the obse r vatio n that the conglomeratic strata form thick 

(commo nl y several hundred metres or mor e) successions that are 

widely di s tribute d latera ll y . It is possible tha t some clas t s 

p r ese nt in the Tob y were transported to the d e positional site by 

glacia l r e lated processes , but it is not necessary to invoke 

glaci ation to e xplain s ed imentation of the succession . 

It is reasonabl e to po stulate that the contact between the Toby 

Formation and the Horsethief Cree k Group is diachronous 

consider in g that the contac t is commonl y g radational and / or 

interbedded . 
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contain many clasts of Toby Formation strata in addition to 

clasts of Mount Nelson Formation rocks. This indicates that 

both Toby Formation and Mount Nelson Formation strata were 

uplifted and exposed to erosional processes in nearby areas 

during deposition of the succession in this region. 

of these strata was probably related to the Toby-age, 

southeasterly tilting event. 

Uplift 

Clasts within horizons of conglomerate are cOPllllonly 

well sorted with respect to their lithology; this is easily 

explained if the clasts are derived frOlll a nearby source 

area where strata of only one lithology are exposed. The 

observation is less easily explained if the clasts were 

transported long distances to the depositional site by 

glaciers. 

Volcanic greenstone is cOPllllonly associated with 

conglomeratic strata near the base of the Windermere 

Supergroup. Within the study area, thick deposits of 

greenstone in the Toby Formation appear to be spatially 

related to Toby age faults, and greenstone dikes are locally 

present in the F16 and F18a faults (section 3.7). The 

presence of this greenstone indicates that the Toby-age 

faults developed in response to crustal extension. 

The conclusions reached during this study regarding the 

deposition of the Toby Formation are similar to the 

interpretations of Schermerhorn (1974) who concluded that 

the Late Proterozoic conglomeratic successions present 
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throughout the Morld Mere deposited in response to periods 

of tectoni c activity Mith only minor contributions of 

glacial debris. In the study area the first, and probably 

the second, period of tectonisro during deposition of the 

succession can be attributed to periods of extensional 

tectonisro. 

The lithology and the inferred tectonic control of 

deposition of the Toby Formation are similar to those of the 

Hesozoic rift deposits associated Mith the formation of the 

Atlantic Ocean in the eastern United States (Hanspeizer, 

1981 >, in northeastern Scotland <Pickering, 1984), and in 

eastern Greenland (Surlyk, 1978). 
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2.4 HORSETHIEF CREEK GROUP 

2.4.1 INTRODUCTION 

Walker (1926) originally named and defined the 

Horsethief Formation after exposures near Horsethief Creek 

to the northeast of the study area. More recently, the 

succession has been renamed the Horsethief Creek Group 

<Wheeler, 1963; Simony and Wind, 1970). 

The Horsethief Creek Group c0111prises argillite, pebble 

congloroerate, sandstone, dol0111ite, and limestone. The 

lithology of the succession is quite variable within the 

study area and, unlike the Dutch Creek or Mount Helson 

Formations, the Horsethief Creek Group cannot be divided 

into laterally continuous, .. layer cake .. , members. The 

succession contains a limited number of rock types, however, 

and an understanding of the stratigraphy of the group can be 

achieved by mapping a few marker units and subdividing the 

remainder of the succession into a few generalized 

lithofacies that can be reasonably mapped. These 

subdivisions are shown only on the 1:12,000 scale map 

(Figure 1.8 ); the Horsethief Creek Group is not subdivided 

on the 1:24,000 scale map <Figure 1.7). 

The thickness of the Horsethief Creek Group varies 

dramatically in the general region of the study area. 

approximately 2000 m thick near Mount Forster in the 

footwall of the Mount Forster fault <Reesor, 1973, his 

It is 
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cross-section n-N>, about 1430 m in the southMest corner of 

the study area <Figure 2.12), and is a maximum ot about 

400 m thick, and is locally less than 100 m thick, in the 

Delphine Creek area. 

Six complete stratigraphic sections and one partial 

section have been measured Mithin the study area; one 

partial section has been measured at LaM Ridge to the 

northeast ot the study area (Figures 2.12, 2.13, 2.14, 

2.15). 

2.4.2 LITHOLOGY 

COARSE CLASTICS 

Coarse elastics in the Horsethiet Creek Group include 

graded and non-graded beds ot pebble conglomerate, pebbly 

sandstone, and coarse sandstone, and beds ot sandstone and 

argillite that can be described by the Bouma (1962) model ot 

classic turbidites. On the 1:12,000 scale map <Figure 1.8>, 

coarse elastics beloM the Phc-2 dolomite me111ber are mapped 

as the Phc-1c me111ber, those betMeen the Phc-2 member and the 

Phc-4 limestone member are mapped as the Phc-3c me111ber, and 

those above the Phc-5 dolomite member are mapped as the 

Phc-6c member. 

Horizons ot coarse elastics are not laterally 

continuous, and can commonly be observed to lens out into 

laterally adjacent argillite successions. 
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These strata are generally texturally iJlllllature, and are 

very p o orl y sorted. Fine-grained matrix material makes up 

10% to 50% of the rock, and consists of muscovite and 

chlorite with variable amounts of quartz silt, doloroite, 

hernatite, and limonite. Grains of granule size or smaller 

are coromonly subangular to angular and are of low to 

moderate sphericity, whereas pebbles are of low to moderate 

sphericity and are typically subrounded to well rounded. 

Honocrystalline and polycrystalline quartz grains are 

the most abundant particles in the coarse elastic strata. In 

the footwall of the Hount Forster fault within the study 

area, and in the Law Ridge and Hount Forster areas, quartz 

grains are white, light gray, and less c0111J11only light 

purple. In the hanging wall of the Hount Forster fault in 

the western part of the study area, blue quartz grains are 

coromon in addition to white, gray, and purple quartz grains. 

Blue quartz is coromon in strata of the Windermere 

Supergroup throughout the Cordillera (Gabrielse, 1972> and 

is particularly abundant in the grit division of the 

Dogtooth Mountains within the northern part of the Purcell 

anticlinoriW11 <Poulton and Simony, 1980). 

Feldspar is also coromon in much of the Windermere 

strata (eg. Reesor, 1957b; Gabrielse, 1972), and forms 5% to 

20% of the grains in coarse elastic strata of the Horsethief 

Creek Group in the western part of the study area within the 

hanging wall of the Mount Forster fault. In the footwall of 
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the fau lt, feldspar is less abundant, and is cOlllfllonly 

present a s l ess than 1X of the grains in strata within the 

study area, although beds with up to about 5X feldspar 

content are locally present. At Law Ridge the lowermost 

400 ro or. so of the succession contains generally less than 

5X feldspar, but the strata becOflle increasingly feldspathic 

upward in the section. Near Mount Forster, exposures of 

the succession that are several hundred metres below the 

contact with the Cambrian Jubilee Formation contain 5X to 

20X feldspar grains. Feldspar in the Horsethief Creek Group 

in the general region of the study area consists of albite 

and potassiWll feldspar. Grains of feldspar are usually 

s0111ewhat sroaller than grains of quartz within any particular 

bed of coarse elastics, and are no larger than sand-sized 

in the feldspar-poor rocks in the eastern part of the 

study area. 

Flakes of detrital rouscovite and, less cOllllllonly, 

biotite are widely distributed in all Horsethief Creek Group 

coarse elastic strata examined; they range up to about 5 l1lfll 

in diameter and constitute up to about 1X of the rock. 

Detr ital mica is very COllllllon in elastic strata of the 

Horsethief Creek Group in the Stanford Range to the east of 

the Rocky Mountain Trench, a n d locally forms up to about 10X 

of the rock. Fragments of brown dol0111ite, gray and white 

chert, and purple and green quartzite are cOPllllon, and are 

most abundant in exposures at Law Ridge and near Hount 



Forster . Particles consisting of intergroMn grains of 

quartz and f eldspar, and quartz and mica, are locally 

present in granule and pebble congl0111erates. 
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The maximum size of quartz pebbles in strata within the 

footwall of the Mount Forster fault in the study area is 

usually about 1.5 to 2.0 cm, although clasts up to 2.5 cm in 

diameter are locally present. Coarse elastic strata to the 

west, in the hanging wall of the Mount Forster fault, are 

generally finer grained; clasts rarely exceed 1.5 cm in 

diameter. Pebble congloroerates at Law Ridge are quite coarse 

grained; clasts of quartz in many beds are 3 to 4 cro in 

diameter and are locally 6 to 7 cm in diameter. 

Although strata coroprising sandstone and pebble 

conglomerate are not divided into different mernbers for 

mapping purposes, three separate lithofacies of coarse 

elastics are recognized in the measured stratigraphic 

sections. These are: 1) graded beds of pebble 

congloroerate, pebbly sandstone, and sandstone; 2) massive 

beds of pebble conglocnerate, pebbly sandstone, and 

sandstone; and 3) classic turbidites. 

GRADED BEDS OF COARSE-GRAINED CLASTICS 

Graded beds of pebble congloroerate, pebbly sandstone, 

and sandstone constitute the majority of the coarse elastics 

in the succession. Bed thicknesses range froro 0.2 m to 

4.8 m, but are usually 0.5 m to 1.2 m. These strata are 
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characterized by sharp, erosionally scoured bases. 

Individ ual beds are lenticular and in general do not persist 

laterally for more than several tens of metres. Horizons of 

these strata COl'lllllonly consist of monotonous sequences, up to 

several tens of metres in thickness, consisting entirely of 

graded beds. Interbeds of argillite are rare. 

Distribution grading, in which the entire size 

distribution of the grains shifts to progressively finer 

sizes upward in the bed (Hiddleton and Hampton, 1973), is 

the most c0111111on type of grading. Coarse tail grading, in 

which only the coarsest grains show grading <Hiddleton and 

Hampton, 1973} is also present and is most COllllllon in pebbly 

sandstones. In sOflle beds grading is most pronounced in the 

lowermost or uppe rmost decimetre or two. Inverse grading 

was observed in the lowermost few centimetres of a few 

graded beds. 

-Load casts are locally present, but cleavage, and the 

incipient formation of mullions, make recognition of flute 

casts and other sole markings difficult. Mesozoic 

deformation has altered the shape of pebbles in the coarse 

elast ics s uch that they are oblate parallel to cleavage and 

s0111ewhat elongate parallel to fold axes; this deformation 

has obscured any clast imbrication that may have been 

present in the strata. To the south of Mount Forster, where 

cleavage is not as pervasively developed as in the study 

area, trough and planar cross-stratification is c0111Mon in 
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the upper parts of many graded beds. Cross-stratification 

can be observed only rarely in the study area because it has 

been obscured by cleavage. Faint planar lamination is 

c0111111only present in the upper portions of graded beds. 

Irregular, contorted clasts of Horsethief Creek Group 

argillite are very COPU11on within graded beds, and are roost 

abundant at Law Ridge where they form up to 50~ of some 

layers. They are generally oblate, and range from 1 cm to 

about 40 cm in diameter. Clasts of brown weathering 

dolomite, some with .. floating•• quartz sand or pebbles, are 

locally abundant within graded beds. These clasts commonly 

have blocky, tabular shapes and have well-rounded corners. 

The dolomite clasts are abundant at the location of the HC-6 

stratigraphic section <Figure 2.14) where they c0111111only 

rang·e frOfll 2 cm to about 30 cm in diameter, and f onn up to 

about 30~ of sorne beds. They are also present in a few beds 

at the location of the HC-8 section at Law Ridge <Figure 

2.15), where they are up to about 1 m in diameter. 

MASSIVE BEDS OF COARSE-GRAINED CLASTICS 

Massi ve beds of pebble conglomerate, pebbly sandstone, 

and s andstone are similar in roost respects to the graded 

beds of coarse elastic strata described above, but are not 

graded, and do not display planar lamination or 

cross-bedding. Massive beds roost cornroonly consist of 

roediuro- or coarse-grained sandstone and pebbly sandstone. 
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These strata are often present as isolated beds, or as 

groups of s everal beds, within successions of graded coarse 

elastic strata. No thick successions consisting of only 

massive beds have been observed. 

CLASSIC TURBIDITES 

These strata consist of sandstone and argillite, and 

can be described by the Bouma (1962} model. The loHer sandy 

portion of a complete classic turbidite contains a lowermost 

graded or massive division <A>, a parallel laminated 

division <B>, a division of ripple cross lamination (C}, and 

an upper division of parallel lamination <D>. Argillite 

constitutes the uppenno~t, <E>, division. Turbidites that 

contain all five divisions are rare Hithin the study area, 

but do occur in the Phc-4c member at the location of 

stratigraphic section HC-5. Hore cOPU11only, thick bedded 

(12 cm to 70 cm} turbidites consist of A and/or B divisions 

which are overlain by E divisions. Thin bedded turbidites 

(1 cm to 12 cm) comprise mainly AE, BE, BCE, and CE 

sequences. Turbidites that consist of more than 50~ 

argill ite are considered, for mapping purposes, to be 

argil lite. 

Sand in these strata is commonly of very fine- to 

medium-grade, but some of the thinly bedded sequences 

contain appreciable amounts of silt, and some of the 

thickest sequences contain coarse sand and granules near 



their bases. 

CYCLES IN COARSE CLASTIC STRATA 

Vertical sequences in which beds become thinner, and 

grain size becomes finer, upward in the stratigraphic 
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sequence, are COllllllon in successions of coarse sandstone and 

pebble conglomerate successions. These thinning- and 

fining-upward cycles range frOlll several metres to about 55 m 

in thickness. They are present as single cycles or as 

successions consisting of two or more superposed cycles. The 

lower contacts are often abrupt, but in a few instances 

(e.g. Stratigraphic Section HC-1, Figure 2.12} the lowermost 

few metres of a thinning- and fining-upward coarse elastic 

succession may consist of a thickening- and coarsening-

upward cycle. 

Thickening- and coarsening-upMard cycles are also 

present in successions of classic turbidites in the 

Horsethief Creek Group in the western part of the study area 

(approximately 550 m to 750 m, stratigraphic section HC-1, 

Figure 2.12}. 

ARGILLITE 

Argillite is the most abundant rock type in the 

Horsethief Creek Group within the study area. On the 

1:12,000 scale map <Figure 1.8>, argillite below the Phc-2 

dolomite mernber is mapped as the Phc-1a member, argillite 
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between the Phc-2 member and Phc-4 limestone member is 

mapped as t he Phc-3a member, and argillite above the Phc-5 

dolomite member is mapped as the Phc-6a member. 

In most exposures the argillite consists 0£ monotonous 

sequences 0£ dark blue-gray, black, dark brown, and locally 

green argillite and silty argillite. The argillite is 

usually indistinctly laminated on a milli.Jlletre to decimetre 

scale, and commonly contains millimetre to centimetre thick 

divisions 0£ silty argillite and argillaceous siltstone at 

the base 0£ individual layers. The silty divisions are 

commonly graded and are locally ripple cross-laminated, and 

these strata could be described as AE or CE turbidites. 

These rocks consist largely 0£ argillite, however, and they 

are mapped, and described in the stratigraphic sections, as 

argillite. Honotonous horizons 0£ argillite with little or 

no silt content are also common. 

Purple and red argillite, and variegated red and green 

argillite, are present in the upper part 0£ the succession 

at Law Ridge and on the south slopes 0£ Hount Forster. 

Purple and red argillite is the most coromon rock type in 

many exposures 0£ the Horsethie£ Creek in the Stan£ord Range 

to the east 0£ the Rocky Hountain Trench <Henderson, 1954). 

A very distinctive litho£acies that consists 0£ 

red-brown and brown layers 0£ argillite interbedded on a 

millimetre to centimetre scale with black layers 0£ 

argillite is developed in the Phc-3a and Phc-6a members at 
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the locat ions 0£ the HC-3 and HC-4 stratigraphic sections, 

and in the Phc-6a merober at the locations 0£ the HC-5 and 

HC-6 sections (Figure 2.14). This litho£acies is also 

locally developed in exposures at Farnham Creek. These 

strata are the only rocks in the study area that contain 

chloritoid. 

CARBONATES 

Horizons 0£ black limestone and bu££ weathering 

dol0111ite are present at various stratigraphic levels in the 

Horsethie£ Creek Group. Hany 0£ these horizons are 

lenticular and do not persist laterally £or distances 

greater than several hundred metres, but the Phc-2 doloroite, 

the Phc-4 limestone, and the Phc-5 doloroite are £airly 

widespread marker units that can be mapped in the Delphine 

Creek-Farnham Creek area. 

The Phc-1d and Phc-3d members coroprise parallel-bedded, 

dol0111ite turbidites that are stratigraphically equivalent to 

the Phc-1a and Phc-3a argillite horizons. These merobers are 

present only in exposures on the south slopes 0£ Haunt 

Duth ie. They apparently lens out laterally into argillite, 

and c onsist 0£ graded, 2 cm to 6 cm beds 0£ bu££ to rusty 

brown dolomite. Structureless beds 0£ bu££ and bright 

orange doloroite that range up to about 1 m in thickness are 

locally present within the successions. 

The Phc-2 member is a distinctive horizon 0£ pale 
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yellow t o buff weathering, creamy white doloroite that is 

present t o the east of the F18a Fault at the headwaters of 

Delphine Creek, and to the west of the Phoenix anticline in 

the Farnham Creek Valley. It is absent between the F18a 

fault and the Phoenix anticline, and was either not 

deposited or was eroded prior to deposition of the Middle 

Devonian Hount Forster Formation. The lowermost 1.5 m to 

2.0 roof this member consists of 1 cm to 3 cm beds of finely 

laminated dolomite. The remaining 4 m to 7 m of the member 

consists of 8 cro to 45 cm beds of massive dolomite which 

have abundant veins of white quartz subparallel, and at high 

angles, to bedding. The lower contact with the Phc-1a 

argillite is gradational; the upper contact with the Phc-3a 

argill i te is abrupt. 

The Phc-4 member consists of black, and less cororoonly 

buff or orange, weathering black limestone and minor 

dolomite. The limestone is usually faintly laminated on a 

0.5 to 1 mm scale, and is present in well defined, 1 cm to 

6 cm beds. Interbeds of argillaceous and silty limestone 

are COl1llllon. In the general location of the HC-3 

stratigr a phic section, many beds contain "floating" grains 

of fi n e- t o medium-grained sand, and concretionary horizons 

are locally present. Peloids, ooids, and angular pebbles of 

light creamy-brown to buff dol0111ite are abundant in lime 

wackestones and packstones in the lowennost 4 roof the 

member at the location of the HC-4 section. 



The Phc-4 member is present near the headwaters of 

Delphi ne Cr eek, and in easterrunost exposures of the 

Horsethief Creek Group at Farnham Creek. Although a few 
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lenticular horizons of black limestone are present between 

the F18a Fault and the exposures at Farnham Creek, they 

cannot be correlated with certainty to the Phc-4 member, and 

it is probable that the member was not deposited, or was 

eroded prior to deposition of the Middle Devonian Mount 

Forster Formation, at this location. 

Bedding-parallel layers of "beef calcite" and "cone in 

cone" structures <Lang et al., 1923; Tarr, 1932) are c0"1f1lon 

in the Phc-4 member and are most abundant near the HC-3 and 

HC-4 stratigraphic section locations. These 0.5 cm to 6 cm 

thick layers are made up of conical bundles of coarse-

grained, accicular calcite crystals that are 

subperpendicular to bedding. Argillaceous and carbonaceous 

material is cOC11111on between individual calcite crystals. 

The Phc-5 merober overlies the Pmn-4 member and consists 

of buff weathering, gray dolomite, and local horizons of 

blue-gray and brown-gray argillite. The succession is 

present in well defined 0.5 cm to 10 cm beds, and is usually 

faint ly l aminated. Horizons of non-laminated dolomite 

containing angular to subspherical clasts of tan and brown 

dolomite up to 4 cm in diameter occur near the HC-6 and 

HC-7 section locations. At the location of the HC-6 

section, there are abundant horizons of intraclast breccia 
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which coroprises tabular clasts up to a few centimetres thick 

and abo u t a decimetre in length in a buff dolOfllite matrix. 

Hany clasts are bent and folded, and it is probable that the 

breccias were formed by slumping of semi-consolidated 

strata. "Beef calcite" and "cone in cone" structures are 

common near the top of the meJ11ber at the HC-7 section 

location. 

The Phc-5 member is present at the headwaters of 

Delphine Creek and in easterfllllost exposures of the 

Horsethief Creek Group at Farnham Creek. 

In addition to the carbonate successions that are 

present as mappable members, there are lenticular horizons 

of black limestone at various stratigraphic levels in the 

Delphine Creek-Farnham Creek area. These are present near 

the base of the Horsethief Creek Group to the south of Black 

Diamond Mountain, and at various stratigraphic levels on the 

east and west flanks of the Phoenix anticline in the Farnham 

Creek valley. The horizons range from a few decimetres to 

about 5 m in thickness, and cOlllprise thinly laminated, well 

bedded limestone, and beds of structureless limestone that 

contain n gular pebbles of tan and buff dolomite. The 

horizons have not been mapped individually, and are included 

with the Phc-1a and Phc-3a argillite members in Figure 1.8. 

Black limestone is also c0111mon near the base of the 

Horsethief Creek Group in other parts of the study area. To 

the south of Sunburst Peak the Horsethief Creek succession 
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consists o f sandy and congl0111eratic black limestone, and a 

few bed s o f quartz pebble conglOfllerate. The limestone 

conglomerate consists of angular clasts of light creamy 

brown dolOP1ite and black limestone in a matrix of black 

limestone. The lowermost 130 m of the sequence in the 

hanging wall of the Hount Forster fault <Section HC-1) 

consists of interbedded argillite and black limestone. The 

limestone coroprises both thinly laminated strata, and 

conglorneratic strata that consists of angular pebbles and 

cobbles of light brown doloroite, and scattered ooids, in a 

black limestone matrix. Horizons of thinly laminated black 

limestone and buff dolOP1ite and sandy limestone and dolOP1ite 

are common in the lower part of the Horsethief Creek Group 

at Law Ridge (Section HC-8) and are also present about 850 m 

above the base of the succession at this location <Reesor, 

1973). 

2.4.3 LOWER CONTACT 

In sane exposures, such as at the headwaters of 

Delphine Creek, the lower contact of the Horsethief Creek 

Group is a n abrupt and apparently confonnable transition 

froro conglOP1erate or dolOP1ite successions typical of the 

Toby Formation to argillite and coarse elastic successions 

of the Horsethief Creek Group. Hore coromonly, however, the 

upper portion of the Toby Fonnation contains a significant 

amount of Horsethief Creek-like argillite interbedded with 
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typical Toby Formation strata, and the contact is best 

interprete d as interbedded and gradational. On the eastern 

slopes of Hount Duthie, successions of typical Horsethief 

Creek Group pebble congl0111erate and sandstone in graded beds 

are present near the base, and at other stratigraphic levels 

within the Toby Formation. For mapping purposes, the 

contact is placed at the top of the stratigraphically 

highest horizon of Toby-like strata present in an 

interbedded succession. 

The contact between the Horsethief Creek Group and the 

Toby Formation is probably an unconformity at the location 

of the HC-7 stratigraphic section <Section 2.4.5). The 

Phc-1a and Phc-2 members are absent at this location 

presumably due to subroarine erosion by turbidity currents. 

An unconformable relationship is also present on the east 

flank of the Phoenix anticline at the headwaters of Farnham 

Creek where a lenticular succession of classic turbidites is 

present in a channel that has been incised into the 

underlying Toby Formation. 

2.4.4 AGE AND CORRELATIONS 

Four subdivisions have been recognized in the 

Horsethief Creek Group in the Dogtooth Range. These are the 

lowermost grit division and the overlying slate, carbonate, 

and upper elastic divisions (Evans, 1933; Poulton and 

Simony, 1980). These four subdivisions are also recognized 
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in the Selkirk Hountains and in the eastern Rocky Hountains 

<Poulton a nd Simony, 1980); however, they have not been 

recognized within the region of the study area. 

The base of the grit division is not exposed in the 

Dogtooth Range or in the Selkirk Hountains, but Poulton and 

Simony (1980) suggest that it may represent the lower part 

of the Horsethief Creek succession. The grit division is 

lithologically similar to the interbedded succession of 

coarse elastics and argillite present in the Delphine Creek 

- Farnham Creek area, at Law Ridge, and at Hount Forster., 

and successions are probably stratigraphically equivalent. 

This correlation implies that either the slate, carbonate, 

and upper elastic divisions were eroded away prior to 

deposition of the Upper(?) Cambrian Jubilee Formation at 

Law -Ridge and Mount Forster, or that strata equivalent to 

the upper three divisions recognized in the Dogtooth Range 

comprise interbedded coarse elastics and argillite in the 

general region of the study area. 

General correlations of Upper Proterozoic successions 

in the Canadian Rocky Hountain Belt have been discussed 

recently by Fritz and Crimes (1985). 

Data that are relevant to the age of the Winderroere 

Supergroup are discussed in Section 2.3.4 

2.4.5 CONDITIONS OF DEPOSITION 

The COllllllon presence of classic turbidites and graded 
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beds, and the lack of Nave formed sedimentary structures or 

other e vidence indicative of shallow water deposition, 

indicates that the sediments of the Horsethief Creek Group 

were deposited in a deep water setting (below storm wave 

base). Deep water environments of deposition have also been 

interpreted for the bulk of the Horsethief Creek Group and 

equivalent strata in other regions of the southern Canadian 

Rocky Hountain Belt <Young et al., 1973; Poulton and Simony, 

1980; Carey and Simony, 1985). 

The coarse elastic strata show features associated with 

turbidity current, fluidized sediment flow, and grain flow 

deposits <Hiddleton and Hampton, 1973; Walker, 1978>, and 

are interpreted as such. The thinning- and fining-upward 

cycles that are c0111111only developed in horizons of coarse 

elastic strata are typical of channelized sediJllent gravity 

flow deposits present in submarine slope, upper fan, and 

upper mid-fan environments. These cycles form by either 

progressive filling and abandonment of a submarine channel, 

or by accretion processes acting within the channel (Walker 

and Hutti, 1973; Ricci-Lucchi, 1975; Hein and Walker, 1982). 

The bulk of the argillite in the Horsethief Creek Group 

comprises very fine-grained AE and CE turbidites. In 

several locations (discussed below>, these strata can be 

observed to be laterally equivalent to lenticular thinning-

and fining-upward sequences of coarse elastics, and much of 

the argillite may be interpreted as channel levee or 
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overbank deposits that were deposited by turbidity currents. 

Thick successions of argillite Nhich are not associated Mith 

coarse elastics other than classic turbidites are coromon in 

the Nestern part of the study area <Section HC-1 ); these 

strata are probably distal turbidites and heroipelagic 

deposits. 

Thickening- and coarsening-upward cycles of classic 

turbidites, such as are present in the middle part of the 

Horsethief Creek Group in stratigraphic section HC-1 <Figure 

2.12}, are characteristic of non-channelized sediment 

gravity flow deposits present in the outer portions of 

submarine fans <Walker and Hutti, 1973; Ricci-Lucchi, 1975}. 

These cycles are interpreted to form by progradation of 

lower mid-fan sediments over loNer fan and basin plain 

deposits. 

Host of the carbonate rocks in the Horsethief Creek 

Group consist of fine-grained, finely laminated limestone 

and dolomite. These strata are interpreted to have been 

deposited by heroipelagic processes in a deep water 

environment because of their finely laminated nature, their 

lack o f s hallow Nater sedimentary structures, and their 

lateral and vertical association Mith deep water elastic 

deposits. The occurrence of intraformational breccia in the 

Phc-5 laminated dolomite member at the HC-6 stratigraphic 

section location indicates that, in some localities, the 

sediments were modified by gravity induced soft sediment 
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slumping . 

.. Bee-f calcite" and "cone in cone .. structures are COflll'llon 

in horizons o-f thinly laminated carbonates; however, the 

environmental signi-ficance o-f the structures is uncertain. 

It has been established that the bedding parallel veins o-f 

-fibrous calcite are not part o-f the original sediment, but 

are diagenetic phen0111enon <Brown, 1954). Franks (1969} and 

MacKenzie (1972} suggest that the structures develop in 

partly consolidated, organic rich sediments near the 

sediment-water inter-face in response to undetermined changes 

in the physiochemical environment. Kendall and Simpson 

(1974}, however, noted that vertical contrasts in 

permeability were important in localizing the -fibrous 

calcite layers, and Stonely (1983} suggested that the layers 

-form as a consequence o-f overpressuring o-f shales during 

burial. 

The occurrence o-f -fibrous calcite layers does not 

appear to be directly related to the depositional 

environment o-f the host sediments; they are present in 

sediments such as the Devonian Hare Indian Formation o-f 

northern Canada <MacKenzie, 1972) and Upper Jurassic 

sediments o-f the Falkland Plateau <Tarney and Schreiber, 

1972) which were deposited under euxinic conditions, as well 

as in shallow water sediments deposited in the Cretaceous 

epicontinental sea o-f western North America <Franks, 1969; 

Kendall and Simpson, 1974). 
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Hor i zons of congloroeratic strata, consisting of 

angular , often tabular, clasts of light creamy broMn to buff 

doloroite, and ooids, peloids, and clasts of black limestone, 

Mithin a black limestone or buff weathering, gray doloroite 

matrix, are c0111Monly interstratified Mith successions of 

finely laminated carbonate. The congloroerates usually have 

matrix-supported fabrics, and are interpreted as debris 

flow deposits. 

The Phc-1d and Phc-3d doloroite merobers coroprise 

parallel bedded, graded layers that are interpreted as 

turbidity current deposits. Massive layers of doloroite 

interstratified Mith these strata are interpreted as debris 

flow deposits. 

The carbonate strata of the Horsethief Creek Group bear 

a striking reseroblance to Cambrian and Ordovician 

continental slope deposits of Mestern United States that 

have been described by Cook (1979). The only major 

difference between the tMo successions is that the 

Cambrian-Ordovician strata include a greater proportion of 

slide and slUPlp masses and sediment gravity floM deposits. 

Pebbles, cobbles, and boulders of doloroite, sandy and 

pebbly doloroite, and less coromonly, limestone, are locally 

abundant in beds of coarse elastics and in limestone and 

doloroite congl0111erates. The clasts are similar to 

Windennere Supergroup carbonates and many, and possibly all, 

of the clasts have probably been derived froro an intra-
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formational source. The scattered occurrences of ooids in 

carbonate debris flow deposits indicates that deposition of 

carbonates in a relatively shallow water setting was going 

on in an adjacent part of the basin at the same time as the 

strata present in the study area were deposited in a deep 

water environment. The inferred sites of shallow water 

carbonate deposition may be similar to the carbonate 

platform succession in the Horsethief Creek Group described 

by Poulton (1973) in the Dogtooth Hountains, or the 

carbonate platforms near the top of the Miette Group studied 

by Teitz and Mountjoy (1985) near Jasper, Alberta. Soroa 

carbonate clasts in the Horsethief Creek Group may have been 

derived froro shallow water carbonate strata present at the 

edges of the Horsethief Creek basin or possibly on 

intrabasinal highs; others are similar to the thinly 

laminated hemipelagic carbonates and have probably been 

derived from deep water carbonates that were broken up and 

redistributed by slide, slump, and other mass movement 

processes. 

The presence of roonocrystalline and polycrystalline 

quartz, feldspar, and detrital mica in the coarse elastics 

of the Horsethief Creek Group indicates that they were 

largely derived from a granitic and/or metamorphic terrain 

<Reesor, 1957b; Gabrielse, 1972; Poulton and Simony, 1980}. 

Particles of chert and quartzite are also common in the 

succession and were probably derived from pre-Windermere 
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sedimentar y rocks. 

For purposes 0£ discussing the detailed stratigraphy 0£ 

the Horsethie£ Creek Group, three areas are considered: 1) 

the Delphine Creek-Farnham Creek area where the succession 

is a maximUP1 0£ about 400 m thick, 2) the Law Ridge area 

where a partial section 0£ about 1075 m thickness is 

present, and 3) the Jumbo Creek area where the succession is 

1430 m thick. The most detailed studies 0£ the succession 

have been carried out in the vicinity 0£ Delphine Creek and 

Farnham Creek, and this area will be discussed £irst. 

DELPHINE CREEK - FARNHAl1 CREEK AREA 

The thickest exposures 0£ the Horsethie£ Creek Group in 

this area are present on the south slopes 0£ Mount Duthie. 

The youngest stratigraphic members 0£ the succession in this 

general area are present in these exposures; to the east 

near Delphine Glacier, and to the west in the Farnham Creek 

Valley the succession is less coroplete due to erosional 

truncation by the pre-Devonian uncon£orroity, or as the 

result 0£ structural truncation by the Mount Forster £ault. 

F i gure 2.14 is a stratigraphic cross-section 

construc t ed £roro one partial and £our coroplete stratigraphic 

sections. The most noteworthy £eature 0£ the lower part 0£ 

the succession is the marked lateral variation in the 

thickness and lithology 0£ the Phc-3a and Phc-3c members. 

At the location 0£ the HC-6 section the aggregate thickness 
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of these members is 260 m and they comprise mainly coarse 

elastics. About 2 kro to the Nest at the location of the 

HC-3 section the sequence is only 22 m thick and consists 

entirely of argillite. The sequence also thins rapidly to 

the east of the F19a and F19b normal faults; at the HC-7 

section location the succession, which consists almost 

entirely of coarse elastics, is only 73 m thick. To the 

northeast, on the east ridge of Haunt Duthie, the succession 

is estimated to be about 150 m thick and consists of 

argillite with three interbedded horizons of coarse elastics 

<Figure 1.8). The sub-Haunt Forster Formation unconformity 

cuts out much of the succession further to the northeast and 

in exposures south of the Delphine Glacier only a few metres 

of Horsethief Creek strata are present. 

The Phc-3c coarse elastic succession in this area is 

interpreted as a submarine channel deposit because of the 

lenticular cross-sectional shape of the deposit, the 

abundance of graded beds and classic turbidites which 

indicate deposition by submarine sediment gravity flows, and 

the common occurrence of thinning- and fining-upward cycles. 

Channelized deep water deposits are present on the upper fan 

and mid-fan regions of submarine fans, and occur as feeder 

channels in subroarine slope environments (Normark, 1970, 

1978; Walker, 1978). Upper fan and mid-fan channels in a 

typical progradational submarine fan systero overlie a thick 

succession of basin plain, outer fan, and loNer mid-fan 
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deposits <Walker and Hutti, 1973; Walker, 1978). The lens 

of Phc- 3 a coarse elastics is not underlain by thick deposits 

that are characteristic of fan deposits; for this reason the 

deposit is interpreted to be a submarine feeder channel 

deposit. 

The dramatic change in the thickness of the Phc-3a and 

Phc-3c sequence across the F19a and F19b nonnal faults 

indicates that the faults were active during deposition of 

the sequence. The pronounced eastward thickening of the 

succession toward the fault demonstrates that the hanging 

wall block to the west of the faults was rotated toward the 

east during deposition of the succession. Similar 

"hal f-graben•• depositional basins are coounonly formed by 

hanging wal 1 ••rol lover.. ( Harobl in, 1965 > associated with 

displacements on listric normal faults. As discussed in 

Section 3.2, many of the syndepositional normal faults in 

the study area, including the F19a and F19b faults, have a 

listric ge0111etry. 

Other examples where the positions of submarine feeder 

channels have been controlled by fault bounded half-grabens 

have been documented on seiS111ic reflection profiles of the 

Bering Sea (Scholl et al., 1970), of the La Jolla fan system 

of offshore southern California <Graham and Bachman, 1983), 

and of the Lusitanian Basin of offshore Portugal <Wilson 

et al. , 1 983 >. 

Normal displacements on the F19a and F19b faults appear 
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to have been restricted to the time Nhen the Phc-3a and 

Phc-3c members Mere deposited; the Phc-1a and Phc-2 members 

do not thicken toNards the faults, and the Phc-4 and Phc-5 

members are apparently not cut by the faults. Horeover, the 

lack of significant differences in the thickness of the Toby 

Formation, or differences in the level of pre-Toby Formation 

erosion, across the faults (Figure 2.6> indicate that these 

faults Mere not active during deposition of the Toby 

Formation. 

The continuity of the Phc-2 dolOP1ite merober betNeen 

stratigraphic sections HC-3 and HC-5, and the continuity of 

the Phc-1a argillite member betNeen sections HC-3 and HC-6, 

demonstrates that erosional incision into underlying 

strata beneath the thickest portion of the feeder channel 

deposit Mas minimal and probably amounted to, at most, 

several tens of metres. To the east of the F19a and F19b 

faults, the Phc-1a and Phc-2 members are not present and the 

contact betNeen the Phc-3c coarse elastics and the Toby 

Formation is erosionally scoured. The absence of the Phc-1a 

and Phc-2 members is presumably due to subroarine erosion by 

turbidity currents on the high-standing side of the normal 

faults pr i or to deposition of the Phc-3c member in this 

location. 

To the Nest of section HC-5, the Phc-3c coarse elastics 

bec0111e finer grained, more thinly bedded, and lens out into 

argillite of the Phc-3a mesnber. In the general vicinity of 



the HC-3 and HC-4 section locations the Phc-3a member 

consist s o f distinctively coloured bright red-brown 

argillite interbedded with black argillite. This 
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lithofacies is markedly different fr0111 the the dark gray 

Phc-3a argillite at, and to the east of, the HC-5 section, 

and its distinctive colouration may be related to deposition 

as a condensed sequence of Phc-3 strata on the 

topographically high side of the half-graben. 

Thinning- and fining-upward cycles in subroarine channel 

fill deposits are interpreted to form by 1 > gradual 

abandonment of the channel as sediment accU111ulates and the 

channel aggrades <Walker and Hutti, 1973; Ricci-Lucchi, 

1975; Walker, 1978), or by 2) lateral accretion processes 

somewhat analagous to those which occur in fluvial, deltaic, 

and tidal channels (Ricci-Lucchi, 1975; Hein and Walker, 

1982). The development of superposed thinning- and 

fining-upward cycles in the feeder channel deposit <Figure 

2.14) cannot be explained by one simple cycle of channel 

aggradation and abandonment. The multiple cycles may, 

however, have been formed by successive cycles of channel 

aggradation followed by deepening of the channel due to 

episod i c extensional displacements on the F19a and F19b 

faults, or they may have been formed by lateral accretion 

processes acting within the channel. 

The paucity of well defined thinning- and fining-upward 

cycles, as well as the coarse-grained and thick-bedded 
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nature of the coarse elastic succession at the HC-6 section 

location c 0111pared to strata at adjacent sections, may be due 

to continued funnelling of coarse elastics in the deepest 

portion of the channel during accumulation of the channel 

fill deposit. 

Few paleocurrent measureroents are available for the 

Phc-3 feeder channel deposit. Small-scale cross-lamination 

in C divisions of classic turbidites in the upper portion of 

the uppermost thinning- and fining-upward cycle in the HC-5 

section indicate southwesterly to northerly current 

directions. Trough cross-bedding in granule congl0111erate 

horizons in the uppermost coarse elastic succession in the 

HC-6 section indicate deposition by currents flowing toward 

the north and east-northeast. 

The trend of the feeder channel is controlled by the 

F19a and F19b faults; the strike of the F19a fault 

<corrected for bedding rotation) at the stratigraphic level 

of the upper part of the Hount Nelson Formation on the south 

slopes of Hount Duthie is about 160 degrees. The paleoflow 

direction of the feeder channel was, therefore, to either 

the nort h-northwest or south-southeast. The observation 

that Horsethief Creek Group strata thicken to the north and 

west of the region of the study area <Reesor, 1973; Poulton 

and Simony, 1980), as well as the position of the zero edge 

of Windermere Supergroup strata to the southeast of the 

study area <Figure 4.1 >, suggest that the paleoflow 
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direction of the channel was toward the north-northwest. 

The Phc-4 li.Jllestone is thickest near the HC-3 section, 

and thins rapidly to the east and is locally absent. The 

Phc-5 merober exhibits the opposite trend; it is only about 

7 m thick at the HC-3 section, and is almost 160 m thick at 

the HC~7 section. 

The initiation of deposition of the Phc-4 and Phc-5 

carbonates coincides with the abrupt cessation of the influx 

of most elastic detritus to the depositional site. This 

change also coincides with the time when the F19a and F19b 

faults ceased to be active, suggesting that the change frOlll 

terrigenous to carbonate deposition may have resulted frOlll a 

change in the structural framework of the depositional 

basin. 

The general lack of elastic strata could have been 

caused by the formation of one or more topographically high 

ridges between the terrigenous source area and the 

depositional site that would have blocked the transport of 

all of the coarse-grained elastic strata, and most of the 

fine-grained elastic strata. If the postulated intrabasin 

highs were elevated to near sea-level, carbonate sediment 

could have been formed on thero and been transported by 

turbidity currents and debris flows to the deepwater 

depositional site. 

One way in which intrabasin highs could have been 

formed between the depositional site and terrigenous source 
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areas to the east and south would be by extensional fault 

- activity to the east and/or south of the site at which the 

Phc-4 and Phc-5 members were deposited. Displacements on 

normal faults would have formed rotated blocks and 

relatively topographically high horst blocks that would dam 

the flow of most terrigenous sediment gravity flows. The 

significant amount of eastward thickening of the Phc-5 

member could have been caused by deposition in a half-graben 

that was bounded by a fault that was present to the east of 

the HC-7 section location; however, there is no evidence £or 

or against the presence of this £ault because of 

pre-Devonian erosion of the succession, and disruption by 

the Hesozoic Delphine Creek £ault, in the general region 

where the fault would be expected. 

After the Phc-5 member was deposited, sedimentation of 

typical Horsethie£ Creek Group argillite and coarse elastics 

resU111ed. 

The Phc-6a argillite is dark gray at the HC-5, HC-6, 

and HC-7 section locations, but c0111prises interlaminated 

red-brown and black argillite at the HC-3 and HC-4 

locations. As was postulated £or similar red-brown and 

black argillite in the Phc-3a member, these strata may have 

been deposited as a condensed sequence at a relatively high 

standing depositional site. 

The Horsethief Creek Group is about 106 m thick at the 

location of the HC-3 stratigraphic section and consists 0£ 
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argillite and carbonate. The sequence between the HC-3 

section and the F18a £ault is poorly exposed, but is 

certainly no thicker, and may be considerably thinner, than 

at the HC-3 section. IJ11J11ediately to the west 0£ the F18a 

£ault, however, the Horsethie£ Creek Group is estimated to 

be about 200 m thick. At this location the succession 

contains none 0£ the distinctly coloured red-brown and black 

argillite that canprises the Phc-3a and Phc-6a members to 

the east 0£ the £ault, and cOlllprises, instead, black and 

dark gray argillite and horizons 0£ pebble congl0111erate and 

sandstone <e.g. stratigraphic section HC-2; Figure 2.13). 

The abrupt change in the thickness and lithology across the 

F18a normal £ault indicates that it was active during 

deposition 0£ the Horsethie£ Creek Group. As discussed in 

section 2.3, this £ault was probably active during 

deposition 0£ the Toby Formation. 

The Phc-2, Phc-4, and Phc-5 carbonate members are not 

present in the succession betNeen the F18a £ault and the 

west limb 0£ the Phoenix anticline, and all Horsethie£ Creek 

strata in these exposures are mapped as the Phc-1a argillite 

or Phc-1c coarse elastic members. The greater thickness 0£ 

the Phc-1 sequence, and the presence 0£ Phc-1c coarse 

elastics, to the west 0£ the F18a £ault ·indicates that the 

£ault was active during deposition 0£ the Phc-1 sequence and 

was there£ore active prior to the syn-Phc-3 displacements on 

the F19a and F19b £aults · to the east. It is also possible, 
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hoMever, that the Phc-2, Phc-4, and Phc-5 members Mere not 

deposited to the west of the F18a fault and the sequence 

mapped as the Phc-1 sequence actually includes 

stratigraphically higher members. 

On the west flank of the Phoenix Anticline in Farnham 

Creek, to the west of the F13 normal fault, the Phc-2 member 

is present within the Horsethief Creek succession. The 

Phc-1 and Phc-3 sequences in this location consist largely 

of dark gray argillite, although significant thicknesses of 

coarse elastics are locally present in both successions. All 

of the horizons of coarse elastics are markedly lenticular 

and many (and possibly all> occur as thinning- and 

fining-upward cycles. On this basis, they are interpreted 

as submarine feeder channel deposits. 

Horsethief Creek Group strata between the Delphine 

Creek fault and the Redline fault range fr0111 approximately 

60 m to 100 m in thickness, and consist of dark gray 

argillite with interbedded horizons of coarse elastics up to 

about 10 m in thickness, and horizons of buff weathering 

dol0111ite up to about 3 ro in thickness. Detailed 

correlations between these strata and the members delineated 

in the hanging wall of the Delphine Creek fault are unknown. 

LAW RIDGE 

A partial section of Horsethief Creek Group strata was 

measured by Reesor (1973) on the northeast ridge of nount 
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Law to the northeast oF the study area. The lowermost 

1075 m oF the succession is well exposed at this location, 

however, the upper part oF the exposed section is juxtaposed 

against Paleozoic strata by a Fault <Walker, 1926; Reesor, 

1973), and the actual stratigraphic thickness is unknown. 

The succession is about 2 km thick in the Footwall oF the 

Hount Forster Fault to the southwest oF Hount Forster 

<Reesor, 1973; his cross-section H-N>, and it is possible 

that the 1075 m thick partial section present on Law Ridge 

is only the lower halF oF the succession. A 443 m thick 

interval has been remeasured at Law Ridge during the course 

oF this study (section HC-8; Figure 2.15). 

The succession at Law Ridge coroprises argillite 

interbedded with packages oF coarse elastics and a Few 

horizons oF carbonate rocks, and is generally similar to 

HorsethieF Creek Group strata at Delphine Creek and Farnham 

Creek in the Footwall oF the Hount Forster Fault. There 

are, however, several diFFerences between the 1075 m thick 

partial sect~on at Law Ridge, and the exposures studied to 

the southwest. Grain sizes in graded beds oF coarse elastic 

strata within the upper 2/3 oF the exposure are generally 

much coarser, bed thicknesses in many oF the coarse elastic 

strata are greater, clasts oF doloroite present within graded 

beds oF coarse elastic strata are generally larger and range 

up to about 1m in diameter, and argillite Fragments are more 

abundant within beds oF coarse elastic strata at Law Ridge 
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than in exposures to the southwest. 

All c oarse elastic strata that have been observed at 

Law Ridge are present in thinning- and fining-upward cycles. 

About 250 m above the top of the Toby Formation a thinning-

and fining-upward sequence of granule and pebble 

conglomerate and sandstone, which is about 20 m thick on the 

southeast slopes of the ridge, lenses out to the northwest 

and is not present on the ridgetop where the succession 

consists of argillite and minor beds of carbonate. The 

strata are not exposed well enough to ascertain whether the 

coarse elastic strata are present in an erosionally 

excavated channel, or whether they are time equivalents of 

the adjacent argillite; however, it is clear that this 

horizon of coarse elastic strata is lenticular in 

cross-sectional shape. 

As discussed earlier, coarse elastics present in 

thinning- and fining-upward cycles in the Delphine Creek and 

Farnham Creek areas are present as lenticular, channelized 

accumulations. It is, therefore, reasonable to interpret 

the thinning- and fining-upward cycles of coarse elastics at 

Law Ridge as lenticular subroarine channel deposits. 

Horizons of argillite at Law Ridge are interpreted as levee 

and overbank material. 

The ubiquitous presence of subroarine channel deposits 

and associated successions of argillite, and the lack of 

strata that may be interpreted as deposits of the basin 
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plain, outer fan, or lower mid-fan environments of a 

submari ne fan, lead to the interpretation that the 

Horsethief Creek strata at the Delphine Creek - Farnham 

Creek area, and at Law Ridge, were deposited on a sublllarine 

slope that was made up of nW11erous submarine feeder channels 

and associated fine-grained elastics. The general increase 

in grain size in coarse elastic beds, and the general 

increase in the thickness of coarse elastic horizons, upward 

in the section at Law Ridge (Figure 2.15; Reesor, 1973), are 

interpreted as having formed by progradation of more 

proximal feeder channels over thinner, finer-grained, more 

distal, feeder channel deposits. 

JUHBO CREEK 

The HC-1 section is a cOlllplete stratigraphic section 

that was measured through the Horsethief Creek Group in the 

hanging wall of the Hount Forster fault to the south of 

JW11bo Creek. The succession is 1430 m thick at this 

location, and contains a greater proportion of argillite 

than the exposures to the east that have been discussed 

previously. In addition, this succession contains the only 

thick occurrences of coarsening- and thickening-upward 

cycles of classical turbidites observed in the general 

region of the study area. 

The succession is very similar to the general, 

coarsening-upward, stratigraphic sequence expected to forro 
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during progradational deposition of subroarine fans <Walker 

and Hutti, 1973; Walker, 1978), and the sequence at JWT1bo 

Creek is interpreted in terms of the various depositional 

environments associated with subroarine fans (Figure 2.16). 

The lowermost 130 m of the succession coroprises 

argillite with interbedded thinly laminated black 

heroipelagic limestone and debris flow deposits consisting of 

clasts of doloroite and scattered ooids within a black 

limestone matrix. These strata are tentatively interpreted 

as slope deposits that accWT1ulated during the period when 

the water depth was increasing fr0111 the relatively shallow 

water environments in which the Toby Formation was deposited 

<Section 2.3), to the relatively deep water in which the 

Horsethief Creek Group was deposited. 

The overlying thinly laminated argillite and rare 

horizons of thinly bedded classical turbidites are 

interpreted as hernipelagic and distal turbidite deposits 

that accWT1ulated in the basin plain and lower fan 

environment. Classical turbidites are more abundant above 

this interval and are present in thickening- and 

coarsening-upward cycles. These strata are interpreted as 

outer suprafan lobe deposits based on the presence of 

coarsening- and thickening-upward cycles of turbidites. 

These cycles are thought to form by progradation of lower 

mid-fan sediments over lower-fan and basin plain strata 

<Walker and Hutti, 1973; Ricci-Lucchi, 1975). The division 
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Figure 2.16 Stratigraphic section HC-1, measured at Jumbo Creek, illustrating interpreted 
environments of deposition. See Figure 2.17 for legend . 
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between these strata and the lower fan/basin plain deposits 

is gradational and is arbitrarily placed on Figure 2.16. 

A succession c0111prising interbedded horizons of 

argillite and coarse elastics overlies the thickening- and 

coarsening-upward cycles of turbidites. The coarse elastics 

are present in thinning- and fining-upward cycles and are 

interpreted as subroarine channel deposits. Two thickening-

and coarsening-upward cycles, 4 m and 7 m in thickness, are 

present i.mmediately below two of the thinning- and 

fining-upward cycles. These cycles are interpreted to have 

fonned by the gradual occupation of a channel as sediment 

gravity flows were diverted frOlll a nearby channel that was 

being progressively abandoned. This type of cycle has been 

interpreted in a similar fashion by Hein and Walker (1982). 

The succession is interpreted as a channelled suprafan lobe 

deposit. 

The uppennost strata in the HC-1 section consist of 

thinly bedded argillite with no intercalations of coarse 

elastics. These strata show no evidence of deposition above 

wave base, and are likely he111ipelagic or distal turbidite 

deposits. No unique environment of deposition can be 

interpreted for this sequence of strata, based on lithology 

or sedimentary structures; however, if the pattern of 

progradational sedimentation interpreted for the lower part 

of the section (i.e. more proximal sequences deposited over 

more distal sequences) continued during deposition of this 
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succession, the argillite could reasonably be interpreted as 

a slope d eposit. If this interval is a slope deposit, it is 

significantly different fr0111 strata to the east that are 

interpreted as slope deposits because it contains no coarse 

elastic horizons. The contact between the Horsethief Creek 

Group and the overlying Hamill Group is a probable 

unconformity <Section 2.5.3). 

REGIONAL CONSIDERATIONS 

During the early stages of the study it was realized 

that the Horsethief Creek Group is an0111alously thin at the 

Delphine Creek - Farnham Creek area c0111pared to exposures at 

regions to the east and west <Figures 1.4, 2.17). The thin 

section is present at the culmination of the Winderroere High 

and one possible interpretation is that the Winderroere High 

was active during the Late Proterozoic, and the reduced 

thickness is the result of depositional attenuation. 

Alternately, the thin Horsethief Creek Group sequence could 

have been of c0111parable thickness to the adjacent sections, 

but could have been uplifted and eroded at s0111e time (or 

times) prior to deposition of the Middle Devonian Hount 

Forster Formation. For the two reasons discussed below, the 

second interpretation is favoured. 

First, the Horsethief Creek Group is interpreted as a 

deep water deposit at the Delphine Creek-FarnhaJll Creek area 

as well as at Law Ridge and Jumbo Creek. There is no 
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sedimentologic evidence that indicates that the Delphine 

Creek - Farnham Creek area was topographically higher than 

adjacent regions during deposition of the Horsethief Creek 

Group as would be expected if the abbreviated section was 

the result of deposition on a paleohigh. Indeed, the 

similarities between the sequence at the Delphine Creek -

Farnham Creek and the lower part of the section at Law Ridge 

suggest that the two successions were deposited under 

similar enviro1111lental conditions. Both consist of argillite 

interbedded with horizons of he111ipelagic carbonate and 

horizons of coarse elastics with low feldspar content, and 

both are interpreted as slope deposits. Thus, there are no 

data that indicate that the Windennere High was active 

during the Late Proterozoic. 

Secondly, the region at the culmination of the 

Windermere High was probably uplifted at various times 

during the Early Paleozoic and this area probably supplied 

elastic detritus to the Hamill Group and correlative strata, 

and the Chancellor Formation, ttcKay Group, Glenogle 

Formation, and ttount Wilson Quartzite (Section 4.3.3}. The 

Horsethief Creek Group is a likely source for the mud and 

quartz silt and sand in these stratigraphic units, and it is 

likely that significant thicknesses of the succession were 

eroded near the culmination of the Windennere High during 

the Paleozoic. 

The Windennere High is discussed in detail in section 
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4.3. 

Wi thi n the general region of the study area there is a 

decrease in the proportion of coarse elastic strata within 

the Horsethief Creek Group, and a decrease in grain size and 

bed thickness in coarse elastic horizons, fr0111 east to west. 

These changes correspond to the changes in the interpreted 

environments of deposition of the succession frOlll fairly 

proximal slope deposits in eastern exposures, to more distal 

deposits which include basin plain and lower fan deposits in 

westernmost exposures. These observations, as well as the 

observations that red and purple argillite is absent in 

western exposures and c0111mon in eastern exposures 

<Henderson, 1954; Reesor, 1973), and that detrital mica is 

most abundant in eastern exposures, indicate that the source 

area for the succession was to the east. This 

interpretation is consistent with the conclusions of Reesor 

(1957b, 1973>, Mountjoy and Aitken (1963), and Gabrielse 

(1972>, that the sediments of the Horsethief Creek Group and 

correlative strata were derived frOlll the North American 

craton and overlying pre-Windennere Supergroup sedimentary 

rocks that were exposed to the east of the depositional 

basin. 

The source area for crystalline base111ent derived 

detritus within exposures near the United States - Canada 

border may have been located to the west of the depositional 

basin, since Lower Proterozoic crystalline rocks to the east 
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blanket of Purcell strata. 
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The coarse grain size and the mineralogical i111111aturity 

of coarse elastics in the succession indicate that they were 

not subjected to extensive mechanical or chemical weathering 

prior to deposition in a deep water setting, and were 

therefore derived froro an uplifted source area that was in 

close proxiJllity to the depositional basin. The only 

location where this borderland uplift is now exposed in the 

southern Canadian Rocky Hountain Belt is within the footwall 

of the Saint Hary Fault <Figure 1.3> where Lower Cambrian 

strata overlie strata of the Lower Purcell Group <Figure 

1 • 5 >. This region was uplifted, and at least 4 kro of 

Purcell Supergroup strata were eroded, during deposition of 

the Windennere Supergroup <Lis and Price, 1976). 

A fairly rapid rate of deposition can be reasonably 

inferred for Horsethief Creek Group strata based on the 

coarse grain size and the mineralogical i111111aturity of coarse 

elastics in the sequence. The entire succession within the 

general region of the study area was deposited in a deep 

water enviroI1P1ent (below storm wave base) which indicates 

that the rate of subsidence kept pace with, or was more 

rapid than, the rate of sedimentation. Subsidence was 

probably related to extensional activity on northwest 

striking faults such as the syndepositional faults <F19a, 

F19b, F18a} documented in the Delphine Creek - Farnham Creek 
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area. The formation of the rapidly subsiding depositional 

basin a d j a cent to the uplifted borderland source area 

suggests that the edge of the basin was defined by norrnal 

faults. Although syndepositional faults have been documented 

in only the lower part of the Horsethief Creek sequence at 

the Delphine Creek - Farnham Creek area it is probable that 

extensional activity took place during deposition of much of 

the succession. 

General facies models have been published for submarine 

fan systems that are based on studies of the morphology and 

surficial sediments of modern fans <Norrnark, 1978; Nelson 

and Nilson, 1984) and on data from ancient fan deposits 

exposed in outcrop <Walker and Hutti, 1973; Walker, 1978; 

Nelson and Nilson, 1984). COl11Plon to all of these models is 

the presence of a single, major, feeder channel that funnels 

sediment to a more or less semi-circular shaped fan. As 

discussed earlier, the HC-1 stratigraphic section through 

the Horsethief Creek Group at Jumbo Creek can be reasonably 

interpreted in terms of the general facies models for 

submarine fans. The Horsethief Creek sequence further east 

in the Delphine Creek - Farnham Creek area and at Law Ridge, 

however, cannot be readily cocnpared to the stratigraphic 

succession that would be predicted by the general models. 

These strata are interpreted as slope deposits, but instead 

of comprising mainly fine-grained strata with rare major 

feeder channels as would be expected from the general 
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submarine fan model, the succession consists of n\llllerous 

coarse-grained feeder channel deposits that are relatively 

closely spaced and widely distributed, both horizontally and 

vertically, within fine-grained levee and overbank deposits. 

As discussed in section 2.4.4, the thick succession of 

slope deposits at Law Ridge is likely stratigraphically 

equivalent to the informal .. grit division" of the Horsethief 

Creek Group, which is widely distributed in the Dogtooth 

Range, the Selkirk Mountains, and the eastern part of the 

Rocky Mountains. The grit division is at least 1460 m thick 

in the Dogtooth Range, where it consists of coarse elastics 

and interbedded argillite (Poulton and Simony, 1980). 

Thinning- and fining-upward cycles are c0111111on in the grit 

division, and the strata were probably deposited in a 

similar environment to that envisioned for the slope 

deposits of the eastern region of the study area. Thus, 

fairly proximal slope deposits are apparently widespread in 

the Horsethief Creek Group in the southern Canadian Rocky 

Mountain Belt. 

Any model proposed to explain the environment of 

deposition of the Horsethief Creek succession must reconcile 

the change from these thick, widely distributed 

accumulations of slope deposits to the more distal, 

submarine fan-like deposits that are present at JU111bo Creek 

<Figure 2.17). A scheroatic plan view and cross-section of 

the depositional model proposed for the Horsethief Creek 
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1) deposition of the succession in a rapidly subsiding 

basin flanked by a coastal mountain range, 

2) deposition during a period of extensional tectoniS111, 

3) a widespread distribution of elongate facies belts 

that range froro the proximal slope environment, 

through the mid-fan and lower fan environments, to 

the basin plain, 

4) a closely spaced distribution of feeder channels on 

an aerially extensive slope, 

5) closely spaced fan deltas that supply sediment to 

the feeder channels, 

6) local control of the location of feeder channels by 

normal faults, 

7) the occurrence of suprafan lobes, with channelled 

and unchannelled regions, that are analagous to 

those present in the mid-fan regions of subroarine 

fans, 

8) progradation of more proximal deposits over more 

distal deposits, 

9) t he absence or paucity of shallow water deposits 

prograded over the deeper water deposits because of 

the rapid subsidence of the basin. 

The slope deposits of the Horsethief Creek Group are 

generally similar to a Hiocene sequence of channel deposits 
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in the southern Alps of Italy that have been interpreted as 

the submarine part of a fan-delta c0111plex <Massari, 1984). 

The model of the Horsethief Creek Group depositional system 

<Figure 2.18) is similar to a model proposed for the Upper 

Devonian - Lower Mississippian Swiebodzice succession of 

southwest Poland <Porebski, 1984}; although the 

sedimentological details of the stratigraphic successions 

are different. 
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2.5 HAMILL GROUP 

2.5.1 INTRODUCTION 

The Hamill Group (Walker and Bancroft, 1929; Rice, 

1941) c0111prises a C0111petent succession of quartzite, 

sandstone, pebble congl0111erate, and minor dol0111ite and 

argillite. On the east limb of the Blockhead syncline the 

succession is approximately 1250 to 1300 m thick <Reesor, 

1973; Devlin, 1986>; in the footwall of the Mount Forster 

fault, in the eastern part of the study area, the Hamill 

Group is not present and the Upper Proterozoic Horsethief 

Creek Group is overlain by Devonian strata. 

Reesor (1973) measured a section through the Hamill 

Group at the exposures on the eastern limb of the Blockhead 

syncline in the southwest corner of the study area. These 

exposures have recently been studied in detail by Devlin 

<1986) as part of a regional investigation of the Hamill 

Group. The following description of the Hamill Group is the 

result of a cursory examination by the author of these 

exposures within, and illllllediately south of, the southwest 

corner of the study area. More detailed descriptions of the 

stratigraphy and sedimentology of the succession can be 

found in Devlin (1986}. 

2.5.2 LITHOLOGY 

The Hamill group c0111prises a succession of fine-grained 
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and, more commonly, medium- and coarse-grained subarkosic 

arenite a n d quartzarenite, as well as quartz granule and 

pebble conglOP1erate, and minor argillite and doloroite. The 

lowermost several hundred metres of this unit consist of 

0.5 m to 3 m beds of poorly sorted green, light brown, 

white, and purple sandstone and pebbly sandstone with 

intercalated 1 cm to 3 m horizons of green silty argil l ite 

and 15 cm to 2 m horizons of orange-brown dolomite. Beds of 

poorly sorted granule and pebble conglomerate, with clasts 

up to about 2 cm in diameter, are canmon at this 

stratigraphic level, and irregular layers and lenses of 

pebble conglomerate are cornrnon within beds of sandstone. 

Hear the base of the succession beds of poorly sorted 

dolomitic sandstone are present. 

Higher in the section argillite and dolomite become 

less common and grain size generally decreases. The middle 

part of the section consists of a monotonous succession of 

30 cm to 60 cm beds of poorly sorted to well sorted, medium-

to coarse-grained sandstone with local layers and lenses of 

granule and pebble congloroerate. Near the top of the 

section b eds of quartzite are fine- to coarse-grained, are 

better sorted and more thinly bedded (2 cm to 40 cm), and 

are interbedded with 1 cm to 20 cm beds of argillite. 

Granule and pebble conglomerate horizons are rare in the 

upper third of the succession. 

Grains in the Hamill Group sandstones and congl0111erates 
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are subangular to subrounded, and consist of monocrystalline 

and polycrystalline quartz, with minor amounts (up to about 

10X) of potassium feldspar and plagioclase. White and blue 

quartz granules and pebbles often consist of monocrystalline 

and coarse-grained polycrystalline quartz similar to grains 

commonly present in the Horsethief Creek Group. Purple 

amethystine grains of monocrystalline and coarse-grained 

polycrystalline quartz are very cornmon in the lower part of 

the section, and comprise sOflle of the largest grains in 

pebble conglomerates and pebbly sandstones. Sand-sized 

quartz grains consisting of polycrystalline quartz are a 

distinctive coroponent of the Hamill Group, and are composed 

of 0.1 to 0.3 mm grains; these may have been derived fr0111 a 

sedimentary source area or, alternatively, may be strongly 

recrystallized quartz grains. 

In contrast to matrix-rich coarse elastics of the 

underlying Horsethief Creek Group, the amount of chlorite 

and muscovite that is present as matrix and cement in Hamill 

Group strata usually constitutes less than 15X of the rock. 

Trough and planar cross-stratification, and planar 

laminat ion, are present throughout the section. Set heights 

range up t o at least 2 m in the lower part of the section, 

but rarely exceed 60 cro in the upper half of the succession. 

2.5.3 LOWER CONTACT 

The contact between the Horsethief Creek Group and the 
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Hamill Group was observed at two locations. About 1.2 km 

south o f t he study area, on the east ridge of Blockhead 

Mountain, the contact between Horsethief Creek argillite and 

coarse sandstone and pebble conglomerate of the Hamill Group 

is abrupt with no hint of gradation. About 8.5 m below the 

contact, however, a 35 cm bed of coarse sandstone that is 

very similar to Hamill Group strata is present within the 

Horsethief Creek Group. 

Several hundred metres to the north, the contact is 

exposed for several tens of metres. The contact is abrupt, 

and appears to be a planar surface with no evidence of 

erosional scouring. At this location a 3 m thick horizon of 

Hamill-like coarse sandstone, pebble conglomerate, and 

dolomite is present within the Horsethief Creek Group 

argillite about 13 m below the contact. 

The sharpness of the contact at both locat ions, and the 

marked change in lithology across the contact, suggest that 

the Hamill Group rocks overlie an unconformity. In 

addition, the change in the species of quartz grains from 

dominantly blue and white in the Horsethief Creek Group to 

dominantl y purple and white in the Hamill Group may also 

indicat e that the contact is an unconformity. 

The presence of strata similar to those of the Hamill 

Group just below the top of the Horsethief Creek Group could 

be considered to be evidence that the contact is gradational 

and conformable. Rocks below the contact are highly sheared 
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and are i soclinally Folded, however, probably as a result ot 

the marked contrast in competency between the two 

successions. Devlin (1986) has suggested that the thin 

horizons ot Hamill-like rocks below the contact may have 

been structurally emplaced during Mesozoic deformation. This 

interpretation is regarded as a plausible explanation tor 

the occurrence of the coarse strata within the upper part ot 

the Horsethiet Creek Group, and the contact at the base of 

the Hamill Group within the study area is regarded to be a 

probable uncontormity. This is reasonable, considering that 

Lower Cambrian rocks in other regions within the Rocky 

Mountain Belt overlie a regionally developed uncontormity 

<Leech, 1958; Aitken, 1969; Fritz and Crimes, 1985; Devlin, 

1986). 

2.5.4 AGE AND CORRELATION 

Studies ot trace fossils indicate an Early Cambrian age 

for successions elsewhere in the Canadian Rocky Mountain 

Belt that are stratigraphically equivalent to the Hamill 

Group <Fritz and Crimes, 1985). No Fossils or trace fossils 

were observed in the Ha.mill Group in the study area. The 

sequence is assumed to be ot Early Cambrian age, although it 

is possible that the lower part was deposited during the 

latest Proterozoic. 

Hamill Group strata are exposed throughout much ot the 

western portion of the Rocky Mountain Belt in southern 
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Canada. Precise correlations of the strata in the study 

area with divisions recognized within the Hamill Group at 

other locations, such as the tripartite subdivision of the 

succession recognized in the western Dogtooth Mountains 

<Evans, 1933; Ellison, 1967; Simony and Wind, 1970), or the 

fourfold subdivision of the succession in the Kootenay Arc 

(Hoy, 1980), are not known. It is probable, however, that 

the Hamill Group strata in the study area are broadly 

correlative with Hamill Group strata elsewhere. 

The Lower Cambrian Cranbrook Formation coroprises a 

succession of quartzite and quartz pebble congloroerate that 

is present in the general region of the Rocky Mountain 

Trench on, and to the south of, Jubilee Mountain. 

and argillite of the Lower Cambrian Gog Group are 

extensively exposed in the Main Ranges of the Rocky 

Quartzite 

Mountains. Both successions occupy the same stratigraphic 

interval above the Windermere Supergroup that the Hamill 

Group occupies. 

In the general region of the study area, the Hamill 

Group was deposited to the west of the Windermere High 

whereas the Cranbrook Formation and the Gog Group were 

deposited to the east of the Winderrnere High. No Lower 

Cambrian strata are present at the culmination of the 

Windermere High (Figure 1.4) and it is likely that Lower 

Cambrian sandstone was not deposited on the High (Section 

4.3). The original extent of the Winderrnere High is 
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uncertain because of the large-scale disruption of the 

Cordil leran Divergent Margin by thrust faulting during the 

Mesozoic, but it is possible that the High extended a 

considerable distance to the north and south of the study 

area (Figure 4.4). 

In the Solitude and Blackwater Ranges of the Main 

Ranges region of the Rocky Mountains, the Gog Group 

comprises three formations: the lower quartzite succession 

of the McNaughton Formation, the argillite, argillaceous 

sandstone, and limestone of the Mural Formation, and the 

sandstone, siltstone, and argillite of the uppermost Mahto 

Formation <Meilliez, 1972; Ferri, 1984). Meilliez (1972) 

has correlated the Mural and Hahto Formations with the 

Donald Formation of the Dogtooth Mountains which is, in 

turn, likely correlative with the Mohican and Badshot 

Formations, and at least part of the Lardeau Group, in the 

study area <Reesor, 1973). Meilliez (1972) correlates the 

McNaughton Formation with the Hamill Group. On the other 

hand, Palonen (1976>, on the basis of stratigraphic and 

sediroentologic studies of the Gog Group in the Main Ranges, 

infers that most, or all, of the temporal equivalents of 

the Gog Group strata present there change westward to a 

shale facies, and cannot be correlated with the Hamill 

Group. His conclusion is based, in part, on the observation 

that the Hamill Group comprises coarse, feldspathic elastics 

that were derived largely from the east (Ellison, 1967; 
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Devlin, 1986) whereas the Gog Group, which was deposited to 

the east o f the Hamill Group, consists of finer-grained, 

non-feldspathic sandstones. 

Figure 2.19 illustrates proposed correlations of Lower 

Cambrian strata between the study area and the Solitude 

Range based on the interpretation that no Lower Cambrian 

sandstone was deposited on the Windermere High. The Hamill 

Group, the Cranbrook Formation, and the McNaughton Formation 

are considered to be stratigraphic equivalents in that all 

three represent coarse elastic successions deposited above 

the pre-Lower Cambrian unconformity. This interpretation is 

consistent with the correlations of Heilliez (1972). The 

successions are not, however, considered to be time 

equivalent bodies of rock. Although the lower part of the 

McNaughton Formation may be the chronostratigraphic 

equivalent of the uppermost part of the Hamill Group, the 

bulk of the coarse-grained elastics in the Gog Group are 

probably chronostratigraphically equivalent to the 

fine-grained elastic facies of the Mohican Formation and 

Lardeau Group. This is consistent with the conclusions of 

Palonen (1 976). Host of the Hamill Group is, therefore, 

regarded as older than the Gog Group. 

If, as suggested in Section 4.3, the Winderrnere High 

originally extended tens or hundreds of kilometres to the 

north of the study area, the relationships depicted in 

Figure 2.19 may have existed at the latitude of the 
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Blackwater Range. If so,Lower Cambrian strata deposited to 

the wes t of the Windermere High at the latitude of the 

Blackwater Range are now juxtaposed by thrust faults with 

strata deposited to the east of the High. 

The correlations presented in Figure 2.19 imply that 

the lowermost strata deposited above the pre-Lower Cambrian 

unconformity are diachronous. This is reasonable, as Aitken 

(1968} has demonstrated that the Gog Group and the 

stratigraphically equivalent basal sandstone succession in 

the Plains are diachronous. Furthermore, paleontological 

data indicate that the uppermost beds of the Cranbrook 

Formation near Canal Flats, British Columbia are older than 

the uppermost strata of the Gog Group in the Main Ranges 

(Aitken, 1971} and that the lowermost part of the Eager 

Formation at Jubilee Mountain may be the same age as the 

youngest exposures of the Donald Formation in the Dogtooth 

Range (Evans, 1933). 

2.5.5 CONDITIONS OF DEPOSITION 

Devlin (1986) interprets the Hamill Group in the study 

area as a shallow marine deposit, with the lower part of the 

successi on probably deposited in a setting that was 

transitional between open marine and distal fluvial 

braidplain, and the reroainder of the succession probably 

deposited in a lower shoreface to open shelf environment. 

His conclusions, which are based on detailed studies of the 
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Hamill Group at Jumbo Creek as well as in other regions oF 

the sou thern Canadian Rocky Mountain Belt, are accepted as 

reasonable interpretations of the depositional setting of 

the succession. 

The coarse-grained nature and the textural and 

mineralogical i111J11aturity oF the elastics in the lower 

portion oF the section indicate that they were derived frOlll 

source areas that were fairly proximal to the depositional 

basin, and also indicate that grains were not extensively 

abraded or texturally sorted during transportation or 

deposition. It is concluded that these sediments were 

deposited in rapidly subsiding basins that were Flanked by 

nearby uplifted borderlands. Monocrystalline and 

coarse-grained polycrystalline granules and pebbles oF white 

and blue quartz in the Hamill Group are similar to grains in 

coarse elastics oF the HorsethieF Creek Group, and many of 

these clasts were likely derived From Upper Proterozoic 

elastics and/or Lower Proterozoic basement rocks that were 

upliFted adjacent to the depositional basins. 

Paleocurrent studies <Ellison, 1967; Devlin, 1986) 

indicate t hat the source area for the lower Hamill Group 

elastics in the region of the study area lay to the 

northeast, east and possibly south oF the depositional 

basin. The region at the culmination oF the Windennere High 

(Figure 4.4} is an area to the east where no Lower Cambrian 

rocks are present and it is possible that strata oF the 



Horseth i ef Creek Group were exposed and eroded to supply 

some o f t h e detritus present in the Hamill Group. 
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Aitken (1969) has demonstrated the existence of a 

significant angular unconformity between the Miette Group of 

the Windermere Supergroup and the Lower Cambrian Gog Group 

in the Main Ranges. The correlations of Lower Cambrian 

strata presented in Figure 2.19 suggest that the lower part 

of the Hamill Group is older than the Gog Group, and it is 

probable that the detritus eroded fr0111 the Winderrnere 

Supergroup, as well as fr0111 Lower Proterozoic crystalline 

basement rocks beneath the sub-Gog unconformity, was 

supplied to the Hamill Group. 

The gradual decrease in grain size stratigraphically 

upward in the Hamill Goup probably relates to lowering of 

the topographic relief of the uplifted reg o ns adjacent to 

the depositional basins during deposition of the sequence. 

Palonen (1976) concluded that the Gog Group was 

derived, in part at least, from a pre-existing sedimentary 

source area based on the excellent rounding and high 

sphericity of sand grains, the presence of multiple 

overgr owths on sandgrains, and the occurrence of granules, 

pebbles, and boulders of fine-grained sandstone in Gog Group 

congl0111erates. It is probable that uplifts of Lower 

Proterozoic basement rocks and pre-Winderrnere Supergroup 

strata during the Late Proterozoic along the flanks of the 

Horsethief Creek basin <Section 2.4.5) shed detritus 



eastward onto the craton as well as westward into the 

Windermere Supergroup depositional basin. No Upper 

Proterozoic sedimentary strata are present in the Plains, 

and it is concluded that these postulated easterly 

equivalents ot the Winderroere Supergroup were eroded, 

reworked, and redeposited in the Lower Cambrian Hamill 

Group, Gog Group, and Cranbrook Formation. 

201 
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2.6 HOH I CAN FORJ'.IATION, BADSHOT FORMATION, LARDEAU GROUP 

2.6.1 INTRODUCTION 

These Lower Cambrian <and younger?) strata are present 

in the core of the Blockhead syncline, but are absent in the 

footwall of the Mount Forster fault in the eastern part of 

the study area where Devonian strata overlie rocks of the 

Upper Proterozoic Horsethief Creek Group. The strata were 

originally mapped as the undivided Badshot-Hohican 

Formations by Reesor (1973>. In the present study a 

distinctive marker horizon of crystalline limestone has been 

correlated with the Badshot Formation based on its lithology 

and stratigraphic position, and the succession has been 

mapped as three individual stratigraphic units. 

2.6.2 LITHOLOGY 

HOHICAN FOR11ATION 

The Hohican Formation <Fyles, 1964) was observed on the 

east limb of the Blockhead syncline in the southwest corner 

of the study area along the top of ·an east-west trending 

ridge at about 50° 20• latitude. At this locality, the 

contact with the underlying Hamill Group is a fault. The 

fault has cut out the uppermost part of the Hamill Group and 

the lowermost part of the Hohican Formation and only about 

125 m of Hohican strata are exposed below the Badshot 
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Formation. The Hohican Formation is about 300 ro thick, 

based on graphic calculations at untaulted exposures in the 

Blockhead syncline. 

The Hohican Formation consists ot gray, green, and 

blue-green argillite and silty argillite, brown and dark 

brown argillaceous and calcareous sandstone, brown 

argillaceous and silty limestone, and pale green quartzite. 

The lowermost 20 m ot section exposed above the F1 tault 

coroprises very tine-grained sandstone and argillaceous and 

silty limestone. This grades upward into a 30 m thick 

horizon ot gray silty argillite with 1 cm to 15 cm interbeds 

ot argillaceous and calcareous sandstone. This succession 

contains increasing amounts ot sandstone toward the top, 

and grades into a 22 ro thick section ot sandstone with minor 

interbedded horizons ot limestone and green argillite. Above 

this is a 15 ro thick succession ot green and blue-green 

argillite and silty argillite which grades up into a 10 ro 

thick section ot sandstone. A 25 ro thick sequence ot pale 

green, tine-grained quartzite is present above this 

succession. The uppermost 3 root the Formation consists ot 

green and green-gray argillite and argillaceous sandstone. 

The only sedimentary structure observed in the Hohican 

Formation is crudely developed layering. Clastic rocks in 

the succession are texturally immature; muscovite, chlorite, 

and biotite cororoonly c0111prise greater than 20~ ot the 

sandstones. Quartz grains are angular to subangular. 



Feldspar , which consists of potassiwn feldspar and 

plagioclase, makes up 2% to 8% of the rock. 

BADSHOT FORMATION 

The Badshot Formation (Walker and Bancroft, 1929) 
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conforroably overlies the Mohican Formation. It consists of 

about 18 m of light gray to light brown weathering, crearny 

white, crystalline limestone. The succession forms a very 

distinctive marker horizon that is easily recognized on 

distant hillsides and on vertical air photos. 

The Badshot Formation is present in well defined beds 

ranging from 2 cm to 30 cm in thickness. Sub-millimetre 

thick partings of muscovite are c0111111on throughout the 

succession. The limestone is pervasively recrystallized; 

indi·vidual calcite grains range from 0.3 mm to 0.8 IIUll. Well 

rounded to angular grains of quartz silt are irregularily 

distributed throughout the limestone, and constitute up to 

about 10% of the rock. No fossils, or sedimentary 

structures other than bedding, were observed in the Badshot 

Formation. 

LARDEAU GROUP 

Strata of the Lardeau Group abruptly overlie the 

Badshot Formation. These strata consist of green and 

green-gray argillite and silty argillite, with local 

interbedded horizons of brown calcareous siltstone and 
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tine-grained sandstone, brown and cream li.Jllestone and silty 

limestone, and green quartzite. The succession is 

isoclinally Folded in the core ot the Blockhead Syncline, 

and the precise stratigraphic sequence has not been worked 

out in detail. It is probable, however, that the 

stratigraphic thickness ot the Lardeau Group rocks present 

in the thesis area is at least 200 m. No stratigraphic top 

to the succession is recognized within the study area. 

Feldspar torms up to about 5% ot the grains in 

siltstones and tine-grained sandstones. Grains ot quartz 

and teldspar are subangular to well rounded, and the 

diameter ot silt or sand grains is quite unitorm within a 

given bed. Argillaceous matrix material, consisting ot 

biotite and muscovite, commonly torros 20% to 50% ot 

argillaceous siltstones and sandstones. Calcite matrix 

constitutes up to about 40% ot s0111e triable siltstones and 

sandstones. Possible low angle trough cross-bedding in 20 

cm to 30 cm sets was observed in a horizon ot tine-grained 

sandstone about 65 m above the base ot the Lardeau Group; no 

other sedimentary structures other than bedding were 

observed. 

2.6.3 LOWER CONTACT 

The only location where the lower contact ot the 

Hohican Forroation was observed was on the east limb ot the 

Blockhead Syncline where the contact is faulted. It is 
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noteworthy that, in this location, argillite interbeds are 

common i n t he uppermost strata of the Hamill Group, and very 

fine-grained sandstones are ccxnmon in the lowermost strata 

of the Mohican Formation. The contact between the Hamill 

Group and the Mohican Formation (and stratigraphically 

equivalent rocks) is described in other locations as a 

conformable, and interbedded, contact (Evans, 1933; Fyles, 

1964; Hoy, 1980; Devlin, 1986), and it is likely that the 

stratigraphic contact is also gradational in the study area. 

2.6.4 AGE AND CORRELATIONS 

The tripartite subdivision of the post-Hamill Group 

succession into the Mohican Formation, the Badshot 

Formation, and the Lardeau Group follows the stratigraphic 

terminology used to the west in the Kootenay Arc. Fyles 

(1964) and Hoy (1980) discuss detailed correlations of these 

stratigraphic units within the Kootenay Arc. As Reesor 

(1973) suggested, the post-Hamill Group strata at the 

Blockhead Syncline are, in part at least, stratigraphically 

equivalent to the Donald Formation of the Dogtooth Range, 

and strat igraphically equivalent to the Eager Formation 

which overlies the Lower Cambrian Cranbrook Formation on, 

and to the south of, Jubilee Mountain. 

Meilliez (1972), on the basis of lithologic and 

paleontologic criteria, correlated the Donald Formation with 

the Hural and Mahto Formations of the Gog Group in the Main 
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Ranges (Section 2.5.4; Figure 2.19). This correlation 

implies that the sandstone succession ot the upper Gog Group 

changes tacies westward to the shale and tine-grained 

sandstone ot the lower part ot the Lardeau Group. 

The Badshot Formation is similar in lithology and 

stratigraphic position to a 9 m to 12 m thick horizon ot 

archeocyathid bearing limestone that is present about 90 m 

to 125 m above the base ot the Donald Formation in the 

Dogtooth Range (Evans, 1933>, and similar to an 

archeocyathid bearing limestone at the top ot the Mural 

Formation (Meilliez, 1972). Fyles (1964, p.35,36) however, 

notes that all strata mapped as the Badshot Formation in the 

Kootenay Arc may not be precise stratigraphic correlatives. 

It is possible that the limestone horizons mentioned above 

may not be a single extensive sheet ot carbonate, but may be 

widespread lenticular bodies that are present at the same 

approximate stratigraphic level. 

Archeocyathids present in the Badshot Formation, the 

Donald Formation, and the Mural Formation are indicative or 

a late Early Cambrian age <Evans, 1933; Little, 1960; 

Wheeler , 1963; Meilliez, 1972). Fossils collected Fran 

various h orizons in the Donald Fonnation, including strata 

approximately 400 m above the Archeocyathid bearing 

limestone horizon are all or Lower Cambrian age <Evans, 

1933) . Although no tossils were observed in the post-Hamill 

Group succession at the Blockhead syncline, it is probable 



that the s uccession is of Early Cambrian <and possibly 

SOlllewha t y o unger?) age. 
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Evans (1933), on the basis of unspecified 

paleontological evidence, concludes that the Eager Formation 

on Jubilee Mountain, which, when corrected for palinspasis, 

was located to the east of the Windermere High (Section 

4.3), is equivalent to only the uppermost part of the Donald 

Formation in the Dogtooth Mountains. If this is correct, 

the Archeocyathid limestone may not have been deposited at 

Jubilee Mountain, and temporal equivalents of the limestone 

at this location may caroprise the coarse-grained elastics 

present in the Cranbrook Formation <Figure 2.19). 

Further west in the Kootenay Arc, the upper age limit 

of the Lardeau Group is constrained by the Early 

Mississippian age of the Milford Group, which overlies the 

Lardeau Group with angular unconformity. A considerable 

amount of Lardeau strata may have been eroded prior to 

deposition of the Milford Group, however, and the remaining 

strata may be significantly older than Lower Mississippian. 

2.6. 5 CONDITIONS OF DEPOSITION 

The fi ne-grained nature of the Mohican Formation and 

Lardeau Group strata in the study area indicate that these 

successions were deposited under fairly low energy 

conditions. The correlations presented in Figure 2.19 

indicate that these strata are the fine-grained equivalents 
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of the sandstone and interbedded argillite and sandstone of 

the up per part of the Gog Group. Paleocurrent studies 

indicate a northeasterly source for elastics in the Gog 

Group (Mountjoy and Aitken, 1963) and it is reasonable to 

interpret the fine-grained elastic and carbonate strata as 

distal, outer detrital facies belt deposits. Sedimentary 

structures other than possible low angle cross- beds in the 

Lardeau Group, and sedimentary layering throughout the 

section, were not observed; therefore detailed 

interpretations of the environment of deposition cannot be 

made. It is reasonable to assW11e, however, that the strata 

were deposited on a marine shelf in moderate water depths. 

Archeocyathids are c011U11on in the Badshot Formation 

where the succession is not highly recrystallized, although 

none· have been observed within the study area. 

Archeocyathids lived in relatively shallow water <Clarkson, 

1979) and it is reasonably concluded that most, or all, of 

the Badshot Formation limestone was deposited in fairly 

shallow water. 
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2.7 HOUHT FORSTER FORnATIOH 

2.7.1 INTRODUCTION 

Strata within the study area that are assigned to the 

Hiddle Devonian Haunt Forster Formation were not recognized 

as such in previous studies (Walker, 1926; Reesor, 1957a, 

1973) and were mapped as various Proterozoic stratigraphic 

units. 

There are two exposures of the succession in the study 

area (Root, 1985). The most extensive exposure occurs 

within the hanging wall of the Delphine Creek fault at 

Delphine Creek; there, the succession COlllprises mainly 

medium- to coarse-grained dol0111itic quartz sandstone and 

quartzite with minor thicknesses of argillite, dol0111ite, 

pebble congl0111erate, cobble and boulder conglOlllerate, and 

volcanic greenstone. The thickness of this succession is 

extremely variable; it is about 545 m thick to the east of 

Shamrock Lake but thins rapidly to the west and is not 

present at the headwaters 0£ Farnham Creek where the Upper 

Devonian Starbird Formation directly overlies the Horsethie£ 

Creek Group. Detailed mapping of individual litho-

stratigraphic m0111bers within the succession has been carried 

out <Figure 1.8), and three c0111plete stratigraphic sections 

have been measured in this exposure (Figure 2.20), to 

investigate the details 0£ the marked thickness change. It 

is concluded that the succession in this exposure was 
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deposited in a half-graben (Section 2.7.5). 

The Mount Forster Formation is also present in the 

iJlllllediate footwall of the Delphine Creek fault. This 

exposure contains a significantly greater proportion of 

purple and green argillite than the more westerly exposure, 

contains few beds of pebble congl0111erate, and contains no 

horizons of volcanic greenstone or cobble and boulder 

congl0111erate. One stratigraphic section has been measured 

at this exposure (Section HF-4; Figure 2.21 >. 

Published accounts of the Haunt Forster Formation at 

the type section near the SWlllllit of Haunt Forster describe 

the succession as consisting of red and green argillite and 

sandy and silty argillite with subordinate horizons of 

dolomite, sandy dol0111ite, and sandstone <Walker, 1926; 

Reesor, 1973; Morford, 1981 ). Approximately 2 Ian southwest 

of the sW11111it of Haunt Forster, however, at the HF-5 section 

location the succession consists chiefly of dol0111itic quartz 

sandstone Mith only minor horizons of argillite, dolomite, 

sandy dolomite, and pebble conglomerate <Root, 1985> <Figure 

2.22). 

The Haunt Forster Formation at the s\lllllllit of Haunt 

Forster <Morford, 1981.) is generally si.Jllilar to the 

exposures of the formation in the footwall of the Delphine 

Creek fault; the succession at the location of the HF-5 

section on Haunt Forster is generally si.Jllilar to the 

exposure in the hanging wall of the Delphine Creek fault. 
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2.7.2 LITHOLOGY 

DOLOMITIC QUARTZ SANDSTONE 

This lithofacies is present at all exposures of the 

Hount Forster Fonnation, and is the prevalent rock type in 

exposures within the hanging wall of the Delphine Creek 

fault and at the HF-5 section location at nount Forster 

<Figure 2.22). The sandstone is white on fresh surfaces, 

and is brown or buff, and locally green or purple, on 

weathered surfaces. Bed thicknesses vary frOlll about 1 cm to 

1 m, with most beds ranging from about 10 cm to ~O cm. 

Quartz grains fonn 50X to 90X of these rocks. The 

sandstone is usually poorly to moderately sorted, although 

some beds are well sorted. Host grains are of medium or 

coarse grade, although fine sand is cOllllllon in some beds and 

very coarse sand, granules, and pebbles are cOllllllon in poorly 

sorted beds. Host quartz grains are monocrystalline quartz, 

but some grains larger than 1 mm in diameter consist of 

coarse-grained polycrystalline quartz. Quartz grains are 

subangular to well rounded. 

Dolomite forms up to about 50X of these sandstones. In 

many samples from the study area the dolomite has a 

crystalline mosaic texture as a result of recrystallization, 

and little can be deduced about the original nature of the 

dolomite. It is clear, however, in sOllle samples frOlll the 

study area, and especially frOlll the Hount Forster area, that 

have not been extensively recrystallized, that most of the 
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dolomite originated as elastic grains of dolomite sand. 

These grai ns are usually s0111eMhat smaller than quartz grains 

Mithin the sa111e rock. 

Calcite cement commonly constitutes up to about 10% of 

the sandstones and is present as a pore-filling ceroent. 

There are s0111e sandstone beds in Mhich coarsely crystalline 

calcite fonns up to about 50% of the rock; it is not certain 

whether the calcite originated as elastic grains or as lime 

mud. 

Sand-sized grains of chert, fine-grained quartzite, 

zircon, plagioclase, and microcline are present in trace 

amounts in the sandstone. Rare grains consisting of 

polycrystalline quartz Mith intergrowths of feldspar or 

biotite are present. 

· Individual beds of sandstone range fr0111 laterally 

continuous beds to highly lenticular beds. Lateral 

discontinuity of beds is particularily pronounced in the 

exposure within the footwall of the Delphine Creek fault 

where horizons of sandstone, ranging fr0111 about 20 cm to 1 m 

in thickness, commonly lens out laterally into argillite 

successio ns within several tens of metres. Erosional 

scouring is locally present at the bases of sandstone beds, 

but channelling deeper than several deci.Jlletres has not been 

observed. Planar lamination, and trough and planar 

cross-stratification in 5 cro to 1 m thick, approximately 

tabular sets are very com111on in the sandstone lithofacies. 
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QUARTZITE 

Hor izons of quartzite are prevalent only in the 

succession within the hanging wall of the Delphine Creek 

fault, but they are also present within the footwall of the 

Delphine Creek fault and at the type section at Hount 

Forster <Morford, 1981). These strata canprise white or 

light brown quartzarenite that is cemented with silica and 

minor muscovite. Bed thicknesses canmonly range from about 

1 cm to 40 cm, but many horizons of quartzite are so 

uniformly cemented with silica that bedding and other 

sedimentary structures cannot be distinguished. Observed 

sedimentary structures include planar lamination and trough 

cross-stratification in sets up to about 20 cm in thickness. 

Grain sizes in this lithofacies are sawiewhat S111aller 

than in the dolanitic and calcareous quartz sandstones, and 

are of mediUJ11, and less commonly, coarse grade. Larger 

grains are not canmon. Grains consist of monocrystalline 

quartz and trace amounts of chert, and are well rounded and 

of moderate to good sphericity. Sorting is better than in 

the dolanitic and calcareous quartz sandstones, and ranges 

fran moderately to well sorted. 

CONGLOHERATE 

Three types of conglawierate are present in the Hount 

Forster Formation. One very distinctive lithofacies present 

in exposures within the hanging wall of the Delphine Creek 
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fault and at the NF-5 location at Mount Forster is a matrix 

supported c onglomerate that consists of moderately to Mell 

rounded pebbles and cobbles of dol0111ite Mithin a matrix of 

plane laminated, mediUJ11- to coarse-grai~ed, dolomitic quartz 

sandstone <Plate 6f). Nost of the dolomite clasts are light 

gray weathering, gray dolomite that contains crinoid 

ossicles and coral fragments. These clasts are 

lithologically similar to dolomite of the Upper Ordovician 

and Lower Silurian Beaverfoot Formation, and were probably 

derived from it. Clasts of brown, nonfossiliferous dolomite 

are also present, although they are not as abundant as the 

clasts of gray dolomite. Dolomite clasts constitute 20 to 

60X of the rock in these conglomerate horizons, and are 

commonly 1 cm to 3 cm in diameter but range up to about 8 cm 

in diameter near the Delphine Glacier. 

Horizons of this conglomerate are pres~nt about 175 m, 

355 m, and 385 m above the base of the Nount Forster 

Formation at the nF-5 location at nount Forster <Figure 

2.22; Plate 6e), and are very common throughout the 

succession in eastern111ost exposures within the hangingwall 

of the Delphine Creek fault near the Delphine Glacier. No 

clasts 0£ either the brown dolomite or the gray 

fossiliferous dolomite have been observed in the exposure in 

the f"ootwall of" the Delphine Creek £ault or at the type 

section of the £ormation <Morford, 1981 >. 

Another type of'" congl0111erate comprises mainly pebbles 
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and granules of quartz in a matrix of sandstone or 

argill ite. This lithofacies is COllllllon in exposures within 

the hanging wall of the Delphine fault, but is also locally 

present within the footwall of the fault and at the HF-5 

section location at Haunt Forster. Clasts are subangular to 

rounded, and consist of coarse-grained polycrystallin e 

quartz, monocrystalline quartz, and variable proportions of 

fine-grained quartzite, gray, fossiliferous Beaverfoot 

Formation dolomite, and brown, nonfossiliferous dolomite. 

Fragments of quartzite are especially c0111111on in the Dmf-3b 

member. Clasts are generally less than 2 cm in diameter, 

although clasts of quartz and dolomite up to 4 cm in 

diameter have been observed. Clasts constitute 30 to 85X of 

the rock, and the fabric ranges from matrix supported to 

clast supported. The matrix is typically poorly sorted 

dolomitic sandstone but purple argillite and sandy argillite 

is common as a conglomerate matrix in the Dmf-3b member. 

These conglomerates are present in irregular layers and 

lenses up to a few decimetres in thickness within 

successions of dolomitic sandstone and are present in well 

defined beds up to 1 m in thickness. Host conglomerate 

horizons a re apparently structureless or crudely layered. 

Cross-bedding, outlined by irregular layers of clasts, was 

locally observed. Grading is well developed in some 

horizons within the Dmf-3b me111ber at the HF-3 section 

location. 
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Cobble and boulder conglOlllerate constitutes the third 

type of c o nglOlllerate, and is present in the succession at 

three locations. At the base of the succession on the 

southeast slopes of Black Diamond Hountain, the Dlllf-1 member 

consists of up to about 12 m of conglOlllerate that coroprises 

cobbles and boulders of white and pink sandy dol0111ite and 

minor dolomitic sandstone ranging frOlll 1 cm to 50 cm in 

diameter in a matrix of white sandy dol0111ite and dolOP1itic 

sandstone. Clasts are generally elongate, well rounded, and 

fonn 70 to 80X of the rock <Plate 6a}. 

Cobble conglOlllerate is also present in a 1 m thick 

horizon near the top of the Dlllf-1 member at the location of 

the HF-2 section. This horizon consists of well rounded 

clasts of well sorted, texturally mature, very fine- to 

medium-grained, white quartzite in a very poorly sorted 

quartz sandstone matrix. Clasts are cOlllJllonly 4 cm to 8 cm 

in diameter and range up to 15 cm in diameter; they 

constitute 60 to 70X of the rock. The conglOlllerate grades 

upward into pebble conglOlllerate and granule sandstone. 

A third exposure is present at the headwaters of 

HacDonald Creek at the base of the succession exposed in the 

footwa l l of the Delphine Creek fault. This congl0111erate is 

several metres thick, and consists of angular to subrounded 

clasts, up to 15 cm in diameter, of Horsethief Creek group 

coarse-grained elastics in an argillaceous and sandy matrix. 

The clasts are similar to strata of the Horsethief Creek 



Group d i rectly below the Hount Forster Formation at this 

location. 

ARGILLITE 
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Argillite is present in all exposures of the Hount 

Forster Formation but is a major constituent only in the 

exposure within the footwall of the Delphine Creek fault and 

at the type section of the Hount Forster Formation. It 

consists of thinly laminated to structureless purple, red, 

and green argillite and limy and dol0111itic argillite. 

Floating grains of quartz sand and silt are locally present 

in the argillite. 

DOLOHITE 

SOllle beds of dol0111ite are present in the Hount Forster 

Formation. The Dmf-2 member in the exposure within the 

hanging wall of the Delphine Creek fault is a distinctive 

marker horizon that consists of a monotonous succession of 

centimetre thick beds of bright orange dol0111ite separated by 

millimetre thick laminations of purple argillite. 

Near the top of the HF-1, HF-2, and HF-3 sections 

<Figure 2 .20}, brown dolomite of the Dmf-5d manber is 

present. Floating quartz sand and granules are c011U11on in 

this dolomite, and interbeds of dol0111itic sandstone are 

c0111Mon. No sedimentary structures other than bedding have 

been observed. 
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On the southeast slopes of Black Diamond Mountain most 

of the Mount Forster Formation above the Dlllf-1 me111ber 

consists of creamy broMn Meathering, gray dolomite Mith a 

variable amount (5 to 50~) of floating sand. This 

succession is stratigraphically equivalent to the dol0111itic 

sandstone and quartzite of the Dlllf-3 and Dlllf-5 successions 

exposed to the northeast. 

There are a feM horizons of dol0111ite at the location of 

the HF-5 section on Mount Forster. Host of the dolomite 

contains fine- to mediUP1-grained sand, but cryptalgal 

dolomite Mas observed 357 m and 428 m above the base of the 

succession. 

VOLCANIC GREENSTONE 

Three horizons of volcanic greenstone floMs are present 

in the succession Mithin the hanging Mall of the Delphine 

Creek fault. The floMs are locally amygdaloidal and 

pilioMed. They are highly altered and strongly foliated, 

and comprise chlorite, muscovite, dolomite, calcite, albite, 

epidote, and pyrite. 

quartz, and chlorite. 

Vesicles are filled Mith calcite, 

A feM horizons of sandstone up to about 2 decimetres 

in thickness are present Mithin the loMer feM metres of the 

greenstone horizons. Beds of tuffaceous sandstone and sandy 

tuff are common in the stratigraphic intervals illllllediately 

beloM and above the floMs. 
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STRATIGRAPHIC MEMBERS 

The s uccession Mithin the hanging Mall of the Delphine 

Creek fault has been subdivided into a nUJ11ber of merobers in 

order to study the lateral changes in the succession 

<Figures 1.8, 2.20}. 

Dmf-1 HEHBER 

This member c0111prises dol0111itic sandstone, quartzite, 

quartz granule and pebble congl0111erate, minor argillite, and 

local accUJ11ulations of cobble and boulder congl0111erate. It 

is 12 m thick on the southeast slopes of Black Diamond 

Hountain, 9 m(+} thick at section HF-1, 7 m thick at section 

HF-2, 1 m thick at section nF-3, 9 m thick above section 

HC-7, and absent in exposures further to the northeast 

except at the headwaters of HacDonald Creek Mhere it 

COlllprises several metres of congl0111erate. 

Dmf-2 HEHBER 

This member consists of interbedded orange dol0111ite and 

purple argillite Mith minor interbeds of dol0111itic 

sandstone . The Black Diamond fault utilized this 

inc0111petent unit as a bedding-glide horizon betMeen the HF-2 

section location and the HF-3 location. The fault is a 

blind thrust fault and transfers its displace111ent into 

dishannonic folding of the Hount Forster Fonnation strata in 

its hanging wall to the south of Sha111rock Lake. The ~ault 
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is well exposed within the Dm£-2 m0111ber in a nW11ber of 

locations, and consists of a white shear zone that averages 

about 1 m in thickness. The m0111ber is highly folded because 

of the fault, and measured thicknesses do not represent true 

stratigraphic thickness. The Dmf merober is present in all 

exposures within the hanging wall of the Delphine Creek 

fault except at the south end of Black Diamond nountain. 

Dmf-3 SUCCESSION 

Three stratigraphic units are recognized within the 

Dmf-3 succession. The Dmf-3a and Dmf-3c me111bers comprise 

dolomitic sandstone and minor granule and pebble 

conglomerate, and the Dmf-3b m0111ber consists of interbedded 

purple argillite, pebble conglomerate, purple and brown 

dolomitic sandstone, and minor green argillite. The 

combined Dmf-3 succession is approximately 173 m thick at 

the HF-3 section location <Figure 2.20) and is probably 

somewhat thicker in exposures to the northeast near the 

Delphine Glacier. The Dmf-3b m0111ber thins westward to a zero 

edge just east of the HF-2 section, and the Dmf-3a and 

Dm£-3c m0111bers thin to a combined thickness of about 33 mat 

the HF-2 location. 

The Dm£-3b m0111ber reappears, and the succession 

thickens rapidly, to the west 0£ the HF-2 location. At the 

HF-1 location the succession is about 56 m thick. The 

Dmf-3b manber lenses out as it ia traced to the southwest of 
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the HF-1 location, and the Dmf-3a and Dmf-3b dol0111itic 

sandstone members thin, and change to sandy dol0111ite, at the 

south end of Black Diamond Hountain. 

Dmf-4 HEHBER 

This member is the thickest and most laterally 

extensive volcanic greenstone horizon in the succession. It 

is about 45 m thick at the HF-3 section location and may be 

s0111ewhat thicker to the east on the south slopes of Hount 

Duthie. It thins to the northeast of Hount Duthie and is 10 

m to 15 m thick below the Delphine Glacier. In the vicinity 

of the HF-2 section, the flow varies fr0111 0 to 2 m in 

thickness and a horizon of tuffaceous sandstone and sandy 

tuff is present at the stratigraphic level of the member 

where it is absent. The member thickens to about 21 mat the 

HF-1 location and lenses out further to the southwest on the 

southeast slopes of Black Diamond Mountain. 

Dmf-5 SUCCESSION 

This succession consists of dol0111itic quartz sandstone, 

quartzi t e, dol0111ite, and volcanic greenstone. It has been 

subdivided into individu.al me111bers on the basis of 

lithology. At the HF-3 location the succession is 

approximately 290 m thick and consists of interbedded 

horizons of dol0111itic sandstone and quartzite and one 

horizon of dol0111ite. These horizons can be traced to the 
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northeast near the Delphine Glacier where the succession is 

at least a s thick, and possibly thicker, than at the HF-3 

location. 

The succession is generally similar at the HF-2 

location; however, the thickness is only about 180 m. 

Between the two section locations, to the south 0£ Shamrock 

Lake, the Upper Devonian Starbird(?) Fonnation overlies a 

succession 0£ dolomitic sandstone that is about 100 m thick. 

This section contains none 0£ the quartzite merobers that are 

present at the HF-2 and HF-3 locations. Happing in the 

vicinity 0£ the HF-2 section (Figure 1.8) d0111onstrates that 

the quartzite members thin rapidly to the east and lens out 

within the dolomitic sandstone succession present to the 

south 0£ Shamrock Lake. This sandstone succession is, 

there£ore, stratigraphically equivalent to at least most 0£ 

the interbedded succession 0£ dolomitic sandstone and 

quartzite at the HF-2 section. By analogy, the quartzite 

members that are present at the HF-3 location probably also 

lens out into the dol0111itic sandstone succession to the 

south 0£ the lake, although this cannot be proved or 

disproved because the lake covers the critical outcrops. 

Correlation 0£ individual members 0£ the Dm£-5 

succession between the HF-1, HF-2, and HF-3 sections is 

extremely tenuous because recognition 0£ the subdivision 0£ 

the succession is dependent on the presence 0£ the quartzite 

members, and the majority 0£ the quartzite horizons are not 
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continuously developed between adjacent stratigraphic 

sections . The lowennost quartzite horizon in the Dlllf-5 

succession at each section location is called the Dmf-5q1 

merober, the second quartzite horizon is called the Drof-5q2 

merober, and so on, but it cannot be certain, for example, 

that the Drnf-5q2 member at one location is necessarily the 

stratigraphic equivalent to the Dmf-5q2 me111ber at another 

location. 

The Dlllf-5 succession thickens to the west of the HF-2 

section and is about 262 m thick at the HF-1 section where 

it comprises dolomitic sandstone, two thick quartzite 

horizons, and two lenticular volcanic flows. The upper flow 

is up to about 14 m thick and is mapped as the Drnf-5v 

member; the lower flow is up to about 1.5 m thick and is 

included in the Dmf-5s1 merober for mapping purposes. The 

flows and the quartzite horizons are absent on the southeast 

slopes of Black Diamond Hountain and the succession consists 

of dolomitic sandstone and sandy dolomite. Stratigraphic 

and structural relationships are not completely understood 

in this region because: the steep slopes are relatively 

inaccessible; the stratigraphic me111bers of the Hount Forster 

Fonnation are undergoing profound changes in lithologic 

character and thickness; and the precise location of the F17 

fault is uncertain. However, it is probable that the 

quartzite and greenstone horizons pinch out rapidly to the 

southwest of the HF-1 location. 
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At the south end of Black Diamond Mountain the Dlllf-5 

succession lies with apparent angular unconformity on strata 

of the Drnf-3 succession. The Dlllf-3 succession is truncated 

to the southwest by this unconformity and the Dfllf-5 

succession overlies strata of the Horsethief Creek Group to 

the west of the zero edge of the Dlllf-3 succession. A 

congl0111erate that c0111prises angular to rounded clasts of 

buff weathering dol0111ite up to 15 cro in diameter in a matrix 

of dol0111ite and dol0111itic and sandy tuff is present at the 

base of the Dmf-5 succession above the unconformity. 

Although the contact at the base of the Dlllf-5 succession in 

this location is regarded as an unconformity, it should be 

noted that it is also possible that it is a low angle normal 

fault. 

At the south end of Black Diamond nountain the Dmf-5 

succession was tilted to the east and eroded prior to 

deposition of the Starbird(?) Formation <Section 2.8.4). At 

the location of the HC-2 stratigraphic section the nount 

Forster Formation is only about 7 m thick. Further northwest 

the Hount Forster Formation is absent and the Starbird(?) 

Formation overlies the Horsethief Creek Group. 

The Mount Forster Formation is only a few metres thick 

on the western limb of the overturned syncline that is 

present in the footwall of the Hount Forster fault on the 

southeastern slopes of nount HcCoubrey. 

In s\lllllllary, all of the me111bers above the Dmf-2 merober 



have significant lateral changes in their thicknesses and 

distribution, and these changes folloN a definite pattern 
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(Figures 2.20, 2.24). All members are thickest at the nF-3 

section and in regions to the immediate east. Individual 

members thin significantly, or lens out westward, to the 

region of the nF-2 location <the nF-2 section is measured 

immediately to the west of what is apparently the region of 

the thinnest stratigraphy). The members thicken rapidly, 

and members that had lensed out at the nF-2 location 

reappear, to the southwest of the nF-2 location. Southwest 

of the HF-1 section, individual members thin or lens out. 

The zero edge of the Hount Forster Fonnation is 

controlled by depositional thinning and, to a lesser extent, 

by eastward tilting and erosion of the succession prior to 

deposition of the Starbird<?> Fonnation <Section 2.8.3). 

The zero edge is exposed only on the western slopes of Black 

Diamond Hountain, but it must also be present in the 

subsurface betNeen the thin exposures on the west limb of 

the overturned syncline that is present in the footwall of 

the nount Forster fault on the southeastern slopes of nount 

ncCoubrey and exposures at the headNaters of Farnham Creek. 

Prior to the formation of the syncline, the strata in the 

overturned Nestern li.Jllb were several hundred metres further 

west than they are noN, relative to the strata in the 

eastern limb. These relationships indicate that the zero 

edge of the formation trends in a general northNest-
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southeast direction. 

The t rend of thickness variations in the condensed 

succession near the HF-2 section probably also trends in a 

northwest-southeast to north-south direction, judging frOlll 

the distribution of the Dmf-3b and Dmf-5 quartzite members 

in the succession to the east and west of the HF-2 section 

location (Figure 1.8). 

2.7.3 LOWER CONTACT 

The sub-Devonian unconfonnity is a regional feature of 

the southern Canadian Rocky Hountain Belt, and it is 

profoundly evident within the study area where no Lower 

Paleozoic strata are present between the Hiddle Devonian 

Mount Forster Fonnation and the Upper Proterozoic Horsethief 

Creek Group. The contact between the two successions is 

well exposed in a number of locations, and is easily 

discerned by the abrupt change in lithology across the 

unconfonnity. On the southwest slopes of Black Diamond 

Mountain the two successions are separated by the Black 

Diamond fault. At this location the fault is a bedding 

glide zone fault, and apparently does not repeat or 0111it 

strata in either the Hount Forster Fonnation or Horsethief 

Creek Group except at a location to the southwest of the 

MF-2 section location where the Dlllf-3 succession is in fault 

contact with the Horsethief Creek Group (Figure 1.8>. 

The Mount Forster Fonnation overlies different roerobers 



of the Horsethief Creek Group within the study area. 
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This 

is particularly well displayed in the stratigraphic 

cross-section of the Horsethief Creek Group on the south 

slopes of Hount Duthie <Figure 2.14) where the Mount Forster 

Formation overlies stratigraphically lower Horsethief Creek 

Group rocks at the HC-6 section location than at the 

adjacent HC-5 and HC-7 location. This stratigraphic 

relationship cannot be accounted for by interpreting the 

presence of a paleovalley eroded into the unconformity 

surface at the HC-6 section location because there is no 

localized thickening of any horizons in the Mount Forster 

Formation above the HC-6 location as would be expected if 

the succession was deposited on a surface with topographic 

relief. Instead, the relatively constant thicknesses of the 

members of the Mount Forster Formation in this region 

indicate that they were deposited over an unconformity 

surface that had very little relief. This leads to the 

interpretation that the Horsethief Creek Group strata were 

folded into an anticline at the location of the HC-6 section 

prior to peneplanation by the sub-Hount Forster 

unconformity. Because the stratigraphic relationships that 

indicat e the presence of the pre-Devonian anticline are 

evident in the southMest-northeast trending stratigraphic 

cross-section fr0111 the HC-5 section to the HC-7 section, the 

anticline roust trend at a fairly high angle to the 

cross-section trend. As discussed in section 3.3, 
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statistical analyses of bedding and fold lineation data 

indicate t hat all roesoscopic and roacroscopic folds in the 

study area trend north-northwest or south-southeast and it 

is likely that the pre-Devonian anticline had a siroilar 

trend. 

Similar arguments to those discussed above can be 

invoked to interpret that the anOP1alous local occurrences of 

the uppermost coarse elastic horizons of the Horsethief 

Creek Group below the unconformity at the HC-5 and HC-7 

section locations were preserved in synclines that are 

truncated by the pre-Hount Forster unconformity. Assuming a 

northwest fold trend, the folds beneath the unconfonnity on 

the southeast slopes of Hount Duthie were fairly broad and 

had wavelengths of several hundred metres and amplitudes of 

several tens of metres. 

2.7.4 AGE AND CORRELATIONS 

The succession at Delphine Creek that is present 

between the Upper Proterozoic Horsethief Creek Group and the 

Starbird(?) Formation is assigned to the Hount Forster 

Formation on the basis of similar rock types, and the 

oc_currence of similar marked lateral lithological 

variations, present in both the Delphine Creek succession 

and the Hount Forster Formation at nount Forster <Root, 

1985 >. 

No fossils have been found in the succession within the 
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study area. The age of the sequence is constrained by the 

occurrenc e of clasts of fossiliferous dol0111ite, apparently 

derived frOIII the Upper Ordovician - Lower Silurian 

Beaverfoot Formation within the succession, and by the 

presence of the ttiddle Devonian (and younger?) Starbird(?) 

Formation which unconformably overlies the succession 

<Section 2.8.4). Charophytes in the ttount Forster Formation 

at Mount Forster are indicative of a general ttiddle Devonian 

age <Morford, 1981 >. 

To the east of the study area in the Western Ranges, 

Middle Devonian strata include interfingering successions of 

dol0111ite and dol0111itic quartz sandstone of the Cedared 

Formation; gyps\llll, carbonate, and mudstone of the Burnais 

Formation; and mudstone of the nount Forster Formation 

(Norford, 1981 ><Norford•s use of the tenn "ttount Forster 

Formation" in this region refers to locally developed 

horizons of argillite that are similar to the Hount Forster 

Formation at the SWllfflit of Hount Forster>. These strata are 

overlain by limestone, dol0111ite, and mudstone of the 

Harrogate Formation <Morford, 1981 > The strata are all 

Eifelian <early ttiddle Devonian) in age. Recent 

biostratigraphic information <T.T. Uyeno, written 

communication, 1986) that indicates that at least part of 

the Starbird(?) Formation in the study area is of ttiddle 

Devonian age and is probably correlative with the Harrogate 

Formation <Section 2.8>, suggests that the Mount Forster 
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Formation in the study are is probably broadly equivalent to 

the Cedared, Burnais, and Hount Forster Formations to the 

east 0£ the Trench. 

The presence 0£ Harrogate-age carbonates uncon£onnably 

overlying the Hount Forster Formation at Delphine Creek 

indicates that the Harrogate Formation probably does not 

change £acies MestMard into elastic strata 0£ the upper part 

0£ the Hount Forster Fonnation as indicated by Nor£ord 

(1981; his Figure 4). Instead, Harrogate strata are 

probably absent at the SWlllllit 0£ Hount Forster due to 

non-deposition or pre-Upper Devonian Starbird Formation 

erosion. 

2.7.5 CONDITIONS OF DEPOSITION 

The Dm£-1 member £orms the base 0£ the Haunt Forster 

succession in the exposure Mithin the hangingMall 0£ the 

Delphine Creek £ault. This relatively thin horizon 0£ 

dol0111itic quartz sandstone, quartzite, and pebble, cobble, 

and boulder congl0111erate is interpreted as a transgressive 

lag deposit. 

The thinly bedded and £ine-grained nature 0£ the 

monotonously interbedded dol0111ite and argillite 0£ the Dl11£-2 

member indicates that it was deposited in a low energy, 

quiet Mater setting. 

The strata above the Dm£-2 mEJ111ber c0111prise d0111inantly 

dol0111itic quartz sandstone and quartzite with minor horizons 
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0£ granule and pebble conglomerate. The cOlllJllon occurrence 

0£ trough and planar cross-strati£ication and planar 

lamination, and the general lack 0£ argillite, in these 

strata indicate that they Mere deposited by tractive 

processes in a relatively shalloM Mater, high energy 

environment. The bipolar distribution 0£ paleocurrent 

directions <Figure 2.23) indicates that the strata Mere 

deposited in a marine, tidally in£luenced setting such as a 

tidally-in£luenced delta. Quartzite horizons are generally 

£iner-grained, and more texturally and mineralogically 

mature, than successions 0£ dolomitic quartz sandstone. 

This indicates a greater degree 0£ reMorking at the 

depositional site, and suggests that the quartzite Mas 

deposited in a high energy, shalloMer Mater environment. 

Greater amounts 0£ argillite are present in the Dlll£-3b 

member than elsewhere in the succession and this suggests 

deposition in a slightly deeper Mater, lower energy setting. 

Well developed grading in beds 0£ pebble conglomerate in 

this succession near the nF-3 section location indicates 

that they may have been deposited by mass gravity £loMs. 

The Hount Forster Fonnation at the HF-5 section 

location on nount Forster comprises mainly dolomitic quartz 

sandstones similar to those in the hanging Mall 0£ the 

Delphine Creek £ault; these strata are also interpreted as 

relatively shalloM Mater marine deposits. 

Exposures 0£ the nount Forster Fonnation Mithin . the 
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of granule and pebble conglomerate. The common occurrence 

of trough and planar cross-stratification and planar 

lamination, and the general lack of argillite, in these 

strata indicate that they were deposited by tractive 

processes in a relatively shallow water, high energy 

enviro11111ent. The bipolar distribution of paleocurrent 

directions (Figure 2.23) indicates that the strata were 

deposited in a marine, tidally influenced setting such as a 

tidally-influenced delta. Quartzite horizons are generally 

finer-grained, and more texturally and mineralogically 

mature, than successions of dolomitic quartz sandstone. 

This indicates a greater degree of reworking at the 

depositional site, and suggests that the quartzite was 

deposited in a high energy, shallower water enviro11111ent. 

Greater amounts of argillite are present in the Dlllf-3b 

member than elsewhere in the succession and this suggests 

deposition in a slightly deeper water, lower energy setting. 

Well developed grading in beds of pebble conglomerate in 

this succession near the nF-3 section location indicates 

that they may have been deposited by mass gravity flows. 

The Hount Forster Formation at the nF-5 section 

location on nount Forster comprises mainly dolomitic quartz 

sandstones similar to those in the hanging Mall of the 

Delphine Creek fault; these strata are also interpreted as 

relatively shallow water marine deposits. 

Exposures of the nount Forster Formation within . the 
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footwall of the Delphine Creek fault, and near the sU111111it of 

Hount Forster, contain much greater proportions of argillite 

than the other exposures. These strata must have been 

deposited in a lower energy envirolllllent than the 

coarse-grained strata. Interbeds of dol0111itic sandstone are 

c0111111on in the footwall of the Delphine Creek fault and this 

suggests fluctuating energy conditions. The horizons of 

sandstone are highly lenticular and they may have been 

deposited in tidal or fluvial channels. 

The nature of the facies change between the sandstone 

and quartzite succession in the hanging wall of the Delphine 

Creek fault and the interbedded argillite and sandstone 

succession in the footwall cannot be investigated because 

the two exposures have been juxtaposed into proximity by the 

Delphine Creek fault, and the transition between the two 

exposures is not exposed. The transition between the sandy 

facies and the argillite facies at Ho~nt Forster has not 

been investigated in this study. 

The elastic strata in the Hount Forster Formation 

contain detritus eroded from quartz-rich, clay-rich, and 

carbonate-rich source areas. Frag111ents of Ordovician-

Silurian Beaverfoot Formation dolomite are found throughout 

the sandy facies of the fonnation and are most abundant, and 

largest, in the easternmost exposures within the hanging 

wall of the Delphine Creek fault. These relatively soft 

pebbles and cobbles could not have survived significant 
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distances of transport, and must ~ave been eroded froro a 

nearby exposure of Beaverfoot strata. The observation that 

the clasts are present at all stratigraphic levels in the 

succession <e.g. stratigraphic section HF-3, Figure 2.20) 

indicates that the Beaverfoot Formation Mas exposed to 

erosion at the time Mhen over 500 m of Hount Forster strata 

had accwnulated nearby. 

Fragments of brown dol0111ite are also c0111Mon in 

conglOlllerates that contain clasts of Beaverfoot dol0111ite. 

These fragments are similar in size and degree of roundness 

to the Beaverfoot clasts and they Mere likely derived from 

the same source area, although it is not knoMn Mhat 

stratigraphic unit the clasts Mere derived frOlll. 

Sand sized grains of dol0111ite and chert may also have 

been derived frOlll nearby uplifts of Beaverfoot Formation 

strata. Another possible source area for these grains may 

have been the West Alberta Arch <Figure 4.3) where 

pre-Devonian carbonate strata that are noM located in the 

Mestern Front Ranges and Hain Ranges of the Rocky Mountain 

were uplifted and eroded prior to deposition of Upper 

Devonian strata. 

Clasts of very fine- to mediW11-grained quartzite are 

present locally in the Dmf-1 m0111ber and locally in granule 

and pebble congloroerates throughout the succession. The 

quartzite is generally similar to strata of the Upper(?) 

Proterozoic Hount Nelson Formation, the uppermost part of 
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the Lower Cambrian Hamill Group, Cranbrook Formation, and 

Gog Group, and the Ordovician Hount Wilson Formation; 

however, there are no locations in the general region of the 

study area where these strata are known to have been exposed 

during the Hiddle Devonian and the source area for the 

clasts is not known. The source for the clasts of sandy 

dolomite and dolomitic sandstone that are present in the 

~f-1 member on the southwest slopes of Black Diamond 

Hountain is also unknown. Givetian <late Hiddle Devonian> 

conglomerates that overlie Silurian strata in northeastern 

Washington contain clasts of Lower and Hiddle Devonian rocks 

(Greenman et al., 1977) and it is possible that the clasts 

of sandy dolomite, dolanitic sandstone, and quartzite were 

derived from Silurian or Devonian strata older than the 

Hount Forster Fonnation that are not preserved in outcrop. 

Sane grains of quartz in the succession may have been 

derived frOlll the same strata that supplied the quartzite 

clasts, but granules and pebbles of quartz, some of which 

contain intergrowths of feldspar and biotite, and grains of 

feldspar, were probably derived frOlll either a granitic 

source area, the lower part of the Hamill Group, or the 

Horsethief Creek Group. No locations are known where 

granitic rocks or the Hamill Group were exposed in the 

general region of the study area during the Hiddle Devonian. 

Horsethief Creek strata are present directly below the Haunt 

Forster Formation in the study area and, considering that 
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Beaverfoot Fonnation strata must have been exposed near the 

depositional site, it is reasonable to inrer that Horsethief 

Creek Group strata were also exposed and eroded to supply 

much of the coarse-grained elastic detritus to the Haunt 

Forster Fonnation. The Horsethier Creek Group is also a 

likely source £or the argillite or the Haunt Forster 

Fonnation. 

The Mount Forster Fonnation is interpreted to have been 

deposited during a period or Middle Devonian tectoniSlll. 

Evidence that supports this conclusion includes: 1 > the 

c0111111only coarse-grained nature or the succession; 2) the 

derivation or elastic detritus in the succession fr0111 older 

strata that must have been exposed nearby, even when over 

500 m or Mount Forster strata had accumulated; 3) the rapid 

lateral changes in the thickness, distribution, and 

lithology or individual members or the ronnation; 4) the 

presence of volcanic £lows in the succession. A 

pale0111agnetic overprint in the Haunt Nelson Fonuation 

<Horris and HcHechan, 1983) that may have been acquired in 

the Devonian <Section 2.2.4) may be related to this 

tectonisro. 

The relationships between the thicknesses, 

distribution, and lithology or the members above the Dmf-2 

member in the exposure within the hanging wall of the 

Delphine Creek fault are particularly noteworthy with 

respect to syndepositional tectonism. The two regions where 
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stratigraphic me111bers are thin or absent - near the nF-2 

section l ocation and at the south end of Black Diamond 

nountain - are regions that have undergone less subsidence 

than adjacent parts of the depositional basin. The 

lithology of the succession has been influenced by these 

relatively topographically positive areas; elastic strata 

are generally finer-grained near the nF-2 location than in 

adjacent areas (Figure 2.20), and sandy dol0111ite replaces 

much of the dol0111itic quartz sandstone and quartzite present 

to the east in the Dlllf-3 and Dlllf-5 successions at the south 

end of Black Diamond nountain. 

Quartzite horizons in the Dmf-5 succession are confined 

to the regions of thicker strata between the exposures at 

the south end of Black Diamond nountain and the HF-2 

section, and at, and to the east of, the HF-3 section. If 

the quartzite horizons were deposited during a relative drop 

in sea level that created higher energy conditions, it is 

reasonable to expect these strata to be absent on the 

topographically positive regions within the basin. 

The succession is thickest in the easternmost exposures 

within the Delphine Creek thrust sheet which indicates that 

subsidence was greater in this region than in exposures to 

the west. This region also contains the most abundant, and 

largest, clasts of dol0111ite that were apparently derived 

from the Beaverfoot Fonnation, which suggests that 

Beaverfoot strata were uplifted to the immediate northeast 
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of the exposure present in the Delphine Creek thrust sheet. 

This leads to the conclusion that a west-side-doNn fault <or 

faults> roust have existed to the east of the exposures of 

the Hount Forster Formation in this region that separated 

the uplifted source area fr0111 the subsiding depositional 

basin <Figure 2.24). The rapid westerly thinning of the 

formation is thought to be the result of deposition in a 

half-graben bounded by a listric normal fault <or several 

faults>. This postulated fault<s> Mould have been present 

betNeen the exposures of the Hount Forster Formation in the 

hanging wall and in the footNall of the Delphine Creek 

thrust fault; but is not exposed at present because of 

displacement on the thrust during the Mesozoic. 

The significant thinning of the succession near the 

HF-2 section location <Figure 2.20) may have resulted froro 

drape folding above a deeply buried syndepositional nor11lal 

fault <or faults><Figure 2.24). 

The significant lateral changes in the lithology of the 

Hount Forster Formation at Hount Forster may also be related 

to syndepositional normal faulting. Detailed studies of the 

succession between the HF-5 section and Norford•s (1981 > 

section at Hount Forster <Figure 2.22) would yield much 

useful information that should prove or disprove this 

suggestion. 
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2.8 STARBIRD<?> FORnATION 

2.8.1 INTRODUCTION 

Devonian strata are present above the nount Forster 

Fonnation at the headNaters of Delphine and Farnham Creeks. 

These strata Mere not recognized during reconnaissance 

mapping by Walker (1926) or Reesor (1957a, 1973) and Mere 

included Mith the Upper Proterozoic Horsethief Creek Group . 

The Devonian strata Mere considered to be correlative Mith 

the uppermost Givetian and Frasnian (uppermost niddle 

Devonian and loNer Upper Devonian} Starbird Fonnation by 

Root (1983, 1985) based on paleontological data indicative 

of a probable Hiddle or Late Devonian age <B.S. Norford, 

written communication, 1981 > and based on lithological 

similarities between the succession in the study area and 

the Starbird Fonnation at the type section at Hount Forster. 

Paleontological data <T.T. Uyeno, written 

communication, 1986) that Mere made available to the writer 

in Septe111ber, 1986 indicate that part, at least, of the 

post-Haunt Forster Formation succession Mas incorrectly 

correlated with the Starbird Fonnation and is probably 

correlative with the Eifelian <niddle Devonian> Harrogate 

Fonnation. The bulk of the post-Hount Forster strata may be 

correlative with the Starbird Fonnation; hoNever, this 

cannot be proved or disproved with available data. Since 

paleontologic data presently available <Section 2.8.4) do 
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not fully constrain correlations of the post-Hount Forster 

Fonnation succession, it is referred to as the Starbird(?) 

Fonnation. 

The Starbird<?> Fonnation is subdivided into individual 

members on the detailed, 1:12,000 scale map <Figure 1.8). 

The Dsb-1 succession is present at the base of the sequence 

in most locations and canprises fossiliferous dolanite and 

minor limestone, and horizons of argillite and chert . Four 

submembers are recognized in this succession. Detailed 

mapping <Figure 1.8> demonstrates that the distribution, 

thickness, and lithology of the members in this succession 

undergo significant lateral variation as the result of 

synsedimentary tectonism. A significant unconfonnity may be 

present in the Dab- 1 succession that separates the Dsb-1c 

member fran underlying strata. 

Strata overlying the Dsb-1 succession consist of 

dolanite, limestone, and fine-grained elastics; they have 

been divided into four members for mapping purposes. Each of 

these members is quite monotonous in tenns of lithology and 

thickness when traced laterally. 

Carbonates in the succession are coarsely 

recrystallized as a result of diagenetic and meta111orphic 

processes; as a result, sedimentary structures and fossil 

remains are more easily discerned frOlll study of hand samples 

than frOlll study of thin sections. 

The Starbird Fonnation has also been studied at the 
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NF-5 sect ion location on Mount Forster <Figure 2.22). There, 

the succession is thicker, and contains younger strat-

igraphic units, than the exposure of the Starbird Formation 

near the sU111111it of nount Forster that has been described by 

Morford (1981 ). 

2.8.2 LITHOLOGY 

Dsb-1a nEnBER 

This member consists of gray and black argillite and 

gray and black microcrystalline silica. These strata are 

rusty brown on weathered surfaces and are massive to thinly 

bedded. Light gray laminations of silty argillite are 

locally present within the succession. No fossils have been 

found in this member, and the only sedimentary structure 

observed is indistinct planar lamination. 

The Dsb-1a manber is about 30 m thick on the southwest 

slopes of Black Diamond nountain. It thins to the north and 

is only a few metres thick on the northwest slopes of the 

mountain. It also thins to the east and reaches a zero edge 

near the sU111111it of the mountain. 

in exposures to the northeast. 

Dsb-1b nEnBER 

The me111ber is not present 

These strata consist of light~gray to dark gray 

dolomite and minor limestone. At the SB-1 section location, 



where the member is about 70 m thick, strOIQatoporoids, 

Amphipora, corals, crinoid debris, and possible oncolites 

are very cOIQMon throughout the section and locally 
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constitute up to about 70X of the rock. Cryptalgalaminate 

dolomite is present in the lowermost 10 m of the succession. 

Beds are poorly defined at this location, and are usually 

several decimetres thick. The Dsb-1b me111ber thins to a zero 

edge about 450 m to the northeast of the SB-1 section 

location. 

ApproxiJllately 400 m to the southwest of the SB-1 

section location the Dsb-1b member canprises about 45 a of 

dolanite. The dolanite occurs in well defined 2 cm to 8 CM 

beds, and the succession contains no fossils other than 

sand-sized fossil fragments. 

The member apparently thickens rapidly to the west of 

the F17 fault and is esti.Jllated to be 100 M thick near the 

sUIIUllit of Black Diamond nountain. On the north ridge and 

west slopes of the mountain it consists of dark gray 

dolomite in well defined 2 CM to 15 cm beds. Crinoid 

ossicles and fraglllents of corals <Thamnopora?) are locally 

abundant in these exposures, and Ap)phipora have been 

observed. 

Irregular masses of breccia are c01111111on throughout the 

member near the SB-1 section location. The breccias, which 

cut through the succession at a high angle to bedding, 

consist of angular fraglllents of Starbird For111ation dolOIQite 
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encased i n white to light brONn dol0111ite ce111ent. The 

breccia £abric can be described, using the terminology of 

Horrow (1982>, as crackle, mosaic, and less COIIIPlonly, rubble 

breccia. Angular sand and granule size grains of Starbird 

dolomite are present "floating" in the c0111ent. The breccias 

are clearly of post-depositional origin, and were probably 

formed by tectonic and/or solution processes. 

Dsb-1c HEHBER 

This me111ber c0111prises rusty broNn Neathering, dark gray 

argillite and minor roicrocrystalline silica and is 

lithologically si.Jllilar to the Dsb-1a member. It is 1 to 2 m 

thick on the north ridge and eastern slopes of Black Dia111ond 

Hountain. The horizon thickens gradually northeastward on 

the slopes to the north of the SB-1 section location, and is 

about 20 m thick near the zero edge of the Dsb-1b m&11ber. At 

the top of the HF-2 section location where the Dsb-1c me111ber 

overlies the Hount Forster Formation the me111ber is only 

about 2 metres thick. It is absent in exposures l..llllllediately 

south of, and to the north of, Sha111rock Lake. 

Dsb-1d HEHBER 

This me111ber consists of gray and brONn dol0111ite and 

minor black limestone. To the southwest of the zero edge of 

the Dsb-1b member, it c0111prises about 10 m of well bedded 

dol0111ite and l .illlestone that contains s0111e sand-sized fossil 
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fragments. The me111ber is about 15 ro thick above the HF-2 

section l ocation where it contains abundant crinoid debris. 
) 

Fine-grained quartz sand constitutes up to about 50% of s0111e 

dolanite beds in this location. Horn corals are locally 

present in the horizon in exposures i.JnJnediately south of 

Shamrock Lake where it directly overlies the Hount Forster 

Fonnation. North of the lake the roe111ber is present in three 

isolated, lenticular bodies that are up to about 20 m 

thick. Stranatoporoids, Amphipora, and possible coral 

fragments are c0111111only present at this location. Where the 

Dsb-1d me111ber is absent to the north of the lake the Dsb-2 

roanber directly overlies the nount Forster For111ation. 

Dsb-2 nE11BER 

This menber is a 40 m thick, cliff-for111ing succession 

of finely laminated, brown weathering, blue-gray dol0111itic 

siltstone. The contact with the underlying Dsb-1d roenber is 

gradational o~er several metres in exposures south of 

Shamrock Lake. Grains of angular quartz silt, 0.04 mm in 

diameter on average, are present in a matrix of dol0111ite and 

make up 50 to 60X of the rock. Partings of blue-gray 

argillite are c0111111on throughout the section, and are most 

abundant towards the top of the me111ber. Rare beds of black 

limestone, ranging fran 2 cm to 1 m in thickness, occur in 

the lower part of the succession. On the western limb of 

the overturned syncline on the southeast slopes of nount 
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ncCoubrey an 8 m thick horizon 0£ reddish broMn siltstone 

similar t o strata 0£ the Dsb-4 member occurs at the top 0£ 

the Dsb-2 melllber. This horizon is not present in the 

eastern limb 0£ the syncline. 

Dsb-3 nEnBER 

The Dsb-3 member is a 50 m thick, recessive sequence 0£ 

black limestone with interbeds 0£ black argillite that 

con£onnably overlies the Dsb-2 member. Limestone beds range 

£ram 1 cm to 15 cm in thickness, and contain abundant 

crinoid ossicles and coral £rag111ents. Argillite 

is very £inely laminated and is present in horizons up to 

several decimetres in thickness. 

Dsb-4 nEnBER 

This member is a cli££-£onning succession 0£ red, 

brown, and pale yellow siltstone present in well-developed 3 

cm to 8 cm beds. The siltstone is Mell sorted and consists 

0£ angular to subangular quartz grains that are, on average, 

0.02 to 0.03 mm in diameter. Celllent in the siltstone 

consists 0£ silica, dolomite, calcite, and minor Muscovite. 

nany beds are plane laminated, but no other sedimentary 

structures have been observed. Thin partings 0£ green 

argillite are cOllllllon betMeen beds, and rare lenticular 

horizons 0£ black limestone up to 10 CJll thick are present 

throughout the member. The succession is about 30 m thick. 
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The contact with underlying strata is abrupt. 

Dsb-5 HEJ1BER 

This member is very poorly exposed and is, in most 

locations, represented by a covered interval. All outcrops 

of the me111ber consist of thinly bedded gray argillite. The 

thickness of the member is, at most, several tens of metres, 

and it is the youngest stratigraphic unit exposed in the 

study area. 

2.8.3 LOWER CONTACT 

Within the study area, the Starbird(?) Formation 

overlies various stratigraphic members of the Hount Forster 

Formation, and locally overlies strata of the Horsethief 

Creek Group; hence the lower contact of the succession is an 

angular unconformity. The angular discordance at the 

contact is roost significant at the south end of Black 

Diamond Hountain where the Hount Forster Formation was 

tilted to the east prior to deposition of the Dab- 1a 

member. Rotation of bedding orientations <Ragan, 1973} 

measured at the contact l.llllllediately south of the sUIIUllit of 

the mountain so that the Starbird<?> Formation is restored 

to horizontal indicates that the strike and dip of the Hount 

Forster Formation beneath the unconformity was 007,73 E. The 

paleodip below the unconformity appears to be anOlllalously 

steep in this location and is less steep in exposures to the 
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Nest and to the northeast. The nount Forster is truncated 

MestMard b y the unconformity and the Starbird(?) Formation 

overlies Horsethief Creek Group strata at the headMaters of 

Farnha111 Creek (although, as discussed in section 2.7.2, the 

stratigraphic thicknesses of the individual merobers of the 

Mount Forster Formation in Mesterrunost exposures are 

considerably thinner than in exposures to the east>. 

The Starbird<?> Formation overlies lONer stratigraphic 

menbers of the Mount Forster Formation near the location of 

the SB-1 section than at adjacent exposures to the southMest 

and northeast (Figures 1.8, 2.27; Plate 7a>. This lead& to 

the interpretation that either the Starbird(?) Formation at 

this location Mas deposited in a paleovalley erosionally 

incised into the unconformity surface, or that the 

unconformity truncates a pre-Starbird<?> Formation 

anticline. The Dsb-1b merober at this location contains a 

far greater abundance of str0111atoporoids, Amphipora, and 

corals than in adjacent exposures and is interpreted as a 

biohenn. It is unlikely that the bioherm accumulated Mithin 

an incised valley; instead, it is probable that the 

relationships beloM the unconformity Mere created by a 

pre-Starbird<?> Formation anticline. The occurrence of the 

biohenn above the truncated anticline ia noteMorthy; it is 

possible that the tectoniS111 that created the anticline prior 

to deposition of the Starbird(?) Formation Mas also active 

during deposition of the Dsb-1b melllber and created a local 
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paleohigh that controlled the location of the biohenn. 

The F17 normal fault cuts the Hount Forster Fonnation 

at a high angle to bedding but does not cut the Starbird(?) 

Fonnation <Plates 7c, 7e>. On the east side of the fault, 

Starbird(?)Fonnation strata are approxiJllately parallel to 

Haunt Forster strata; on the west side of the south-

southeast striking fault, hoNever, the Starbird<?> Fonnation 

strata are approxiJllately parallel to the fault . 

Figure 2.26 illustrates an interpretation of how this 

unusual structure was formed. The Dsb-1b carbonate 

succession thickens rapidly westward in the region of the 

F17 fault, which suggests that the region to the west of the 

fault was subsiding at a greater rate than the region to the 

east of the fault. This is interpreted to have been caused 

by move111ent of a deeply-seated, west-side-down, normal fault 

(the F17 fault). Later tectonic activity (during the 

Hesozoic ?> caused the fault to propagate upwards through 

the elastics of the Hount Forster Formation to the level of 

the pre-Starbird(?) Fonnation unconfonnity. The Starbird<?> 

Formation carbonates Mere probably more ductile than the 

Hount Forster strata, and were stretched and locally 

detached frcxn the underlying strata to form the structure 

that is now observed. 

2.8.4 AGE AND CORRELATION 

Samples of dolcxnite containing solitary corals frOlll the 
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lowermost 5 m of the Dsb-1d member lllllllediately south of 

Shamrock Lake, and talus blocks of dolanite containing 

str0111atoporoids, Alllphipora, and solitary corals apparently 

derived frOlll the Dsb-1b me111ber on the eastern slopes of 

Hount HcCoubrey, were collected in 1981 and subnitted to 

B.S. Morford of the Geological Survey of Canada, who 

reported a probable Hiddle or Late Devonian age for the 

strata <B.S. Morford, written canmunication , 1981 >. 

Ten samples of carbonate rocks, each weighing 1.5 to 

2.0 kg, were collected frOlll 3 m intervals within the Dsb-1b, 

Dsb-1d, Dsb-2, and Dsb-3 m0111bers and processed by the Mriter 

in fonnic acid to extract conodonts for more precise dating 

of the succession. Only one conodont, a possible ramifonn 

element of no biostratigraphic value (T.T. Uyeno, personal 

c0111111unication, 1984), was extracted fran the samples. 

The entire post-nount Forster Fonnation sequence in the 

study area was considered to be correlative with the 

Starbird Formation by Root (1983, 1985) based on the 

probable ttiddle or Late Devonian age reported by Morford 

(written c0111111unication, 1981) and based on lithologic 

similarities with the Starbird Fonnation at the HF-5 

stratigraphic section location at nount Forster <Figure 

2.22). The paleontological data discussed beloM, which 

were made available to the author in Septe111ber, 1986, 

indicate that at least part of the post-nount Forster 

Formation succession is not correlative Mith the Starbird 
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Formation , but is probably part of the Harrogate Formation. 

Conodonts have recently been recovered from the 

samples of Dsb-1b and Dsb-1d carbonates that were collected 

and submitted to B.S. Norford in 1981 <T.T. Uyeno, written 

communication, 1986). Samples from the two members were 

processed together, and the conodonts were separated into 

two lots based on conodont alteration index (CAI) colours. 

Uyeno ' s identifications of the conodonts are as follows: 

Lot A [CAI: 5 <black)]: 

lcriodus sp. (a single small I element, possibly 

of I. brevis Stauffer> 

Polygnathus parawebbi Chatterton 

P. cf. P. xylus Stauffer 

indeterminate ramiform elements 

Age: australus Zone to Lower varcus Subzone (mid-

Eifelian to early Givetian>; if P. xylus is indeed 

present, then ensensis Zone to Lower varcus Subzone 

(Eifelian-Givetian boundary to early Givetian). 

Lot B [CAI: 5.5 to 6 <gray)J: 

Belodella sp. 

Panderodus sp. 

Polygnathus linguiforais linguifor•is Hinde (a 

single, small, fragmentary Pa element, close to 

epsilon morphotype of Ziegler and Klapper (in 



Ziegler et al., 1976)). 

i ndeterminate ramiform elements 
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Age: probably ensensis to disparilus Zones (Eifelian-

Givetian boundary to late Givetian). 

Interpretation of these data is complicated by the fact 

that the samples from the Dsb-1b and Dsb-1d members (which 

may be separated from one another by an unconformity) were 

processed together and the conodonts separated into two lots 

for identification purposes by their CAI colours. The 

assignments to Lot A and Lot B do not necessarily correspond 

to the two separate collections of fossiliferous dolomite; 

all conodonts may have been derived from either of the 

Dsb-1b or the Dsb-1d members, or some conodonts may have 

been extracted from each member. 

Table 2 is a tabulation of the ages of Middle and Upper 

Devonian strata in the study area and in adjacent regions, 

as determined from study of conodonts. Conodonts of Lot A 

are similar in age to conodonts recovered from the Middle 

Devonian Harrogate Formation at Lussier syncline in the Main 

Ranges, an d at Fairmont Ridge in the Western Ranges (T.T. 

Uyeno in Norford, 1981), and at least the Dsb-1b member and 

the underlying Dsb-la member probably are equivalent to the 

Harrogate Formation. This is reasonable since the Dsb-1b 

and Dsb-1a members are generally lithologically similar to 

the fossiliferous dolomite and limestone and the shale of 
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the Harrogate Formation (Norford, 1981), and both sequences 

overlie strata of, or equivalent to, the Mount Forster 

Formation <Section 2.7.4). The possibility must be 

considered, however, that the Dsb-1a and Dsb-lb members are 

older than the Harrogate Formation and the conodonts 

indicative of a Harrogate age may have been extracted from 

the Dsb-td member samples. 

The age range of the conodonts of Lot Bis consistent 

with derivation from the Harrogate Formation, but is only 

slightly older than conodonts extracted from an interval 6 m 

to 8 m above the base of the Starbird Formation at the 

summit o f Mount Forster <Table 2). It is conceivable that 

Lot B conodonts were extracted from strata equivalent to 

either the Harrogate Formation or the Starbird Formation. 

The Starbird Formation overlies the Mount Forster 

Formation at Mount Forster <Walker, 1926; Reesor, 1973; 

Norford, 1981). Norford (1981) considered the sequence to 

be of Frasnian (early Late Devonian) age; however, re-

evaluation of the base of the Frasnian Stage as the base of 

the Lower asy••etricus conodont Zone by the Subcomission on 

Devonian Stratigraphy of the International Union of 

Geological Sciences (Ziegler and Klapper, 1985) indicates 

that the lower part of the Formation at Mount Forster is of 

latest Givetian (latest Middle Devonian> age <Table 2). 

Brachiopods collected from Starbird Formation about 2 km 

west of the summit of Mount Forster by Walker (1926) are 
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of Frasnian age <A.W. Norris in Morford, 1981 >. 

The Dsb-1c me111ber and younger strata in the study area 

overlie, with possible unconformity, the Dsb-1b member and 

locally the nount Forster Formation, and it is possible that 

the Dsb-1c member and younger strata are correlative with 

the Starbird Formation. Although this cannot be 

substantiated with presently available paleontological data, 

lithologic similarities between these strata and Starbird 

Formation strata at the nF-5 section location on nount 

Forster <Figure 2.22) strongly suggest that they are 

correlative. The lower 45 m of the section at nount Forster 

consists of gray dolomite which contains abundant Alllphipora 

and corals; this horizon is similar to the Dsb-1d 

succession. The overlying 11 m of the section comprises 

dolomitic siltstone that is lithologically similar to the 

Dsb-2 member. The only significant difference between these 

stratigraphic units is the presence of small-scale 

cross-beds and brachiopods in the strata at ·nount Forster 

that are not present in the Dsb-2 m0111ber. The uppermost 

strata at nount Forster consist of dark gray limestone. 

These strata are generally similar to the Dab-3 me111ber; 

however, they contain numerous brachiopods and abundant 

bioturbation structures that are not present, and lack the 

interbeds of argillite that are present, in the Dsb-3 

member. 

Walker•s (1926) collection of fossils frOlll the 
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Starbird Formation was probably gathered frOlll the upper 

stratigraphic unit at the HF-5 section location. The upper 

contact of this stratigraphic unit at Hount Forster is a 

<thrust?) fault that juxtaposes the strata with Hount 

Forster Fonnation strata. 

In summary, available data, although inconclusive, 

suggest the Dsb-1a and Dsb-1b merobers are correlative with 

the Hiddle Devonian Harrogate Formation, and the Dab-1c and 

higher stratigraphic members are correlative with the Hiddle 

and Upper Devonian Starbird Formation. 

2.8.5 CONDITIONS OF DEPOSITION 

The occurrence of corals, strOlllatoporoids, and 

echinoderm detritus in the Dsb-1b and Dsb-1d members 

indicates that these strata were likely deposited in 

relatively shallow water in an open marine environment. 

The Dsb-1a argillite and chert member directly overlies 

the pre-Starbird<?> Formation unconfonnity surface in 

westernmost exposures of the succession, and is interpreted 

as a partially silicified paleosol horizon that may have 

been reworked during the initial transgression that led to 

deposition of the succession. 

The Dsb-1c me111ber is lithologically similar to the 

Dsb-1a member; it may be another paleosol horizon. This 

member is present above the pre-Starbird(?) Formation 

unconformity near the HF-2 section location and is present 
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between the Dsb-1b and Dsb-1d carbonate merobers on the 

eastern a nd Mestern slopes of Black Diamond Hountain. It is 

possible that the Dsb-1c member overlies an unconfonnity 

surface developed above the Dsb-1b carbonate me111ber. If 

this is the case, the eastern zero edge of the Dsb-1b m0111ber 

may be related, in part at least, to erosional truncation. 

The four me111bers of the Dsb-1 succession appear to 

onlap the pre-Starbird<?> Fonnation unconfonnity surface 

<Figure 2.27)(although the zero edge of the Dsb-1b member 

may be related to a possible pre-Dsb-1c unconformity). The 

"onlapping" relationship, and the significantly thicker 

accumulation of Dsb-1 strata in southwesternmost exposures 

compared to northeasternmost exposures, indicates that there 

was a greater amount of subsidence beneath the southwestern 

part of the exposure relative to the northeastern part 

during deposition of the succession. This marked difference 

in the amount of subsidence can only be accounted for by 

some fonn of syndepositional tectonic control. 

The F17 fault is interpreted to be a tectonically 

modified, deeply seated, west-side-down, nonnal fault that 

was active during deposition of the Dsb-1b succession 

<Section 2 . 8.3, Figure 2.26), and it is likely that the 

differential subsidence was the result of diaplaceroents on 

this fault and additional similar faults with conc0111itant 

drape folding above the faults. The F17 fault is present in 

outcrop because it has propagated upwards through the 
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Nount Forster strata as a result of later tectonimn; similar 

deep-seat ed faults envisioned to have been active during 

deposition of the Dsb-1 succession are not seen in outcrtip 

because they have not propagated upward through overlying 

strata. It is possible that these deeply seated faults are 

the same faults that are postulated to have been active 

during deposition of the Nount Forster Formation at the 

region of the nF-2 stratigraphic section location <Section 

2.7.5; Figures 2.20, 2.24). 

The anticline that is truncated by the pre-Starbird<?> 

Formation unconformity beloN the SB-1 section location 

(Section 2.8.3; Plate 7a) may have been formed as a drape 

fold above a deeply seated, Nest-side-down, normal fault 

<Figure 2.27). This structure Mas formed after deposition 

of the Haunt Forster Formation but prior to deposition of 

the Starbird<?> Formation, and the localized occurrence of 

abundant str0111atoporoids, Alllphipora, and corals within the 

succession above the anticline suggests that the anticline 

may have also been a paleohigh during deposition of the 

Dsb-1b member. It is noteNorthy that breccias are c0111111on in 

the Dsb-1b me111ber at this location <Section 2.8.2); they may 

be related to flexing and arching of the strata above the 

anticline. 

Although the trend of the anticline cannot be precisely 

determined fr0111 available data, the relationships at the 

unconformity <Figure 1.8) are consistent Mith a trend that 



is subparallel to the south-southeast strike of the F17 

fault. 
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The steep, eastward paleodip of Hount Forster strata 

beneath the pre-Starbird<?> Fonnation unconfonnity at the 

south end of Black Diamond Hountain (Section 2.8.3) may also 

be related to extensional activity (or extensional activity 

with a c0111ponent of strike-slip activity?), but the geology 

at this location is not c0111pletely understood because of 

stratigraphic and structural c0111plexities, and because of 

the steep, relatively inaccessible nature of the exposures. 

If, as suggested, the Dsb-1 succession onlapped a 

relatively high standing block that was bounded on the 

west-southwest side by a south-southeast striking nonnal 

Fault related flexure, the zero edges of individual members 

in the succession should trend in a south-southeast 

direction • . The zero edge trend of the Dsb-1a member is 

relatively well defined; the horizon is present only in 

westerJllllost exposures and thins to a zero edge near the 

summit 0£ Black OiaMond Hountain. The member is apparently 

absent in exposures on the west limb of the overturned 

syncline on the northeast slopes of Haunt HcCoubrey. Prior 

to the fonnation of this Hesozoic fold, the strata in the 

western limb were several hundred metres further west 

relative to strat~ in the eastern limb; thus the zero edge 

must trend in a south-southeast direction. The zero edges 

of the Dsb-1b and Dsb-1c members are less well constrained, 
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but they must trend between easterly and southerly 

directions based on the outcrop patterns of the me111bers of 

the Dsb-1 succession. Available data on the zero edge 

trends, therefore, support the interpretation that the 

succession onlapped a aouth-southeasterly trending 

paleohigh. 

The isolated nature of the occurrences of the Dsb-1d 

member to the north of Shamrock Lake may be due to erosional 

sculpting of a once continuous horizon of carbonate strata, 

prior to deposition of the Dsb-2 member, or may be due to 

deposition of the succession as laterally restricted 

biohenns. The rock is badly broken and weathered, and good 

outcrops are scarce in this location; thus, it cannot be 

determined whether the isolated occurrences formed by 

erosional or depositional processes. 

The thinly laminated nature of the Dsb-2 member, and 

the apparent absence of other sedi.Jllentary structures, is 

indicative of deposition in a low energy setting. The 

depositional setting may be that of either a marine shelf 

below storm wave base, or a restricted lagoonal enviroD111ent. 

The well sorted nature, and the fine grain size, of the 

silt in the Dsb-2 member is typical of aeolian dust <Reineck 

and Singh, 1980) and it is possible that the silt grains 

were transported to the depositional site by aeolian 

processes. 

Carbonate strata of the Dsb-3 member contain abundant 
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crinoid d ebris and local coral fragments indicating that the 

strata acc wnulated on a relatively shalloN marine carbonate 

platforro. 

The monotonous, Nell bedded nature, the c0111111on 

occurrence of plane laminated beds, and the presence of 

limestone beds in the Dsb-4 member suggest that it 

accumulated on a shalloN marine shelf Nhich was subjected to 

upper £loN regime conditions. The uni£onnly fine-grained 

silt in the succession is typical of aeolian loess deposits, 

and it is possible that the member is reworked loess. The 

lower contact of the horizon is abrupt and may be an 

uncon£ormity <although there are no additional data that 

prove or disprove this hypothesis>. 

The thinly laminated nature of the gray argillite in 

the Dsb-5 member is suggestive of deposition in a low energy 

enviro11111ent. 
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CHAPTER 3 

STRUCTURE 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

Of the tMelve periods of defonnation that are 

doc\llllented in the study area, the first nine, Mhich occurred 

prior to or during the Devonian, are recognized chiefly 

through detailed study of the stratigraphic succession 

<Chapter 2). The effect of the structures that fonned 

during the Proterozoic and Paleozoic on the overall 

macroscopic structure of the study area is relatively 

unimportant in c0111parison to the structures fonned during 

the Hesozoic. 

The thrust faults and major folds in the study area 

were fonned by three phases of defonnation during the 

Hesozoic. Northeast-verging thrust ~faults that fonned 

during the first phase are typical of thrust faults in 

thrust and fold belts in that they place older strata over 

younger strata, and cut up section in the direction of 

transport. These thrusts are folded by north-northMest-

trending folds that fonned during the second phase of 

Hesozoic deformation. The regionally developed, north-

northMest-striking cleavage is statistically parallel to the 

axial planes of these folds. The third phase structures 

canprise the Hount Forster, Paramount Peak, and Redline 
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faults. These thrust faults cut the previously fol"llled phase 

one and phase two structures, and consequently do not 

consistently place older strata over younger strata or cut 

up section in the direction of transport. North-northwest-

and east-west-striking crenulation cleavages appear to be 

spatially associated with the phase three faults. 

3.2 PROTEROZOIC AND PALEOZOIC STRUCTURES 

Three types of Devonian and older structures occur in 

the study area: 1> syndepositional normal faults; 2) 

syndepositional structures interpreted to be drape folds 

over deep seated nonrial· faults; and 3) folds that roay have 

formed by either extensional or contractional processes 

<Chapter 2). 

Normal faults that were active during deposition of the 

Pdc-2 roember of the Dutch Creek Fol"lllation <F32>, the Pmn-7 

member of the Haunt Nelson Formation (F23), the Toby 

Formation <F2, F16a, F16b, F18a<?>, F18b(?>, F23, F24>, the 

Horsethief Creek Group (F18a, F19a, F19b>, and the 

Starbird<?> Formation <F17) are exposed within the study 

area. In addition, syndepositional faults are inferred to 

have been active during the second period of Toby-age 

deformation that is documented in the Delphine Creek thrust 

sheet, as well as during deposition of the Haunt Forster 

Formation, but these faults are not exposed because of the 

geOllletry of the macroscopic Hesozoic structure in 
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conjunction with the level of the preserit day erosion 

surface. The F3, F4, F5, F6, F13, F25, F26, F27, F29, and 

F31 faults are nonnal faults that have no stratigraphic 

evidence that indicates their ages of fonnation. The F13 

fault is cut by the F12 and the Hount Forster thrust faults, 

and the F25 fault is cut by the Redline and Paramount Peak 

thrust faults, which indicates that they are older than 

mid-Cretaceous <Section 3.6}, and may be of Proterozoic or 

Paleozoic age. Hany, or all, of the other nonnal faults may 

also be of Proterozoic or Paleozoic age. 

With the exception of a northeast-striking fault <or 

faults} inferred to have been active during the second 

period of Toby-age defonnation, the strike of these faults 

is approximately parallel to the trend of Hesozoic 

structures and usually ranges from 325 degrees to 350 

degrees. The F16 fault systEllll is the only example that 

deviates significantly from this orientation; near the 

northern limit of their exposure the F16a and F16b faults 

have a north-northeasterly strike. The F16, F18, F19, and 

probably the F25 and F26 fault syste111s have bifurcating 

outcrop patterns. 

The dip of Windennere Supergroup-age normal faults 

ranges frOlll about 55 degrees to 80 degrees at the 

approximate level of the pre-Windermere unconfonnity 

(corrected for Hesozoic folding>. Where faults such as the 

F19, F23, F24, and F25 faults are exposed at the level of 
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the Pmn-2 m0111ber of the Hount Nelson Formation, they cut the 

strata at angles of 30 degrees to 45 degrees. The faults, 

therefore, are markedly listric in cross-sectional shape. 

Listric fault shapes can also be inferred fr0111 stratigraphic 

relationships in the Horsethief Creek Group and Hount 

Forster Formation that indicate deposition in half-graben 

structures formed by hanging Nall rollover <Sections 2.4, 

2.7). 

The F5 and F6 faults, Nhich are exposed in uppermost 

Dutch Creek and loNermost Hount Nelson strata, cut bedding 

at angles as lON as about 10 degrees. Although there is no 

stratigraphic evidence pertaining to the age of these 

faults, they may be the lON angle portions of Proterozoic or 

Paleozoic normal faults. The observation that the F5 fault 

is intruded by a metamorphosed greenstone dike (Section 3.7> 

indicates that this fault cannot be a post-metamorphic 

fault of Tertiary age. 

Normal faults Mith displacements ranging fr0111 10 m to 

over 100 mare characterized by zones of pervasive 

fracturing, brecciation, and shearing up to about 1 m in 

Nidth. Subparallel fractures are c0111111on Nithin 2 or 3 m of 

the faults. Nortllal faults Mith less than 10 m of 

displacement are common in the hanging Nall of the Hount 

Forster fault to the north of Shamrock Lake; these faults 

are discrete surfaces with little or no brecciation or 

fracturing. 
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The F5 and F6 faults display interesting relationships 

that are not cOllllllonly observed in normal faults. The F5 

fault <Plate 8b) is a low angle normal fault that follows a 

"stepped" path through the strata in an analogous fashion to 

a thrust fault with rmnps and flats. The dip of the fault 

is significantly steeper where it cuts through the c0111petent 

basal quartzite of the Hount Nelson Formation than where it 

cuts through the less competent Hount Nelson carbonates or 

the Dutch Creek argillite. 

The F6 fault syste111 is a duplex-like structure in which 

low angle "roof" and "floor" normal faults bound more 

steeply dipping, listric normal faults <Plate 8c). The 

existence of normal fault duplex structures has been 

proposed on the basis of theoretical considerations 

(Wernicke, 1981; Gibbs, 1984), but this is the only known 

example. 

Normal faults in sedi.Jllentary basins are cOllllllonly 

reactivated as reverse faults during periods of 

compressional tectonism <e.g. Cohen, 1982; Harding, 1983). 

The F19 fault is the only nonnal fault in the study area 

that can be documented to have been reactivated during 

Hesozoic orogenesis. Near the sU111111it, and south of, 

Honument Peak it is a west-side-down nonaal fault, whereas 

to the north of HonUP1ent Peak it is a reverse fault. 

Further north, the fault apparently links with the 

Horsethief Creek-age F19a and F19b normal faults. 
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It i s possible that sane of the phase 1 thrust faults 

are reactivated pre-nesozoic nonnal faults, but this cannot 

be proved with the data that are available. The phase 3 

thrust faults are not reactivated Proterozoic or Paleozoic 

nonnal faults, hoMever, since these faults cut phase 1 and 

phase 2 nesozoic structures and thus could not have existed 

prior to the nesozoic. 

Structures fonned during deposition o f the nount 

Forster and Starbird<?> Fonnations <Sections 2.7, 2.8) are 

interpreted to be drape folds related to deep seated, 

west-side-doMn, normal faults. Si.Jllilar structures are 

present in the Suez rift <Robson, 1971; Harding, 1984), in 

the Bay of Biscay margin (de Charpal et al., 1978>, and in 

the Sirte basin <Harding, 1984). 

Folds are truncated by the pre-nount Forster and 

pre-Starbird unconfonnities (Sections 2.7.3, 2.8.3). These 

folds are fairly broad, and probably have a north-northMeat 

trend. nost, or all, of the pre-Starbird Fonnation folds 

may have fonned as drape folds over deeply seated nonnal 

faults; hoMever, the pre-nount Forster folds may have fanned 

as a result of either extensional, c0111pressional, or 

strike-slip processes. 

It is possible that pre-nesozoic folds are cOllllllon 

throughout the study area; hoNever, the presence of such 

folds can be docU111ented only where they are truncated by 

unconfonnities. 
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3.3 TECTONITE FABRIC 

Tectonite fabric el0111ents Mithin the study area include 

bedding (c011U11only deformed into folds), cleavage, and 

crenulation cleavages. The cleavages, and most of the 

mesoscopic and macroscopic folds, formed during the Hesozoic 

<Section 3.6). 

Bedding is the most conspicuous fabric ele111ent Nithin 

the study area except Nhere slaty or phyllitic cleavage is 

pervasively developed in some uniformly fine-grained 

argillaceous strata. North-northMest- and south-southMest-

trending folds, Mith amplitudes cOllllllonly ranging frOlll 1 cm 

to 10 m, are developed in most exposures. They are usually 

open and approximately "parallel", but tight to isoclinal 

folds Mith apparent "similar" geometry are COIIUllon in the 

hanging Nall of the nount Forster fault south of C0111111ander 

Glacier and in the core of the Blockhead syncline. 

Regionally developed, steeply dipping, north-

northMesterly-striking cleavage that is axial planar to 

north-northNest- and south-southeast-trending mesoscopic 

folds is developed in all strata except non-argillaceous 

dol0111ite and quartzite. Except Nhere penetrative slaty and 

phyllitic cleavage is locally developed in fine-grained 

argillaceous strata of the Toby Formation, Horsethief Creek 

Group, Hohican Formation, Lardeau Group, and nount Forster 

Formation, this foliation consists of a fracture cleavage 

Mith cleavage planes spaced at 2 111111 to 5 CJll intervals. 



Cleavage is more pervasively developed towards the 

west-sout hwest region of the study area. 

No pre-Upper Devonian cleavage has been documented 

within the study area (that is, there is no cleavage 

development that predates deposition of any of the 

stratigraphic units). 

Two sets of crenulation cleavage are present. These 
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foliations postdate the regional, north- nor thMest- striking 

cleavage and appear to be spatially related to the nount 

Forster, Paramount Peak, and Redline faults. They are beat 

developed in strata with previously fonned slaty cleavage. 

One set comprises steeply dipping, north-northwest- and, 

locally, north-and north-northeast-striking cleavage that 

is similar in orientation to the older, regional cleavage. 

The other set <Figure 3.1 > strikes at high angles to the 

strike of the regional cleavage (mean orientation 093/86S>. 

The cleavage planes are spaced at 4 .nun to 2 ea intervals, 

and c0111111only exhibit significant variability in orientation 

on the scale of a hand sample. Rare east- or west-trending 

kink bands and S111all alllplitude (leas than 10 ea) folds 

appear to be associated with the east-west-striking 

crenulation cleavage <Figure 3.2>. The relative ages of the 

north-northwest and east-west crenulation cleavages are not 

known. 
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Figure 3.2 Stereonet plot of east-and west-trending 
folds and kink bands associated with east-west-
striking crenulation cleavage 
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STATISTICAL ANALYSES OF FABRIC ELENENTS 

The study area is subdivided into nine structural 

d0111ains that are relatively homogeneous with respect to the 

orientation of tectonite fabric ele111ents <Figure 3.3). 

Orientation data fr0111 bedding, mesoscopic folds, cleavage, 

and cleavage/bedding intersections have been statistically 

analyzed for each domain using the c0111puter programs NET 

(Carrara, 1972), LIN <Oke, 1982), and FOLD <Stocklllal, 1979). 

NET was used to construct contoured equal-area stereonet 

plots of the data <except in d0111ains with fewer than 15 data 

points>, LIN was used to calculate mean orientations of 

cleavage, fold axes, and cleavage/bedding intersections as 

well as poles to pi girdles of bedding, and FOLD was used to 

determine whether or not folds are statistically cylindrical 

at a 95X confidence level <Figures 3.4, 3.5, 3.6, 3.7). 

Within each domain, the mean fold axis calculated fr0111 

the pi girdle of bedding is si.Jnilar in orientation to the 

mean orientations of mesoscopic fold axes and 

cleavage/bedding intersections. This indicates that 

mesoscopic folds are con-ruent with macroscopic folds, and 

indicates that the regional, north-northwesterly-striking 

cleavage that is axial planar to roesoscopic folds is also 

axial planar to macroscopic folds. 

Fold axes in all danains except danains 4 and 8 plunge 

to the north-northwest. This direction of fold plunge is 

characteristic of most of the Purcell anticlinorium <Reesor, 
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1973). I n domains 2 and 3, north and north-northeast, and 

to a lesse r extent, south and south-southNest-plunging folds 

are common. These folds, and associated north and 

north-northeast-striking crenulation cleavage, defonn the 

regional north-northwest- striking cleavage and thus 

postdate it. 

Folds in Hount Nelson Formation strata in domain 5 

plunge at a shallower angle toward the north-northwest than 

in the overlying Winder111ere Supergroup strata in D0111ain 7. 

This is because of the angular unconfonnity beneath the 

Windermere Supergroup in this region at which Hount Nelson 

strata were tilted to the southeast prior to deposition of 

Windennere strata <Section 2.3.3, Figure 2.9). 

D0111ain 8, which is bounded on the east by the 

Windennere-age F18 normal fault syst0111, and d0111ain 4, Mhich 

is bounded on the east by the (pre-Hesozoic?> F13 normal 

fault, are regions of south-southeasterly plunge. It is 

possible that these areas of an0111alous plunge were fonned as 

a result of rotational displacements on the normal faults 

that imparted a c0111ponent of southerly dip to the Mestern, 

hanging wall sides of the faults prior to the Heaozoic. 

Folds developed during the Hesozoic in the rotated hanging 

Mall blocks would plunge to the south relative to folds 

fonned in strata that were not tilted toMarda the south. 

Outcrop patterns indicate that the Blockhead syncline 

plunges gently toward the south-southeast. This region of 
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anomalous plunge is developed in the northern portion of a 

local structural depression in the region of the Blockhead 

syncline, and further west, in the Four Squatters anticline 

and the nount Cauldron syncline <Reesor, 1973, map 1326A). 

Folds in both the hanging wall and footwall of the 

nount Forster fault in the ncDonald Creek area plunge at low 

angles to the south-southeast <Freiholz, 1983). 

Stratigraphic evidence indicates that pre-nesozoic 

folds truncated by the pre-nount Forster and pre-Starbird 

unconfonnities <Sections 2.7.3, 2.8.3>, and the drape fold 

developed during deposition of the nount Forster Fonaation 

near the nF-2 stratigraphic section location (Section 

2.7.5), probably trend in a general north-northwest 

direction. This is corroborated by data on nesozoic folds. 

If these pre-nesozoic folds have trends at high angles to 

the north-northwest- trend of nesozoic folds, stereonet 

patterns of fold axis and cleavage/bedding intersection data 

<Figures 3.5, 3.7) would be non-sY1Q111etrical because the 

magnitudes of plunge Mould be variable. This is not the 

case; except in domains 2 and 3 where two sets of mesoscopic 

neaozoic folds occur, contours on these stereonets are more 

or less SYIQllletrically clustered around central modal values. 

Thus, the trend of pre-nesozoic folds must be similar to the 

north-northwest trend of nesozoic folds. 

Analyses of bedding data with the FOLD program indicate 

that folds in all domains except d0111ains 2, 3, and 5 are 
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statistically cylindrical <Figure 3.4>. Non-cylindricity in 

danains 2 and 3 probably results fran the occurrence of 

later, north and north-northeast-trending folds superi.Jllposed 

on the regionally developed north-northMest-trending folds. 

Danain 5 may be non-cylindrical as a result of the 

pre-Windennere Supergroup tectoniBIII recorded at the pre-Toby 

unconfonnity (Section 2.3.3). The cylindrical nature of the 

remaining danains further substantiates the conclusion that 

pre-Mesozoic folds have north-northMest trends; if 

pre-Mesozoic fold trends are markedly different fran 

Mesozoic fold trends it is doubtful that pi girdles of 

bedding Mould define cylindrical fold styles. 

Except in d0111ains 2 and 3, Mhere regional north-

northMest striking cleavage and later north- and 

north-northeast-striking cleavage are both present, contours 

on stereonets of cleavage <Figure 3.6) outline fairly Mell 

defined point maxi.Jlla. This indicates that little folding of 

cleavage has occurred after its developP1ent. noreover, 

there are no great differences in cleavage orientation 

betMeen domains that are separated by the phase three nount 

Forster and Para111ount Peak faults, even though these 

structures postdate the formation of the regionally 

developed cleavage. It is concluded, therefore, that no 

significant amounts of rotation or folding of cleavage 

occurred subsequent to its formation during phase 2 fold 

developP1ent. 
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3.4 METAl1ORPHISl1 

LoM grade, regional metamorphiSlll occurred during the 

Eonnation 0£ the north-northMest-striking cleavage that is 

axial planar to mesoscopic and macroscopic £olds. Except 

Mhere metamorphic biotite is present in the Mohican 

Fonnation and Lardeau Group in the southwest corner 0£ the 

study area, all rocks are 0£ the chlorite zone 0£ 

greenschist £acies metamorphiBlll . Typical ass0111blages are: 

muscovite - chlorite - quartz+/- chloritoid in 

metamorphosed mudrocks and muscovite - chlorite - quartz 

albite - calcite - dol0111ite +/- epidote in greenstones. 

The conodont recovered £r0111 the Dsb-2 m0111ber 0£ the 

Starbird(?) Formation has been altered to an opaque black 

colour and has a pitted sur£ace texture. This corresponds 

to a colour alteration index 0£ 5 on the scale 0£ Epstein 

et al. (1977). The colour alteration indices 0£ conodonts 

recovered £r0111 the Dsb-1b and Dsb-1d m0111bers 0£ the 

Starbird(?) Formation CT.T. Uyeno, personal cOlllfflunication, 

1986) vary £r0111 5 to 5.5 - 6 (Section 2.8.4). These data 

indicate a paleotemperature exceeding 300° C <Epstein 

et al., 1977> (indicative 0£ lower greenschist or higher 

grade metamorphism). 

The occurrence 0£ biotite grade rocks in the 

southMestern region 0£ the study area is consistent with the 

general northeast to southMest increase in metamorphic grade 

within the Purcell anticlinori11111 (Reesor, 1973). HoMever, 
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this exposure is about 15 kJll northeast of the biotite 

isograd mapped by Reesor (1973). The aerial extent of the 

biotite bearing strata at the Blockhead syncline is not 

knoNn. 

The regional meta111orphic fabric is defonned by the 

younger crenulation cleavages. Since the crenulation 

cleavages are associated Mith the phase 3 thrust faults, 

these faults probably postdate the peak of meta111orphiS111; 

hoNever, no changes in meta111orphic grade have been 

recognized across any faults in the study area. 

In addition, no changes in grade have been recognized 

across any stratigraphic contacts, indicating that no 

significant, pre-Devonian meta111orphiS111 occurred. 

3.5 HACROSCOPIC HESOZOIC STRUCTURES 

3.5.1 INTRODUCTION 

Interpretations regarding the macroscopic Hesozoic 

structures are based on study of tectonite fabric (Section 

3.3) and relative age relationships betNeen various faults 

and folds in the study area. Hacroscopic structures are 

illustrated in structural cross-sections constructed using 

doNn-plunge projection techniques <Figures 3.8 and 3.9). 

3.5.2 PHASE ONE STRUCTURES 

Structures formed during this phase of deformation 
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comprise northeast-verging thrust faults. These include the 

Delphine Creek, HonWllent Peak, F22a, and F22b faults and 

may include the F11, F12, and F21 faults. The Black Diamond 

fault could be either a phase 1 or phase 2 structure. 

DELPHINE CREEK FAULT 

This fault is Nell exposed in the eastern part of the 

study area Nhere it cuts strata Nithin its hanging Nall and 

footNall at loN angles. In most locations in these 

exposures this thrust fault places strata of the Pmn-2 

me111ber of the Hount Nelson Formation over Windennere 

Supergroup or Hount Forster Formation strata; hoNever, the 

fault cuts up section in the hanging Nall near the Delphine 

Glacier and places Windermere over Hount Forster strata. 

South of the point Nhere the fault cuts <or merges Mith?) 

the Horsethief Creek-age F19 normal fault, Hount Nelson 

strata are faulted over Hount Nelson strata. The F21 thrust 

fault apparently merges UJ)Nard Mith the Delphine Creek fault 

near Delphine Creek. 

The Delphine Creek fault can be clearly observed to be 

folded by an anticline (phase 2 structure) on the east ridge 

of HonW11ent Peak about 500 ro east of the s\lllllllit. This 

anticline is cut by the phase 3 Paramount Peak fault. 

South of the C0111111ander Glacier, the Delphine Creek 

fault, as well as the Honument Pe~k fault and possibly the 

Black Diamond fault (if it is a phase 1 structure>, are 
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presumed to be responsible for the repetition of Dutch Creek 

Formation strata in the northeast-dipping Jumbo Creek 

nonocline. These thrust faults, which are inferred to cut 

Dutch Creek strata at low angles to bedding, have been 

folded during the fonnation of the phase 2 Monocline. The 

interpretation presented in Figures 1.7 and 3.8, where only 

one northeast-dipping fault is illustrated, assumes that all 

of the thrusts have merged into one fault at the location of 

the monocline; it is, hoNever, possible that more than one 

fault is present. 

The displaceroent on the Delphine Creek thrust fault is 

probably greater than 2 Ian (Figure 3.8). 

noNunENT PEAK FAULT SYSTEl1 

This fault syst0111 consists of the nonUMent Peak fault 

and related, structurally higher, thrust faults. The faults 

cut upper nount Nelson and Toby Fonnation strata at loN 

angles. The faults dip at moderate angles to the southwest 

in most exposures, but the nonument Peak fault is 

approximately vertical near its northern tenninus. The 

fault syste111 is folded into a syncline-anticline pair in 

exposures approximately 1.5 Ian north of Jumbo Creek. 

F22a, F22b FAULTS 

The F22a and F22b faults are closely spaced reverse 

faults that cut the Pmn-5 m0111ber and older strata at 
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moderate angles and the Pllln-6 ae111ber at shalloN angles. 

These faults are folded by an anticlinal structure located 

to the northeast of Paramount Peak <Figure 3.8). 

F11, F12 FAULTS 

The F11 and F12 faults are Minor thrust faults 

developed in the i.Jn&nediate footMall of the Hount Forster 

fault. They are probably phase 1 faults that are truncated 

by the younger, phase 3, Hount Forster thrust fault, but it 

is also possible that they are phase 2 faults that fonned in 

response to the develoP111ent of the phase 2 JUlllbo Creek 

monocline, or phase 3 faults that Merge UPNards Mith the 

Hount Forster thrust. 

BLACK DIAHOND FAULT 

At the headNaters of Delphine Creek, the Black Diamond 

fault is a thrust that folloNs bedding glide zones at, and 

slightly above, the contact betMeen the Horsethief Creek 

Group and the Hount Forster Fonnation. At this location the 

fault is a blind thrust; it transfers its displaceroent into 

dishannonic folding of hanging Mall rocks in the region to 

the south of Shanarock Lake as it loses displace111ent toNards 

the northeaat. The alllount of shortening in hanging Nall 

strata as a result of move111ent on the thrust is estimated to 

be betNeen 500 Mand 1000 m; this distance corresponds to 

the minimum diaplace111ent on the fault at this location. 
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South of Black Diamond Mountain, the fault cuts Hount 

Nelson strata in its hanging Nall at high angles and cuts 

Windennere strata in its footNall at loN angles. Thia 

relationship indicates that a ramp and flat fault gecnetry 

occurs in this region. The Phoenix anticline aay have 

fonned, in part at least, as a result of this ge0111etry as 

the ramp portion of the hanging Mall Na& displaced over the 

flat portion of the footMall. 

While it is reasonable to interpret the Black DiBlllond 

fault as a phase 1 structure, it is also conceivable that it 

formed in response to develoJ)IQent of the phase 2 Jumbo Creek 

monocline. South of Black Diamond nountain, the fault marks 

the boundary betNeen the northeast facing monocline exposed 

in the hanging Nall, and southNest-dipping strata exposed in 

the footMall. Thus, the fault may have fonned during the 

develoP111ent of the monocline to alleviate a "ro0111 problEIIII" 

created by folding at the synclinal region at the 

northeastern edge of the monocline. 

3.5.3 PHASE TWO STRUCTURES 

Phase 2 structures c0111prise folds that defor111 phase 1 

thrust faults, and ccnprise faults that are related to the 

formation of the phase 2 folds. Host of the mesoscopic 

folds in the study area Mere probably fonned during this 

period of deformation. 

The F1, F15, F30, and possibly the Black Dialllond, F11 
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and F12 (Section 3.5.2> faults appear to be related to the 

formation of phase 2 folds. The F1 fault may be an 

out-of-the-syncline fault related to the develoJ)lllent of the 

Blockhead syncline. Alternatively, it could be a phase 3 

thrust that postdates the formation of ·the syncline. 

The F15 fault is a steep, southwest-verging, reverse 

fault that is developed near the northeastern limit of the 

JW11bo Creek monocline; it may have developed in response to 

the develoP111ent of the monocline. The fault loses 

displacement northward, and apparently tenninates near a 

syncline-anticline pair to the southeast of Sunburst Peak. 

The F30 fault is related to the fonilation of a major 

anticline located in the footwall of the Paramount Peak 

fault. In the vicinity of Paramount Peak and Puzzle Peak, 

the anticline is a broadly folded structure, whereas to the 

south of Toby Creek it consists of northeast- and 

southwest-dipping panels that are separated by the F30 

fault. 

Folding of phase 1 thrusts by phase 2 folds does not 

necessarily i.Jllply that these phases correspond to two 

discrete compressional pulses; instead, the thrusts may have 

been folded as structurally lower, more northeasterly, step 

thrusts developed during the sallle episode 0£ defonoation 

that fonned the phase one thrusts. The JUIQbo Creek 

monocline, for example, could have £onned as a hanging wall 

anticline above a major, structurally lower, phase 1 thrust 
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fault that would outcrop to the east of the study area. The 

developroent of folded thrust faults has been interpreted in 

a similar manner by Douglas (1950), Bally et al. (1966), and 

Jones (1971 >. 

3.5.4 PHASE THREE STRUCTURES 

Structures fonned during this phase of defonnation 

c0111prise the nount Forster, Para111ount Peak , and Redline 

faults. These faults postdate phase 1 and phase 2 

structures, and are apparently spatially associated Mith 

crenulation cleavages that postdate the regionally developed 

cleavage that is axial planar to phase 2 folds. 

These faults are considered to be thrust faults, but 

many of the "rules" established for thrust faults within 

Foothills-type structural provinces (eg. Dahlstr01U, 1970; 

Boyer and Elliott, 1982) do not apply to the phase 3 faults 

because they cut through a previously defonned package of 

rock. The faults do not consistently cut stratigraphically 

upMard in the direction of transport, nor do they 

consistently fault older strata over younger strata. As an 

exa111ple, the nount Forster fault places niddle Proterozoic 

Dutch Creek strata above Upper Devonian Starbird strata near 

Sha111rock Lake, but places the Pdc-2 manber of the Dutch 

Creek Fonnation over the stratigraphically lower Pdc-1 

MEllllber to the south of C0111111ander Glacier. The concept 

of stratigraphic displacanent cannot be applied to these 
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faults. 

The occurrence of east-west-striking crenulation 

cleavage that is apparently spatially associated with the 

faults indicates that there was a component of north-south 

directed compression during the third defonnational phase. 

This suggests that there may be a component of strike-slip 

movement associated with the nount Forster, Paramount Peak, 

and Redline faults. As the sense (i . e . dextral or 

sinistral) and magnitude of this possible transcurrent 

component is not known, it is a ssumed to be insignificant 

for the purpose of esti.Jllating mini.Mum fault displacEIPlents on 

the phase 3 faults. If the amount of strike-slip movement 

is reasonably large, however, the minimum amount of total 

shortening cannot be accurately esti.Jllated without more data 

than are currently available. 

MOUNT FORSTER FAULT 

The Mount Forster fault is especially noteworthy 

because of the large contrast between the stratigraphic 

successions in its footwall and hanging wall (Figure 1.4). 

The fault was originally believed to die out into folds in 

the region immediately south of C0111111ander Glacier (Walker, 

1926>; however, geologic mapping carried out in this study 

clearly dEIPlonstrates that the fault is present at least as 

far south as the southern boundary of the study area. 

The fault plane is exposed at many locations. It 
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consists of an abrupt surface that is characterized by 

moderate amounts of shearing and local brecciation within 1 

or 2 m of the fault plane. At the headwaters of Farnham 

Creek and Delphine Creek, the fault is subhorizontal, but in 

exposures adjacent to JU111bo Creek, it dips steeply to the 

southwest. 

In a "typical" thrust fault, any given stratigraphic 

unit is cut only once by the fault, and is displaced by a 

distance corresponding to the displaceroent of the fault. 

Relationships can be more c0111plex in a thrust such as the 

Haunt Forster fault, hoNever, because it cuts a previously 

faulted and folded succession of strata. For example, in 

the region to the south of COIIUllander Glacier, the nount 

Forster fault cuts the Pdc-2 me111ber twice at a high angle in 

its footwall, and once at a loN angle in its hanging wall. 

This indicates that the Pdc-2 meanber is cut at least three 

times by the fault. Nonetheless, all stratigraphic cutoffs 

in the hanging wall must have matching counterparts in the 

footNall, and the distance betNeen the matching cutoffs in a 

cross-section is equal to the displaceroent of the fault 

<assU111ing that there is an insignificant canponent of 

transcurrent motion of the fault>. In addition, faults and 

folds in the footwall that are truncated by a fault such as 

the nount Forster fault must have matching counterparts in 

the hanging Nall. 

No stratigraphic cutoffs or structures can be matched 
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across the Hount Forster fault over a distance of at least 

30 Ian (Figure 3.10) which indicates that the mini.JnUIII 

displacement, asswning an east-northeast transport 

direction, is about 30 Ian. In addition, the Redline fault 

apparently merges with the Hount Forster fault to the north 

of the study area <Figure 3.12), and its displacanent must 

add to the displacelllent of the Hount Forster fault to the 

northeast 0£ the merger location. 

Fault-bounded blocks of nount Nelson Formation and 

Windermere Supergroup strata are present between Dutch Creek 

strata within the hanging wall and the £ootNall of the Hount 

Forster fault to the southeast 0£ the C011U11ander Glacier. 

There are two possible explanations for the occurrence of 

these anomalous blocks: 1 > the lONer bounding faults of the 

blocks (F8, F9, and F10) are pre-phase 3 structures that are 

truncated by the Hount Forster fault; or 2> the lower 

bounding faults <F8, F9, and F10) are the same age as the 

phase 3 Hount Forster fault, and the blocks are phase 3 

horses. The £ault-bounded block 0£ Toby strata above the F9 

fault is clearly a phase 3 horse because the Hount Forster 

fault is folded above it <Plate 9d). This does not 

necessarily imply that the other two blocks are phase 3 

horses, however, since the horse above the F9 fault could 

have been derived £rom the Toby Formation in the block above 

the F8 fault. 1£ all 0£ the blocks are horses, there must 

be Hount Nelson and Windermere strata in the £ootNall of the 
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Nount Forster fault in the subsurface to the southNest of 

the location where the horses are exposed. It Mould be 

reasonable to expect this since the Nount Forster fault cuts 

previously formed folds and faults. With data presently 

available, hoNever, it cannot be proved whether the F8 and 

F10 faults predate the nount Forster fault, or whether all 

of the fault bounded blocks are phase 3 horses. 

A large displacE!llllent thrust fault such as the nount 

Forster fault must have a surface trace of considerable 

length. To the south of the study area, the Nount Forster 

fault is considered to link with the Redding Creek fault 

<Figure 1.3>. This fault, which is a major reverse fault 

that has been mapped by Reesor (1983), is on trend Mith the 

Nount Forster fault, carries the sa111e hanging wall 

stratigraphy, and is s1.111ilar to the nount Forster fault in 

that it cuts previously formed faults and folds (the most 

noteworthy exainple occurs at about 49 degrees, 45 minutes 

latitude where a syncline that exposes Windennere strata 

within the footwall of the fault is truncated). 

The nount Forster fault is considered to link with the 

Purcell fault to the north. This correlation is reasonable 

because the Purcell fault cuts previously formed nesozoic 

structures in a similar manner to the nount Forster fault 

(Fyles, 1960b; Simony and Wind, 1970) and because both 

faults carry similar successions of LoNer Cambrian strata in 

their hanging wall. The Purcell fault has been mapped as 
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far south as 51 degrees latitude (Price and Hountjoy, 1979) 

to a location northMest of Jubilee Hountain 'Mhere it faults 

an inverted panel of LoMer Cambrian and Upper Proterozoic 

strata over Paleozoic strata <Figure 3.11). The hanging 

Mall panel of inverted strata is intermittently exposed to 

the Meat of Jubilee Hountain, and is juxtaposed against the 

Paleozoic strata that core the Boundary syncline <Reesor, 

1973 , Hap 1326A) by a fault pres11111ed to be the Purcell 

fault. This fault apparently postdates the formation of the 

Boundary syncline. SouthMard frOIQ this location, the fault 

preswnably links Mith the Hount Forster fault in the Brisco 

magnesite area (it is considered to be the F1 fault and the 

southern extension of the F3 fault of HcCaJ1U11on (1965)). This 

interpretation of fault linkages essentially conforms to the 

interpretations of Walker (1925) and Evans (1933). 

The north-trending fault sepent that links the 

Purcell - Hount Forster - Redding creek fault Mith the 

Redwall fault to the north of Steamboat Hountain is probably 

a phase 3 connecting splay that cuts the Boundary syncline 

and displaces the northern, hanging Mall segment about 5 Jan 

or less to the northeast relative to the footMall seg111ent 

(Figure 3.11). 

PARAl10UNT PEAK FAULT 

The Para111ount Peak fault is a well defined fault that 

truncates pre-Hesozoic faults, the F15, Black Dia111ond, 
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Monument Peak, Delphine Creek, F21, F22a, and F22b phase 1 

thrusts, and phase 2 £olds. In the region 0£ Pararoount 

Peak, the £ault dips at low angles Nhen viewed in an 

east-northeast trending cross-section <Figure 3.8, 

Cross-section B-B•>, but dips tONard the north-northNest at 

25 degrees to at least 30 degrees. This dip is greater than 

the plunge 0£ £olds in both the hanging Nall and £ootwall 

(Section 3 . 5) and, as a result, the £ault cuts structurally 

lower toward the north-northwest into the major anticline 

dev~loped in the £ootwall. In the vicinity 0£ JUP1bo Creek 

and Toby Creek, the £ault dips moderately to steeply to the 

southNest. 

Although strata in the hanging Nall are younger than 

£ootwall rocks, the Paramount Peak £ault is considered to be 

a thrust £ault that verges approximately toward the 

northeast. It probably links Mith the northeast-verging 

Toby thrust £ault which has been mapped to the east 0£ the 

study area by Atkinson (1977). This correlation is 

reasonable because the two £aults are on trend <Figure 

3.11 >, and both were £onned late in the structural 

developroent 0£ the area <the Toby £ault cuta, and there£ore 

postdates, the nount Forster syncline, Nhich is probably a 

phase 2 structure>. Soaall displace111ent <1 to 2 m>, 

northeast-verging thrust £aults that are subparallel Mith, 

and are probably genetically related to, the Para111ount Peak 

£ault are located in the immediate hanging wall 0£ the £ault 
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on the south slopes of Puzzle Peak. These faults are 

further evidence that the Paramount Peak fault is a thrust. 

Considering that nount Nelson strata are present in the 

hanging Mall of the Paramount Peak fault to the northeaat of 

Paramount Peak, and Dutch Creek strata are present in the 

footMall near JW11bo Creek and Toby Creek, the minim\llll 

displacement of the fault, assWlling an east-northeastMard 

transport direction, is about 5 Ian. The Toby fault, Mhich 

is considered to be the eastMard extension of the Paramount 

Peak fault, has a displacement of about 2 Ian Mhere it cuts 

the southMestern limb of the nount Forster syncline 

<Atkinson, 1977). The disparity in the amounts of 

displacement is probably the result of a transferal of a 

significant portion of the displaceroent of the Paramount 

Peak fault to the Redline fault. 

REDLINE FAULT 

The Redline fault is apparently an i.Jlabricate of the 

Paramount Peak fault, and is similar to the Paramount Peak 

fault in that it places younger strata over older strata. It 

cuts Windennere, and locally, nount Forster strata at loM 

angles and places them over nount Nelson and Windennere 

strata that are defonned by Proterozoic and pre-phase 3 

nesozoic structures. The fault dips at moderate to steep 

angles towards the west. 

To the north of the etudy ~rea, in the ncDonald creek 
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valley, Freiholz (1983) interpreted the Redline £ault as a 

normal Fault that postdated a £olding event, but predated, 

and was truncated by, the pre-mid-Cretaceous Hount Forster 

thrust Fault <Figure 3.12). Although stratigraphic 

relationships associated with the £ault are suggestive 0£ 

normal Fault displacanent, the Redline £ault is thought to 

be a phase 3 thrust £ault that merges upwards with the Hount 

Forster £ault because: 1 > no pre-mid-Cretaceous <i.e. 

pre-Hount Forster £ault) extensional period during the 

Mesozoic is docwnented elsewhere in the southern Canadian 

Rocky Hountain Belt; and 2) the sa111e crenulation cleavages 

are spatially associated with the Redline £ault as are 

present near the other phase 3 £aults. 

The Redline £ault is considered to be a connecting 

splay that trans£ers displacanent £r0111 the Para111ount Peak 

£ault to the Hount Forster £ault. The displacanent on the 

Redline £ault is probably in excess 0£ 3 Ian (Figure 3.8>. 

3.6 AGES OF HESOZOIC DEFORnATION 

Data £r0111 the Purcell anticlinoriwn adjacent to the 

study area provide constraints on the ages 0£ Mesozoic 

de£ormation. The Hount Toby stock, located approximately 

10 Ian south 0£ the study area <Figure 1.3>, is a 

late-synkinanatic intrusion that has a Nell developed 

lineation that is approx.iJllately parallel to £old axes within 

the surrounding country rock <Reesor, 1973). The Hiddle to 
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Late Jurassic (166 Ha> age of the stock <Wanless et al., 

1968; Archibald et al., 1983) therefore, probably dates 
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the approxi.Jllate age of the phase 2 folding event within the 

study area. 

The post-kinematic, mid-Cretaceous (95 Ha> <Archibald 

et al., 1984) Horsethief Creek batholith <Figure 1.3) plugs, 

and thus postdates displaceroent on, the Hount Forster fault 

<Walker, 1926; Reesor, 1973; S . Bennett, personal 

cOffllllunication, 1983), and has a meta111orphic contact aureole 

that overprints the regional penetrative tectonite fabric 

<Reesor, 1973). Displacanents on this phase 3 structure, 

therefore, had ended by the mid-Cretaceous. Radi<J111etric 

data indicate ages ranging fran about 115 to 90 Ha for 

similar post-kineroatic plutons throughout the Purcell 

anticlinorium and Kootenay Arc <Archibald et al., 1984). 

Stott (1984) concluded, on the basis of sedi.Jllentation 

rates in Hesozoic strata of the Rocky Hountain Foreland 

Basin, that two pulses of orogenic activity occurred during 

the mid-Jurassic to mid-Cretaceous period of deformation 

that formed the structures present in the western region of 

the Rocky Hountain Belt. The first pulse, recorded by Late 

Jurassic to Early Cretaceous <Oxfordian to mid-Late 

Valanginian) strata, is probably the defonnational event 

during which the phase 1 and phase 2 structures fonned. The 

second pulse, recorded by mid-Cretaceous <Aptian to Early 

Cenananian) strata, could be the defonnational event during 
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which the Hount Forster and related phase 3 thrusts £orned. 

1£ this i s correct, the mid-Cretaceous post-kinematic 

plutons may have been emplaced a relatively short ti.Jlle a£ter 

movanent on the phase 3 £aults had ceased. 

3.7 INTRUSIVE ROCKS 

Greenstone dikes, ranging £r0111 50 cm to 3 m in 

thickness, are locally intruded into the F5, F16, F18a, F27, 

F29, and F31 normal £aults (s0111e, or all, 0£ which £onned 

prior to the nesozoic); into the phase 2 F15 (Fyles, 1960a) 

and F30 £aults; and into the phase 3 nount Forster £ault on 

the southwest, south, and southeast slopes 0£ Hount 

HcCoubrey. Greenstone dikes are also cOIIUllon in the Sultana 

Peak - nount Nelson region. All dikes are highly altered, 

and consist 0£ chlorite, muscovite, quartz, albite, calcite, 

and dolOlllite. 

A small stock is present near Lake 0£ the Hanging 

Glacier. The stock was not saanpled during this study 

because the region in which it outcrops was mapped by air 

photo interpretation, but it was described by Reesor (1973) 

as quartz monzonite 0£ Cretaceous age. 

Lamprophyre £loat is c0111111on on the slopes to the north 

0£ the con£luence 0£ Jumbo and Toby Creek, and locally 

outcrops in irregular dikes. There is no £oliation present 

in the lamprophyre, and it was probably intruded late in the 

structural history 0£ the area. 



CHAPTER 4 

DISCUSSION 

4.1 IHPLICATIONS FOR THE PRE-HESOZOIC CONFIGURATION OF 

THE HARGIN 

4. 1 • 1 INTRODUCTION 
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Bally and Snelson (1980) define sedimentary basins as 

••realms of subsidence with thicknesses of sediments c0111111only 

exceeding 1 Ian that are today still preserved in a more or 

less coherent form". They explicitly exclude thrust and 

fold belts in their definition. The Cordilleran divergent 

margin has been transformed into a thrust and fold belt 

during Hesozoic and Cenozoic orogenesis, and thus can no 

longer be considered a sedimentary basin. Certain forms of 

basin analysis can be carried out, however, if the 

displacements on the Hesozoic faults that have disrupted the 

divergent margin are considered. This section of the thesis 

discusses aspects of the macroscopic structure of the 

Purcell anticlinorilllll that have relevance for the 

pre-Mesozoic configuration of the margin. 

4.1.2 STRUCTURE OF THE PURCELL ANTICLINORIUH 

The Purcell anticlinoriWll is a broad, north- to 

northwest-plunging structure that is segmented by several 

major faults (Figure 1.3). The Purcell - Hount Forster -
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Redding Creek fault is a major thrust fault <Section 3.5) 

that forms the northeastern boundary of the anticlinoriUJll 

near Golden, British Columbia, where it truncates str~ctures 

of the Purcell anticlinorium and Western Ranges arid 

juxtaposes them (Simony and Wind, 1970}. The fault outcrops 

along the western flank of the anticlinoriUJll to the south of 

the study area. The Redwall fault is a northeasterly-

verging thrust fault <Leech, 1965} that forms the 

northeastern boundary of the anticlinoriwn at the latitude 

of the study area <Foo, 1979}. It links with the Saint Mary 

fault to the south (Foo, 1979} and apparently merges with 

the Purcell - Mount Forster - Redding Creek fault to the 

north near Jubilee Mountain (Section 3.3.4}. The Hall Lake 

fault is a thrust fault that crosses the anticlinoriwn and 

is present as a series of irobricate thrust faults to the 

west of the Rocky Mountain Trench near Canal Flats, British 

Columbia <Dahlstrom, 1970; Foo, 1979). 

The Purcell - Mount Forster - Redding Creek fault is a 

late structure in that it cuts earlier Mesozoic folds and 

faults (Fyles, 1960b; Simony and Wind, 1970; Section 3.5}. 

The Redwall - Saint Hary fault probably formed during the 

same phase of deformation; it apparently cuts previously 

formed thrust faults in its hanging wall near Canal Flats 

<Foo, 1979} and in its footwall to the east of Cranbrook, 

British Columbia (Figure 1.3>. The age of the Hall Lake 

fault is not clear; it merges with the Saint Hary fault to 



the east oF Cranbrook, which suggests that it is the same 

age as the other Faults, but is apparently cut by the 

Redwall fault near Canal Flats <Foo, 1979) which suggests 

that it is younger than the last movement on the Redwall 

fault. It is possible that the Hall Lake fault Formed 
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during the same phase oF deFormation as the Redwall - Saint 

Mary Fault, but ceased to be active before the last 

displacements on the Redwall - Saint Mary Fault, and was cut 

by it. However, it is also possible that the Hall Lake 

fault predates the other faults; the JUJ11bo Creek monocline, 

which formed prior to the development of the Hount Forster 

Fault <Section 3.5), could be a hanging wall ramp anticline 

related to a structurally lower fault such as the Hall Lake 

fault. 

In a north-plunging structure such as the Purcell 

anticlinorium, a thrust fault that is horizontal when viewed 

in a right-section proFile will strike approximately 

east-west and will have a dip to the north that is 

approximately equal to the regional north plunge. The 

surFace traces of such faults will trend approximately 

east-west. On the other hand, faults that dip steeply to 

the west will have approximately north-south surface traces, 

and faults that dip at moderate angles to the west will have 

surFace traces that trend approximately northeast~southwest. 

The surface traces of the major, sigmoidal shaped thrust 

faults in the Purcell anticlinoriUJll are related to their 
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steepness; for exarople, the surface trace of the Mount 

Forster f ault trends approximately northeast-southwest in 

the eastern part of the study area where the fault is 

relatively flat, but trends approximately north-south in the 

western region where the fault dips steeply to the 

southwest. The east-west to northeast-southwest trending 

portions of these faults are not related to steep, east-west 

to northeast-southwest striking pre-Mesozoic faults as 

suggested by Leech (1958) and Lis and Price (1976). Instead, 

the faults are, as suggested by DahlstrOlll (1970>, folded 

thrust faults. 

The Hall Lake fault links with a series of 

northeasterly-striking faults in the Stanford Range 

<Dahlstrom, 1970; Foo, 1979). Although these faults dip at 

moderate angles to the northwest <Henderson, 1954}, they cut 

bedding at low angles and are northeasterly-verging, low 

angle thrust faults that have been tilted to the northwest 

subsequent to their formation <Foo, 1979}. The observation 

that these faults are thrusts, and that they link with the 

Hall Lake fault, indicates that the Hall Lake fault is also 

a thrust fault. 

Graphical calculations indicate that the Saint Mary 

fault dips at approximately 35 degrees to the northwest 

where the surface trace (as mapped by Leech, 1957} trends 

northeast-southwest to the northwest of Cranbrook, British 

Colwnbia. This dip may be similar to the magnitude of 
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northwesterly regional plunge of the Purcell anticlinoriuro 

at this location, and the Saint Hary fault is interpreted to 

be a thrust fault. The Redwall fault, which is the 

northerly continuation of the Saint Hary fault <Foo, 1979), 

is clearly a thrust fault since it follows a footwall glide 

zone in Hiddle Devonian strata along much of its surface 

trace (Foo, 1979; Leech, 1979). 

The Hoyie fault dips steeply to the northwest in 

exposures to the southwest of Cranbrook <Leech, 1960}; 

however, bedding in both the footwall and the hanging wall 

of the fault also dips steeply (approximately 50 to 60 

degrees} to the northwest which indicates that the fault 

cuts bedding at low angles. The Hoyie fault is interpreted 

to be a thrust fault that has been folded within a region of 

anomalously steep, northwesterly plunge within the Purcell 

anticlinoriuro. 

Dahlstroro•s (1970) conclusion that the .Purcell 

anticlinoriuro is a huge thrust culmination is consistent 

with the conclusions of this study. Horeover, the outcrop 

pattern of the faults <Figure 1.3) suggests that the 

culmination may be a very large and, in essence, a very 

simple duplex structure in which the Redwall - Saint Hary 

fault is the floor fault and the Purcell - Hount Forster -

Redding Creek fault is the roof fault. 

4.1.3 PALINSPASTIC IHPLICATIONS 

Contrasts in the thicknesses, lithologic character, and 
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distribution of Proterozoic and Paleozoic strata across the 

sigrnoida l faults in the Purcell anticlinoriUP1 have led to 

the interpretation that most or all of them are reactivated 

syndepositional faults <Leech, 1958; Lis and Price, 1976; 

Foo, 1979; Hoy, 1982). The observation that the Purcell -

Mount Forster - Redding Creek fault and the Redwall - Saint 

Mary fault cut previously formed Mesozoic faults and folds, 

however, clearly indicates that these faults are of Mesozoic 

age and are not reactivated Proterozoic and Paleozoic 

faults. The changes in stratigraphy across the faults are 

the result of juxtaposition of different parts of the 

Cordilleran divergent margin by large displacements on the 

faults. 

The magnitude of the displacements of the major faults 

in the anticlinoriUP1 are not accurately known, and are 

difficult to calculate because many of the faults cut 

previously deformed strata. AssUP1ing that hanging wall 

blocks were transported to the north-northeast relative to 

footwall blocks, the Mount Forster fault has a minimwn 

displacement of about 30 Ian <Section 3.5>, the Hall Lake 

fault has a roiniroUP1 displacement of 25 km <Foo, 1979) and 

the Redwall fault has a roinirown displacement of 9 Ian <Foo, 

1979). 

Gabrielse (1985) interprets at least 750 km, and 

probably more than 900 Ian, of dextral transcurrent movement 

on faults in, and to the west of, the Northern Rocky 



Mountain Trench in northern British ColWllbia based on 

offsets of facies boundaries in Lower Paleozoic rocks. 
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Although the timing of faulting is not tightly constrained, 

the most convincing evidence points to mid-Cretaceous, and 

especially to Early Cenozoic displacements. There is great 

difficulty in tracing the faults of the Northern Rocky 

Mountain Trench system into the southern Canadian 

Cordillera, however, for no transcurrent faults of similar 

magnitude are docU111ented in this region. 

Chamberlain and Lambert (1985) suggest that much of the 

western Canadian Cordillera has been displaced northward 

approximately 1500 km with respect to the North American 

craton since the Early to mid-Cretaceous on a major 

transcurrent fault located in, or near, the Southern 

Canadian Rocky Mountain Trench. They suggest that this 

fault is now largely covered by the thrust sheets of the 

Rocky Mountain Belt. At the latitude of the study area, 

they suggest that the transcurrent fault lies to the west of 

the Trench, close to the location of Kootenay Lake. 

This interpretation raises an intriguing question: 

could the Purcell - Mount Forster - Redding Creek fault 

obscure a major transcurrent fault located in the 

subsurface to the west of the study area, and juxtapose 

highly allochthonous hanging wall strata with 

"para-authochthonous•• footwall strata? There is an abrupt 

change in the thickness, distribution, and character of 
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Paleozoic strata across the Purcell - Mount Forster -

Redding Cr eek fault within the study area (Figure 1.4), and 

this could lead to the interpretation that footwall and 

hanging wall rocks were deposited in widely separated 

locations. The many similarities in the Dutch Creek, Mount 

Nelson, and Toby successions on both sides of the fault, 

however, indicate that the footwall and hanging wall 

depositional sites were probably originally separated by a 

distance measured in tens, rather than hundreds or thousands 

of kilometres. Furthermore, at the time the pre-

mid-Cretaceous (Section 3.6) Purcell - Mount Forster -

Redding Creek fault had ceased movement, it was still 

located to the west of the location of the transcurrent 

fault Chamberlain and Lambert (1985) proposed to exist at 

basement level near Kootenay Lake (Price 1981 ). 

If a major transcurrent fault exists in the subsurface 

near the Southern Rocky Mountain Trench, and has been 

covered by later thrust sheets, there should be evidence for 

this in the thrust sheets within the Rocky Mountain Belt to 

the east of the Trench. Close parallels in the details of 

the stratigraphy (Figure 1.4), and, more significantly, 

facies boundaries that are oblique to the structural grain 

that can be traced frOlll thrust sheet to thrust sheet onto 

the undeforrned craton <P.S. Simony, personal c0111rounication, 

1985), indicate that the existence of a large displacement, 

pre-thrusting, transcurrent fault near the Trench as 
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proposed by Chamberlain and Lambert (1985) is unlikely. 

The e ast-west-striking crenulation cleavage that is 

associated with the Mount Forster, Redline, and Paramount 

Peak faults within the study area (Section 3.3, 3.5), fanned 

during an episode of north-south directed coropression that 

could be related to a c0111ponent of strike-slip moveroent on 

these phase 3 faults. Similar cleavage has been documented 

near Cranbrook (HcMechan and Price, 1982b), near Canal Flats 

(Foo, 1979), in the Dogtooth Range (Simony and Wind, 1970), 

and in the general vicinity of the Purcell fault north of 

Golden (Murphy and Rees, 1983; Carey and Simony, 1985). 

This suggests the Purcell - Haunt Forster - Redding Creek 

fault, and possibly other related faults, are actually 

oblique thrust faults that have a cOP1ponent of transcurrent 

disp·lacement that could be related to transcurrent moveroent 

on the Northern Rocky Hountain Trench fault systero. 

However, moveroent on the Purcell - Haunt Forster - Redding 

Creek fault had ceased by mid-Cretaceous time <Section 3.6), 

whereas much of the transcurrent faulting in northern 

British Columbia probably took place during the Cenozoic 

(Gabrielse, 1985). This suggests that any contribution of 

transcurrent displacement on the Purcell - Haunt Forster -

Redding Creek fault to transcurrent faulting in the north 

was probably minor. 

4.1.4 PALINSPASTIC MAP 

A palinspastic base map <Figure 4.1 > has been prepared 
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to obtain an approximation of the original distribution of 

the stra t a of the Cordilleran divergent margin prior to 

Mesozoic orogenesis. The map expands only the portion of 

the Rocky Mountain Belt between the Purcell - Mount Forster 

- Redding Creek fault and the Redwall - Saint Mary fault to 

its approximate original extent. The restored portion of 

the map should be considered to be a conservative 

reconstruction since displaceJ11ents on the major thrust 

faults are not accurately known and their estimated minimum 

displacements are used in the reconstruction, and because 

folds, penetrative defonnation, and many minor(?) faults 

have not been corrected for in the palinspasis. 

Nonetheless, because of the large displacements on the major 

faults in the region, the restored map gives a much better 

idea of the original distribution of strata than a 

non-restored map. 

For construction of the map it was assumed that the 

transport direction during thrusting was towards the 

northeast. Displacements are assumed to be constant along 

the length of each fault, and are conservatively assumed to 

be 30 km f or the Purcell - Mount Forster - Redding Creek 

fault , 4 km for the Paramount Peak and Redline fault, 3 kJn 

for the Delphine Creek fault, 25 km for the Hall Lake fault, 

and 12 kl1l for the Redwall - Saint Hary fault <Section 

4.1.3). 

There is a tremendous amount of shortening across the 



Purcell fault near Golden, British Colwnbia because the 

displacements on the Redwall - Saint Mary fault and Hall 

Lake fault are added to its displacement north of the 

location where the Redwall fault merges with the Purcell 

fault. Similarly, there is a significant amount of 

shortening across a narrow zone near the Canada United 

States border where the Purcell - Mount Forster - Redding 

Creek fault lies in close proximity to the cOlllbined Hall 

Lake and Redwall - Saint Mary fault. 
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Thicknesses of Windermere Supergroup strata are plotted 

on Figure 4.1. The zero edge of the succession (which is 

exposed at only one location to the east of the Rocky 

Mountain Trench at about 50 degrees latitude) has a 

northeast-southwest, pre-Mesozoic paleo-trend in southern 

Canada. The zero edge roust lie between the exposures in the 

footwall of the Redwall - Saint Mary fault (near Cranbrook) 

where Cambrian strata overlie Purcell strata, and the 

exposures to the west in the hanging wall of the Purcell 

Mount Forster - Redding Creek fault <Figure 1.5>; however, 

the precise location of the edge is poorly constrained 

because of the large displacements on the thrust faults. 

The c lose proximity of the exposures at the present time 

(Figure 1.5) is . the result of the significant amount of 

shortening across the thrust faults, and does not 

neccesarily indicate, as Lis and Price (1976) proposed, that 

the Saint Mary fault is a Windennere-age normal fault that 
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was reactivated as a reverse fault during the Mesozoic. In 

fact, t he o bservation that both the Redwall - Saint Mary and 

Purcell - Mount Forster - Redding Creek faults cut 

previously formed Mesozoic structures indicates that neither 

could be a reactivated Proterozoic normal fault. 

The palinspastic base map is utilized for study of the 

configuration of the Winderroere High <Section 4.3). 

4.2 DEVELOPMENT OF THE CORDILLERAN DIVERGENT MARGIN 

4.2.1 GENERAL MODEL OF DIVERGENT MARGIN EVOLUTION 

Divergent Margins <Atlantic-type or passive margins} 

are formed by the rifting and subsequent breakup of 

continental crust by sea-floor spreading processes. 

Geological and geophysical investigations of modern 

divergent margins that were formed during the breakup of 

Pangea in post-Triassic time indicate that there are several 

stages in the evolution of margins (Falvey, 1974; Boillot, 

1978; Curray, 1980; Falvey and Middleton, 1982} <Figure 

4.2). 

1 ) Pre-rift or infrarift stage. The pre-rift 

int racratonic basin is c0111J11only, but not always, formed 

prior to the rift-onset unconformity at the site of the 

incipient divergent margin. The basins are simple 

downwarps that usually contain non-marine and shallow 

marine sediments. 
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2) Rift-onset unconfonnity. This regional unconformity 

is formed by variable amounts of uplift preceeding the 

rift stage. 

3) Rift stage. Coroplex horst and graben systems are 

formed during this stage in response to brittle 

extension of the upper part of the crust and 

concoroitant ductile extension of the lower crust and 

subcrustal lithosphere. Pre-rift strata and basement 

rocks are COffllllonly eroded froro horst blocks and from 

uplifted arches that flank the rift. Fine- to very 

coarse-grained strata are deposited, and intercalations 

of volcanic and evaporitic rocks are CO(Tllllonly present. 

Schuepbach and Vail (1980) claim that nonmarine 

sediments tend to be deposited in rifts developed in 

thick continental crust, whereas marine sediments are 

coromonly deposited where the crust has been thinned by 

previous rifting events. 

4) Breakup unconformity. This unconformity is created 

by regional uplift at the time when oceanic crust 

begins to accrete at the edges of the separating blocks 

o f attenuated continental lithosphere. 

5) Post-rift or drifting stage. This stage is 

doroinated by significant regional subsidence of the 

margin. Huch of the subsidence is caused by thermal 

contraction of the lithosphere as the margin cools 

following heating by passive upwelling of the 
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asthenosphere during the rift stage (McKenzie, 1978), 

and i s amplified by sediment and water loading. A 

marine transgression extends toward the craton 

following breakup and marine elastics and/or carbonates 

are deposited in prograding wedges. Sediment wedges 

deposited during this stage can attain thicknesses of 

10 km or more. 

Failed-rifts (grabens) are formed by a similar sequence 

of tectonic events; however, continental separation does not 

occur and the rifting stage is followed by development of an 

intracratonic basin (Harding, 1984). 

4.2.2 DEVELOPMENT AND EVOLUTION OF THE CORDILLERAN 

DIVERGENT HARGIN 

It is one of the tenets of this thesis that the 

evolution of the Cordilleran divergent margin can be 

interpreted in tenns of the model presented in the previous 

section. The conclusions presented in this section are 

based on data discussed in Section 2 regarding the Middle 

Proterozoic to Devonian strata within, and adjacent to, the 

study area, as well as published data from other regions of 

the Cordillera. 

PURCELL SUPERGROUP 

Stewart (1972, 1976) suggested that the Purcell 
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Supergroup and correlative strata were deposited in isolated 

basins prior to the development 0£ the Cordilleran divergent 

margin. Studies in the United States (Huebschman, 1973; 

Harrison et al., 1974; CresSJ11an, 1984; Winston et al., 1984) 

indicate that the Belt-Purcell depositional basin was likely 

an intracratonic basin bounded by landmasses on the western 

and southern, as well as the eastern sides; however, prior 

to this study, there was no evidence tor a landmass to the 

west ot the Canadian portion ot the basin. This led 

Dickinson (1977) to suggest that the Canadian portion ot the 

divergent margin was £ormed during Purcell time whereas the 

American portion was tormed in post-Purcell time. 

Two torms ot evidence suggest that the Canadian portion 

ot the Purcell basin was also an intracratonic basin. 

First, the Pdc-2 member ot the Dutch Creek Formation 

apparently is present in only the western exposures ot the 

Purcell Group. Sand (and other sediment> in this member may 

have been derived tr0111 a western cratonic source area 

(Section 2.1.5). A second line ot evidence is that Purcell 

Supergroup strata are not present between Lower Proterozoic 

basement rocks and post-Purcell strata in exposures to the 

west and n orthwest ot the study area. At the Thor Odin and 

Frenchman Cap culminations, the lower part ot the Mantling 

Zone, which noncontormably overlies Lower Proterozoic 

basement gneiss, was previously interpreted as Purcell 

Supergroup strata <Brown and Read, 1979) but is now 
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considered to be a probable correlative of the Upper(?) 

Proterozoi c Mount Nelson Fonnation <Section 2.2.4). It is 

important to consider, however, that the exposures at the 

Thor Odin and Frenchman Cap culminations may have been 

situated to the east of the strata exposed in the study area 

prior to Hesozoic and Tertiary deformation of the Rocky 

Mountain Belt (Okulitch, 1984). The Purcell Supergroup is 

also absent in the Halton Range region, and in the Deserters 

and Sifton Ranges (Oke and Simony, 1981; Morrison, 1982; 

Evenchick et al., 1984), and probably was never deposited in 

these regions. 

Winston et al., 1984 interpret the Belt-Purcell basin 

as an intracratonic rift basin. Syndepositional faulting 

inferred by HcHechan (1981) and Hoy (1984), and documented 

in the Dutch Creek Fonnation in the study area <Section 

2.1.5), support this conclusion. Turbidite sequences and 

hypabyssal sills in the lowennost Aldridge Fonnation of the 

Purcell Supergroup may have been deposited and emplaced 

during a period of rifting <Hoy 1984), and doroinantly 

shallow water, post-Aldridge strata may have accUJ11ulated in 

a post-r i ft stage, intracontinental sag basin that was 

subjec t e d t o intennittent extensional faulting. 

The isolated nature of the Belt-Purcell basin, and the 

considerable hiatus between deposition of the Belt-Purcell 

Supergroup and Upper Proterozoic strata, indicate that 

deposition of the succession is not directly related to the 
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development of the Cordilleran divergent margin. Crustal 

extension d uring Purcell time, hoMever, may have thinned and 

Meakened the crust and thereby influenced the location of 

the future margin. 

Although the term "basement .. is cororoonly used to refer 

to the Lower Proterozoic crystalline rocks that underlie the 

Rocky Hountain Belt, both the LoMer Proterozoic rocks and 

Purcell Supergroup strata can be considered to constitute 

the basement to the Cordilleran divergent margin. 

There is no evidence in the study area for the East 

Kootenay Orogeny (in the restricted sense as used by 

HcHechan and Price, 1982b) that constituted an enigmatic 

period of folding, regional metamorphism, and granitic 

intrusion at approximately 1300 to 1350 Ma that has been 

documented near Cranbrook, British Columbia. The contact 

between the Dutch Creek Formation and the Hount Nelson 

Formation is structurally concordant in all exposures, there 

is apparently no increase in metamorphic grade below the 

upper contact 0£ the Dutch Creek Formation (Section 3.4>, 

and there is apparently no pre-Hesozoic cleavage developed 

in the Dutch Creek Formation (Section 3.3). 

HOUNT NELSON FORMATION 

The Mount Nelson Formation, Mhich Mas previously 

regarded as part 0£ the Purcell Supergroup, disconfonnably 

overlies the Dutch Creek Formation and is probably only 
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slightly older than the Winderroere Supergroup (Section 

2.2.2, 2.2 .4). It is interpreted as the pre-rift or 

infrarift stage deposit of the Cordilleran divergent margin 

because it underlies, and locally grades upward into, the 

rift stage deposits of the Winderroere Supergroup. 

The succession coroprises mostly carbonates and 

fine-grained elastics that were deposited in a stable 

tectonic setting. Fault controlled congloroeratic strata of 

the Prnn-7 member were deposited locally during a brief 

period of extensional tectonisro that preceeded the main 

phase of rifting during deposition of the Winderroere 

Supergroup. 

WINDERMERE SUPERGROUP 

Periods of extensional tectonisro during deposition of 

the Toby Formation and the Horsethief Creek Group of the 

Upper Proterozoic Winderroere Supergroup have been documented 

in the study area <Sections 2.3, 2.4); and these strata are 

interpreted as rift stage deposits. The lower contact of 

the Toby Formation is, at roost locations, an unconformity 

that i s regarded as the rift-onset unconformity. 

The Toby Formation, which locally contains evidence of 

deposition in shallow water, is characterized by cobble and 

boulder conglOlllerate that contains clasts of Mount Nelson 

Formation strata and Toby Formation strata that were eroded 

fr0111 the high sides of syndepositional normal faults and 



deposited nearby by debris flows. Volcanic flows in the 

success ion appear to be spatially related to north-

northwesterly-striking normal faults. 
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Locally, pre-Toby Formation strata were tilted towards 

the southeast during a period of deformation that occurred 

during the late stages of Toby deposition. This tilting 

event may have been related to displacements on 

southwesterly-striking normal faults during a period of 

northwest to southeast extension which may have been 

associated with transcurrent tectonic activity within the 

rift. 

Although no evidence that glacially related detritus is 

present in the Toby Formation was noted during this study, 

Aalto (1971) and Eisbacher (1981) have docU111ented dropstones 

and striated clasts in the succession in the Purcell 

Mountains that may be indicative of glacial activity. If 

glaciers were present during deposition of the Toby 

Formation, they may have been located on topographically 

high uplifts at the flanks of, or within, the rift basin. 

The Horsethief Creek Group confonnably overlies the 

Toby F ormation, and consists of a succession of argillite, 

pebble congloroerate, sandstone, and carbonate that was 

deposited in a deep water (below storm wave base) 

environment. Displacements on north-northwest-striking, 

west-southwest-side-down, syndepositional, normal faults 

that formed in response to west-southwest to east-northeast 
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extension of the basin created significant lateral 

variations in the thicknesses of, and facies variations 

within, infonnal members delineated in the Horsethief Creek 

Group within the study area. 

Terrigenous detritus in the succession was derived frOlll 

Lower Proterozoic basement rocks and, to a lesser extent, 

p re-Windermere sedimentary rocks, that were exposed in 

borderland uplifts that flanked the basin. The roargin of 

the basin was probably controlled by normal faults. 

Data that pertain to the age of the Winderroere 

Supergroup <Section 2.3.4) indicate that the succession was 

deposited over a span of about 160 Ma. The three periods of 

syndepositional tectonisro documented within the study area 

in the Toby Fonnation and the lower part of the Horsethief 

Creek Group were probably followed by further episodes of 

extensional faulting during deposition of the succession, 

and the Windermere rift basin can be likened to the rift 

basin of east Greenland which underwent fourteen phases of 

rifting froro Early Triassic until Paleocene tiroe (Surlyk et 

al. , 1 981 >. Deposition of the east Greenland rift stage 

strata is also similar to deposition of the Windermere 

Supergroup strata in that the water depth of the basin 

increased as rifting proceeded. 

LOWER PALEOZOIC STRATA 

Bond et al. (1983>, Arroin and Meyer (1983), and Bond 



and Kominz (1984) suggested that continental breakup in 

western North America took place in latest Proterozoic or 

earliest Carobrian time. This interpretation is based on 

backstripping studies <Sleep, 1971 > of Lower Paleozoic 

strata that indicate that subsidence of the margin was 

controlled mainly by cooling and thermal contraction of 

heated lithosphere that began in latest Proterozoic or 

earliest Carobrian time (555 Ha to 600 Ha). 
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This interpretation is in accord with paleomagnetic 

data and backstripping studies that indicate that a major 

Proterozoic supercontinent broke up and dispersed at the 

approximate start of the Carobrian. Paleoroagnetic data from 

major shields conform to a single apparent polar wandering 

path from about 2600 Ha to about the end of the Proterozoic, 

at which time there was a divergence of poles (Piper, 1982>, 

which suggests that a Proterozoic supercontinent was in 

existence throughout the Proterozoic and broke up at the 

approximate beginning of the Cambrian. (It should be noted 

that Van der Voo et al. (1984) conclude that the available 

pale0111agnetic data do not tightly constrain the timing of 

breakup of the supercontinent). 

Results frOlll backstripping studies of Lower Paleozoic 

stratigraphic sequences frOITl eastern North America, 

northwestern Argentina, the Middle East, and northwestern 

Australia are similar to results frOlll western North America 

<Bond et al., 1984). These data indicate similar subsidence 
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histories for each of the sequences, and limit the time of 

continen t a l breakup to between 625 Ma and 555 Ma. The 

matching continental counterpart that separated froro the 

Cordilleran divergent margin has not been identified; its 

identification remains an important topic of research. 

The interpretation that the MN-A overprint direction 

detected in a paleoroagnetic study of the Mount Nelson 

Formation by Morris and McHechan (1983) may have been 

acquired at the end of Proterozoic or the beginning of 

Cambrian time (Section 2.2.4) implies that s0111e sort of 

thermal event occurred at this time. This event may be 

related to a period of high heat flow coincident with 

continental breakup. 

Exposures of oceanic crust of latest Proterozoic or 

earliest Cambrian age would certainly confirm that 

continental separation had taken place at, or prior to, this 

time. Such rocks have not been recognized in the Canadian 

portion of the Cordillera; however, Cambrian through 

Devonian pelite, radiolarian and other chert, tholeiite, and 

sandstone that probably accumulated on the ocean floor 

adjacent t o the divergent margin are exposed in Nevada 

(Speed and Sleep, 1982). 

Stratigraphical and sedimentologic data suggest that 

there probably was a cratonic area to the west of the 

Purcell basin during Purcell deposition (Section 2.1.5); 

indicating that continental breakup had not taken place at 
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this time. Furthermore, it is possible that detritus 

supplied to the Horsethief Creek Group near the Canada 

United States border was derived froro a cratonal source area 

located to the west of the depositional basin (Section 

2.4.5). The LoMer Paleozoic Lardeau Group strata in 

the Kootenay Arc are interpreted to have been prograded into 

a back-arc basin <Hanger and Price, 1979), which leads to 

the conclusion that the cratonic region to the west had 

drifted away frOlll the margin by the Early Paleozoic. 

Although these observations do not tightly constrain the 

timing of continental breakup, they are consistent with a 

latest Proterozoic or earliest Paleozoic age for continental 

separation. 

The time of continental breakup in western North 

America inferred frOlll backstripping studies (Bond et al., 

1983; Armin and Heyer, 1983; Bond and Koroinz, 1984) is 

approximately the same age as the regionally developed 

pre-Lower Cambrian unconformity <Section 2.5.3), and Bond 

and Kominz (1984) postulated that it is the breakup 

unconformity. This hypothesis is attractive, since the 

unconformity separates sequences with different depositional 

settings and lithologies (Sections 2.4.5, 2.5.5), overlies 

regionally tilted Windermere strata <Aitken, 1968), and 

marks a change in subsidence patterns at the margin that 

could be related to the transition froro the rift to the 

drift stage. The Windermere High became a positive feature 
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at this time (Section 4.3}, and, as a result, regions that 

had been r eceiving deep water Horsethief Creek Group 

sediments during the Late Proterozoic were elevated above 

sea level. Moreover, the region now exposed to the south of 

the Saint Mary fault that was uplifted during the Late 

Proterozoic began receiving sediments during the Early 

Cambrian <Figure 1.5}. 

If the Hamill Group was deposited during the early 

post-rift stage of the margin, the coarse-grained lower part 

of the succession could have been derived fr0111 nearby 

topographically high borderlands that were uplifted during 

the final rift-breakup episode. The decrease in grain size 

upwards in the Hamill would be related to diminuation of the 

uplifted flanks by erosional processes early in the drifting 

stage of the margin. 

Alternatively, Bond et al. (1985) suggest that the 

final rift/breakup episode took place during deposition of 

the basal, coarse-grained portion of the Hamill Group and 

correlative Lower Cambrian strata of western North America. 

In this interpretation, the pre-Lower Cambrian unconformity 

would hav e formed at the approximate start of the final rift 

event, and the rift to drift transition would correspond to 

the change fr0111 the coarse-grained basal Lower Cambrian 

strata upward into finer-grained, more mature elastics 

(without the developroent of a breakup unconformity). 

The Windennere High was an important structure in the 



region of the Cordilleran divergent margin near the study 

area d ur ing deposition of the Lower Paleozoic part of the 

post-rift stage succession. It is discussed in detail in 
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Section 4.3. The model presented to explain the development 

of the Windermere High is based on the preroise that, 

locally, the lithosphere beneath the margin was 

intermittently extended during the Early Paleozoic. The 

greatest a111ount of extension is postulated to have occurred 

in the region to the southwest of the Windermere High. The 

hypothesis of syndepositional extension is supported by the 

occurrence of volcanic flows within the Hamill Group to the 

north of the study area <Devlin, 1986), at the contact 

between the Lower Cambrian Hamill Group and Donald Formation 

in the Dogtooth Mountains <Evans, 1932), and within the 

Paleozoic Lardeau Group in the Kootenay Arc (Fyles, 1964; 

Read and Wheeler, 1976). 

HID-PALEOZOIC TECTONIC EVENTS 

Structural and meta111orphic data in the Kootenay Arc 

indicate that an orogenic event took place prior to 

deposi tion of the Hississippian Milford Group (discussed in 

Section 1.2 .4). The precise time that this event occurred 

is not known. Host of the Devonian and earlier tectonic 

events documented in this study are clearly related to 

extensional tectoniBlll; but the pre-Hount Forster Formation 

folding event (Section 2.7.3), or possibly some of the 
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pre-Starbird(?) Formation folds <Section 2.8.3), could be 

related to this orogeny. These suggestions cannot be 

proved or disproved with available data. 

The Middle Devonian Mount Forster Formation, and to a 

lesser extent, the lower part of the Hiddle and 

Upper? Devonian Starbird(?) Formation, were deposited during 

times when significant amounts of extensional tectonism were 

occurring (Sections 2.7.5, 2.8.5). Strata of mid-Paleozoic 

age that were deposited in the southwestern regions of the 

Cordilleran Divergent margin coromonly are not exposed; 

however, coarse elastics and, locally, volcanics of this age 

are present at scattered locations throughout much of the 

Cordillera (Figure 4.3). 

1) In the Hetaline Falls area, Late Silurian and Middle 

Devonian conglorneratic strata contain fragments of 

previously deposited sedimentary rocks (Greenman et 

al. , 1977 >. 

2) At Wildhorse Creek a post-Lower Silurian, pre-Upper 

Devonian sequence of boulder conglomeratic, sandstone, 

carbonate, shale, and volcanic rocks is present 

(Leech, 1958, 1960). Clasts include doloroite of the 

Ordovician-Silurian Beaverfoot Formation, and 

quartzite, limestone, and chert. Regional 

considerations suggest a Middle Devonian age for the 

succession. 

3) The Hiddle or Upper Devonian Guyet Formation of the 
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Barkerville area comprises volcanic and congl0111eratic 

r ock ( Struik, 1981 }. Clasts in the congl0111erate 

include fragments of underlying strata and oceanic 

chert and basalt. 

4) The Upper Devonian and Mississippian "Black Clastic 

Unit" in the Ware area (Taylor et al., 1979) and in 

the SUl1Ullit Lake area (Gordy, 1978) COfllprises black 

shale, sandstone, and pebble, cobble, and locally, 

boulder conglomerate. Detritus was derived from 

underlying strata. Syndepositional faulting is 

documented in the SU11U11it Lake area. 

All of the congloroerates in all of these successions 

except the Guyet Formation contain only locally derived 

clasts. This indicates that local tectoniSJ11 Mas responsible 

for the formation of the congl0111erates. The successions 

are, in this respect, similar to the Mount Forster 

Formation. The ages of the successions are variable, 

however, and range fr0111 Silurian and Middle Devonian in the 

south to Upper Devonian and Mississippian in the north, but 

it is possible that all of the strata were deposited during 

a diachro nous, mid-Paleozoic extensional event that affected 

the southMestern portion of the margin. 

It is possible that the continental breakup event that 

formed the Cordilleran divergent margin did not occur at the 

approximate start of the Cambrian, but instead took place 

during the mid-Paleozoic. Although not considered likely, 



this possibility cannot be ruled out with currently 

available d ata. 
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Teropelman-Kluit (1979), on the basis 0£ geologic 

investigations in the central Yukon, proposed that a 

mid-Paleozoic ri£ting event led to separation 0£ the outer 

part 0£ the Cordilleran divergent margin £r0111 North America 

in the Early Mississippian. It is noteworthy that rocks in 

the allochthonous <or suspect> terranes in the coroposite 

terrane I (Figure 1.1) are 0£ Upper Paleozoic and Mesozoic 

age <Monger et al., 1982}. Lower Paleozoic oceanic rocks, 

which would be expected to £orro a£ter continental separation 

near the start 0£ the Cambrian, are not present in the 

terrane. Application 0£ Teropleroan-Kluit•s model to the 

entire Canadian portion 0£ the divergent margin would 

account £or the lack 0£ Lower Paleozoic oceanic rocks. On 

the other hand, Lower Paleozoic oceanic crust could have 

been subducted at s0111e time prior to the Mesozoic. 

I£ mid-Paleozoic separation 0£ the outer part 0£ the 

divergent margin did occur in the vicinity 0£ the study 

area, the regional pre-Middle Devonian uncon£orrnity could be 

the pre-ri£t uncon£orroity, the Mount Forster Formation the 

ri£t stage sequence, and the pre-Starbird<?> Formation 

uncon£ormity the "breakup .. uncon£ormity. The extensional 

tectonism during deposition 0£ the Dsb-1 succession 0£ the 

Starbird(?) Formation could have £ollowed immediately a£ter 

"breakup". 
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Hid-Paleozoic igneous rocks that were probably related 

to a v o lca nic arc are present at scattered locations to the 

west of the thrust and fold belt frOlll California to Alaska 

<e.g. Okulitch et al., 1975; Gabrielse et al., 1982; 

Evenchick et al., 1984; Aleinikoff et al., 1986; Hannah and 

Hoores, 1986) which leads to the conclusion that 

mid-Paleozoic extensional activity _at the margin may have 

been within a back arc basin. Back arc spreading is 

c0111patable with Teropelman-Kluit•s (1979) model since this 

extensional tectonism may have led to separation of the 

outer part of the margin fr0111 North America. 

The West Alberta Arch (Figure 4.3), which was a 

topographic high subsequent to deposition of the Ordovician 

and Silurian Beaverfoot Formation and prior to deposition of 

Upper Devonian strata (Graystone et al., 1965), may have 

been an uplifted rift shoulder that formed during, and was 

related to, Hiddle Devonian rifting. 

Subsidence patterns in the southern Canadian portion of 

the Cordilleran divergent margin appear to have been altered 

significantly during the Devonian as a result of Hiddle 

Devonian extension. The Windennere High apparently ceased 

to be a p ositive feature in Hiddle Devonian time (Section 

4.3.3) and Hontania, which was a paleohigh located near the 

Canada - United States border <Deiss, 1941 >, did not receive 

significant thicknesses of post-Purcell Supergroup sediments 

until the start of the Late Devonian (Section 4.3.5). An 
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apparent increase in the rate of sediment accuroulation at 

the marg in at the start of the Late Devonian (Price et al, 

1985; their Figure 14) may be related to an increase in 

subsidence rates following Middle Devonian extensional 

activity, although eustatic sea level rise may have also 

been a contributing factor. 

4.3 THE WINDERHERE HIGH 

4.3.1 INTRODUCTION 

Paleozoic strata in the eastern part of the Purcell 

Anticlinoriuro and in the Western Ranges at the approximate 

latitude of the study area are anomalously thin coropared to 

coeval strata to the east and west because they were 

deposited on a paleo-high termed the Windermere High (Figure 

1 • 4). The Windermere High was first recognized by Walker 

(1926) and was named and briefly discussed by Reesor (1973). 

The Windermere High has also been called the Purcell 

Platform (Wheeler, 1966}, and the Purcell Arch <Douglas et 

al. , 1970 >. 

4.3.2 CONFIGURATION OF THE WINDERHERE HIGH 

As far as can be deduced froro the present day 

distribution of outcrops, the exposures in the eastern part 

of the study area, where Devonian strata overlie Upper 

Proterozoic Horsethief Creek Group strata, represent the 
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culmination of the Windermere High. Wherever data are 

avallable, Lower Paleozoic strata thicken away rroro this 

region in all directions (Figure 1.3). The present day 

distribution of strata in the Rocky Mountain belt in the 

general region of the study area does not necessarily 

reflect the original distribution, however, because the 

margin has been defonned by large displacanent thrust Faults 

< Sections 3 • 5 , 4 . 1 } . To gain an understanding or the shape 

and possible lateral extent of the Windermere High prior to 

Mesozoic derormational events, it is necessary to construct 

isopach maps <Figures 4.4, 4.5, 4.6, 4.7, 4.8} or various 

stratigraphic units on a map that has been corrected For 

palinspasis (Section 4.1.4). 

All Lower Paleozoic stratigraphic units to the east of 

the study area thin to the southwest towards the crest of 

the Windermere High. Zero edges and thickness trends of 

stratigraphic units have a general northwest-southeast trend 

that is subparallel to the trend of the Lower Paleozoic 

facies change that forms the boundary between the Eastern 

and Western Hain Ranges. Available data, therefore, 

indicate that the Windennere High in the region of the study 

area had a northwest-southeast trend. 

Exposures of Lower Paleozoic strata that were deposited 

to the southwest of the Windermere High are located in the 

hanging wall of the Purcell - Hount Forster Redding Creek 

fault. This fault is a Hesozoic thrust fault that has, in 



Table 3 . Sources of information for Figures 4.1, 4.4, 4.5, 
4.6, 4.7, and 4.8. The letters prefixing the thickness 
values for each geographic location on the figures refer 
to the references listed below. 

A: Allan, 1914 M: Norford, 1969 
B: Walcott,1924 N: Norford, 1981 
c: Walker, 1926 o: Aitken, 1969 
D: Evans, 1933 p: Simony and Wind, 1970 
E: Rice, 1937 Q: Aa l to, 1971 
F: Rice, 1941 R: Reesor, 1973 
G: Henderson, 1954 s: Cook, 1975 
H: North and Henderson, 1954 T: Lis and Price, 1976 
I : Leech, 1954 u: Hoy, 1977 
J: Leech, 1958 v: Foo, 1979 
K: Leech, 1964 x: Balkwill et al., 1980 
L: Mccammon, 1965 y: Bennett, written 

cOllllllunication, 1984 

The McKay Group and Glenogle Formation change facies 
eastward to shallow water carbonate strat a <Figure 1.4). 

The eastern zero edges of the Mount Wilson and Beaverfoot 
F ormations are erosional edges that were f ormed by 
pre-Upper Devonian erosion on the West Alberta Arch. 

The only Paleozoic strata on Montania (Section 4.4 ) 
comprise 360 m or less of Middle Cambrian rocks. 
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Figure 4.4. Thickness and distribution of the Lower Cambrian Hamill Group and Cranbrook Formation. A line over a 
thickness figure indicates that the Lower Cambrian sandstone at that location is conformably 
overlain by the Eager, Mohican, or Donald Formation. See Table 3 for sources of data . 
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Table 3 for sources of data. 
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the reg i on of the study area, juxtaposed strata deposited to 

the wes t o f the Windennere High into proximity with strata 

deposited near the crest of the High <Section 4.1 ). It has 

masked the relationships that existed at the southwestern 

boundary of the Windermere High prior to Mesozoic 

deformation; however, it is probable that this boundary was 

controlled by southwest-side-down normal faults that 

separated the crestal region of the High fr0111 the rapidly 

subsiding depositional basin to the southwest. 

Strata of the Paleozoic Lardeau Group within the 

Kootenay Arc are likely temporally equivalent to the Lower 

Paleozoic stratigraphic units that were deposited to the 

northeast of the Windermere High. Thickness c0111parisons 

with temporally equivalent strata in the Lardeau Group 

cannot be made on the isopach maps <Figures 4.5, 4.6, 4.7, 

4.8), however, since the ages of Lardeau Group strata are 

not well defined. 

Especially in the southern and northern portions of the 

palinspastic base map, formerly distant regions of the 

Cordilleran divergent margin are brought into proximity by 

the cumu lative displacements of the Purcell Mount Forster 

Redd ing Creek fault, the Hall Lake fault, and the Redwall 

Saint Mary fault <Section 4.1 ). Thus, it is possible that 

the Windermere High originally extended tens or even 

hundreds of kil0111etres to the north-northwest of the study 

area, but that this is not evident in outcrop because strata 
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in the hanging wall of the Purcell fault that were deposited 

to the southwest of the High are now in proximity with 

strata in the footwall of the fault that were deposited to 

the northeast of the High. The Hamill Group, for example, 

may have been deposited in a sedimentary basin that was, for 

the most part, separated frOlll the Cranbrook Formation 

depositional basin by the Windermere High for considerable 

distances to the northeast of the study area (Figure 4.4). 

This interpretation has a better chance of being correct if 

the displacement of the Purcell - Mount Forster - Redding 

Creek fault is significantly greater than the 30 km 

displacement which has been conservatively assW11ed for 

construction of the palinspastic base map. Detailed 

stratigraphic and sediroentologic studies of Lower Cambrian 

strata at Jubilee and Steamboat Mountains within the 

footwall of the Purcell - Mount Forster fault, and in 

exposures to the west within the hanging wall of the fault, 

should yield much data that would aid in determining whether 

or not the Cranbrook Formation and Hamill Group were 

deposited ·in separate depositional basins. 

Little is known about the extent of the Windennere High 

to the south of the study area because of the paucity of 

Lower Paleozoic exposures in the Purcell anticlinoriwn. It 

is possible, however, that the High extended significant 

distances to the south and was present between exposures 

within the hanging wall of the Redding Creek fault and the 
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footwall of the Saint Hary fault, where it may have merged 

with Mon t an ia (Section 4.4). 

Because the Purcell - Hount Forster - Redding Creek 

fault has obscured the original southwestern boundary of the 

Windermere High, the original width of the High (measured 

from southwest to northeast) is unknown. If the 

displacernent on the Purcell - Haunt Forster - Redding Creek 

fault is significantly greater than the 30 km displacement 

assumed for construction of the palinspastic base map, it is 

conceivable that the crestal region of the High extended a 

considerable distance to the southwest of the exposures 

located in the eastern part of the study area. If, as 

suggested in Section 4.3.3, the crestal region of the 

Windennere High was the source area for the huge volumes of 

fine-grained elastic material in Middle Cambrian to Upper 

Ordovician strata to the northeast, the aerial size of the 

Windennere High may have been greater than is indicated by 

the palinspastic maps. 

4.3.3 TIMES OF ACTIVITY 

PROTEROZOIC 

As inferred froro structural cross-sections <Bally et 

al., 1966; Price, 1981 ), Purcell Supergroup strata thin 

rapidly to a zero edge to the northeast of the study area. 

This pattern of northeastward thinning is the opposite of 
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the north eastward thickening trend ot Paleozoic strata away 

tram t he c u lmination ot the Windennere High <Figure 1.4>, 

and it is unlikely that the High was active during 

deposition ot the Purcell Supergroup. 

Individual members ot the Upper(?} Proterozoic Mount 

Nelson Formation exhibit no signiticant variations in 

thickness throughout the region in which they are exposed. 

It is probable, theretore, that deposition ot these strata 

pre-dates the torroation ot the Windermere High. The Toby 

Formation was also apparently deposited prior to activity ot 

the High since there appear to be no systematic regional 

changes in thickness ot the succession in the general region 

ot the study area. 

The Upper Proterozoic Horsethiet Creek Group is 

signiticantly thinner in the eastern part ot the study area 

than in adjacent exposures to the east and west. There are 

no stratigraphic or sedimentologic data that indicate that 

the thin section is the result ot depositional attenuation, 

and it is concluded that the Horsethiet Creek Group at this 

location has been uplifted and eroded at some time (or 

times } s ubsequent to its deposition and prior to deposition 

ot the Middle Devonian Mount Forster Formation <Section 

2.4.5}. There is no evidence that the Winderroere High was 

active during deposition ot the Horsethie£ Creek Group. 

PALEOZOIC 

There are no Lower Cambrian strata in the region near 
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the culmination of the Windermere High. The observation 

that the 3 0 m thick Lower Cambrian Cranbrook Fonnation in 

southwesterrunost exposures (corrected for palinspasis; 

Figure 4.4) in the Stanford Range is conforroably overlain by 

the Burton Formation <Henderson, 1954) (which is probably 

correlative with the Eager Formation) indicates much of the 

westerly thinning of the Cranbrook Formation is the result 

of depositional attenuation. The Windermere High, 

therefore, was a positive feature during the Lower Cambrian. 

The region at the culmination of the High was exposed at 

this time and probably supplied detritus to the Hamill Group 

and Cranbrook Formation. 

The Middle and Upper Cambrian Chancellor Fonnation, 

some of which accumulated in a deep water environment 

(Aitken, 1971 >, is confined to exposures to the northeast of 

the Redwall fault. The succession is conformably overlain 

by the Upper Cambrian Ottertail Formation, which is 

equivalent to the Jubilee Formation. The Chancellor 

Formation was probably not deposited to the southwest of the 

surface trace of the Redwall fault where the Jubilee 

Formation unconformably overlies Lower Cambrian and Upper 

Proterozoic strata. This indicates that the Windermere High 

was a positive feature during deposition of the Chancellor 

Formation. 

Aitken (1971) concluded that all of the terrigenous mud 

in the Chancellor Formation could not have been derived from 
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the crato n to the east ot the Chancellor depositional basin 

and must h ave been derived trom soroe other <unspecitied) 

source area(s}. Lower Cambrian and Upper Proterozoic strata 

were exposed on the Windermere High to the west ot the 

depositional basin, and it is likely that these strata were 

uplitted and eroded to supply detritus to the Chancellor 

Formation. 

Shallow water carbonate strata ot the Upper Cambrian 

Ottertail and the correlative Lyell and Jubilee Formations 

are widely distributed; the only exposures to the east ot 

the Mount Forster - Purcell - Redding Creek tault where they 

are known to be absent occur in the study are~ where 

Devonian strata overlie Upper Proterozoic strata. Two 

subdivisions can be recognized within the Jubilee Formation, 

and both thin progressively southwestward to Mount Forster 

<Reesor, 1973}. This indicates that the succession thins 

toward the culmination ot the Windermere High due to 

depositional processes and the High was, at this time, a 

slightly positive teature. The paucity ot elastic strata in 

the Jubilee Formation indicates that no nearby landmass was 

exposed a nd undergoing erosion, and most, or all, ot the 

crestal region ot the Windermere High was likely submerged 

during its deposition. <Reesor, 1973}. The absence ot these 

strata in the study area is likely due to post-Jubilee 

erosion ot the succession. 

Argillaceous strata 0£ the Upper Cambrian and Lower 
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Ordovician McKay Group thin to the southwest to a zero edge 

between Mount Forster and Law Ridge. This southwesterly 

thinning is due, in part, to erosion prior to deposition of 

the Mount Wilson and Beaverfoot Formation (Norford, 1969; 

Reesor, 1973); however, much of the thinning is probably due 

to depositional attenuation as a result of syndepositional 

activity of the Winderroere High. 

The Glenogle Formation graptolitic shale thins to the 

southwest and is not present to the west of the surface 

trace of the Redwall fault. Soroa of the thinning is due to 

erosional truncation below the pre-Mount Wilson Formation 

unconformity (Walker, 1926; Morford, 1969); however, much of 

the Glenogle Formation is apparently contemporaneous with 

upper part of the McKay Group to the west <Evans, 1933; 

Norford, 1969), and thus soroe of the thinning is due to a 

change in facies westward frocn deep water strata of the 

Glenogle to shallow water strata of the McKay Group. 

As suggest,ed ear 1 ier for the Chancellor Formation, the 

Winderroere High was probably the source area for much of the 

terrigenous detritus in the McKay Group and Glenogle 

Formati o n. 

The Middle and/or Upper Ordovician Mount Wilson 

Quartzite is not present in much of the area near the crest 

of the Windermere High. Morford (1969) suggests that a 

significant amount of erosion has probably not taken place 

subsequent to deposition of the succession and prior to 
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deposition 0£ the overlying Beaver£oot Formation. This 

indicates t hat the zero edge 0£ the Mount Wilson Quartzite 

was not signi£icantly altered by pre-Beaverfoot erosion and 

thus indicates that the crestal region of the Winderrnere 

High was emergent during deposition of the succession. 

Mount Wilson sediments were likely derived froro the 

Winderroere High <Wheeler, 1966) as well as froro land areas 

to the northeast of the depositional basin (Norford, 1969). 

The Upper Ordovician and Lower Silurian Beaverfoot 

Formation coroprises a widely distributed sheet 0£ carbonate 

strata that overlaps progressively older strata to the 

southwest. The paucity 0£ elastic material in the 

succession indicates that no nearby strata were uplifted at 

the time 0£ deposition, and the Winderrnere High was probably 

submerged. The lack of Beaver£oot strata in the study area 

is probably the result of post-Beaverfoot erosion rather 

than nondeposition since Beaver£oot strata are inferred to 

have been upli£ted and eroded adjacent to the depositional 

site 0£ the Upper Devonian Mount Forster Formation present 

within the Delphine Creek thrust sheet (Section 2.7.5). The 

Beaverfoot Formation thins towards the crestal region of the 

Winderroere High as a result 0£ pre-Middle Devonian erosion 

and possible depositional attenuation. The Windermere High 

may, there£ore, have been a slightly positive feature (but 

not emergent) during deposition of the succession, and was 

probably a positive feature during Silurian to Middle 
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Devonian time. 

Avail able data suggest that the Windermere High was not 

active during deposition of Middle Devonian strata. The 

thickest exposure of Middle Devonian strata in the general 

region is present in the eastern part of the study area 

where the Middle Devonian Mount Forster Formation is at 

least 545 m thick and is overlain by the Starbird(?) 

Formation, which is at least partly of Middle Devonian age. 

Middle Devonian strata thin to the northeast froro this 

location to a zero edge in the Main Ranges <Figure 1.4). 

The observation that the thickest exposures are located at 

the crestal region of the Winderroere High, and thinner 

exposures are present to the northeast in the region where 

Lower Paleozoic strata are thickest, indicates that the 

Winderroere High was not a positive feature during the Middle 

Devonian. <The rapid westward thinning of the Mount Forster 

Formation to a zero edge within the Delphine Creek Thrust 

sheet is interpreted to be the result of deposition of the 

succession in a normal fault-bounded half-graben, as well as 

to local pre Starbird(?) Formation erosion <Section 2.7.5); 

it cannot be attributed to activity of the Winderroere High). 

I n s ummary, the Windermere High was a positive feature 

that was initiated in the Early Cambrian and probably 

persisted until the Middle Devonian. Parts of the High were 

probably emergent during deposition of the Hamill Group and 

Cranbrook Formation, the Chancellor Formation, the McKay 
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Quartzi te; and strata exposed on the High probably 

contributed detritus to these stratigraphic units. This 
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conclusion ditters trOl1l that ot Reesor (1973) who suggested 

that the High was not emergent atter the Early Cambrian. 

The High was probably submerged but was still a 

positive teature during deposition ot the Jubilee Formation, 

and was probably submerged, and may have been a positive 

teature, during deposition ot the Beavertoot Formation. 

4.3.4 RELATIONSHIP WITH THE KICKING HORSE RIM 

The Kicking Horse Rim (Aitken, 1971 > was a 

northwest-southeast trending linear paleotopographic 

tectonic high located now at the boundary between the 

Eastern Main Ranges and the Western Main Ranges. The Rim 

coincides with the location ot the tacies change between the 

argillaceous strata ot the Chancellor Formation and the 

coeval carbonate strata to the northeast (Cook, 1970, 1975), 

and is probably the locus ot the tacies change between the 

argillaceous strata ot the McKay Group and Glenogle 

Formation and the correlative carbonate strata to the 

northeast. The Rim was initiated by s0111e torm ot tectonism, 

apparently at the beginning ot the Middle Ca111brian, and may 

have been rejuvenated periodically by renewed tectonic 

activity during the Early Paleozoic (Aitken, 1971 >. 

There is a close correspondence between the times when 



significant changes in facies occurred across the Kicking 

Horse Rim, t imes when the Winder111ere High was an emergent 

feature, and, to a lesser extent, times when deep water 

depositional environroents were present to the west of the 

Rim. This is most evident during deposition of the 
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Chancellor Group, but is also evident during deposition of 

the McKay 

Ottertail 

Glenogle sequence. In contrast, the Lyell -

Jubilee For111ation and the Beaverfoot For111ation 

do not change facies across the Kicking Horse Ri111, and the 

times when these strata were deposited correspond to times 

when the Winderroere High was submerged, and to times when 

shallow water carbonate depositional envirorunents prevailed 

throughout the region. These relationships indicate that 

the changes that occurred at the Kicking Horse Rim were 

related in some 111anner to the changes that took place in the 

crestal region of the Windennere High. This must be 

considered when developing any 111odel to explain the 

formation and tectonic significance of the Windennere High. 

4.3.5 MECHANISMS FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE WINDERMERE HIGH 

Schuepbach and Vail (1980) discuss the widespread 

occurrence of structural highs that are developed on the 

outermost parts of divergent 111argins at the boundary between 

continental and oceanic crust during the late part of the 

rift stage of margin developrnent. These highs becOllle 

inactive at the onset of the drifting stage. The Windennere 
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High cann o t be compared to these outer highs, however, 

because it was initially formed in the Early Carobrian at the 

approximate time when continental breakup probably took 

place <Section 4.2) and was active during the drifting, not 

the rifting, stage of the Cordilleran Divergent Margin. In 

addition, the Windermere High was not developed near the 

boundary between continental and oceanic crust <Purcell and 

Windermere strata are present to the southwest of the crest 

of the High (Figure 1.3)). 

Fragments of continental crust are cororoonly separated 

from the main continental mass during the rift and breakup 

stages of divergent margin evolution. Examples include the 

Flemish Cap and Orphan Knoll to the east of Newfoundland 

(Grant, 1975) and the seaward edge of the Blake Plateau of 

offshore United States <Sheridan et al., 1981 }. The 

continental fragments usually undergo considerably less 

subsidence than adjacent transitional or oceanic crust, and 

are thus crudely similar to the Winderroere High. There are 

no data that suggest that the Winderroere High was developed 

on a fragment of non-attenuated pre-Upper Proterozoic 

continental crust; instead, the region at the crest of the 

Windermere High was probably underlain by attenuated 

continental crust that was thinned by extensional faulting 

during the Late Proterozoic (Sections 2.3, 2.4, 4.2). 

Large scale, syndepositional, southwesterly tilting of 

the depositional basin to the northeast, of the crestal 
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region o f the Windermere High is evident froro the 

southwesterly depositional thinning of most stratigraphic 

units, by erosional processes during unconformities, and 

from the presence of emergent areas in the crestal region of 

the High. Price (1981) suggested that the syndepositional 

tilting may have been caused by rotational movements on 

large fault blocks as a result of displacements on listric 

normal faults. In his model, the Windermere High is the 

high-standing side of a very large half-graben-like 

structure that was bounded to the northeast by southwest-

side-down normal faults. Stratigraphic relationships at the 

Kicking Horse Rim (Aitken, 1971, his Figure 3) can be 

readily accounted for by drape folding over a deeply seated, 

southwest-side-down normal fault; however, it is unlikely 

that the fault would have, at most, more than a few hundred 

metres of displacement. Syndepositional normal faults with 

significant displacements probably did not exist elsewhere 

in the Main Ranges or Front Ranges stratigraphic succession 

judging froro the laterally monotonous lithologic nature, and 

the lack of abrupt southwesterly thickness increases, in 

Lower Pa leozoic strata. Thus it is unlikely that normal 

fault s existed to the northeast of the Windermere High that 

had enough displacement to have created the large scale 

rotation of the depositional basin. Furthermore, even if 

large displacement, listric normal faults did exist to form 

a half-graben-like depositional basin northeast of the 
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Winderroere High, there are no reasons why the crest of the 

High should have been periodically elevated above sea level 

as a result of hanging wall rollover since uplift of the 

hanging wall block does not occur as a geometric consequence 

of extensional faulting. 

Pre-Windennere Supergroup strata in the eastern part of 

the study area were extensively faulted during the rift 

stage of margin development during the Late Proterozoic 

<Sections 2.3.5, 2.4.5, 4.2.2). Following continental 

breakup, which probably took place at the approximate start 

of the Cambrian (Section 4.2.2>, these strata should have 

subsided due to cooling of the lithosphere. At the 

beginning of the Cambrian, however, the region was uplifted 

and was periodically emergent during the Early Paleozoic 

while the regions to the southwest and northeast subsided. 

Clearly, the crestal region of the Windennere High roust have 

been affected by s0111e sort of tectonic and/or thermal 

controls that influenced the patterns of subsidence in the 

Cordilleran Divergent Hargin during the Early Paleozoic. 

The following model is presented to explain the 

development of the Windennere High. It is similar to the 

model proposed by Price (1981) in that the formation of the 

High is considered to be related to extensional tectonisro. 

Small displacement, deeply seated, southwest-side-down, 

normal faults are suggested to have been intermittently 

active at the Kicking Horse Rim (and possibly in the region 
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to the i mmediate southwest of the Riro> during the Early 

Paleozo ic. Large displacement, southwest-side-down, normal 

faults must also have been active at the southwest boundary 

of the Windermere High to permit significant amounts 

of subsidence to the southwest while the crest of the High 

was a positive feature. During periods of lithospheric 

extension, small movements on deeply seated faults at the 

Kicking Horse Rim would localize facies changes in Lower 

Paleozoic strata and would occasionally create a deep water 

environment to the southwest of the Riro. Extensional 

tectonic activity to the southwest of the Windermere High 

would permit significant thicknesses of strata to accumulate 

to t he southwest oF the High and would thin the crustal and 

subcrustal lithosphere and create elevated temperatures in 

this region. Lateral flow of heat, possibly augmented by 

mantle convection systems, froro the extended region to the 

unextended region at the crest of the Windermere High would 

cause enhanced cooling, contraction, and subsidence of the 

extended region to the southwest of the High, and heating, 

thermal expansion, and uplift at the crest of the High. The 

model is s imilar to those developed to explain the formation 

of uplifts peripheral to rifted basins by Steckler (1985) 

and Buck (1986). 

The Windennere High is considered to have been a rift 

flank uplift that was related to extensional tectonism in 

the region to the southwest of the High. Volcanic flows, and 
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sedimentologic data inferred to be related to extensional 

activity , within the Lower Cambrian Ha111ill Group to the 

north of the study area <Devlin, 1986), in addition to 

volcanic flows at the top of the Hamill Group (Evans, 1933) 

and within the Paleozoic Lardeau Group in the Kootenay Arc 

<Fyles, 1964; Read and Wheeler, 1976), support the 

hypothesis that the region to the southwest of the 

Windermere High was undergoing lithospheric extension during 

the Early Paleozoic. 

The model can readily account for the correspondence 

between times when the Windermere High was a positive 

feature and times when facies changes occurred across the 

Kicking Horse Rim because both would have occurred during 

periods of lithospheric extension. The lack of any 

recognized changes across the Kicking Horse Rim during 

deposition of the Lower Cambrian Gog Group and Ordovician 

Mount Wilson Quartzite (Aitken, 1971) during periods when 

the High was emergent may indicate that extensional faulting 

was restricted to the region to the southwest of the 

Windermere High at these times. On the other hand, facies 

changes would not be pronounced in these sandstone 

dominated sequences, and the Kicking Horse Rim may have been 

tectonically active during their deposition. 

The Upper Cambrian Lyell - Ottertail - Jubilee 

Formation and the Upper Ordovician and Lower Silurian 

Beaverfoot Formation do not change facies across the Kicking 
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Horse Ri m , and were deposited during times when the 

Windermere High was probably not emergent; thus, the margin 

was probably not experiencing signiticant extensional 

activity during the deposition ot these strata. 

The Windermere High apparently ceased to be active in 

the Middle Devonian. This is probably related to 

rearrangement ot the subsidence patterns ot the Cordilleran 

Divergent Margin during a period ot extensional tectoniBl'll 

that occurred during deposition ot the Middle Devonian Mount 

Forster Formation (Sections 2.7, 4.2). 

4.4 MONTANIA 

Montania was a northeast-trending paleohigh located 

south and east ot Cranbrook, British Columbia near the 

Canada - United States border (Deiss, 1941; Norris and 

Price, 1966; Benvenuto and Price, 1979). A thin (0 to 

360 m> section ot Middle Cambrian rocks constitutes the only 

development ot post-Purcell, pre-Devonian strata on _ 

Montania. These strata bear tar more resemblence to the 

Cambrian ot the Plains than to the Cambrian within the Rocky 

Mount a in Belt to the north ot Montania (Norris and Price, 

1966) . 

The lack ot Winderroere strata on Hontania suggests that 

there was no lithospheric extension in this region during 

the late Proterozoic Windermere ritting events. Late 

Proterozoic extension at this latitude was apparently 
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concentrated within a relatively narrow area at the outer 

part o f the divergent margin, and this accounts for the 

an0111alously thick development of Windermere strata <Figure 

4.1 >, and the presence of the thick Irene Volcanics within 

the Winderroere Supergroup (Rice, 1941 ), in the hanging wall 

of the Purcell - Mount Forster - Redding Creek fault near 

the Canada - United States border. 

The paucity of Lower Paleozoic strata on Montania can 

be attributed to the absence of Late Proterozoic extensional 

faulting and, therefore, the lack of related lithospheric 

contraction and subsidence during the Early Paleozoic. 

Montania began to subside and receive significant 

accumulations of sediment in the Late Devonian following a 

Middle Devonian extensional event that reorganized 

subsidence patterns in the southern Canadian portion of the 

Cordilleran divergent margin <Section 4.2.2). 

Lower Paleozoic strata now present in the Main Ranges 

to the east of the study area were deposited in a 

sedimentary basin bounded to the southwest by the Winderroere 

High and to the southeast by Montania. Although Montania 

may have merged westward with the Windermere High, this 

cannot be proved because of the lack of exposures of Lower 

Paleozoic strata in the central part of the Purcell 

anticlinoriuro. 
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CHAPTER 5 

SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS 

5.1 GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS 

Middle Proterozoic to Devonian strata, and Proterozoic 

and Paleozoic structures that were active during their 

deposition, are well exposed within the study area. 

Detailed investigation of the stratigraphic succession and 

syndepositional structures, · as well as analysis of the 

Mesozoic events that deformed the strata, advances our 

understanding of the development of the Cordilleran 

divergent margin and the Mesozoic tectonism that transformed 

the margin into a thrust and fold belt. The conclusions of 

this thesis build upon previous models presented for the 

development of the margin (e.g. Stewart, 1972, 1976; Price, 

1981; Bond and Kominz, 1984; Bond et al., 1985). 

Nine periods of deformation, from the Middle 

Proterozoic to the Devonian, are documented through study of 

~he s tratigraphic sequences in the study area. Furthermore, 

extensional tectonism during deposition of the Lower 

Paleozoic succession of the southern Canadian Rocky Mountain 

Belt is inferred through interpretation of regional 

relationships in, and adjacent to, the study area. The only 

one of these pre-Mesozoic deformational events docwnented in 
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southern Canada prior to this study was a period of syn-

deposi t iona l extensional activity on north-northwesterly-

striking faults during deposition of the Upper Proterozoic 

Toby Formation (Walker, 1926; Atkinson, 1977; Foo, 1979; 

Freiholz 1983). The deformational events and stratigraphic 

sequences are interpreted in terms of models developed for 

modern divergent margin formation (Section 4.2.1; Figure 

4.2). 

In addition to the intrinsic value of learning more 

about the details of the evolution of the margin and its 

subsequent transformation into the Rocky Mountain thrust and 

fold belt, the study is valuable because many aspects of 

the structures and depositional sequences formed during the 

multiple rift events of the southern Canadian divergent 

margin can be studied in greater detail than similar 

structures and sequences at present day divergent margins. 

Three phases of Hesozoic deformation are docwnented in 

the study area. The information gained regarding the 

relative ages of the Hesozoic structures, and particularly, 

regarding the displacements on important faults such as the 

Purc e ll - Mount Forster - Redding Creek fault, is critically 

important for understanding relationships at the margin that 

have been masked by large displacements on Mesozoic faults. 
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5.2 DUTCH CREEK FORttATION 

The Mi ddle Proterozoic Dutch Creek Fonnation (Belt-

Purcell Supergroup} has been divided into three members: the 

lower Pdc-1 member and the upper Pdc-3 member, which 

comprise mainly argillite, and the middle Pdc-2 merober, 

which consists of sandstone, argillite, argillaceous 

dolomite, and dolomite (Section 2.1.2). The Formation may 

have been deposited in either a marine or nonmarine 

(lacustrine) environment (Section 2.1.5). The lower two 

members were deposited in relatively shallow water settings, 

whereas the Pdc-3 member consists of very fine-grained 

turbidites and hernipelagic sediments that were deposited 

below storm wave base. 

There is a significant variation in the lithology of 

the Pdc-2 member across the west-side-down, F32 normal 

fault, with a greater proportion of sandstone, and lesser 

proportion of dolomite, in the succession to the west of the 

fault. This is interpreted to be the result of syn-

depositional extensional displacement on the F32 fault. 

Exposures of the Pdc-2 member in the hanging wall of 

the Mount Forster fault apparently continue southward into 

the Ne lson east-half map sheet where the succession has been 

incorrectly mapped by Rice (1941) and Reesor (1983) as the 

Mount Nelson Formation <Section 2.1.4; Figure 2.1 >. Strata 

in this region to the south that have been mapped as the 

entire Dutch Creek Formation probably correlate with the 
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Pdc-1 member of this study. The Pdc-2 member may pinch out 

to the east of the study area; it appears to be absent in 

the eastern Purcell Mountains. 

The Belt-Purcell Supergroup in the northern United 

States is regarded by many (e.g. Stewart, 1972,1976; Winston 

et al., 1984) to have been deposited in an isolated cratonic 

basin bounded on the eastern, southern, _and western sides. 

Two lines of evidence suggest that the Canadian portion o+ 

the basin was also a cratonic basin: 1) the Pdc-2 member of 

the Dutch Creek Formation apparently is present only in 

western exposures of the Purcell Supergroup and sand (and 

other sediment) in this member may have been derived from a 

western cratonic area; and 2) Purcell Supergroup strata are 

not pr~sent between Lower Proterozoic basement rocks and 

strata considered, in this study (Section 2.2.4), to be of 

post-Purcell age at the Thor Odin and Frenchman Cap 

culminations, in the Malton Range region, and in the 

Deserters and Sifton Ranges <Section 4.2.2; Figure 2.5). 

The Belt-Purcell Supergroup may have been deposited in 

an intracratonic rift basin. The isolated nature of the 

basin , and the considerable hiatus (approximately 200 Ma or 

longer ) between deposition of the Belt-Purcell succession 

and Upper Proterozoic strata, indicate that deposition of 

the succession was not directly related to the development 

of the Cordilleran divergent margin <Section 4.2.2). 
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5.3 MOUNT NELSON FORMATION 

The Mount Nelson Formation unconformably overlies the 

Dutch Creek Formation (Section 2.2.3). ·In all previous 

studies this contact was considered to be conformable, and 

the Mount Nelson Formation was considered to be the 

uppermost formation of the Middle Proterozoic Purcell 

Supergroup. However, it is probably more closely related in 

age to the overlying Upper Proterozoic Windermere Supergroup 

based on apparently gradational contacts locally developed 

between the Mount Nelson Formation and the overlying Toby 

Formation, the local occurrence of fault-controlled 

Toby-like conglomerate in the Mount Nelson Formation, and 

based on correlations of the Mount Nelson sequence with 

similar sequences of Upper Proterozoic age elsewhere in 

Canada and the United States (Sections 2.2.2, 2.2.4). 

The Mount Nelson Formation has been divided into eleven 

members within the study area; three stratigraphically 

higher members are locally present in nearby regions in the 

Purcell Mountains <Section 2.2.2; Figure 2.4). With the 

exception of the locally developed Pmn-7 conglOflleratic 

member, all members are laterally persistent and exhibit no 

signi ficant lithologic variations within the study area. 

As a result of tectonisro and erosion prior to, and 

during, deposition of the Toby Formation, the upper part, 

and locally all, of the Mount Nelson Formation is missing 

below the pre-Toby unconformity <except where gradational 
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contacts are developed). 

Strata of the Mount Nelson Formation can be grouped 

into five lithofacies, comprising: 1 > sandstone lithofacies, 

int~rpreted as transgressive deposits overlying unconformity 

surfaces; 2) regularily bedded argillaceous lithofacies, 

interpreted as sub-littoral, "outer detrital belt" deposits; 

3) cryptalgal dolomite lithofacies, interpreted as littoral, 

"middle carbonate belt" strata; 4) mudcracked argillaceous 

and silty lithofacies, interpreted as "inner detrital belt" 

deposits; and 5) conglomerate lithofacies, interpreted as 

debris flow deposits (Section 2.2.5). 

An initial transgressive sequence, and three 

regressional, "shallowing upward" sequences are recognized 

through study of the vertical distribution of lithofacies in 

the ·Pmn-1 to Pmn-6 succession. 

The Pmn-7 member is lithologically similar to strata of 

the Toby Formation, and overlies the Pmn-6 member near 

Puzzle Peak and to the west of the F23 normal fault north of 

Delphine Creek. The member is absent to the east of the F23 

fault where Pmn-8 strata overlie the Pmn-6 member; this 

suggests that the F23 fault was active during deposition of 

the Pmn-7 sequence <this fault was also active during 

deposition of the Toby Formation (Figure 2.7)) . The Pmn-7 

member is gradationally overlain by cryptalgal dolomite of 

the Pmn-8 member. Locally near Puzzle Peak, a lense of 

cobble conglomerate is present at the top of the Pmn-8 
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member. 

The Pmn-9 upper quartzite member unconforrnably overlies 

the Pmn-8 .member and is the highest member of the Mount 

Nelson Formation in the study area. In exposures in the 

hanging wall of the Monument Peak thrust fault to the west, 

northwest, and southwest of Monument Peak, the contact 

between the Pmn-9 member and the overlying Toby Formation 

appears to be gradational (Section 2.2.2). A gradational 

contact between the Mount Nelson Formation and the Toby 

Formation has been reported near the Paradise Mine 

(Atkinson, 1977). 

The Mount Nelson Formation is probably correlative with 

the lower member of the Mantling Zone at the Thor Odin and 

Frenchman Cap culminations, an unnamed quartzite sequence in 

the Malton Range region and the Deserters and Sitton Ranges, 

the informal .. Copper Cycle .. of the Mackenzie Mountains, and 

the Crystal Spring and Beck Spring Formations of the Death 

Valley region, California (Section 2.2.4). 

The Mount Nelson Formation and correlative strata are 

considered to be the pre-rift stage deposits of the 

Cordi lleran divergent margin because they underlie, and 

locally grade upward into, the rift stage deposits of the 

Windermere Supergroup (Section 4.2.2). The Pmn-7 

congl0111eratic member was deposited locally during an 

incipient period of extensional activity that preceeded the 

main phase of rifting. 
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Two d irectional groups have been detected in a 

paleoma gnet ic study of Mount Nelson Fonnation strata 

exposed to the east of the study area <Morris and McMechan, 

1983). These two groups are re-interpreted (Section 2.2.4) 

as magnetic overprints acquired at the approximate start of 

the Cambrian, and during Devonian tectonic/ thermal events. 

5.4 TOBY FORMATION 

The Toby Formation is the basal part of the Upper 

Proterozoic Winderroere Supergroup, and is interpreted to be 

the lower part of the rift-stage deposit of the Cordilleran 

divergent margin (Section 4.2.2). The lower contact in roost 

locations is an unconformity (Sections 2.2.2, 2.3.3) that is 

regarded as the rift-onset unconformity. 

Pebble, cobble, and boulder conglOfllerate is the 

characteristic rock type of the Toby Formation. The 

conglomerate consi~ts of clasts of dolomite, quartzite, 

conglomerate, greenstone, and/or argillite, that have been 

derived froro the Mount Nelson and the Toby Formations, 

within a matrix of dol0111ite, argillite, sandstone, or 

volcanic g reenstone (Section 2.3.2). DolOfllite, argillite, 

argil laceous dolomite, sandstone, and volcanic flows are 

also COflllTlon within the succession. There is extreme 

variability in the horizontal and vertical distribution of 

rock types within the Toby Forroation(e.g. Figure 2.6>; soroe 

exposures consist almost entirely of congl0111erate, whereas 
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other exposures contain little or no congl0111erate. 

Conglomerate in the Toby Formation was probably 

deposited by debris flows. Sedimentary structures 

indicative of deposition in relatively shallow water 

<cryptalgal dol0111ite, pisolites, cross-beds, and mudcracks) 

are locally present within the succession. 

Two tectonic events that occurred during deposition of 

the Toby Formation are documented within the study area 

<Sections 2.3.3, 2.3.5). The first was a period ot 

extension on north-north-westerly to north-northeasterly 

striking normal faults (Figures 2.7, 2.8). Volcanic flows 

appear to be spatially associated with these faults. The 

second event is recognized only in exposures between the 

surface traces of the Delphine Creek fault and the Mount 

Forster fault, and involved southeastward tilting of 

pre-Toby strata during the late stages of Toby deposition 

(Figure 2.9). The tilting event may have been due to 

rotation of fault blocks bounded by northeasterly-striking, 

northwest-side down normal faults (Section 2.3.3, Figure 

2.10) during a period of northwest to southeast extension 

which may h ave been associated with transcurrent tectonic 

activ ity wi thin the rift (Section 4.2.2). 

Although there are local occurrences of dropstones and 

striated clasts in the Toby Formation (Aalto, 1971; 

Eisbacher, 1981 > that may be indicative of glacial activity, 

deposition of the succession was probably related directly 
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to syndepositional tectoniSlll (Section 2.3.5). Clasts in Toby 

conglomerat es Here likely derived from the h i gh sides of 

Toby-age normal faults and deposited nearby by debris flows. 

The Hidespread lateral extent of the Toby Formation can be 

reasonably accounted for if movements on Toby-age faults 

Here diachronous (Section 2.3.5, Figure 2.11 ). 

If glaciers _Here present during deposition of the Toby 

Formation, they may have been located on topographically 

high uplifts at the flanks of, and within, the rift (Section 

4.2.2). 

The Toby Formation is considered to be generally 

analogous t o Mesozoic rift deposits associated Hith the 

formation of the Atlantic divergent margins (Section 2.3.5). 

5.5 HORSETHIEF CREEK GROUP 

The Upper Proterozoic Horsethief Creek Group forms the 

upper part of the Winderroere Supergroup, and comprises 

argillite, pebble conglomerate, sandstone, dolomite, and 

limestone. The sequence exhibits significant lateral 

variability in lithology and thickness (e.g. Figures 2.14, 

2.17). Mappable members have been delineated Hithin the 

success ion in the Delphine Creek - Farnham Creek region 

(Section 2.4.2; Figures 1.8, 2.14). 

The lower contact of the succession is usually 

conformable and is c0111111only interbedded and gradational, but 

locally it is an unconformity as a result of subroarine 
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erosion ( Section 2.4.3}. 

T he Horsethief Creek Group has a maxim\J.111 thickness of 

about 400 m in the Delphine Creek region where it is 

overlain by the Middle Devonian Mount Forster Formation, and 

is about 1430 m thick at JU111bo Creek and at least 1075 m 

thick at Law Ridge (Reesor, 1973)(Figure 2.17). The 

anomalously thin exposures at Delphine Creek are thought to 

be the result of post-Windermere uplift and erosion in this 

region prior to deposition of the Mount Forster Formation at 

the crest of the Winderroere High, rather than to 

depositional attenuation of the Horsethief Creek succession 

as a result of syn- depositional uplift of the Windermere 

High (Sections 2.4.5, 4.3}. 

The common presence of classic turbidites and graded beds 

of coarse-grained elastic strata, and the lack of wave 

formed sedimentary structures or other evidence indicative 

of deposition in shallow water, indicate that all strata of 

the Horsethief Creek Group have been deposited by mass flow 

or hernipelagic processes in a deep water environment (below 

storm wave base)(Section 2.4.5). 

Exposures within the footwall of the Mount Forster 

fault in the Delphine Creek region and at Law Ridge coroprise 

thinning- and fining-upward cycles of coarse-grained strata, 

which are commonly demonstrably lenticular in cross-

sectional shape and are interpreted as submarine feeder 

channel deposits, interbedded with, and laterally 
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gradational into, horizons of argillite interpreted as 

channel lev ee and overbank sediments. Horizons of 

carbonate, interpreted as heroipelagic and debris flow 

deposits, are locally interbedded with elastic strata. The 

strata in these eastern exposures are considered to be 

submarine slope deposits. 

Detailed study of Horsethief Creek strata at Delphine 

Creek demonstrates that the F19a and F19b normal faults were 

active during deposition of the Phc-3 succession, and that a 

submarine feeder channel deposit is located within a 

half-graben formed by hanging wall rollover associated with 

these faults (Figure 2.14). The F18a normal fault was 

apparently active during deposition of the Phc-1 succession 

( Section 2 . 4 . 5 ) . 

The Horsethief Creek Formation in the .hanging wall of 

the Mount Forster fault at Jumbo Creek (Figures 2.12, 2.16) 

contains a significantly greater proportion of argillite 

than is present in exposures to the east, and contains the 

only thick occurrences of coarsening- and thickening-upward 

cycles of classic turbidites observed in the study area. 

This Horsethief Creek succession is very similar to the 

genera lly c oarsening-upward sequence expected to form during 

progradational deposition of an idealized submarine fan 

system (e.g. Walker, 1978). 

A depositional model has been developed for the 

Horsethief Creek Group in the region of the study area 
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(Section 2 .4.5; Figure 2.18). This model reconciles the 

east t o west change froro slope deposits containing numerous 

submarine feeder channel deposits, to the more distal, 

submarine fan-like deposit at JW11bo Creek. 

The sources for detritus in the succession were Lower 

Proterozoic crystalline basement rocks and pre-Windermere 

strata. The coarse-grained and mineralogically i111111ature 

nature of Horsethief Creek coarse elastic strata indicates 

that detritus was derived from an uplifted source area that 

was in close proximity to the depositional basin <Section 

2.4.5). The only location where this borderland uplift is 

now exposed is within the footwall of the Saint Mary fault 

where at least 4 Ian of Purcell Supergroup strata were eroded 

during Winderrnere Supergroup deposition (Figure 1.5). 

The westerly decreases in grain size and bed thickness, 

and the westerly change to more distal deposits, in the 

region of the study area indicate that the source area for 

strata in this region was located to the east of the 

depositional basin. The source area for crystalline 

basement-derived detritus within exposures near the United 

States - Ca nada border may have been located to the west of 

the b as i n, s ince Lower Proterozoic crystalline rocks to the 

east of the basin would have been covered with an extensive 

blanket of Purcell strata (Section 2.4.5; Figure 4.1 ). 

The Horsethief Creek Group was deposited during periods 

of extensional faulting and is interpreted as the upper 
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portion o f the rift stage deposit of the Cordilleran 

diverge nt margin (Section 4.2.2). The source regions that 

were uplifted adjacent to the depositional basin are 

regarded as rift shoulders that were related to rifting. 

5.6 HAI1ILL GROUP, MOHICAN FORMATION, BADSHOT FORMATION, 

AND LARDEAU GROUP 

The Lower Cambrian Hamill Group consists of quartzite, 

sandstone, pebble congloroerate, and minor doloroite and 

argillite. The succession is about 1300 m thick at JW11bo 

Creek (Reesor, 1973) within the hanging wall of the Mount 

Forster fault, but is absent in the footwall of the fault at 

Delphine Creek where the Middle Devonian Mount Forster 

Formation overlies the Upper Proterozoic Horsethief Creek 

Group. 

The contact between the Hamill Group and the underlying 

Horsethief Creek Group is a probable unconformity (Section 

2.5.3). Pebble conglomerate is cornrnon in the lower part of 

the Hamill Group, and, in general, the sequence becoroes 

better sorted and finer-grained towards the contact with the 

overly ing Mohican Formation (Section 2.5.2). Devlin (1986) 

interprets the sequence as a shallow marine deposit, with 

the lower part deposited in an envirorunent transitional 

between open marine and distal fluvial, and the rE!fllainder 

deposited in a lower shoreface to open shelf setting. 

Hamill elastics were likely derived frOlll Lower 
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Proterozoic crystalline basement rocks, and from Horsethief 

Creek s tr t a, that were uplifted adjacent to the rapidly 

subsiding Hamill depositional basin (Section 2.5.5}. 

Strata overlying the Hamill Group at Jwnbo Creek that 

were mapped by Reesor (1973) as the undivided Badshot-

Mohican Forroations have been subdivided into the Mohican, 

Badshot, and Lardeau sequences (Section 2.6}. The Mohican 

Formation comprises argillite, silty argillite, argillaceous 

and calcareous sandstone, argillaceous and silty limestone, 

and quartzite (Section 2.6.2), and is overlain by 

crystalline limestone of the Lower Cambrian Badshot 

Forroation . The overlying Lardeau Group strata consist of 

argillite, silty argillite, siltstone, sandstone, limestone, 

and quartzite. The Mohican and Lardeau successions are 

l ikely the distal equivalents of the Lower Cambrian Gog 

Group sandstone to the east, and were probably deposited in 

moderate water depths on a marine shelf (Sections 2.6.4, 

2 . 6.5). The Badshot Formation was probably deposited in 

relatively shallow water. 

5.7 DEVELOPMENT OF THE CORDILLERAN DIVERGENT MARGIN 

Bonq et al . (1983), Armin and Mayer (1983), and Bond 

and Kominz (1984) suggested that continental breakup in 

western North America took place in latest Proterozoic or 

earliest Cambrian time (555 Ma to 600 Ma), based on 

subsidence curves generated from backstripping studies of 



Lower Paleozoic strata that indicate that subsidence was 

probably controlled by cooling and thermal contraction of 

the lithosphere fol l owing a rifting event. There are two 

reasonable scenarios for the timing of this rift-breakup 

event (Section 4.2.2). The first, which was originally 
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proposed by Bond and Koroinz (1984), is that the final 

rift-breakup event took place subsequent to deposition of 

the Windermere Supergroup but prior to deposition of the 

Lower Cambrian Hamill Group and correlative strata, and that 

the pre-Lower Cambrian unconformity is the breakup 

unconformity. This hypothesis is supported by change in 

lithologies and depositional settings across the 

unconformity, by the local angularity of the unconformity 

(Aitken, 1968), and by the change in subsidence patterns at 

the -margin at the start of deposition of the Lower Cambrian 

succession (Section 4.2.2). If this interpretation is 

correct, the coarse-grained elastics in the lower part of 

the Hamill Group would have been derived from uplifted rift 

shoulders that were formed adjacent to the basin during 

continental breakup and were still topographically high 

during the early part of Hamill deposition. The decrease 

upward in g rain size in the Hamill Group would be related 

to diroinuation of the rift shoulders by erosional processes 

early in the drifting stage of the margin. 

,An alternative interpretation <Bond et al., 1985} is 

that the final rift-breakup event took place during 
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deposition of the basal, coarse-grained portion of the Lower 

Carobri an s uccession. In this interpretation, the pre-Lower 

Carobrian unconformity would have formed at the approximate 

start of the final rift stage, and the rift to drift 

transition would correspond to the change from the coarse-

grained basal portion of the Lower Carobrian succession to 

the overlying finer-grained, more mature elastics (without 

the development of a breakup unconformity). 

5.8 THE WINDERMERE HIGH 

Exposures in the eastern part of the study area, where 

the Middle Devonian Mount Forster Formation overlies Upper 

Proterozoic strata, represent the culmination of the 

Windermere High <Sections 1.2.2, 4.3; Figure 1.4). Where-

ever data are available, Lower Paleozoic strata thicken away 

from these exposures (Figure 1.3). To gain an understanding 

of the shape and possible lateral extent of the Windermere 

High prior to Mesozoic contractional deformation, isopach 

maps of Lower Paleozoic stratigraphic units have been 

constructed on palinspastic bases <Sections 4.1, 4.3.2; 

Figures 4.4 , 4.5, 4.6, 4.7, 4.8). 

All Lower Paleozoic stratigraphic units to the east of 

the study area thin to the southwest towards the crestal 

region of the Windermere High and have generally northwest-

southeast directed thickness trends and zero edges, 

indicating that the High had a northwest-southeast trend 



<Section 4.3.2). 

I n t he region of the study area, strata deposited to 

the southwest of the Windermere High have been juxtaposed 

with strata deposited on the crest of the High by the 

Purcell - Mount Forster - Redding Creek fault. In, and 
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north of, the Jubilee Mountain area, where there is no 

evidence for an anoroalously thin section of Lower Paleozoic 

strata analogous to the exposures in the eastern part of the 

study area, this Mesozoic thrust fault may have juxtaposed 

strata deposited to the southwest of the High with strata 

deposited to the northeast of the High. Thus, it is 

possible that the Windermere High extended as much as 

several hundred kilometres to the northwest of the exposures 

in the study area prior to Mesozoic deformation. Moreover, 

the Windermere High may have extended to the south of the 

study area and may have merged with the paleohigh "Montania" 

<Deiss, 1941; Section 4.4), although this can not be proved 

because of the paucity of exposures of Lower Paleozoic 

strata in the southern portion of the Purcell anticlinoriuro. 

Relationships at the southwestern boundary of the 

Windermere High have been masked by the Mesozoic Purcell 

Mount Forster - Redding Creek thrust fault, but this 

boundary was probably controlled by southwest-side down, 

Paleozoic normal faults that separated the rapidly subsiding 

depositional basin to the southwest of the High froro the 

crestal region of the High (Section 4.3.2}. 
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The Wi ndermere High first became active at the start of 

depos i t ion o f the Lower Cambrian elastic succession (Section 

4.3.3). Although Upper Proterozoic Horsethief Creek strata 

are anomalously thin at the crest of the High (Figures 1.4, 

2.17), this thin section is probably the result of 

post-Horsethief Creek, pre-Middle Devonian uplift and 

erosion rather than depositional condensation (Section 

2.4.5). 

Parts of the High were probably eroergent during 

deposition of the Lower Cambrian Hamill . Group and Cranbrook 

Formation, the Middle and Upper Cambrian Chancellor 

Formation, the Upper Cambrian and Lower Ordovician Mckay 

Group and Glenogle Formation, and the Middle and/or Upper 

Ordovician Mount Wilson Quartzite; and strata on the High 

were probably exposed and eroded to contribute detritus to 

these stratigraphic units (Section 4.3.3). The High was 

submerged, but was still a positive feature relative to the 

region to the northeast, during deposition of the Upper? 

Cambrian Jubilee Formation, and was subfllerged, and may have 

been a pos itive feature, during deposition of the Upper 

Ordov ici n and Lower Silurian Beaverfoot Formation. The 

Windermere High had apparently ceased to be an active 

feature by the time the Middle Devonian Mount Forster 

Formation was deposited <Section 4.3.3). 

The Kicking Horse Riro (Aitken, 1971 > was a linear, 

northwest-trending, paleotopographic high that controlled 
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the location ot the facies change between the argillaceous 

strata of t he Chancellor Formation and the coeval carbonate 

strata to the northeast, and apparently controlled the 

location of the facies change between the argillaceous 

strata of the McKay Group and the correlative carbonate 

strata to the northeast (Figures 1.3, 1.4). There is a 

close correspondence between the times when facies changes 

occured across the Kicking Horse Rim, times when the 

Windermere High was an emergent feature, and, to a lesser 

extent, times when deep water depositional environments were 

present to the west of the Rim (Section 4.3.4). This is 

most evident during deposition of the Chancellor Formation, 

but is also evident during deposition of the Mckay-Glenogle 

sequence. In contrast, the Lyell - Ottertail - Jubilee 

sequence and the Beaverfoot Formation do not change facies 

across the Kicking Horse Rim, and the times when these 

strata were deposited correspond to times when shallow water 

carbonate depositional environment s were present over much 

of the region and the Windermere High was submerged. These 

relationships indicate that the changes that occurred at the 

Kicki ng Horse Rim were in soroe manner related to the changes 

that took place at the crestal region of the Windermere 

High. 

The Winderrnere High is thought to have forrned during 

episodes ot lithospheric extension during the Early 

Paleozoic (Section 4.3.5). Small displacement, deeply 
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seated, southwest-side down, normal faults are suggested to 

have b een intermittently active at the Kicking Horse Rim, 

thereby controlling changes in facies across the Rim and 

occasionally creating a deep-water environment to the 

southwest of the Rim. Large displacement, southwest-side-

down, normal faults that formed the southwestern boundary of 

the Windermere High would have permitted significant amounts 

of subsidence to the southwest of the High while the crest 

of the High was a positive feature. Thinning of the 

lithosphere during extensional tectonic activity in the 

region southwest of the Windermere High would create 

elevated temperatures in this region. Lateral flow of heat 

from the extending region to the southwest of the High would 

cause enhanced cooling, contraction, and subsidence of the 

extended region to the southwest of the High, and heating, 

thermal expansion, and uplift at the crest of the High. 

This model can account for the correspondence between 

times when the Windermere High was a positive feature and 

times when facies changes occurred across the Kicking Horse 

Rim because both would have occurred during periods of 

lithospheric extension. Horeover, the model can ac~ount for 

the lack of facies changes in the Lyell - Ottertail -

Jubilee Formation and the Beaverfoot Formation across the 

Kicking Horse Rim and the lack of eroergence of the 

Windermere High during deposition of these uni ts because the 

margin was not experiencing extensional activity during 
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deposition of these strata. 

The Windermere High is considered to have been an 

uplifted rift shoulder that was related to extensional 

tectonism in the region to the southwest of the High. The 

presence of volcanic flows, and sediments inferred to be 

related to extensional activity, within the Hamill Group to 

the north of the study area <Devlin, 1986), in addition to 

the volcanic flows at the top of the Hamill Group (Evans, 

1933) and within the Paleozoic Lardeau Group (Fyles, 1964) 

support this hypothesis (Section 4.3.5). 

If the conclusion that continental separation in 

western North America took place at the approximate start of 

the Cambrian <4.2.2) is accepted, the lithospheric extension 

associated with the Windermere High would have been 

occurring at the outer part of the divergent margin, and at 

the Kicking Horse Rim, during the drift stage. If the less 

probable hypothesis that continental breakup did not take 

place until the Devonian (Section 4.2.2) is accepted, the 

Early Paleozoic lithospheric extension would have been the 

final phase of a prolonged, Late Proterozoic to Devonian, 

period o f rifting. 

Mon tania was a northeast-trending paleohigh located 

near the Canada - United States border <Deiss, 1941 ). A 

thin (0 to 360 m) section of Hiddle Cambrian strata 

constitutes the only post- Purcell, pre-Devonian rock on 

Hontania. The lack of Windermere strata, and the paucity of 
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Lower Paleozoic strata, are probably due to a lack of 

lithospher ic extension during Winderroere time, and, 

therefore, a lack of post-rifting lithospheric contraction 

and subsidence during the Early Paleozoic in this area 

<Section 4.4). Although Montania roay have roerged with the 

southern extension of the Winderroere High, the two 

paleohighs were fundamentally different because the 

Winderroere High was apparently created by processes 

associated with lithospheric extension, whereas Montania was 

probably created as a result of a lack of lithospheric 

extension. 

5.9 MOUNT FORSTER FORMATION 

Exposures of the Middle Devonian Mount Forster 

Formation at Delphine Creek were not recognized in previous 

studies (Walker, 1926; Reesor,1957a, 1973) and were roapped 

as various Proterozoic units. 

The lower contact of the Mount Forster Forroation at 

Delphine Creek is an angular unconformity which is locally 

faulted (Section 2.7.3). On the south slopes of Mount 

Duthie, where the contact is not faulted, the pre-Mount 

Forster unconformity truncates broad folds developed in 

Horsethief Creek strata <Figure 2.14). These folds probably 

have a north-northwest trend based on outcrop patterns and 

statistical analyses of structural data (Sections 2.7.3, 

3.3). The precise age of the pre-Mount Forster folds is not 
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known. The folds could have developed during either 

extens ion a l, contractional, or transcurrent events. 

Two exposures of the Mount Forster Formation are 

present in the study area. The most extensive exposure 

occurs within the hanging wall of the Delphine Creek thrust 

fault, and consists of dolomitic quartz sandstone, 

quartzite, pebble conglomerate, cobble and boulder 

congl0111erate, argillite, and volcanic flows (Section 2.7.2). 

Detritus within this succession was probably derived 

from Horsethief Creek Group strata and Ordovician and 

Silurian Beaverfoot Formation strata inferred to have been 

exposed nearby, and possibly, Lower Paleozoic strata exposed 

to the northeast on the West Alberta Arch. The strata were 

probably deposited in a shallow marine, tidally influenced 

setting (Section 2.7.5). 

This exposure is interpreted to have been deposited in 

a half-graben during a period of Middle Devonian extensional 

tectoniSJ11 based on: 1) the marked lateral changes in the 

thickness, distribution, and lithology of individual members 

delineated in the succession (Sections 2.7.2, 2.7.5; Figures 

1.8, 2.20, 2.24); 2) the coarse-grained nature of the 

sequence ; 3) the derivation of detritus from older strata 

that were uplifted nearby; and 4) the presence of volcanic 

flows within the succession. A paleomagnetic overprint 

<Horris and HcHechan, 1983) that may have been acquired 

during the Devonian (Section 2.2.4) may be related to the 
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Middle Devonian extensional event. 

In exposures within the i111111ediate footwall of the 

Delphine Creek fault, the Mount Forster Formation contains a 

significantly greater proportion of purple and green 

argillite than is present in the more westerly exposure, and 

contains few beds of pebble conglomerate and no horizons of 

volcanic greenstone or cobble or boulder congl0111erate 

<Section 2.7.2; Figure 2.21 ). Sandstone horizons within 

this exposure are markedly lenticular; the succession may 

have been deposited on a tidal flat or in a fluvial setting. 

The exposure within the footwall of the Delphine Creek 

fault is generally similar to the Mount Forster Formation at 

the type section at the summit of Mount Forster where the 

sequence consists largely of argillite (Figure 2.22; 

Nor ford, 1981 ) . Approximately 2 km southwest of the sU111111it 

exposures; however, the succession is similar to the Mount 

Forster Formation in the hanging wall of the Delphine Creek 

fault, and consists of dolomitic quartz sandstone with 

interbeds of argillite and dolomite <Root, 1985). 

The Mount Forster Formation is generally similar to 

coarse-g rained elastic sequences, which locally contain 

volcanics, that range in age fr0111 Upper Silurian to Middle 

Devonian in northeastern Washington to Upper Devonian and 

Mississippian in northern British Coiumbia and the Yukon, 

and these strata may have been deposited during a 

diachronous, mid-Paleozoic rift event <Section 4.2.2). It 



is poss i b l e, but not likely, that continental breakup did 

not take pl ace at the approximate start of the Cambrian 

(Section 4.2.2), and that the mid-Paleozoic extension was 

related to the final rift-breakup event that formed the 
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Cordilleran divergent margin. Another possibility is that 

the extensional tectonism was related to a rifting event 

that lead to separation of the outer part of the divergent 

margin fr0111 North America in the mid-Paleozoic as suggested 

by Tempelman-Kluit (1979). A third possible interpretation 

is that the mid-Paleozoic extension was related to back-arc 

spreading <Section 4.2.2). This is considered to be the 

most likely interpretation, since mid-Paleozoic igneous 

rocks that were probably related to a volcanic arc are 

present at scattered locations to the west of the thrust and 

fold belt froro California to Alaska (e.g. Okulitch et al., 

1975; Gabrielse et al., 1982; Evenchick et al., 1984; 

Aleinikoff et al., 1986; Hannah and Moores, 1986). 

The West Alberta Arch (Figure 4.3), which is located to 

the northeast of the study area, and was a topographic high 

subsequent to deposition 0£ the Upper Ordovician and Lower 

Siluri an Beaverfoot Formation and prior to deposition of 

Upper Devonian strata, may have been an uplifted rift 

shoulder that was related to lithospheric extension during 

the Middle Devonian (Section 4.2.2). 

Subsidence patterns in the southern Canadian 

portion 0£ the margin appear to to have been altered 
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significa ntly during the Devonian, probably as a result of 

Middle Devonian extensional tectonism <Section 4.2.2): the 

Winderroere High ceased to be a positive feature in Middle 

Devonian time (Section 4.3.3); Montania began to receive 

significant thicknesses of post-Purcell sediments during the 

Late Devonian <Section 4.4); and there was an apparent 

increase in the rate of subsidence at the margin at the 

start of the Late Devonian <Price et al., 1985; their Figure 

1 4). 

5 .1 0 STARBIRD<?> FORMATION 

Devonian strata, which consist of carbonate and fine-

grained elastic rocks, are present above the Middle Devonian 

Mo unt Forster Formation at the headwaters of Delphine and 

Farnham Creeks. These strata were mapped with the 

Horsethief Creek Group in previous studies (Walker,1926; 

Reesor, 1957a, 1973). They were considered correlative with 

the Middle and Upper Devonian Starbird Formation by Root 

(1983, 1985) based on paleontological data indicative of a 

Middle or Late Devonian age <B.S. Norford, written 

COlllfllun ication, 1981) and based on similarities in the 

lithology o f the succession and the lithology of the 

Starbird Formation at Mount Forster. Recent paleontologic 

data <T.T. Uyeno, personal COflllllunication, 1986>, indicate 

that at least part of the post-Mount Forster Formation 

succession is older than the Starbird Formation and is 
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probably correlative with the Middle Devonian Harrogate 

Formation <Section 2.8.4). Available information suggests 

the lowermost part of the succession (Dsb-1a and Dsb-1b 

members) is correlative with the Harrogate Formation and the 

reminder is correlative with the Starbird Formation. Since 

data are inconclusive, all post-Mount Forster strata are 

called the Starbird(?) Formation. 

The Starbird(?) Formation has been subdivided into 

members on the detailed, 1:12,000 scale map (Figure 1.8). 

The Dsb-1a and Dsb-1c members both comprise argillite and 

chert, and both may be reworked paleosols that were 

deposited above unconformities (Sections 2.8.2, 2.8.5). The 

Dsb-1b and Dsb-1c mernbers consist of dolomite and minor 

limestone, are locally fossiliferous, and were probably 

deposited in an open marine environment. The members of the 

Dsb-1 succession exhibit significant lateral variablity in 

thickness and lithology. 

Stratigraphically higher members include the Dsb-2 

dolomitic siltstone roernber, the Dsb-3 black limestone and 

argillite mernber, the Dsb-4 siltstone mernber, and the Dsb-5 

argillite member. These strata are laterally monotonous in 

terms of rock type and thickness. 

The lower contact of the Starbird(?) Formation is an 

angular unconformity, and the succession overlies various 

members of the Mount Forster Formation and locally overlies 

the Horsethief Creek Group (Section 2.8.3). The discordance 
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at the unconformity is greatest at the south end of Black 

Diamond Mountain where Mount Forster strata were locally 

tilted to an attitude of 007, 73 E prior to depositon of the 

Starbird(?) Formation, but is also significant near the 

location of the SB-1 stratigraphic section location where 

the unconformity truncates an anticline developed in Mount 

Forster strata. A bioherro developed in the Dsb-1b merober is 

located above the truncated anticline, which suggests that 

the tectonisro that created the anticline was still active 

during deposition of the Dsb-1b succession and created a 

local paleohigh. The anticline may have formed as a drape 

fold above a deeply seated, southwest-side-down, normal 

fault. The steep paleodip at the south end of Black Diamond 

mountain may also have developed in response to extension 

(or extension with a component of transcurrent tectonism?). 

The F17 structure is interpreted to have initially been 

a drape fold over a southwest-side-down, deeply seated, 

normal fault that was active during deposition of the Dsb-1b 

member. The fold was modified when the fault propagated 

~pward through the Mount Forster Formation (during the 

Mesozo i c ? ) to form the present F17 structure (Sections 

2.8 .3, 2.8. 5; Figure 2.26; Plates 7c, 7e). 

The Dsb-1b member pinches out to the northeast, 

probably as a result of pre-Dsb-1c erosion, and the Dsb-1a 

and Dsb-1c members reach depositional zero edges to the 

northeast (Section 2.8.5; Figure 2.27). This indicates that 
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there was a greater amount of local subsidence beneath the 

southwes t e rn part of the exposure than the northeastern part 

during deposition of Dsb-1 strata. The differential 

subsidence Has probably controlled by displacements on the 

the F17 syndepositional normal fault and other similar, 

deeply seated, normal faults. 

Tectonism during deposition of the lower part of the 

Starbird(?) Formation <Dsb-1 succession) was not as 

pronounced as the tectonism documented during deposition of 

the Mount Forster Formation (Section 2.7), but the 

Starbird(?) extensional activity may have been related to 

the same deformational processes (i.e. separation of the 

outer part of the margin frOPl North America, or extension 

within a back arc basin )(Section 4.2.2) as were occurring 

during Mount Forster deposition. 

5.11 PROTEROZOIC AND PALEOZOIC STRUCTURES 

Three types of Devonian and older structures are 

documented within the study area <Section 3.2). 

1) Syndepositional normal faults exposed within the 

study area Here active during deposition of the Dutch Creek 

Formation ( F32}, the Pmn-7 merober of the Mount Nelson 

Formation <F23), the Toby Formation (F2, F16a, F16b, 

F18a(?), F18b(?), F23, F24), and the Horsethief Creek Group 

<F18a, F19a, F19b). In addition, normal faults are inferred 

to have been active during the second phase of Toby-age 
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deformat ion and during deposition of the Mount Forster 

Format ion, but these faults are not exposed because of the 

configuration of the macroscopic Mesozoic structure in 

conjunction with the level of present day erosion. Many, or 

all, of the remaining normal faults exposed in the study 

area may have been active during the Proterozoic or 

Paleozoic, but there are no stratigraphic data preserved to 

prove this. Many of the normal faults are demonstrably 

listric in cross-sectional shape. The F5 fault and F6 fault 

system may be low angle portions of pre-Mesozoic normal 

faults, and have ramp and flat geometry (F5} and duplex-like 

geometry (F6}. 

2) Structures interpreted to be drape folds above 

deeply seated, syndepositional normal faults were formed 

during deposition of the Mount Forster Formation, as well as 

subsequent to deposition of the Mount Forster Formation but 

prior to deposition of the Starbird(?) Formation, and during 

deposition of the Starbird(?) Formation (Sections 2.7.5, 

2.8.3, 2.8.5, 3.2}. 

3) Folds that probably have north-northwesterly trends 

are trunc ated by the pre-Mount Forster and pre-Starbird(?) 

Formation unconformities (Sections 2.7.3, 2.8.3, 3.2}. The 

pre-Starbird(?) folds may have formed during extensional 

tectonisro; however the pre-Mount Forster folds may have 

formed as a result of either extensional of compressional 

proccesses. 
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5.12 MES OZOIC STRUCTURES 

The thrust faults and the majority of the folds in the 

study area were formed during three phases of deformation 

during the Mesozoic (Sections 3.1, 3.5; Figures 3.8, 3.9). 

Phase 1 structures comprise northeast-verging thrust faults 

that are typical of thrust faults in that they place older 

strata over younger strata and cut up section in the 

direction of transport (Section 3.5.2). The Delphine Creek, 

Monwnent Peak, F22a, and F22b faults, and possibly the F11, 

F12, and F21 faults are phase 1 structures; the Black 

Diamond fault could be either a phase 1 or phase 2 

structure. 

Phase two structures COl1lprise folds that deform phase 1 

thrust faults, and faults (the F15, F30, and possibly the 

F1, F11, F12 and Black Diamond faults) that are related to 

the formation of the phase 2 folds <Section 3.5 . 3). Most of 

the mesoscopic folds were probably formed during this period 

of deformation. Regionally developed, syn-metamorphic 

<Section 3.4), north-northwesterly-striking cleavage is 

statistically parallel to the axial planes of these folds 

(Sect ion 3 .3). Folding of phase 1 thrusts by phase 2 folds 

does not necessarily imply that these phases were two 

discrete compressional pulses; instead, the thrusts may have 

been folded as structurally lower, more northeasterly, step 

thrusts developed during the same episode of deformation. 

Phase 3 structures c0111prise the Mount Forster, 
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Paramount Peak, and Redline thrust faults (Section 3.5.4). 

These f aul t s postdate, and truncate, phase 1 and phase 2 

structures and apparently are spatially related to north-

northwesterly- to northeasterly-, and east-west-striking 

crenulation cleavages that postdate the regionally developed 

cleavage that is axial planar to the phase 2 folds (Section 

3.3). Many of the "rules" established for thrust faults do 

not apply to the phase 3 faults because they cut through a 

previously deformed package of rock; they do not 

consistently cut stratigraphically upwards in the direction 

of transport, nor do they consistently place older strata 

over younger strata. The occurrence of east-west-striking 

crenulation cleavage that apparently is spatially associated 

with these faults indicates that there was a c0111ponent of 

north-south directed cOfllpression during the third 

deformational phase. The phase 3 faults may be oblique 

thrust faults that have a c0111ponent of transcurrent 

displacement that could be related to transcurrent movement 

on the Northern Rocky Mountain Trench system of faults 

(Section 4.1.3). 

Th e Mount Forster fault is noteworthy because of the 

signi ficant c o ntrast between the stratigraphic successions 

in its footwall (Devonian strata over thin Upper Proterozoic 

strata} and hanging wall (thick Upper Proterozoic and Lower 

Cambrian strata><Figure 1.4>. The contrast could lead to 

the interpretation that the Mount Forster reverse fault is a 
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reactivated Paleozoic normal fault; however, the observation 

that the fault cuts previously formed Mesozoic faults and 

folds clearly indicates that the fault is of Mesozoic age 

and is not a reactivated normal fault <Section 4.1.3}. 

No stratigraphic cutoffs or pre-phase 3 structures in 

the footwall of the Mount Forster fault can be matched with 

cutoffs or structures in the hanging wall of the fault over 

a distance of approximately 30 krll; this indicates that the 

minimum displacement on the fault, assuming a northeastward 

transport direction, is about 30 krll <Section 3.5.4; Figure 

3.10 ). 

The Mount Forster fault is considered to link with the 

Purcell fault to the north and the Redding Creek fault to 

the south (Section 3.5.4; Figures 1.3, 3.11 ). 

The Mount Toby stock, located approximately 10 krll south 

of the study area, is a Middle to Late Jurassic (166 Ma) 

synkineroatic intrusion that has a well developed lineation 

that is approximately subparallel to fold axes within the 

surrounding country rock <Reesor, 1973; Wanless et al., 

1968; Archibald et al., 1983); the pluton was likely 

emplaced during the phase 2 folding event (Section 3.6}. The 

post-kinematic, mid-Cretaceous (95 Ma}(Archibald et al., 

1984) Horsethief Creek batholith plugs, and therefore 

postdates displacement on, the phase 3 Mount Forster fault 

<Walker, 1926; Reesor, 1973; S.Bennett, personal 

corornunication, 1983). Two pulses of orogenic activity are 
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recogni z ed through study of Mesozoic Rocky Mountain Foreland 

Basin s trata (Stott, 1984). The first pulse, recorded in 

Late Jurassic to Early Cretaceous strata, is probably the 

deformational event during which the phase 1 and phase 2 

structures formed (Section 3.6). The second pulse, recorded 

by mid-Cretaceous strata, may have been the deformational 

event during which the phase 3 structures formed. 

The F19 fault is a Horsethief Creek-age normal fault 

that is, locally to the north of Monwnent Peak, reactivated 

as a reverse fault <Section 3.2). Some of the phase 1 

thrusts may be reactivated Proterozoic or Paleozoic normal 

faults, but this cannot be proved with available data. The 

phase 3 thrusts are not reactivated pre-Mesozoic normal 

faults since these faults cut pre-exsiting Mesozoic 

structures and thus did not exist before the Mesozoic. 

The Purcell anticlinoriwn is considered to be a thrust 

culmination (see also Dahlstroro, 1970) that may be a very 

large, and in essence, a very simple duplex structure in 

which the RedMall - Saint Mary fault is the floor thrust and 

the Purcell - Mount Forster - Redding Creek fault is the 

roof thrust (Section 4.1.2). 
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PLATE ON E 

1a) The Pdc-2 and Pdc-3 members of the Dutch Creek 

Formation on the east slopes of The Cleaver. The Dutch 

Creek strata are carried in the hanging wall of the Mount 

Forster fault <MF); Horsethief Creek strata in the footwall 

of the fault are exposed near the bott0111 of the photo. 

1b) Cryptalgalaminate dolomite of the Pmn-4a member of the 

Mount Nelson Formation, in the axial region of the Phoenix 

anticline, Farnham Creek valley. Knife is 8.5 cm long. 

1c) Danal str0111atolite dolomite of the Pmn-4c member of the 

Mount Nelson Formation, on the east limb of the Phoenix 

anticline, Farnham Creek valley. Width of view i s 18 c m. 

1d) Mudcracks on a bedding plane of the Pmn-6 member of the 

Mount Nelson Formation, at the top of the MN-1 stratigraphic 

section. Knife is 8.5 cm long. 

1e) Polygonal stromatolite (desiccated algal mat) dol0111ite, 

bedd ing plane of the Pmn-5 member of the Mount Nelson 

Formation, immediately east of the F16b fault. Knife is 8.5 

cm long. 
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1f} Bou lder congl0111erate, Pmn-7 member of the Mount Nelson 

Format i on , southeast of Puzzle Peak in the hanging wall of 

the Parrunount Peak Fault. Matrix is volcanic greenstone, 

large clast at centre is quartzite, clasts on _right are 

dolomite. Pen (P) is 17 cm long. 

1g) Salt crystal impressions on a bedding plane of the 

Pron-6 member of the Mount Nelson Formation, immediately west 

of the F16b fault. Pen is 8 mm in diameter. 

1h) Ripples on a bedding plane of the Pmn-9 (upper 

quartzite) member of the Mount Nelson Formation, near the 

Paradise Mine. 





PLATE TWO 

2a) Toby Formation conglomerate, comprising pebbles, 

cobbles, and a boulder of quartzite in a dolomite matrix, 

approximately 8 km south of Panorama ski hill. 

31.5 cm long. 

Hammer is 
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2b) Pebbles, and tabular clast, of dolomite in a dolomite 

matrix, Toby Formation, south slopes of Mount Duthie. 

is 8.5 cm long. 

Knife 

2c) Bed of Toby conglomerate underlain and overlain by beds 

of dolomite (D), east limb of Phoenix anticline, Farnham 

Creek valley. Matrix is dolomite, clasts are quartzite and 

less cOlllJTlonly dolomite. Note that many clasts are oriented 

subparallel to bedding, and that congloroerate fabric varies 

from matrix-supported to clast-supported. 

8.5 cm long. 

Knife (k) is 

2d) Toby Formation dolOfflite with a volcanic greenstone 

matr ix, e ast of the HC-3 stratigraphic section location. 

Large clast at left is quartzite; others are quartzite and 

dolomite. Knife (k) is 8.5 cm long. 
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2e) Toby c onglomerate overlies, with angular unconformity, 

the Pmn- 6 member of the Mount Nelson Formation near the top 

of the MN-1 stratigraphic section location. Knife (k) is 

8.5 cm long. 

2f) Slump breccia of Toby doloroite, east limb of the 

Phoenix anticline, Farnham Creek valley. 

long. 

Knife is 8.5 cm 

2g) Toby strata infill karst cavities (upper right, centre, 

and lower left of photo) in the Pmn-5 member of the Mount 

Nelson Formation up to about 3 m below the pre-Toby 

unconformity, east flank of the Phoenix anticline, Farnham 

Creek valley. Pen at centre is 17 cm long. 

2 h) Toby congloroerate consisting of a boulder of Toby 

conglomerate (dolomite matrix, dolomite clasts) in a matrix 

of argillite, northeast of Mount Duthie. Dorothy Root f or 

scale. 
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PLATE THREE 

3a) Cross-bedded quartzite, Toby Formation, 1.8 km south of 

Black Diamond Mountain in the footwall of the Black Diamond 

thrust. Brunton compass for scale. 

3b) Amygdaloidal greenstone flow, Toby Formation, hanging 

wall of the F18a fault, west of Monument Peak. 

8.5 cm long. 

Knife is 

3c) Mudcracked bedding surface of the .. black argillite 

succession .. of the Toby Formation (Section 2.2.2), hanging 

wall of the Monument Peak fault to the southwest of Monument 

Peak. Similar · interbeds are present in the Pmn-9 member of 

the Mount Nelson Formation. Bar at bottom of photo is 15 cm. 

3d) Clast of Toby conglomerate (dolomite grains in 

a dolomite matrix) within conglomerate of the Toby 

Formation, east slopes of Mount Duthie. 

3e) P i s olites (3 mm to 10 mm in diameter) in limestone of 

the Toby Formation, hanging wall of the F16 fault. 

3f) Pisolites in sandy doloroite conglomerate matrix, upper-

most Toby Formation, 300 m northeast of the T1 statigraphic 

section. 
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3g) Toby c onglomerate, coroprising quartzite and dolomite 

clasts in a dolomite matrix, east flank of the Phoenix 

anticline, Farnham Creek valley. Knife (k) is 8.5 cm long. 

3h) Doroal stromatolite dolomite, uppermost Toby Formation, 

southwest oF the HC-3 stratigraphic section location. 
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PLATE FOUR 

4a) The upper portion of the highest thinning- and fining-

upward cycle in the Phc- 3 a member of the Horsethief Creek 

Group at the HC-5 stratigraphic section location. Pebble 

conglomerate beds (light grey) grade upwards into classic 

turbidites (dark grey). Rainer Czypionka (upper right) for 

scale. 

4b) Sandstone in the uppermost portion of a graded bed of 

coarse-grained elastic strata, Horsethief Creek Group, about 

43.5 m above the base of the HC-6 stratigraphic section. 

Same bed as i n Plate 4d. 

4 c) Boulder of sandy and pebbly dolomite in a graded bed of 

pebble conglomerate, about 365 m above the base of the 

Horsethief Creek Group, Law Ridge. Pick of ice axe is 27 cm. 

4d) Pebble conglomerate in the basal portion of a graded 

bed o f coarse-grained strata, Horsethief Creek Group, about 

42 m above the base of the HC-6 stratigraphic section. Same 

bed as in Plate 4b. 

4e) Layers of .. beef calcite .. in the Phc-4 member of the 

Horsethief Creek Group, 300 m north of the HC-3 section 

location. Pencil (17 cm) is parallel to bedding; calcite 
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crystal s a re perpendicular to bedding. 

4f) Classic turbidites <AE and B?E sequences), 727 m above 

the base of the Horsethief Creek Group, stratigraphic 

section HC-1. Argillite: A; sandstone and siltstone: S. 

Pen is 17 cm long. 

4g) Black limestone of the Phc-4 member of the Horsethief 

Creek Group, stratigraphic section HC-3 location. 

17 cm long. 

Pencil is 

4h) Classic turbidite with A, B, C, and D divisions (and E 

division of underlying sequence), 184 m above the base of 

the Horsethief Creek Group at the HC-5 section. 

(m) are present near the top of the A division. 

cleavage (cl) is present. 

Mudchips 

Subvertical 
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PLATE F I VE 

5a) Horseth i ef Creek Group conglomerate comprising 

limestone clasts (L) and dolomite clasts (D) in a matrix of 

black limestone, from an exposure approximately km south 

of Sunburst Peak. Coin is 18 mm in diameter. 

5b) Blockhead Mountain, located approximately 1 kill south of 

the southwestern corner of the study area, is made up of 

Hamill Group strata. Mohican, Badshot, and Lardeau strata 

outcrop on the westerrunost (rightmost) summit. The 

Horsethief Creek/Hamill contact is present beneath snow 

cover at the left side of the photo. 

5 c) View to the south of the Horsethief Creek/Hamill 

c ontact present at the left side of Plate 5b (photo taken 

later in season than 5b). The quartzite layer ( Q) present 

below the contact may be a fault sliver of Hamill strata 

( Section 2 . 5 . 3 ) . The same(?) quartzite layer is present in 

an isoclinal synform at the left side of the plate. 

Devl in and Kris Matson for scale. 

Bill 

5d) Mount Forster Formation strata, consisting largely of 

dolomitic quartz sandstone, exposed below the Delphine 

Glacier. The Dlllf-4 volcanic flow (V) is exposed approx-

imately halfway up the cliff. 
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5e) Hor sethief Creek Group, Mount Forster Fonnation, and 

Starbi r d(? ) Formation strata exposed on the south slopes of 

Black Diamond Mountain. The Mount Forster Formation to the 

west of the peak at the HC-2 stratigraphic section location 

(D) is only about 7 m thick. 

5f) Horsthief Creek Group and Mount Forster Formation 

strata on the south slopes of Mount Duthie, with the Drnf-4 

volcanic flow (V) outlined in white. 

5g) Very poorly sorted dolomitic quartz sandstone of the 

Drnf-5 s u c cession, Mount Forster Formation. Note low angle 

cross-beds, planar lamination. Width of view is about 18 

cm. 

5h) Dolomitic quartz sandstone of the Mount Forster 

Formation at the MF-5 stratigraphic section location at 

Mount Forster . Base of exposure is about 330 m above the 

base of the succession. Wayne Foo and Dorothy Root for 

scale. 



Sa 
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PLATE S I X 

6a) Boulder conglomerate, Dmf-1 member of the Mount Forster 

Formation, on the southeast slopes of Black Diamond 

Mountain. Clasts and matrix comprise sandy dolomite and 

minor dolomitic quartz sandstone. Pen (P) is 17 cm long. 

6b) Norbert Alwast at an exposure of cross-bedded Dmf- 5 

dolomitic quartz sandstone, to northeast of Shamrock Lake. 

6c) Scour surface, dol0111itic quartz sandstone of the Drof-5 

succession, Mount Forster Formation. Knife is 8.5 cm long. 

6d) Poorly sorted pebble congl0111erate, Drof-3b member of the 

Mount Forster Formation, south slopes of Mount Duthie. The 

matrix is purple argillaceous sandstone; clasts are quartz, 

quartzite, and, less cOl11Illonly, dolomite 

6e) Clasts of dolomite containing fossil fragments 

(Ordov i cian/Silurian Beaverfoot Formation dolomite?) in a 

do l 0111 itic sandstone matrix. Approximately 385 m above the 

base of the Mount Forster Formation, MF-5 section location, 

Mount Forster. Coin is 18 mm in diameter. 
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6f) Cobbl e of fossiliferous dolomite (Ordovician/Silurian 

Beaver f oot Forroation doloroite?) in a dolomitic sandstone 

roatrix, south of the northeastern part of the Delphine 

Glacier. Coin is 18 .PUil in diameter. 

6g) Bidirectional crossbeds, Drof-5q1 roerober of the Mount 

Forster Forroation, near the MF-3 section location. Knife is 

8.5 cro long. 

6h) Exposures of the Drof-5 succession of the Mount Forster 

Forroation, and recessive exposures of Starbird(?) Forroation 

strata, in the footwall of the Mount Forster fault; 

exposures of Dutch Creek Forroation and Mount Nelson 

Forroation strata (deforroed by the F6 extensional duplex 

systero) in the hanging wall of the Mount Forster fault (the 

fault is not visible in the photo. The quartzite roembers of 

the Dmf-5 succession form prominent ridges; dolomitic 

sandstone horizons weather more recessively. 
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PLATE SEVEN 

7a) Horsethief Creek Group, Mount Forster Formation, and 

Starbird(?) Formation strata on the east slopes of Black 

Diamond Mountain <left) and Mount Mccoubrey (right). The 

angularity of the pre-Starbird(?) Formation unconformity can 

be seen by following the black line (labelled 5v) that 

traces the base of the Dmf-5v volcanic flow from the left of 

the plate where the flow is overlain by about 160 m of Mount 

Forster strata (section MF-1) to the centre of the plate 

where the flow is overlain by about 5 m of Mo~nt Forster 

strata. Black Diamond thrust fault: BO. 

7b) Members of the Starbird(?) Formation on the east slopes 

of Mount Mccoubrey. The Dsb-1c member may overlie an 

unconformity surface; the zero edge of the Dsb-1b member is 

present approximately 200 m to the northeast of the 

exposure at the right side of the plate. The Dsb-5 member 

is present in the axial region of an isoclinal syncline; 

strata exposed upslope from this member are overturned. 

7c) Mount Forster and Starbird(?) Formation strata on the 

east slopes of Black Diamond Mountain in the vicinity of the 

F17 structure <the F17 fault is not visible in this plate). 

See Plate 7e for view of the F17 structure. The thickness 

of strata between the Dmf-5v volcanic flow (5v) and the 
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Starbird(?) Formation is about 160 m. 

7d) Strornatoporoid, Amphipora, and coral wackestone and 

packstone, Dsb-1b mernber of the Starbird(?) Formation, east 

slopes of Mount Mccoubrey. Width of view is about 35 cm. 

7e) The F17 structure, viewed from the south, on the east 

slopes of Black Diamond Mountain (see Plate 7c). Mount 

Forster strata are cut at a steep angle by the F17 fault, 

but Dsb-1b strata of the Starbird(?) Formation are draped 

over the fau l t surface and apparently are not cut by it 

(bedding sur f aces are outlined with white lines). See 

Sections 2.8 . 3 and 2.8.5 and Figure 2.26 for an 

interpretation of the genesis of this structure. 

Mcllwrick is in the foreground of the photo. 

Dale 

7f) Dolornit i c siltstone, approximately 50 above the base 

of the Starbi rd Formation at the MF-5 stratigraphic section 

location at Mount Forster. Dorothy Root for scale. 





PLATE E IGHT 

8a) The southwest-dipping F18a and F18b normal faults on 

the southwest ridge of MonU111ent Peak, viewed from the 

northwest. Both faults may have been active during 
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deposition of the Toby Formation (Sections 2.3.3, 2.3.5); 

the F18a fault was active during deposition of the Phc-1 

sequence of the Horsethief Creek Group (Section 2.4.5). The 

Pmn-5 member is about 90 m thick. 

8b) The southwest-dipping F5 normal fault and a sub-

parallel, structurally lower, small displacement normal 

fault on the southwest ridge of Spearhead Peak. Both faults 

are intruded by greenstone dikes. Note the .. stepped•• 

pathway followed by the faults; the dip increases where the 

faults cut through the competent Mount Nelson basal 

quartzite member. The faults may be low angle portions of 

Proterozoic or Paleozoic faults. 

8c) The F6 normal fault system, exposed on the southeast 

ridge of Spearhead Peak, appears to be an extensional duplex 

system with subparallel, low angle .. floor .. and .. roof .. faults 

bounding more steeply dipping, listric normal faults. This 

fault system may be the low angle portion of a Proterozoic 

or Paleozoic fault. The system is also shown in Plate 6h. 



8d) The s teeply dipping F16a and F16b Toby-age faults 

exposed t o the south-southeast of Black Diamond Mountain 
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<BO). The Mount Forster fault <MF) is exposed to the north 

on the south ridge of Mount Mccoubrey. 

Be> View of the "floor" fault of the F6 extensional duplex 

system beneath the western (left) fault block of Mount 

Nelson strata displayed in Plate Be. Bedding is outlined 

with solid white lines. Width of view is about 3 m. 

Bf) The F16 Toby-age normal fault, viewed frOlll the south , 

approximately 800 m south of the location of Plate 8d ( see 

Figure 2.8). Black Diamond Mountain ( BD) and Mount Duthi ,e 

( D) are visible to the north. 
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PLATE NINE 

9a) View to the north, of disharmonically folded Mount 

Forster Formation strata in the hanging wall of the Black 
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Diamond thrust fault <BO). The MF-2 stratigraphic section 

was measured il11I1lediately west (left) of the region in the 

photograph. Dorothy Root (circled) for scale. 

9b) View to the northeast, of the Paramount Peak fault (PP) 

on Paramount Peak. The Redline fault (RL> is considered to 

be an imbricate of the Paramount Peak fault, and is inferred 

to have been present to the iPllflediate west of Paramount Peak 

prior to the erosion which formed the present topography. 

The Redline fault is present in outcrop approximately 1.7 km 

north of the col that is west of Paramount Peak. 

9c) Mount Nelson, Toby, and Horsethief Creek (not visible 

in this photograph) strata are present between the F8 fault 

and the Mount Forster thrust (MF> to the southeast of The 

Cleaver. View is to the north. The Mount Nelson and 

Windermere strata may be a Mount Forster fault-age horse; 

alternat i vely, the F8 fault may be a pre-Mount Forster fault 

structure that is cut by the Mount Forster fault. 
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9d) Th i s exposure of Toby Formation strata present between 

the F 9 fa ul t and the Mount Forster fault is a Mount Forster 

fault-age horse. Note that the hanging wall of the Mount 

Forster thrust is folded above the horse (bedding in the 

Pdc-2 member of the Dutch Creek Formation is outlined with a 

white line). View is to the northeast. 
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Figure 1.9 Legend for geologic maps and structural cross-sections 

Legend for Figures 1. 7 and 3.8 ( 1 24,000) 
QUATERNARY 

I g I Glacial ice 

a Unconsolidated fluvial, alluvial, and glacial sediment. (Mapped only where 
bedrock is significantly obscured) 

UPPER DEVONIAN 
STARBIRD FORMATION 
I Dsb I Gray dolomite and minor limestone with locally abundant strOmatoporoids, 

Amphipora, corals, and er in old debriS; brown dolomitic siltstone with 
argillite laminations;black limestone with black argillite interbeds · 

' red, brown, and yellow siltstone; minor argillite and microcrystalline quartz 

::-cc.,----=--=-c=-=c-cc~ cc- -- -~ -----
MIDDLE DEVONIAN 

MOUNT FORSTER FORMATION 

I Dmf I HANGING WALL OF DELPHINE CREEK FAULT: Mediun,..to coarse-grained 

dolomitic sandstone and quartzite; pebble conglomerate;vo1canic 
greenstone;argillite;cobble and boulder conglomerate 

FOOTWALL OF DELPHINE CREEK FAULT: Purple and green argillite and 

calcareous and dolomitic arglllite; dolomitic sandstone 

PALEOZOIC 
LARDEAU GROUP 
! PI I Green and 
~---~ sandstone 

green-gr a Y ar g i I lit e and s i It y a r g i 11 i le; minor s I Its tone, 
and limestone 

LOWER CAMBRIAN 
BADSHOT FORMATION 
I leb I Light brown crystalline limestone 

MOHICAN FORMATION 
! IEm I Gray, green, and blue-green argillite and sllty argillile;brown 

and calcareous sandstone; argillaceous and silty limestone 

HAMILL GROUP 
16h Quartzite ; pebble conglomerate minor dolomite and argillite 

UPPER PROTEROZOIC WINDERMERE SUPERGROUP 
HORSETHIEF CREEK GROUP 

argillaceous 

Phc Dark blue-gray, black, red-brown, and green argillite and silty argillite; 
poorly sorted quartz pebble and granule conglomerate and sandstone ·1 

cream and buff dolomite; black limestone 

TOBY FORMATION 
Li_,=:] Pebble , cobble, and boulder conglomerate and sedimentary breccia; 

· dolomite ; argillite; sandstone; volcanic greenstone 

UPPER(?) PROTEROZOIC 
MOUNT NELSON FORMATION 
I Pmn - 9 1 White and light brown quartzite ; minor black argillite 

Pmn-8 Cream-gray cryptalgelaminate dolomite 

Pmn-7 Pebble to boulder conglomerate; minor arglllite and dolomfte 

Pmn-6 Purple and pale brown argillaceous and silty dolomite ~ minor purple 
siltstone and argillite. Comprises mainly argilllte on Sultana Peak 

pm n - 5 Alternating horizons of light gray and 
orange-brown argillaceous dolomite 

cream - gray cryptalgal dolomite and 

Brownish- and yellowish-orange cryptalgalaminate 
dolomlte; purple and green slltstone and argillite 

and domal stromatolite 

Pmn-3 Purple and green siltstone, argillite, and sandstone; light brown argillaceous 
dolomite 

Pmn - 2 ! Cream and creem - gray dolomite and li g ht gr ee n, gray, and br o wn arg l lla c eou s 
dolomite 

Pmn-1 White quartzite ; minor dolomitic sandstone, argillite, and argillaceous 
dolomite 

Pmo Mount Nelson Formation undivided 

MIDDLE PROTEROZOIC PURCELL SUPERGROUP 
DUTCH CREEK FORMATION 

Pdc-3 Gray, black , and green argillite and siltstone-argilllte couplets 

Pdc-2 Pale green and brown sandstone overlain by green and gray argillite and 
dolomitlc sandstone and capped with gray and brown dolomite. Comprises 
mainly sandstone Immediately west of F32 fault 

Pdc-1 Gray and green arglllite, silty argillite, argillaceous siltstone 1 minor 
lnterbeds of sandstone and argitlaceous dolomite 

Pde Dutch Creek Formation undivided 

Stratigraphic contact (defined , approi1imate, assumed) 

Bedd i ng ( i nclined, horizontal, vertical, overturned) 

Bedding (stratigraphic top unknown) 

C le a v a g e ( i n c l in ed, vertical} 

T r e nd a nd p l u n ge of mesoscopic fold axis 

Thrust fault (defined, approximate, assumed) 

Norma l fault (defined, approximate, assumed) 

Normal fault reactivated as reverse fault 

Fault, genetic type unknown 

Axial trace of anticline, syncline 

Axial trace of overturned anticline, syncline 

Location of measured stratigraphic section 

Location of structural cross-section 

Region of numerous small displacement normal faults . 

Zone of dlsharmonic folding 
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All metamorphosed mudrocka (argilllte, slate, phyllite) are referred to as arglllite 

in the descriptions . 
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Legend for Figures 1.8 and 3.9 ( 1 12,000) 

g Glacial ice 

a Unconsolldated fluvial, alluvial, and glacial sediment. {Mapped only where 
bedrock Is significantly obscured) 

STARBIRD FORMATION 
I ~sb-5 I Covered inte,,al at most I t' · . . oca ions ; minor gray argillite 

Dsb-4 Red, brown, and yellow siltstone ; minor black limestone 

Dsb-3 Black limestone with crinoid and coral fragments ; interbeds of black 
argilllte 

Dsb-2 Brown dolomltic siltstone with laminations of blue-gray argllllte 

Gray and brown dolomiteminor black limestone. Corals. crinoids 
atoporoids,A111phipora, and quartz sand are locally present ' 

I Dsb-icj Rusty brown argilllte and minor gray microcrystalllne quartz 

strom-

I O s b - 1 •I Gray dolomite and minor limestone with 
Amphipora, corals, and crinoid debris 

locally abundant stromatoporoids. 

I Dsb-1af Gray and black argillite and microcrystalllne quartz 

MOUNT FORSTER FORMATION 
E ~f-5s5! Dolomitic sandstone; granule and pebble conglomerate 

[ omf-~ Buff dolomite and sandy dolomite 

r;mf-5 _q~ White and llght brown quartzite 

1Dmf-5s41 Dolomitic sandstone; granule and pebble conglomerate 

[ Dmf-Sqaf White and light brown quartzite 

I D m f - 5 s a! D o I omit i c sand s to n e; gr an u I e and p e b b I e con g 1 0 me rate 

1Dmf-5q2[ White and light brown quartzite 

jDmf - 5s21 Dolomitic sandstone; granule and pebble conglomerate 

Dmf-5v I Volcanic greenstone flow 

~ mf-5q 11 White and light brow. n quartzite 

1Dmf-5s11 Dolomitic sandstone; granule and pebble conglomerate 

j Dmf-4 l Volcanic greenstone flow 

/omf-3c l Dolomitic sandstone and minor granule and pebble conglomerate 

~ mf-3~ lnterbedded purple argillite, 
dolomitic sandstone 

pebble conglomerate, purple and brown 

:Om f4 Do I o m I Ii c sands ton e an d m in or gr a n u I e a n d p e b b t e con g Jo m e r ate 

Dmf-2 tnterbedded orange dolomite and purple argillite 

Dmf-1 Brown dolomitic sandstone ; quartztte;quartz granule and pebble 
conglomerate ; cobble and boulder conglomerate 

HORSETHIEF CREEK GROUP 

IPhc-Sc l Poorly sorted quartz pebble and granule conglomerate and sandstone 

IPhc-sa ] Dark blue-gray, black, and red-brown argillite and silty argillite 

Phc-5 Buff dolomite with local intercalations of blue-gray and brown-gray 
argiltlte and intraformational breccia 

Phc-4 I BI a ck 
s i It y , 

limestone and minor 
or sandy limestone 

dolomite with interbeds of argillaceous, 

1Phc-3d l Buff and rusty-brown dolomite turbidltes 

1Phc-3c l Poorly sorted quartz pebble and granule conglomerate and sandstone 

1Phc-3a l Dark blue-gray, black. red-brown, and green argillite and silty argillite 

Phc-2 pale yellow and buff dolomite 

1Ph,c-1d l Buff and rusty brown dolomite turbidites 

I Phc-lc l Poorly sorted quartz pebble and granule conglomerate and sandstone 

F hc-1~ Dark blue-gray, black, and green argitlite and silty argillite 

TOBY FORMATION 
I Pt I Pebble, cobb l e, and boulder conglomerate and sedimentary breccia ; 
'----~ dolomite ; argillite ; sandstone; volcanic green stone 

MOUNT NELSON FORMATION 

Pmn-6 Purple and pale brown argillaceous and silty dolomite ; minor puple siltstone 
and argitllte 

Alternating horizons of light gray and cream-gray 
and orange-brown argillaceous dolomite 

cryptalgal dolomite 

Brownish- and yellowish-orange cryptalgalaminate and domal stromatolite 
dolomite 

Purple and green siltstone and argillite 

Orange and yellow-orange cryptalgalaminate 
minor silty and argillaceous dolomite 

and domal stromatolite dolomi-te; 

Pmn-3 1 Purple and green siltstone, argillile, and sandstone ; light brown silty dolomite 

Pmn - 2 Cream and c ream -g ray dol om ite and light gree n , gray, and brow n argillaceou s 
dolomite 

Pmn-1 White quartzite ; minor dolomit i c sandstone, argilllte and argillsceous 
dolomite 

DUTCH CREEK FORMATION 

Pdc-3 Gray, black, and green arglllite and siltstone-argillite couplets 

I Pdc-2 I Pate green and brown sandstone overlain by green and gray argillite 
dolomitic sandstone and capped with gray and brown dolomite 

Pde Dutch Creek Formation undiv i ded 

Geology by K . Root based on field studies in 1982, 1983, and 1984 and 

on air photo interpretation . Geology in the southeast corner of Figure 1.7 
is after Fyles(1960). 

The base map is constructed from enlarged versions of the 82k/7 and 82k/8 1: 50 000 

topographic maps. Elevations in feet above mean sea-level-Approximate mean 

declination near the west boundary of the study area is 21"23• (197B). Annual change: 
decreasing 5.2' . 

Geographic features mentioned in the text (Universal Transverse Mercator grid reference) : 

Black Diamond Mountain 

Black Diamond Creek 

Mount Catherine 

The Cleaver 

Commander Glacier 

Delphine Glacier 

Mount Duthie 
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Puzzle Peak -4- 1681 Iii 

Shamrock Lake 390870 

Sultana Peak 451869 

Sunburst Peak 370827 
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Figure 2.2 Stratigraphic 
Mount Nelson Formation, 

Section 
Farnham 

MN-1 ' Creek 

See Figures 1 .7 and 1 .8 for location. Thicknesses in metres. 
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Figure 2.3 Stratigraphic Section MN-2, 
Mount Nelson Formation, 

southwest slopes of Sultana Peak 

See Figure 1.7 for location , Figure 2 .2 for legend .Thicknesses in metres . 
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Figure 
of the 

Toby Formation 2.6 Stratigraphic Cross-section, 
Mount Nelson Formation, headwaters of Delphine 

and Pmn-6 
Creek. 
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dolomite matrix . Clasts make up 20% to 70% of the rock and are rarely 

oriented with long axes parallel to bedding. The dolomite below, and 

interbedded with, the conglomerate i s similar to the conglomerate matrix . 

Datum: sub-Toby unconformity 
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Sections T1 and T2 are separated by the Horsethief Creek - age F19a and F19b normal faults (Figure 2.14) . The similarities in 

the thicknesses of the Toby Formation and in the stratigraphic levels of pre-Toby erosion at both 5ection locations indicate 

that the normal faults were not active during deposition of the Toby Formation . The significant lateral change in lithology 

between the two sections is characteristic of the Toby Formation . The locations of the sections are shown on Figures 1 . 7 and 1.8. 
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2. 12 Stratigraphic Section HC-1 Figure 
Horsethief Creek Group, Jumbo Creek 

See Figure 1·. 1 for location, Figure 2.14 for legend 
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Figure 2.13 Stratigraphic Section HC-2, 
Horsethief Creek Group, 

southwest of Black Diamond Mountain 
See Figures 1.7 and 1.8 for location, Figure 2.14 for legend. 
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Figure 2. 15. Stratigraphic Section HC-8, 
Horsethief Creek Group, 

northeast ridge of Law Mountain. 
The section is located at location 3 on Figure 1.3 

(grid reference 460970, Map 82k/9). 

The partial section of the Horsethief Creek Group at Law Ridge was measured 
by Reesor (1973) and the portion of the section from 183 m to 626 m was 
remeasured during this study. Thicknesses i n metres . See Figure 2.14 for legend. 
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Figure 2.21. Stratigraphic Section MF-4, 
Mount Forster Formation, 

southwest slopes of Mount Catherine. 
See Figure 1.7 for locetlon. Figure 2.20 for legend . 
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Figure 2.27. Stratigraphic Section SB-1, 
Starbird? Formation, 

southeast slopes of Mount Mccoubrey. 
See Figure 1.7 and Figure 1.6 for locatlon.Thlcknesses In metres. 
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Figure 2.3 Stratigraphic Section MN-2, 
Mount Nelson Formation, 

southwest slopes of Sultana Peak 

See Figure 1.7 for location , Figure 2 .2 for legend .Thicknesses in metres . 
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FIGURE 3.9 
STRUCTURAL CROSS-SECTION F-F' 
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0 m See Figure 1.8 for cross-section location and Figure 1.9 for legend. 

FF' is a right section that is perpendicular to 339,-20 (tectonite fabric domain 7). 
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Figure 3. 10 Regional Structural 
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